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PURPOSE

This report is one of a series of topical papers prepared under subcontract to the Office of
Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI). The substance of these papers is to provide the U.S.
Department of Energy insight into possible approaches to resolve potential social, political,
economic, and programmatic issues that may be associated with the development of a nuclear
waste repository. The findings and recommendations expressed by each study become inputs
to the policy-making process undertaken by the Department of Energy. This does not mean
that each recommendation will become policy, but rather they are considered along with
other inputs in the policy development process.
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ABSTRACT

for

and

for

The report provides an overview of the major methods presently available

assessing the socioeconomic impacts of large-scale resource developments

includes discussion of the implications and applications of such methods

nuclear waste repository siting. The report:

1. Summarizes conceptual approaches underlying, and methodological al-

ternatives for, the conduct of impact assessments in each substantive

area, and then enumerates advantages and disadvantages of each

alternative.

2. Describes factors related to the impact assessment process, impact

events, and the characteristics of rural areas that affect the

magnitude and distribution of impacts and the assessment of impacts

in each area.

3. Provides a detailed review of those methodologies actually used in

impact assessment for each area, describes advantages and problems

encountered in the use of each method, and identifies the frequency

of use and the general level of acceptance of each technique.

4. Summarizes the implications of each area of projection for the

repository siting process, the applicability of the methods for each

area to the special and standard features of repositories, and makes

general recommendations concerning specific methods and procedures

that should be incorporated in assessments for siting areas.
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PREFACE

The siting of nuclear repositories will have significant impacts on the

areas in which they are located. These impacts will be particularly pro-

nounced in relation to the socioeconomic conditions of the site areas. These

impacts will result both from the fact that they will be relatively large-

scale developments employing 1000 or more persons during their construction

- and operation and will likely be located in rural areas with relatively sparse

population bases, and from the fact that such repositories are nuclear facil-

ities subject to the effects that result from public perception of nuclear

power and nuclear waste. Impacts that result from the placement of large-

scale facilities In rural areas are commonly referred to as standard impacts,

while impacts relating to the nuclear characteristics of such projects are

referred to as "special" effects.

Although both types of impacts must receive extensive analysis prior to

the siting of a facility, standard socioeconomic impacts must receive immedi-

- ate attention. This emphasis is necessary because of the requirements of the

National Environmental Policy Act and because the standard impacts are those

that will likely have the most imminent effects on siting areas. The assess-

ment of such effects as they relate to economic, demographic, public service,

fiscal and social factors must thus be given concerted attention. Unfortu-

nately, although much attention has been given to the description of such im-

pacts for other large-scale developments (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979), and

methods for assessing such impacts are receiving increased attention (Denver

Research Institute, 1979), no comprehensive review of available methodologies

has been made to assess their utility for nuclear waste repository siting.

The purpose of this effort is thus to provide a comprehensive review of

prevailing socioeconomic assessment methods and their implications for assess-

ing the impacts of nuclear repositories. This need is addressed by describ-

ing the general features of existing methodologies as they have been used in

assessing the impacts of large-scale developments in general and discussing

the implications of these methods for the siting process. Such an evaluation,

given the similarity of repositories to other large-scale developments in

rural areas and the likely siting of repositories in rural areas, is clearly

- an essential starting point for the socioeconomic analysis of repository

siting. Specifically, this effort attempts to:
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1. Describe the conceptual and methodological models and modeling al-

ternatives available for assessing the major impacts of large-scale

resource developments in relation to:

- economic impacts

- demographic impacts

- public service impacts P

- fiscal impacts

- social impacts

- interrelations between economic, demographic, public service, fis-

cal, and social impacts.

2. Delineate the characteristics of the impact process that affect each

of the major types of impacts and the policy considerations and in-

formational needs related to each type of impact.

3. Present the state of the art of impact assessment related to the pro-

jection of each of the types of impacts and their integration.

4. Describe the implications and applications of such methods to reposi-

tory siting.

A consideration of these dimensions forms a basic section in each of the

chapters of the work. Thus each of the major substantive chapters dealing

with the concepts and methods for projecting the economic, demographic, public

service, fiscal, and social impacts of resource developments and the chapter

on the integration of these dimensions contains a section on the conceptual

basis for and alternative forms of methodological techniques available for use

in impact projections as well as an assessment of the relative strengths,

weaknesses, and data needs of each method; a section on the factors affecting

the nature, magnitude and distribution of such impacts, and the pragmatic in-

formational needs of policy makers in relation to such impacts; a section

dealing with the methodological techniques most commonly employed in actual

impact projections and the nature of these applications; and a section de-

scribing the implications of existing methods and procedures for the reposi-

tory siting process. In addition, the work presents a separate chapter de-

scribing the form of methodologies used in each of several alternative com-

puterized forms of such models which have become of increasing importance in

impact projections, and a chapter on the use of assessments in the policy

process.
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The work is intended to provide an overview of those methods commonly

used in the assessment of the socioeconomic impacts of large-scale develop-

ments that are .ikely to be of utility for assessing the socioeconomic impacts

of nuclear repositories. It provides a review from which the selection of the

most viable methodologies for assessing the impacts of repository siting can

be made.

F1:
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CHAPTER 1

DIMENSIONS OF IMPACT ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION

Any attempt to assess the socioeconomic impacts of resource developments

will involve an examination of an extremely broad range of theoretical and

methodological considerations that cannot be adequately addressed in a single

effort. It is essential then to begin the discussion by clarifying: (1) the

rationale behind the work's focus, (2) the specific focus and limitations

placed on the effort, (3) the range of conditions and factors likely to sig-

nificantly alter key impact dimensions, and (4) the basic organization fol-

lowed in the remainder of the text.

RATIONALE FOR AN EVALUATION OF SOCIOECONOMIC
IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

Preliminary identification of alternative sites for nuclear waste repos-

itories (U.S. Department of Energy, 1980b) indicates that many of these sites

may be located in rural areas of the nation. The construction, operation, and

maintenance of such facilities will lead to significant socioeconomic impacts

for these rural areas. Such facilities may involve from 1400 to 1800 workers

during their construction and roughly 900 to 1200 workers during operation

(U.S. Department of Energy, l98Oa) and are likely to require monitoring for an

indefinite period. Although actual sites have not been selected, many of the

most geologically acceptable prototype sites (U.S. Department of Energy,

1980b), particularly in the West and Southwest, are in relatively sparsely set-

tled, rural areas with unique social and cultural conditions. For such proto-

type sites as those in Anderson, Freestone, and Leon Counties in Texas with

1975 populations of 31,244, 11,924 and 8,777, respectively (U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1977); Bienville Parish, Louisiana (1975 population, 16,478); Perry

County, Mississippi (1975 population, 9,830); and San Juan County, Utah (1975

population, 11,964), the relative magnitude of the impacts of such a develop-

ment would be significant. The siting, construction, and operation of nuclear

waste repositories may thus involve many factors and are likely to have many

impacts that are similar to those for other large development projects that

are occurring with increasing frequency in rural areas.
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Thus, recent trends toward industrial decentralization have led an in-

creasing number of firms to locate new facilities in rural areas (Summers et

al, 1976). Similarly, changes in the nation's energy supply patterns point

toward the increasing development of large-scale energy resource extraction

and conversion projects in sparsely Populated rural areas, particularly in the

Western United States (Federal Energy Administration, 1976). These develop-

ments present both a promise and a threat to the communities nearby. While

new industrial and resource development projects offer the benefits of new

jobs and provide a stimulus to the local economy, they also pose the problem

of rapid population growth which few rural communities are prepared to handle

(Gilmore and Duff, 1975).

The socioeconomic changes occurring during the construction and subse-

quent operation of large electric generating plants exemplify the paradoxi-

cal effects of many types of industrial facilities on rural areas. Such ef-

forts often lead to long-desired increases in local employment and to general

economic growth in the area. On the other hand, the total magnitude of eco-

nomic growth associated with such projects, the rapidity of the fluctuations

of such patterns during the lifetime of the project, the public service de-

mands created by growth, and the uncertainty of the timing and specific loca-

tion of many of the impacts create severe planning problems for local areas.

In sparsely populated rural areas, the construction of electric power

plants has sometimes led to a doubling or trebling of population in nearby

communities in only a few years with rapid growth beginning as early as the

first year of construction. This growth has often fluctuated widely during

the development period with rapid growth occurring during the construction

phase followed by relative stability during the facility's operation and by

rapid population decline during the postoperation phase. Similar patterns of

growth have often been associated with the construction of large military

installations and reservoirs.

Because public service needs fluctuate with population, local areas often

have been faced with the difficult decision of deciding whether to build fa-

cilities to meet the anticipated requirements during a project's construction

phase and then face the possibility of having substantial excess capacity dur-

ing the operational phase or to simply attempt to make do during the construc-

tion phase and to build tp meet the long-term needs resulting from the proj-

ect. Added to such difficulties is the fact that local officials often must

plan with the realization that the demands for new services resulting from a
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new project are likely to precede the revenues from it ( t ilmore et al, 1976;

Murdock and Leistritz, 1979) and with the realization that changes in the

project's construction schedule or in the settlement natterns of new workers

can often negate the expected impacts they might receive (Murdock et al,

1978). Lack of accurate and timely impact projections and effective growth

1 management plans may lead to serious problems for developers as well as for

the affected area with unmanaged, boom-type growth leading to costly delays

for major projects (Gilmore and Duff, 1975). Given such a decision-making

environment, the need for timely projections of the magnitude and location of

economic, demographtc, fiscal, and other likely impacts of new development

projects, and thus the importance of the impact assessment process that pro-

duces such information, is apparent.

Soctoeconomtic impact assessmonts are also being conducted to meet an in-

creasing number of legislative demands. Federal agencies involved in major

levelonment projects are required, by the Provisions of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPU), to prepare environmental impact statements

- in order to ensure that their actions are planned with a full understanding of

the consequences (Council on Environmental Quality, 1973). When the impacts

of a project are potentially large, a number of other federal agencies with

service or resource management responsibilities in the area also may require

data from the impact assessments in order to plan their programs.

States have also taken an increasing interest in the impact assessment

process, and a number have established environmental and/or facility siting

legislation which imposes impact assessment requirements similar to those of

NEPA (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979; Auger and Zeller, 1979). Some states have

imposed impact assessment, monitoring, and mitigation requirements which go

beyond those of NEPA. In addition, many states utilize information from im-

pact assessments not only to assure the viability of affected communities but

also to plan their own public service programs.

Private development firms hive also had an increasing number of reasons

to be vitallv concerned with leoiilation related tin the impact assessment pro-

cess. First, impact assessments are required as a prerequisite for obtaining

necessarv permits, and inadequacies of Impact assessments have led to substan-

tial delays of major projects. Second, development firms are becoming more

keenly aware of the need for accurate and timely impact assessments and effec-

tive growth management programs as unmanaged boom-type growth can' lead to

socioeconomic problems which adversely affect worker productivity and project
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costs (Gilmore and Duff, 1975). Further, in some cases developers may be re-

quired to plan for and accept financial responsibility for the mitigation of

adverse impacts as a condition for development (Watson, 1977).

Thus for affected areas federal, state, and local governments and the

public (such as local officials and their constituents) leaders of community

organizations and private entrepreneurs all require information regarding the

economic and social changes that will accompany development in order to formu-

late appropriate responses and to meet legal requirements. The utility and

necessity of obtaining such information is apparent.

The legislative requirements and the planning necessity for information

on resource development impacts, however, often place heavy demands on the

social science analyst who must perform such assessments, on policy and

decision makers whose agencies are responsible for the completion of such

assessments, and on decision makers who must plan facilities on the basis of

these assessments. For each a major task is one of obtaining the expertise

necessary to complete and evaluate such assessments.

For the social science analyst the difficulty arises from the fact that

impact assessments require an interdisciplinary approach. Economic impacts

must be systematically linked with demographic impacts and demographic impacts

with fiscal, service, social, and other impacts. Although an individual may

have received adequate training in one such area of analysis, he or she will

seldom have been cross-trained in all of them. In addition, adequate knowl-

edge of the impact process and impact assessment practices and sensitivity to [
the informational needs of the policy makers to whom assessments are addressed

must be acquired. Academic training seldom provides adequate preparation, and W

a considerable period of intensive learning is often required before the

assessment process can be initiated.

The decision maker is faced with a similar difficulty. If he is respon-

sible for either the production of an assessment or its review or if he must

use it in facility planning, he must either obtain the necessary personnel to

evaluate the quality of the assessment or increase his own level of expertise

to make the evaluation. The use of other personnel to make the evaluation

cannot alter the ultimate responsibility that lies with the decision maker,

while attempts to increase his own expertise require becoming familiar with

such a wide body of scattered literature from so many different disciplines

that few decision makers can afford the time and cost expenditures inv'olved.
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the decision maker, as well as the researcher, a long period of training

' be necessary.

in addition, the rapidity of the development of the area of impact

jeesiment has often further accentuated the learning problems involved. De-

iids for timely impact information have led increasingly to the development

computerized socioeconomic impact assessment models (Cluett et al, 1977;

-,d 1976; Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Mountain West Research, Inc., 1978;

onarchi and Taylor, 1977; Reeve et al, 1976; and Stenehiem, 1978). These

4dels all provide a relatively wide range of outputs and do so in a flexible

and timely manner- The models, however, differ widely in data input require-

;Agents, computational procedures, outputs, and in many other respects. Given

_ the wide diversity of such models and their utility in producing timely and

flexible information bases, a careful and systematic comparison of the concep-

tual and methodological basis of such models is essential, but the information

_ 2 and knowledge bases necessary to make such evaluations are even more extensive

A: ~, than for other assessment methodologies.

Unless a sufficient knowledge base can be obtained, research analysts and

decision makers cannot address many of the questions that should be addressed

before the assessment process begins, including such questions as:

1. What economic, demographic, public service, fiscal, and social anal-

ysis techniques are available for use in impact projections and which

are likely to be of greatest utility under a given set of

circumstances?

2. What are the factors likely to affect the magnitude, form, and dis-

tribution of economic, demographic, public service, fiscal, and

social impacts?

3. What are the most frequent informational needs of decision makers in

impacted areas?

4. What are the most frequently used assessment methodologies for rural

and urban areas?

5. Which of the computerized impact projection methodologies might best

meet the decision makers' needs and what are the costs and problems

involved with the adaptation of such a model?

In sum, the knowledge base necessary to perform socioeconomic impact

assessments and to initiate, monitor, and utilize them is extensive and
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increasing rapidly. There is a clear need to consolidate our information con-

cerning the assessment process and to expedite the process of obtaining such

knowledge by developing a single work which brings together:

1. A discussion of the methodological alternatives for assessing major

types of impacts and the conceptual bases, relative strengths and

weaknesses, and data base and resource requirements of each

alternative.

2. A consideration of factors in the impact process which are likely to

affect the nature of each type of socioeconomic impact and the policy

and informational needs related to those impacts.

3. A description of the present state of the art of impact assessment

and the most frequent forms and types of applications of various

methodologies.

4. A consideration of the characteristics and features of the various

computerized impact projection models.

5. A discussion of the implications and applications of prevailing

methodologies for nuclear repository siting.

This report is an attempt to provide such a work and thus to address the

informational needs of decision makers and research analysts who shall be

involved in the siting process. It provides a comprehensive introduction to

the actual process of socioeconomic impact assessment.

FOCUS OF THE EFFORT

As with any single effort the work must be and is limited in several

ways. It examines the assessment of the socioeconomic impacts of resource de-

velopments in rural areas and only some of the conceptual, methodological, and

policy considerations of computerized and noncomputerized forms of assessment

models and techniques. The implications of these limitations for the effort

are described below.

Projection of Socioeconomic Impacts

Although a large number of types of impacts are likely to result from re-

source developments, this work focuses on those related to socioeconomic di-

mensions and within the socioeconomic realm to those techniques used in the
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KroJection of economic, demographic, public service, fiscal, and social dimen-

Sions. The discussion also deals specifically with the projection of impacts,

.events that woull not occur were it not for the development being undertaken

In the area. Such projections thus inevitably involve projections of two sets

of conditions, baseline conditions without the project and impact conditions

-with the project. Thus both baseline and impact projection techniques for

assessing socioeconomic impacts are discussed for each type of impact.

Resource Development in Rural Areas

The term resource development is used very broadly in the analyses and

discussion to include the development of any previously undeveloped resource

of an area. Although emphasis is given to natural resource developments such

as water and energy developments, developments involving new uses of human

resources, such as the labor supplies of rural areas for industrial develop-

ments, are also considered. Resources then refer to both physical and human

resources.

Emphasis is also placed on such developments occurring in rural areas.

This reflects the fact that an increasing number of resource developments, in-

cluding repositories, will be located in rural areas. While assessment prin-

ciples are similar for urban and rural areas, some differences in techniques

are evident. Although references will be made to differences for various

types of areas, emphasis will be placed on assessment techniques for rural

areas.

Theoretical, Methodological, and Policy Considerations

The emphasis in regard to these key dimensions must clearly be limited

because theoretical, methodological, and policy considerations include a very

broad range of materials. The theoretical considerations of interest here are

limited to the various conceptual approaches that are the bases of methodolo-

gies presently in use in impact assessments. The term theoretical is thus

used in a very broad sense and refers in many cases to concepts rather than

fully developed theoretical bases.

The methodological considerations are restricted to a general discussion

of the computational procedures involved in various assessment methodologies,

the relative strengths and weaknesses of each methodology, and the data needs
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and resource costs associated with the use of each methodology. This section

of the discussion is more detailed than other parts of the work.

The policy considerations emphasized in the work are the data and projec-

tion needs of policy and decision makers rather than the political considera-

tions related to such factors as the need for impact assessments and modes of

public participation. The policy focus is on how impact assessments can be

made to more directly serve the informational needs of different types of

policy and decision makers and what types of projections are of greatest util-

ity for policy makers. The purpose of this part of the discussion is to sen-

sitize the reader to the policy needs related to impact assessments.

Computerized and Noncomputerized Models

Although nearly all of the methodological procedures included in the work

involve computer analysis in some form, it was deemed essential to provide a

separate discussion of the integrated computerized impact projection models 4
commonly referred to as economic-demographic projection models. The increas-

ing prevalence of these models as well as their widespread utility is likely 47
to result in an increasing role for such models in the assessment process

while their complexity is such that they provide unique problems of evalua-

tion. Therefore, a separate chapter is devoted to their comparison and

evaluation.

Given the large number of such models, however, not all could be consid-

ered in the comparison. Rather attention was restricted to those that consider

multiple socioeconomic dimensions, that provide projections at the county or

subcounty level, and that provide available sources of documentation suffi-

cient to allow for a systematic comparison. All models are compared on three

major dimensions: (1) informational characteristics, including data require-

ments and specificity of outputs, (2) methodological characteristics, and (3)

use characteristics, including flexibility of use, adaptability, and

transferability.

The specific models chosen for comparison, their sponsoring organizations

and a reference to their model publications are shown below:

1. ATOM 3 Model--State of Arizona (Beckhelm et al, 1975)

2. BOOM 1 Model--Los Alamos National Laboratory (Ford, 1976)

3. BREAM Model--U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (Mountain West Research,

Inc., 1978) I
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4. CLIPS Model--University of Texas (Monts and Bareiss, 1979)

5. CPEIO Model--University of Colorado (Monarchi and Taylor, 1977)

6. RARC Model--Battelle human Affairs Research Center (Cluett

et al, 1977)

7. MTJLTIRPGION Model--Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Olsen et al, 1977)

8. NAVAIO Model--Utah State Planning Coordinator and the Navaho Nation

(Reeve et al, 1Q76)

9. NEW MEXICO Model--University of New Mexico (Brown and Zink, 1977)

10. RED Model--North Dakota Regional Environmental Assessment Program

(Ilertsgaard et al, 1978; Toman et al, 1979; Leistritz et al, 1979a)

11. SEAM Model--Argonne National Laboratory (3tenehjem et al, 1978)

12. SIMPACT Model--Arthur P. Little, Inc. (Huston, 1979)

13. WEST Model--Denver Research Institute (Denver Research Institute,

1979).

FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS
AND IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

Although each of the major substantive chapters of this work will discuss

some of the dimensions affecting its particular type of impacts, it is essen-

tial to obtain a broad overview of the total range of socioeconomic dimensions

that are likely to affect an impacted area and the interrelationships of these

dimensions. The intent of this section then is to provide the reader with a

better understanding of the total context of resource development impacts and

the factors that must be considered in the impact assessment process.

The list of factors likely to affect impacted areas is extremely complex,

and a comprehensive discussion of these is beyond the scope of the present

effort (however, see Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). Among the most significant

of these dimensions are the factors shown in Table 1.1: (1) characteristics

of resource development projects and (2) characteristics of areas where devel-

opment orojects are sited. These categories include factors which are instru-

mental in determining the nature and extent of a project's socioeconomic ef-

fects. Six categories of project effects also are included: (1) characteris-

tics of project work forces, (2) effects of new development projects on the

local trade and service sectors and on other basic industries such as agricul-

ture, (3) effects on population growth and the location and characteristics of

new populations, (4) effects on public services and community infrastructures,
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Table 1.1. Key Economic and Social Impact Dimensions

Relationships to Other
Item Key Components Impact Dimensions

Causal Forces:

Project Characteristics

Site Area
Characteristics

Work force--magnitude, skill
level requirements

Linkages to other sectors
Investment
Resource requirements

Population--size, composition,
skill levels

Economic structure
Public service infrastructure
Tax system
Unemployment and under-
employment

Social organization and
structure

Strong relationship to all impact
dimensions.

Relationships to work force char-
acteristics, secondary economic
effects, and fiscal effects are
especially important.

Strong relationships to all impact
dimensions.

Project Effects:

Work Force
Characteristics

Characteristics of
New Populations

Secondary Economic
Effects

Effects on Public
Services and Community
Infrastructures

Fiscal Effects

Effects on Social
Organization, Values,
Attitudes, and
Perceptions

Local hire rate
Worker demographic

characteristics
Origins of immigrants
Worker productivity

Total population change
Population composition
Location of population growth

Indirect and induced employ-
ment and income effects

Effect of linked industries
Effects on local trade and
service firms

Effects on wage rates and
unemployment

Housing
Public utilities
Quasi-public services (e.g.,
medical care)

Effects on service structures

Public sector revenues
Public sector costs
Timing and jurisdictional

distribution of cost-; and
revenues

Social organization
Attitudes

Perceptions
Values

The major determinant of char-
acteristics of new population.

Also influences secondary eco-
nomic effects and public
services.

The major determinant of effects
on public services and
infrastructure.

Closely related to secondary
economic effects, fiscal effects,
and social effects.

Closely related to population
etfects.

Also related to public service,
fiscal, and social effects.

A major determinant of fiscal
effects.

Also related to social effects
and work force characteristics.

Related to public service and

social effects.
Project and site area character-

istics str,)ilgly inflaeace
fiscal efiects.

Related to some degree to all
impact dimensions -
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) effects on public sector costs and revenues, and (6) effects on social or-

*izations, values, attitudes, and perceptions. Although a realistic assess-

'nt of the economic, demographic, and social changes likely to occur in im-

t situations requires a detailed understanding of the interrelationships

Ong the various dimensions, our intent here is only to provide the reader

vzth an initial understanding of the importance of these dimensions and par-

>icularly of the importance of their many possible forms of interaction.

Within the two major categories of exogenous or causal forces, a number

of key dimensions are particularly important. Among the project characteris-

tics, for example, some key components are work force requirements, linkages

of the new development to other local industries, the magnitude and scheduling

of the investment in project facilities, and the requirements for various na-

tural resources such as land and water (see Table 1.1). Work force require-

ments (such as the number of workers needed, the skills which they must pos-

sess and the scheduling of labor requirements through the construction and

operation phases of the project) are especially important in determining the

nature and magnitude of socioeconomic changes associated with the project.

Characteristics of the site area which are particularly important in

socioeconomic impact assessment include its population characteristics, eco-

nomic structure, public service infrastructure, and tax system. Population

characteristics which are especially important in impact analysis include not

only population size but also age-sex composition, skill levels, and existing

levels of underemployment and unemployment.

The six impact categories also include a number of key dimensions. Proj-

ect work force characteristics are pivotal in determining the nature of im-

pacts associated with a major project. Key dimensions of work force charac-

teristics include the proportion of the workers who are hired locally (that

is, those that are established residents of the site area), the origins of the

in-migrating workers, the demoographic characteristics of workers and their

dependents (especially the in-migrants), and worker productivity. Work force

characteristfcs are closely linked to the characteristics of new (that is,

in-migrating) populations. Population characteristics of special importance

resulting from the project are the magnitude of population change, the rate of

that change, the age--sex composition of the new population, and the location

of population change within the study area.

Secondary economic effects are likewise important and include indirect

and induced employment and income effects, effects on local businesses,
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changes in local wage rates and unemployment, and linked industry effects.

Indirect and induced employment and income effects refer to changes in these

economic indicators which result from the project's injection of added pur-

chasing power into the local economy. Expenditures by project workers to-

gether with local purchases of supplies and materials set in motion a cycle of

spending and respending which is often termed the multiplier process. The

result is an increase in sales of local trade and service firms which requires

them to hire additional workers and leads to increased incomes for both work-

ers and other resource owners. Linked industry effects refer to the direct

stimulus which a project may provide to those industries which supply it with

specialized inputs or utilize its outputs.

A new development project may lead to substantial changes in local public

services and facilities (infrastructure). Important dimensions of public ser-

vice impacts include changes in requirements for housing (both number and

types of units), for public utilities such as sewer and water, for public ser-

vices such as education and fire and police protection, and for quasi-public

services such as medical care. In addition, the changes in levels and types

of public service needs which accompany development often lead to changes in

the organization of service delivery systems.

The changes in public service and facility requirements associated with

development of a new project typically are reflected in changes in costs in-

curred by local governments. These changes in public sector costs together

with the changes in revenues of local jurisdictions resulting from the new

project and associated economic growth constitute the fiscal effects of the

project. Key dimensions of these fiscal effects include not only the magni-

tude of changes in costs and revenues but also their distribution through time

and among jurisdictions.

Finally, a major development may lead to a variety of changes in the so-

cial structures of the site area. In particular, such developments are likely

to alter the way in which persons in rural areas interact with and relate to

one another, to change existing organizations and institutions, to change

leadership and other status arrangements in rural communities, to decrease the

levels of social control and quality of life, and to create possible problems

of conflict between new residents and longtime residents in impact areas.

Each of these impacts is likely to alter the way of life of the affected

communities.
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TIt is, of course, not only the complexity of the individual impact dimen-

ins but also their interrelationships which make impact assessment particu-

;rly challenging- Economic impacts, demographic effects, changes in public

Fvices, and fiscal impacts are obviously interrelated. In the sections

ictci follow, the more important forms of these interactions are examined.

vproject Characteristics

The first two dimensions listed in Table 1.1, project characteristics and

site area characteristics, have a pervasive influence on all other impact

dimensions. Thus, the characteristics of the resource development project

(including population, skill levels, economic structure, public service infra-

structure, natural resources, and tax systems) interact to influence virtually

all impact dimensions and all phases of the impact process. Project charac-

teristics are particularly important in influencing work force characteris-

tics. Resource development projects differ Ln their total work force require-

ments, in the timing of those requirements (particularly the relative magni-

tude of construction and operational work forces), and in the mix of skill

levels required. Skill requirements, in turn, influence a project's ability

to utilize local labor and also are instrumental in determining the wage and

salary levels of the project workers. The nature of the technology used in

the project coupled with the project's construction schedule will determine

the size of the peak work force which in turn is a key factor in determining

the nature and magnitude of population, public service and fiscal effects.

The project's resource requirements and linkages with other economic sec-

tors are key determinants of secondary economic effects. Development projects

differ substantially in their economic linkages both forward (to processors of

products and by-products) and backward (to suppliers of inputs). The resource

requirements of a given technology such as the use of water and land are pri-

mary determinants of effects on other basic sectors such as agriculture. The

level of investment in project facilities mav be a major factor in determining

the local public sector revenues generated by the project. In addition, proj-

ect characteristics may have other, more subtle, effects. ror instance, at-

mospheric emission from coal conversion plants may change mortality and mor-

bidity patterns of local populations. The aesthetic aspects of the facility,

together with the impacts on the physical environment, may affect local resi-

dents' perceptions of the project and may alter their basic orientation toward
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land use. That is, the existing patterns of agricultural dominance and basic

agrarian viewpoints may be altered by the emergence of a new major basic

industry.

Site Area Characteristics

Characteristics of the site area likewise have an influence that is per-

vasive across all impact dimensions (see Table 1.1). An area's natural re-

source base is a major determinant of the feasibility of locating various

types of facilities there. Present patterns of resource utilization and own-

ership in the site area may affect the potential for use of these resources by

development firms. For example, lands set aside as National Parks or wilder-

ness areas typically are not available for major development projects.

Site area characteristics may have major effects on a project's work

force. The size of the local population, residents' skill levels, and the ex-

tent of underemployment and unemployment may determine the proportion of em-

ployment needs which can be met by local recruitment. Site area characteris-

tics, including amenities and climate, may influence worker productivity.

Gilmore and Duff (1975) indicate that shortages of key services and facilities

were major factors leading to declines in construction worker productivity in

Sweetwater County, Wyoming. Although the generality of this relationship is

challenged by Schulte (1977), it appears that climate does affect worker pro-

ductivity because certain types of construction activities are severely con-

strained during the winter months in many northern areas while in areas with

more mild climates construction activities can proceed virtually year-round,

and peak work force requirements may be smaller.

Site area characteristics may influence the population effects of a new

project in several ways. First, as noted previously, they may have a sub-

stantial influence on the number of project workers hired locally and, con-

versely, on the number who will be in-migrants. Second, site area character-

istics will have a substantial influence on the residential patterns of in-

migrating workers and their families. The number of communities within com-

muting distance of the project site, the quality of the local transportation

networks, and the availability of housing and public and private services in

the impact area communities all may influence worker settlement patterns. Fi-

nally, the availability of housing and services, together with the degree of
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Lation of the site area, may influence the proportion of the in-migrating

EE$truction workers who bring their families to the site area.

Site area characteristics also may have a substantial influence on the

ondary economic effects of a given project. The area's economic structure

1 affect the developing firm's ability to purchase supplies and materials

.ocally and may influence the propensity of project workers to purchase goods

Aftd ~services locally. In addition, present residents' skill levels will af-
ect the availability of workers for certain types of enterprises and thus may

ahance or reduce the likelihood that various types of linked industry may

.develop in the area.

Public service and infrastructure effects of new projects may be substan-

tially influenced by site area characteristics. Any excess capacity present

in an area's public infrastructure will affect its ability to absorb new popu-

lations and the cost of meeting growing demands for services. The cost of ex-

panding services such as water and sewer may be substantially influenced by

the site area's topography and geology. Existing land ownership patterns and

topography may influence the availability of land for new housing development.

Some impacted communities are surrounded by land owned by the federal govern-

ment, and this land may not be readily available for development of housing

and community facilities.

Fiscal impacts of new resource development projects are influenced quite

F substantially by site area characteristics. Differences in state and local

tax structures can greatly affect the magnitude and timing of revenues derived

from a new project and the accompanying population growth and secondary eco-

nomic activity (Leistritz et al, 1979b; Stinson and Voelker, 1978). In addi-

tion, the arrangement of jurisdictional boundaries in relation to the project

site and location of workers' residences can in some cases lead to substantial

mismatches of project-related revenues and costs.

Finally, areas may differ considerably in the residents' values, atti-

tudes, and preferences toward development, social change, and conservation.

The basic characteristics of baseline social groups, of social organizations,

and of social structures will determine many of the social effects of a new

project. For example, if an area has a substantial number of elderly persons

or other persons on fixed incomes in its baseline population, one can expect

the baseline population to receive lower levels of benefits from development

than if other population characteristics are evident (Albrecht, 1978).
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Work Force Characteristics

Project work force characteristics are one of the key dimensions of eco-

nomic and social impacts and have a substantial influence on other impact

dimensions. Some of the major characteristics of interest are the proportion

of the workers who are in-migrants to the area, the number and demographic

characteristics of their dependents, their wage and salary levels, and their

locational origins.

Project work force characteristics have a strong influence on the popula-

tion effects of a new development. The proportion of the project work force

who are in-migrants, together with the demographic characteristics of these

migrants, is a major determinant of the population increase associated with a

new project (Murdock et al, 1980a). In addition, increased employment oppor-

tunities resulting from a new project may lead to increased labor force par-

ticipation by women and to other indirect population changes such as lower

fertility levels. Increased employment opportunities likewise may lead to

substantially reduced levels of out-migration from the site area.

Work force characteristics also may be an important determinant of the

secondary economic effects of a new project. The propensity of project work-

ers to purchase goods and services locally rather than in distant trade and

service centers, together with the wage and salary levels of the project work-

ers, is a major determinant of the indirect and induced employment and in-

come effects of a new industrial project (Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976). In ad-

dition, the extent of local hiring by the project may have a major effect on

the supply of labor available to local trade and service firms. In some

cases, local firms have had difficulty in competing with the high wage levels

offered by a new industry.

Work force characteristics also can have an important influence on public

service and infrastructure impact dimensions. Local hiring by the firm will

affect the labor supply available to local public entities and to firms en-

gaged in construction of housing and public facilities (Gilmore, 1976; Cortese

and Jones, 1977). In addition, the demographic characteristics of in-migrat-

ing project workers will affect the type of housing they desire (Leholm et al,

1976; Wieland et al, 1977), and workers' salary levels will influence their

ability to pay for different forms of housing.
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.Work force characteristics will also have a bearing on the social effects

j new project. Origins of in-migrating workers may affect the social ac-

ptance and levels of integration of workers' families into the community.

social acceptance and integration may be less difficult to the extent

in-migrants have a regional cultural background similar to that of pres-

area residents. The employment opportunities resulting from a new project

y have several effects on local youth. While the new employment opportuni-

jes associated with development may lead to the retention of more young

dults in impact areas, they also may discourage local youths from acquiring

higher levels of education. Further, the higher incidence of wage labor asso-

ciated with development may increase the formalization of work roles and work-

related status differences.

Characteristics of New Populations

Closely related to the characteristics of the new workers are the charac-

teristics of the new populations associated with the development. The size,

composition, and settlement patterns of these populations have substantial

implications for public service requirements and can be expected to be a major

determinant of the social and fiscal effects of a project (Murdock and Leis-

tritz, 1979). Gilmore et al (1975) have provided some general guidelines re-

garding the relationship between population growth rates and community adjust-

ment problems. These authors indicate that growth rates of more than 10 per-

cent annually are hard to accommodate, and rates of 15 to 20 percent have led

to severe difficulties in unmanaged rural growth situations. Others have

shown that the availability of planning information and external financial

assistance may substantially ease the community adjustment problems associated

with a given rate of population growth (Coon et al, 1976; Murdock et al,

1980a).

Population growth associated with a new project, together with the loca-

tion of that growth, is the key determinant of additii)Tial public service and

infrastructure requirements. Substantial population growth in a rural commun-

ity is likely to result not only in increased demands on public services but

also in increasing formalization of service structures. The composition of

new populations can be expected to affect the mix of service needs experi-

enced. In addition, the composition of these populations (particularly the

number of secondary workers in in-migrating households) will affect the labor
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supply available to local trade and service firms and public service entities.

Likewise, the composition of new populations may affect the propensity to

spend locally, with single workers and geographical bachelors expected to have

smaller local expenditures. The residential location of in-migrating popula-

tions will in large measure determine the location of secondary economic

impacts.

Socioeconomic characteristics of new populations will affect their per-

ceptions of site area communities and the long-term residents' perceptions of

them. Further, the socioeconomic characteristics of new residents may affect

their levels of participation in community activities and organizations.

Problems of integration of new residents into the community are likely to in-

crease with the magnitude and rate of population growth. In addition, rapid

population growth often is associated with substantial increase in rates of

crime, juvenile delinquency, and other manifestations of deviant behavior

(Gilmore and Duff, 1975; Cortese and Jones, 1977).

Secondary Economic Effects

Another important category of project impacts is its secondary economic

effects. The project's purchases of supplies and materials from local firms

together with expenditures by project workers typically result in increased

business activity and employment in the local trade and service sectors. A

major project also may lead to the development of linked industries in the

area. These industries may be either backward-linked (i.e., supplying inputs

to the project) or forward-linked (i.e., processing products or by-products).

The project may have other, less beneficial, effects on local firms. As noted

earlier, a major project may lead to substantial increases in local wage

rates, and other local employers may have difficulty in recruiting and retain-

ing competent workers. A project also may directly affect other basic indus-

tries such as agriculture through competition for such resources as water and

land.

Secondary economic effects of a new project may have substantial inter-

actions with several other impact dimensions. Growing indirect and induced

employment associated with the project is likely to lead to some in-migration

of indirect workers and their dependents. On the other hand, increased job

opportunities in local trade and service firms, together with rising wage and

salary levels, may lead to increased rates of labor force participation for
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residents, particularly for women. Because many rural areas are charac-

terized by relatively low rates of female labor force participation, the po-

ential for increases in local labor supplies from this source appears to be

ubstantial.

The growing demand for labor may alter local patterns of underemployment,

unemployment, and income distribution. In addition, the socioeconomic charac-

3 teristics of in-migrating indirect workers can be expected to affect a variety

of impact dimensions.

The growing demand for labor associated with the direct and indirect em-

ployment effects of a project may lead to substantial increases in local wage

rates and interindustry competition for labor. Changes in the local labor

market may have a major impact on the expansion of public services and facili-

ties. All public service entities may be affected by rising wage rates and

v increased competition for labor (Cortese and Jones, 1977), while additional

population growth associated with secondary economic activity will further

strain the existing service base.

Secondary economic effects also have a number of social implications.

Increased incomes may increase residents' exposure to information on outside

areas and their levels of interaction with residents from areas outside the

local community, while increased income differentials in an impacted community

may lead to increased awareness of social class differences.

Effects of Public Services and Community Infrastructure

Public service and infrastructure effects can be expected to have signif-

icant interactions with a number of other impact dimensions. The existing

service base of an area may affect its attractiveness as a site for a new

project. When several alternative sites are similar in other aspects, those

with better developed public services likely will be favored as sites for

industrial facilities (Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976). Once construction of a

new facility begins, lack of satisfactory housing and services may influence

worker productivity and turnover rates. In addition, if an area lacks the ne-

cessary services that workers and their families desire, firms may be forced

to pay higher wages to compensate for these deficiencies (Mehr and Cummings,

1977). When an area lacks satisfactory housing and public services, some

workers may choose not to bring their families with them.
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The adequacy of public services and facilities to meet the needs of a

growing population also may influence local business investment decisions. If

public services are inadequate to meet basic needs and residents feel the lo-

cal quality of life has been degraded, business may regard the area as unfav-

orable for new investment (Gilmore, 1976). Uncertainty regarding future eco-

nomic trends in the area may further discourage expansion of local trade and

service firms.

As noted earlier, initial strains on particular types of services may

cause shifts to alternative service forms and thus lead to extensive strains

on those services. For example, shortages of doctors in Sweetwater County,

Wyoming, led many residents to turn to the hospital emergency room as an al-

ternative source of medical care (Gilmore and Duff, 1975). Similarly, an ini-

tial shortage of permanent housing may cause substantial increases in mobile

home parks. Costs of public services can be expected to affect the cost of

new housing units as local governments impose tap fees or other forms of user

charges to recover the cost of service expansion. Conversely, the pattern of

new housing development can have substantial effects on the costs of providing

services. For example, dispersed patterns of housing development may lead to

higher costs for school busing, fire protection, and sewer and water services.

If rapid community growth leads to a decrease in the quality and range of

services available to the residents, their perceptions of the local quality of

life are likely to be lowered (Murdock and Schriner, 1979). Conflicts may

arise between new and longtime residents regarding adequacy of present service

structures, and poor quality housing and other services may lead to increased

strains on family relationships (Murdock et al, 1980b).

Fiscal Effects

Fiscal effects of a new project have substantial interactions with other

impact dimensions. The tax structure of an area may influence its attractive-

ness as a site for a new project. Once a project is under construction, how-

ever, local governments may find it necessary to raise tax rates in order to

meet growing needs for governmental services. Higher taxes coupled with ris-

ing costs of living in the impacted area might then influence some longtime

residents to leave the area. High tax rates arising from fiscal deficits dur-

ing the early years of a project would affect local service firms as well as

those in the basic sectors. Agricultural producers may be particularly

I
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susceptible to these effects, as their ratio of taxable property to income

typically is quite high. Because impacted communities often are constrained

. in their ability to borrow--by bonding capacity limitations and because addi-

tional revenues from a new project often lag behind additional costs--local

governments often experience severe cash flow problems during the early years

of project construction. These revenue shortfalls may seriously hinder local

entities in their efforts to meet growing service needs.

Fiscal problems of impacted communities may become a substantial source

of local conflicts. Decisions regarding bond issues and increases in tax

8 rates may lead to conflicts between in-migrants and longtime residents.

Effects on Social Organization, Values,V Attitudes, and Perceptions

The social effects of a project also have pervasive interactions with

other impact dimensions. Before a project is even initiated, pressure from

local groups with negative perceptions of development may lead developers to

institute technological modifications (such as additions of scrubbers, precip-

itators, and other environmental safeguards) to reduce the potential environ-

mental damage from a project. In addition, residents of potential site areas

may differ in their opposition or receptiveness to a new project, and these

attitudes may influence site selection (Albrecht, 1978).

Residents' attitudes also may influence the employment and population ef-

fects of a new project. Aspirations and career patterns of indigenous popula-

tions may affect their desire to seek employment. Likewise, increased levels

of social disorganization associated with a project lead to increased levels

of worker turnover rates among the project workers (Gilmore and Duff, 1975).

Residents' perceptions of the desirability of growth may affect their recep-

tiveness to new populations while the preference patterns of nonlocal workers

and factors such as the presence of family in the impact area may affect the

settlement choices of in-migrants (Weiland et al, 1979). Public views toward

growth may influence local attempts to capitalize on new business opportuni-

ties associated with development. Family structure and values of local resi-

dents may affect the propensity for women and other residents to seek oppor-

tunities associated with development (Albrecht, 1978).

The attitudes and preferences of local residents and in-migrants may have

substantial effects on public services (Murdock and Schriner, 1979). If
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in-migrants are characterized by preferences for higher levels of public ser-

vices than are longtime residents, substantial increases in the overall level

of service demands may be experienced. Further, organized action by groups of

area residents have sometimes led developers to assist in financing housing

and services. Attitudes of fiscal conservatism on the part of longtime resi-

dents may hinder the passage of new bond issues, and their perceptions of ac-

ceptable tax levels may limit the ability of local governments to raise tax

rates.

Finally, the site area's original social structure may have substantial

influence on subsequent social effects (Murdock and Schriner, 1978; Murdock,

1979). Thus the initial patterns of dominance and power concentrated in spe-

cific groups may affect levels of receptiveness to new groups, and the levels

of conflict between new and longtime residents may be affected by interrela-

tionships in baseline social structures. In addition, initial hostile rela-

tionships are likely to lead to further increases in conflict and thus further

deteriorate new and longtime resident relationships. The actual incidence of

such effects, however, requires considerable additional research emphasis.

In summary, these are some of the major factors and their interrelation-

ships that are of obvious importance in impact situations. Many others that

are apparent could not be discussed, and still others have not yet been iden-

tified. Clearly the identification of these interrelationships and a delin-

eation of their influence on impact situations must be a high priority for fu-

ture research efforts. Whether implicitly or explicitly, however, these fac-

tors and their interactions must be considered in the impact assessment pro-

cess. The task of assessing such impacts is clearly a formidable one.

ORGANIZATION OF THE TEXT

In addition to this introduction, the text consists of six substantive

chapters, a chapter comparing various computerized models, a chapter discuss-

ing the use of impact assessments in the policy process, and a concluding

chapter. Each of the six substantive chapters is devoted to a particular

topic, and the chapters are organized in the order that the issues they ad-

dress are likely to be considered in developing or evaluating an impact

assessment system. Within each of these chapters the following topics are ex-

amined: (1) the conceptual basis of the alternative methodologies used in the

given area of impact assessment as well as the relative strengths and
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jnesses of each alternative and the data and resource requirements for im-

enting each alternative; (2) the key impact and policy dimensions that are

iely to affect the magnitude and distribution of the given type of impact

that must be considered in assessing the specific type of impact; (3) the

tual projection methodologies employed in current impact assessments (the

ae of the art) and in the integration of impact dimensions; and (4) the im-

Ications and applications of the techniques given in each assessment area

or the siting of repositories.

The chapters are arranged in the following order: Chapter 2 deals with

'the assessment of economic impacts as measured by changes in employment, in-

come, business activity, and investment. Special emphasis in this chapter is

given to examination of the export base and input-output techniques for impact

assessment.

Chapter 3 examines demographic impact assessment. The conceptual bases

for various assessment techniques are reviewed, and specific techniques for

projecting population size, composition, and distribution are examined.

Chapter 4 provides a discussion of public service impact assessment. It

addresses the conceptual basis for such assessments, reviews specific projec-

tion techniques, and also provides a guide to sources of data concerning pub-

lic service requirements and standards.

Chapter 5 examines the impacts of major developments on the fiscal struc-

tures of local governments. Major conceptual issues are outlined, and alter-

native assessment techniques are discussed. Special attention is given to

assessments of the distribution, among jurisdictions and over time, of the

governmental costs and revenues associated with a new project.

Chapter 6 examines the social impact assessment process. Special empha-

sis is given to describing the place of social assessments in the overall

assessment process and to identifying research requirements related to the

social assessment process.

_ Chapter 7 deals with a substantive area closely related to those in the

preceding chapters. It examines methods for integrating or interfacing eco-

nomic, demographic, public service, fiscal, social, and other assessment

methodologies.

The next chapter examines a specialized issue. Because of the increasing

* importance of the computerized forms of impact assessment models, a systematic

comparison of these models is useful. Thus Chapter 8 presents a comparison of

11
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the basic characteristics and relative strengths and weaknesses of the most

widely used computerized models. X

Chapter 9 deals with the highly significant topic of the use of impact

assessment procedures in the policy process.

The final part of the text presents a brief conclusion which attempts

to both summarize some of the major findings of the effort and to point out

those areas where additional conceptual and analytical refinement appears

necessary.

The topics addressed in the text are broad in scope but inclusive of only

some of the many aspects of social and economic impact assessment. They rep-

resent, however, very important dimensions of the impact assessment process.

It is to these individual dimensions that we now turn our attention.
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CHAPTER 2

ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The general purpose of economic impact assessment is to measure changes

n the level of economic activity which result from a specific action such as

the introduction of a new plant into an area. Indicators of economic activity

jhich are frequently used in impact assessments include output (gross receipts

or value added), employment, and personal income. Some assessment techniques

-provide estimates of output by industry, employment by industry or occupation

and income distribution by income type or by income level of recipients, while

others provide only aggregate measures such as total output, employment, and

income. Economic impact analysis thus measures changes in activity levels for

the entire economy of the area affected by a new project, including both the

S private sector and the public (government) sector.[1] Effects on the public

sector are frequently subjected to additional, more detailed study which is

often referred to as fiscal impact analysis (see Chapter 5).

Economic impact analysis involves estimating the change in economic ac-

tivity that will result from a new project. A realistic assessment of the

impact of a large-scale project, however, typically also requires projection

of the level of economic activity which would be expected to prevail in the

absence of the project. The results of this projection, often termed a base-

line projection, can then be compared with a second projection which assumes

development of the project. The difference between the two projections mea-

sures the impact of the project (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). Assessing the

-_ impact of a major project thus frequently involves a combination of the tech-

niques often used in regional forecasting and those used in more traditional

impact analyses (Richardson, 1972).

The purpose of this chapter is threefold. First, the conceptual bases

and methodological alternatives for economic impact assessment are reviewed.

Conceptual bases examined include economic base theory, location theory, and

central place theory. The review of methodological alternatives places heavy

emphasis on export base (economic base) and input-output techniques and in-

cludes an evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses, data requirements, and

types of outputs associated with each method. Other techniques, including

intersectoral flows and econometric models, also are examined but in less
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detail. Secondly, the characteristics of the impact process which are espe-

cially important in determining the economic effects of major projects are

discussed, and the information needs of decision makers with respect to eco-

nomic impacts are described. Finally, the techniques which are typically

being employed in economic impact assessments and the ways in which they are

applied are examined.

CONCEPTUAL BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
IN ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Over the past three decades, the factors leading to differing rates of

economic growth among regions have received increasing attention. Regional

scientists, principally economists and geographers, have developed a number of

theoretical concepts which provide the conceptual foundations of economic im-

pact analysis (Richardson, 1973; Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976; Friedman and

Alonso, 1964). A number of specific impact assessment techniques or models

also have been developed based on these concepts. The purpose of this section

is to describe first the conceptual foundations and then the major methodolog-

ical alternatives for economic impact analysis.

Conceptual Bases

Three concepts of particular relevance to economic analysis are reviewed

here. These are the export base (economic base) theory, location theory, and

central place theory. Export base concepts underlie all the techniques com-

monly employed in economic impact assessment. Location theory is important in

explaining why firms locate where they do, and it forms the underpinnings for

most new firm feasibility studies. In the context of economic impact assess-

ment for major development projects, location theory provides the basis for

estimating the potential for development of linked industry on the impact

area. Central place theory deals with the hierarchy of interdependence among

trade centers. It provides a means to assess the prospective geographic dis-

tribution of impacts. Through identification of the threshold or minimum mar-

ket size necessary to support various types of trade and service activities,

it also provides a framework for assessing the likelihood of change in the

composition of the local trade and service sectors in response to project
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ievelopment. These, then, are the principal conceptual bases underlying most

/ pact assessment efforts.

Ezport Base Theory

Export base theory provides the conceptual foundation for all operational

impact assessment models (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977; Denver Research

Institute, 1979). This theory, which has origins in Keynesian national income

and growth model analysis, was originally outlined by HIoyt (1933). More re-

cently, the concept has been thoroughly discussed by Isard (1960), and its

applications at the community level are described by Tiebout (1962), among

others.[2]

A fundamental concept of the export base theory is that an area's economy

can be divided into two general types of economic units. The basic sector is

defined as those firms which sell goods and services to markets outside the

area. The revenue received by basic sector firms for their exports of goods

and services is termed basic income. The remainder of the area's economy con-

sists of those firms which supply goods and services to customers within the

area. These firms are referred to as the nonbasic sector or sometimes as res-

identiary or local trade and service activities.

A second key concept in export base theory is that the level of nonbasic

activity in an area is uniquely determined by the level of basic activity, and

a given change in the level of basic activity will bring about a predictable

change in the level of nonbasic activity. This relationship can be summarized

in the following equation:

Y = a - b + X' (21)

1 - (e - m)

Where: Y = net area product or income

X = area exports (assumed to be exogenously

determined)

e = marginal propensity to spend

m = marginal propensity to import

b = value of imports when Y = 0

a = value of expenditures when Y = 0.
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The values of e, m, a, and b are assumed to be constant in a given area in the

short run, although their values may vary substantially among areas. Thus,

the level of exports (or basic income) determines the area's total income and

output.

The effect of an additional dollar of exports on area income is shown by

taking the derivative of Equation 2.1 with respect to X':

dX' 1 - (e-M) = K (2.2)

Because the value of (e-m) is expected to lie between 0 and 1, the value

of K in Equation 2.2 is expected to exceed 1. This implies that, if the

area's exports increase by one dollar, total area income will increase by more

than one dollar because the increase in exports induces additional activity in

the nonbasic sectors. This effect is known as the multiplier effect, and K is

frequently termed the export multiplier.

The basis for the multiplier effect is the interdependence of the basic

and nonbasic sectors of an area's economy. As the basic sector expands, it

requires more inputs (for example, labor and supplies). Some of these inputs

are purchased from local firms and households. As the firms in the nonbasic

sector expand their sales to the basic sector, they too must purchase more

inputs. Again, a portion of these inputs comes from other local firms which

in turn must purchase more inputs and so on.

Increased wages and salaries paid to labor and management by the basic

sector, together with similar payments by the nonbasic sector, lead to in-

creases in the incomes of area households. Some of this additional income is

spent locally for goods and services, some is saved, and some leaves the area

as payments for imported goods and services (or as additional tax payments to

government). To the extent that additional income is spent locally for goods

and services, the output of local firms is increased, and additional cycles of

input purchases and expenditure result. This cycle of spending and respending

within the local economy is the basis for the multiplier effect.

The magnitude of the multiplier effect is determined by the proportion of

a given dollar of additional area income which is spent locally. This rela-

tionship is often expressed as the marginal propensity to spend locally

I
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eten and Brinkman, 1976). Referring to Equation 2.2, the marginal propen-

y to spend locally is simply the quantity (e-m). High multiplier values

associated with high values of e and low values of m. The value of e can

expected to vary slightly among areas, but the major determinant of the

riation in multiplier values is the value of m. The more diversified and

If-sufficient the area's economy, the lower will be the value of m and the

igher the multiplier. Larger regions, then, tend to have higher multiplier

lues (Richardson, 1969; Harvey, 1973).

Export base theory is a subset of the general subject of regional income

theory (Richardson, 1969). The regional income equation which forms the basis

for export base theory is:

Y = (E - M) + X' (2.3)

Where: E = expenditures

M = imports

Y and X' are as previously defined.

Equation 2.3 simply states that area income is equal to domestic spending plus

exports. Exports are thus treated as the only source of autonomous demand for

the area's products. This model can be broadened to include other sources of

autonomous demand as in Equation 2.4.

Y = C + I + G + X' - M (2.4)

Where: C = consumption expenditures

I = investment expenditures

G = government expenditures

Y, X', and M are as previously defined.

The expanded model includes investment and government expenditures as

additional sources of autonomous (that is, determined outside the area) demand

for an area's goods and services. Consumption expenditures and imports are

generally considered to be determined by the level of local income as in

Equations 2.5 and 2.6.
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C = a + cY (2.5)

M = b + mY (2.6)

Where: a = value of consumption when Y = 0

c = the marginal propensity to consume

b = the value of imports when Y = 0
m = the marginal propensity to import

C, M, and Y are as previously defined.

Tax payments represent a flow (or leakage) of purchasing power from the local
economy, and the amount of taxes paid is also treated as a function of area
income.

T = d + tY (2.7)

Where: T = total tax payments

d = the value of tax payments when Y = 0
t = the marginal propensity to tax.

In the expanded model, area income depends on the level of exogenous expen-
ditures (X + I + G) and on the values of the marginal propensities to consume
(c), to import (m), and to tax (t). If the values of c, m, and t are taken as
predetermined, at least in the short run, a constant multiplier relationship
and area income can again be derived (Richardson, 1978; Glickman, 1977).

The model outlined in Equations 2.4 to 2.7 can be further generalized to
an interregional trade model with n interdependent regions. In this case
exports of a given region are no longer exogenous to the model but rather are
determined by the import demands of other regions. While models of this form
are conceptually superior to the single region model, such models have never
been implemented empirically because of severe data limitations. Economic
impact analysts thus typically utilize single region models. The implementa-
tion of such models, however, typically follows the expanded definition of ex-
ogenous expenditures or basic income (see Equation 2.4). Federal government
expenditures, expenditures by tourists and recreationists, and other exogenous
consumption and investment expenditures as well as exports are thus considered
to be components of the area's basic income (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977;
Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Denver Research Institute, 1979).

Numerous authors have examined the strengths and limitations of the ex-
port base model.[3] A major conceptual limitation of the model is that it
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emphasizes changes in external demand for an area's products and completely

*,! ignores the factors affecting the area's ability to supply those products

i ''a (Richardson, 1978; Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976). Some authors are concerned

-with the model's apparent lack of policy content and particularly with the in-

ability of the single regional model to explain why exports change or what

A conditions internal or external to the region will be conducive to growth

(Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976).

Other limitations of the export base model include the potential for

changes in the ratio of basic to nonbasic activity over time and the possi-

bility of lags in the adjustment process. The basic to nonbasic ratio may

change over time because of differential rates of change in productivity of

2 the two sectors. For example, rapid productivity increases in the basic

sector may allow more nonbasic sector activity to be supported with a given

level of employment in the basic sector. In growing regions, furthermore, the

f- basic to nonbasic ratio may change over time because of the import substitu-
tion[4] which often accompanies regional growth (Glickman, 1977). Lags in

adjustment of nonbasic activity to changes in the level of basic activity also

present a problem (Moore, 1955; Stinson, 1978). The export base multiplier

provides an estimate of the increase in nonbasic activity which would be ex-

pected as a result of a given change in basic activity. It does not, however,

provide any insight regarding the time period required for full adjustment to

occur. Lags also may present a problem in initially measuring the relation-

ship between basic and nonbasic activity that prevails in a given economy

(Glickman, 1977; Gillies and Grigsby, 1956). Despite these limitations, how-

ever, the export base model is widely used as the basis for impact analyses.

Location Theory

Location theory is closely related to the concept of comparative

advantage and emphasizes the tendency for firms to locate where they can earn

the greatest profit on their investment. The conceptual location model based

on profit maximization implicitly incorporates both cost and market demand

factors. Development of location theory began with the work of Von Thunen in

the early 19th century. Major contributors have included Weber (1929),

Hotelling (1929), Losch (1940), Greenhut (1956), Moses (1958), Hoover (1971),

and Richardson (1978).
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Location theory indicates that industry location decisions are guided by

the comparative costs of producing, transporting, and marketing a product from

plants at various alternative locations. A major factor affecting production

costs at alternative sites is the cost of assembling the necessary inputs.

When some of the inputs are quite heavy or bulky and hence expensive to trans-

port but the product is less expensive to transport, firms will be encouraged

to locate close to the source of the raw material (Weber, 1929). Differences

in labor costs, institutional factors such as taxes and insurance, and such

special factors as climate all have an influence on location decision (Hoover,

1971).

The cost advantages associated with larger plants or greater utilization

of an existing plant must be compared with the increase in transportation and

other marketing costs which occur as a firm markets more of its product to

distant consumers in order to determine the most advantageous location patterr

(Greenhut, 1956). A reduction in transportation costs will encourage a pat-

tern of fewer and larger plants, each serving a larger market area, while an

increase in transportation costs will have the opposite effect. Similarly,

technological changes which increase the relative cost advantages attainable

by large plants will encourage a pattern of few plants and larger market

areas.

Industries can be classified according to their general pattern of re-

sponse to location factors. Those industries which require large quantities

of resources or whose transportation costs are quite high tend to locate close

to the source of these resources and are termed resource-oriented industries.

Industries which require large marketing outlays per dollar of output or whose

product is bulky and expensive to transport tend to locate close to major mar-

ket centers and are termed market-oriented industries. A third group of in-

dustries is the footloose industries whose profits do not vary greatly wheth!W

they are located close to raw material sources or to market centers.

A final factor to be considered in assessing probable locat± o ,s for in-

dustry is agglomeration economies. These economies are cost sav ->s which a-e

realized when firms locate in proximity to one another. Agglomeration econGo

mies fall into two major categories: economies external to the fl -a but in-

ternal to the industry and economies external to the industry. F tnomies ex-

ternal to the firm but internal to the industry include the ability to suppO-:
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and have access to research and development facilities, the development of a

skilled labor pool, the growth of auxiliary industries, and the development of

markets for raw materials (Richardson, 1969). The other form of agglomeration

economies is economies external to the individual industry. The cost savings

o' which occur when firms from different industries congregate in the same local% area are often referred to as urbanization economies (Isard, 1960) or econo-

mies of urban concentration (Hoover, 1948). These include access to a largert market; development of pools of managerial talent; presence of specialized

commercial, banking, and financial facilities; development of improved trans-

w portation and communication facilities; and existence of social, cultural, and

leisure facilities. Some observers believe that these agglomeration advan-

tages are even stronger than those internal to an individual industry

f (Richardson, 1969).[51

In the context of economic impact assessment for large development proj-

ects, location theory is useful as a conceptual basis for assessing the poten-

4 tial for development of linked industry. Export base theory provides the

basis for a generalized asessment of the increase in local trade and service

activity that would normally be expected to occur in response to a given level

of additional basic activity. When a major new industry locates in an area,

however, the possibility exists that a series of specialized firms will estab-

lish themselves in the area either to supply inputs to the industry or to

utilize its products. Firms which supply specialized inputs to the industry

are often termed backward-linked while those that utilize its products are

often termed forward-linked. Location theory provides a general framework for

evaluating the likelihood that new backward- and forward-linked industries

will develop as a result of the location of a major facility in a given

area.16]

Central Place Theory

Central place theory attempts to explain the location and development of

"central places" (cities, towns, and villages) in terms of functions performed

and services provided, not only for the residents in each center but also for

the tributary populations surrounding each center.[7J According to this

theory, an urban center's primary function is to act as a service center for

its hinterland or trade area. The services provided by central places can be
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ranked into higher and lower orders depending on the minimum market size

(sometimes called the demand threshold) required to support the service. Some

goods and services can be efficiently supplied only from very large centers

while others are more efficiently supplied from smaller centers. Thus, trade

and service centers can be classified according to the types of services they

provide into a functional hierarchy.[8-

The trade areas of higher order trade centers overlap those of the lower

order centers. Residents of a small rural town are likely to purchase some

types of goods and services locally but will obtain other, more specialized

services from higher order centers. If a new project should bring increased

employment and income to the community, the result will be increased levels of

trade and service activity not only locally but also in the higher order

places.

Central place theory provides a conceptual basis for asessing the poten-

tial geographic distribution of the impacts of a new project. If the func-

tional hierarchy of central places in a region can be identified and the rank

and market area of each center can be established, the effects of the project

on each center can be estimated. The approach that is typically taken is to

integrate central place concepts into an export base framework. Thus, the

level of nonbasic activity in any central place is assumed to be a function of

the level of basic activity in its trade area.[9]

These, then, are the major conceptual bases for economic impact assess-

ment. The next section of this chapter examines the principal forms of empir-

ical models which have been developed to estimate economic impacts.

Methodological Alternatives in
Economic Impact Assessment

During the last two decades, interest in regional and urban planning and

in small area policy analysis has increased (Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976;

Glickman, 1977). The last decade has also been a period in which increasingly

rigorous requirements for socioeconomic impact assessments and impact mitiga-

tion planning in connection with large-scale development projects have been

established (Watson, 1977). These two developments have led to growing inter-

est in techniques for regional economic forecasting and for estimating the

localized impacts of Aew projects. In this section, the major methodological
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ternatives for economic impact assessment are briefly reviewed. The two

incipal methodological approaches to economic impact assessment are the ex-

> rt base and input-output techniques. Both of these techniques are reviewed

some detail, including a discussion of each model's basic concepts, its

ndata requirements, the nature of its outputs, and its conceptual and pragmatic

lstrengths and limitations. Several other types of models also have some po-

tential for application in economic impact assessment. These include the in-

tersectoral flows or from-to model, simulation models, econometric models, and

interregional models. These models are described more briefly, with emphasis

on their general strengths and limitations as tools for localized impact

analysis.

Export Base Models

The export base (or economic base) model is one of the earliest empirical

models to be employed in economic impact studies. Despite the subsequent

development of more complex and detailed techniques, export base models are

still used in most impact studies (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977; Denver

Research Institute, 1979). A number of variations of the export base model

have been developed. The simplest form is based on dividing the total

employment of the study area into two components: basic and nonbasic

employment.

Et = Eb + Es (2.8)

Where: Et - total employment

Eb = basic employment

Es = nonbasic or service employment.

Given the assumption that the proportion of basic to total employment is

constant, an employment multiplier, K1, can be derived:

KI = !- =1 i + (2.9)
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To estimate the value of the employment multiplier for a given area, the

analyst requires employment data for at least one recent year and a basis for

dividing employment into basic and nonbasic categories. Because employment

data at the county level is readily available from the U.S. Department of

Commerce, the estimation process can be inexpensive and rapid.

The employment multiplier of the form Kl has been widely criticized

because it reflects only the average relationship of basic to total employment

in the local economy and because this average relationship may not be a good

estimator of the change in total employment which will result from a change in

basic employment (Weiss and Gooding, 1968; Lewis, 1976). An alternative form-

ulation of the model, which is sometimes employed to overcome this problem,

uses changes in basic and nonbasic employment over a period of time to esti-

mate the mutliplier.[10] This model can be expressed as:

AEt = AEb + AEs (2.10)

Where: Aindicates the change in each variable over the

specified time period

Et, Eb and Es are as previously defined.

In this model the multiplier, K2, is:

AEt AES
K2 = - = 1 + A (2.11)

A number of alternatives exist in the implementation of export base mod-

els. The principal alternatives involve the following factors: (1) method of

estimating basic and nonbasic employment, (2) unit of measurement (employment

or income), and (3) estimation of aggregate or industry-specific multipliers.

The implications of these alternatives are examined in the following

paragraphs.

Identifying Basic and Nonbasic Employment

The first major decision confronting the analyst is determining the most

appropriate procedure for identifying basic and nonbasic employment. Four
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'eneral approaches have been used to classify employment into basic and

ionbasic categories: (1) the assumption approach, (2) the location quotient

ethod, (3) the minimum requirements approach, and (4) the primary data

echnique. The assumption approach is apparently the most widely used method.

using this method, the analyst identifies certain industries which are assumed

lto be basic; agriculture, mining, and manufacturing are frequently assumed to

lbe basic. The remainder of the area's employment is thus assumed to be

nonbasic. These assumptions, however, may prove to be inaccurate. Some

manufacturing, such as printing and publishing and some food processing, may

be locally oriented while many financial services, for example insurance and

banking, often serve a market larger than the immediate area in which the

establishment is located. In regions where tourism and recreation activities

are prominent, a number of sectors which are traditionally regarded as

nonbasic may be supported in substantial measure by the expenditures of

tourists. The proportion of their employment which results from tourist

expenditures should properly be classified as basic. If the assumption method

results in an underestimate of basic employment, the employment multiplier

will be overestimated and subsequent estimates of the impact of a new facility

are likely to be too high. Conversely, if basic employment is overestimated,

the multiplier value and subsequent impact estimates will be too low.

Attempts to improve the accuracy of employment classification over that

resulting from the simple assumption method have resulted in three alternative

approaches. The first two, the location quotient and minimum requirements ap-

proaches, are statistical methods which compare the area's employment patterns

with those of the nation. The third involves using knowledge of the local

- economic structure, gained either through a survey or by less formal means, to

assign each industry's employment between the basic and nonbasic categories.

The location quotient method assigns employment to basic and nonbasic

categories by comparing the proportion of the region's employment in a given

industry with that observed in some benchmark region, usually the nation. The

location quotient is defined as:

E. E
LQ.= ir (2.12)

1i E. / E
in n
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Where: LQi = location quotient for industry i

Eir = employment in industry i in the

region under study

Ein = employment in industry i in the

nation

Er = total employment in the region

En = total employment in the nation.

The location quotient indicates the relative specialization of the region in

each industry. A location quotient greater than unity indicates that the

region has more than its proportionate share of national employment in that

- industry. In such cases the excess employment over proportionality is assumed

to be export related.[11] The economic base employment multiplier is then

computed by estimating basic employment for all industries with location quo-

tients greater than one, summing the export employment of all those industries

and dividing this sum into total employment (Isserman, 1977).

The location quotient approach is useful as it takes account of "indi-

rect" exports (that is, firms who sell to other local firms which in turn sell

to customers outside the region) as well as direct exports (Tiebout, 1962).

This method does, however, have several deficiencies. First, it involves an

implicit assumption that consumption patterns and productivity rates are uni-

form across the nation. Secondly, international exports and imports are ig-

nored. Finally, by assuming that the production of each industry goes first

to satisfy local needs and that only excess is exported, the location quotient

approach ignores cross-hauling goods. This leads to underestimation of the

export base and an overestimate of the multiplier (Leigh, 1970). However,

this systematic bias in the multiplier estimates may become less serious as

the level of employment disaggregation increases (Levan, 1956; Isserman,

1977).

A second statistical approach to employment classification is the minimum

requirements approach (Ullman and Dacey, 1960; Alexandersson, 1956). This

technique involves identifying a number of representative areas and calculat-

ing each industry's percentage of employment in each area. The smallest per-

centage of employment found in each industry across the various sample areas

is then interpreted as the minimum required to satisfy internal needs. These

minimum requirements are then compared to the employment structure of the
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study area, and employment in any industry which exceeds the minimum require-

ments is classified as basic.

The minimum requirements technique has many of the same deficiencies

associated with the location quotient method. Again national uniformity in

consumption patterns and productivity is implicitly assumed (Pratt, 1968).

This technique is likely to systematically overestimate basic employment, as

the areas with the lower percentage of employment in a given industry may in

fact be importing a substantial proportion of their requirements for output

from this industry. Finally, the reliability of this technique is reduced as

employment is disaggregated into smaller sectors because disaggregation leads

to estimates of minimum requirements which approach zero for most sectors

(Pratt, 1968).

An evaluation of the estimation error associated with both the location

quotient and minimum requirements techniques was undertaken by Greytak (1969).

He finds that both techniques result in export estimates which deviate sub-

stantially and systematically from those actually observed. While subsequent

work by Isserman (1977) demonstrates that the performance of the location

quotient technique is improved substantially by disaggregation of industrial

sectors, the desirability of specific knowledge about the area under study

appears obvious.

The final approach for determining basic employment involves obtaining

additional information regarding the composition of the local economy. In

some cases a number of firms in each industry may be interviewed to determine

the percentage of their sales which are to customers outside the area (Alexan-

der, 1953). This technique can be expected to yield more accurate results

than the methods discussed earlier, but the data collection process may become

expensive if a large number of firms are involved. The quality of the results

is also dependent on the ability of producers to accurately estimate the areal

distribution of their customers (Pfister, 1976). Finally, the analyst must

attempt to detect indirect exports (Glickman, 1977). The interview technique

sometimes can be supplemented with information from secondary sources, such as

a state directory of manufacturers, and can be used in conjunction with the

location quotient technique.
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Employment as a Unit of Measurement. Employment is generally use- G: z

unit of measurement in export base models because employment data are Mralz' e

readily available for small areas than are measures of income, value atL-Ze_-

other potential indicators. In addition, employment is a major target 4 .-' A

able for planners and decision makers.[ 121 Problems arise, however, b~zisme

employment may not be a very sensitive indicator of general economic

caused by technological progress (Glickman, 1977). Thus, output and icu

may rise relative to employment, especially if the innovations are lab-z = aw- t

ing. When rates of productivity change are much different for the bass X

service sectors, the base service employment ratio may shift substantiali 3r

Another problem arises from the fact that basic employment is aggrega-e- f:Z

multiplier estimation, and the same multiplier is assumed to be applicV -

all basic jobs, no matter which industry they occur in. This practice --

lead to misleading results if different basic industries have substan!_ -_

different wage rates and/or local input purchasing patterns. A unit c iz o

employment in a high-wage industry will generate more total employment -_f

income in the local economy than an equal increment in a low-wage ind_: --i-

but the aggregate employment multiplier masks this effect.

The problems associated with the use of employment as a measure -f

omic activity can be largely overcome by substituting income for emplo~nc --

the export base model.[131 A limitation to the use of income is that r

data at the county level lags the current period by about two years.

of income has the distinct advantage of accounting for wage rate differ1Z-Z--tS

among industries (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). Businesses are sometL e_!i--a --

luctant to release wage and salary information, however, and it is free- -Je--a-

difficult to obtain reliable estimates of nonwage income (Denver Resear:.-.

Institute, 1979). The task of dividing nonwage income into basic an.- =.-:-

components is even more difficult.

Estimating Disaggregated Employment Multipliers. Another appr:a- --

can be used to overcome the problems posed by differentials in wage

input purchase patterns among basic industries is to estimate separa- e _

pliers for each basic industry (Weiss and Gooding, 1968). An excellAei a e- £

ple of this approach is provided by Bender (1975). In this analysis, -- l

ployment in four specified industries was assumed to be basic, and all =. :

ment in the remaining industries was assumed to be nonbasic. Cross-s-e--
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'from a large number of counties was used in a regression analysis to es-

te separate multipliers for each of the four basic industries. The disag-

gated model can be summarized as follows:

Et = a + bj X1 + b2 X2 + b3 X3 + u (2.13)

Where: Et = total employment

X1 , X2 , X3 = employment in three different basic industries

bl, b2 , b3 = industry-specific employment multipliers, each

of which indicates the change in total employment

associated with one unit change in employment in the

respective basic industry

u is a stochastic disturbance term.

Strengths and Limitations of Export Base Models. Although the export

base model has definite limitations as a general theory to explain regional

growth (Richardson, 1973; Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976), it has found widespread

use in impact analysis. One reason for the popularity of this model is un-

doubtedly its simplicity and low cost (Pfister, 1976). The model can be, and

generally is, implemented using secondary data exclusively. Further, the

necessary computations can be completed in a relatively short time and do not

require access to computer facilities. This model, however, provides very

limited impact information. In essence, the export base model indicates only

the aggregate effect on an area's nonbasic employment (or income) resulting

from a given change in basic employment (or income) resulting from a given

change in basic employment (or income). Further, in the simpler formulations

of the model, all basic employment is assumed to have the same local multi-

plier effect. Such aggregate models ignore the differences among basic indus-

tries in input purchase patterns, wage rates, and worker spending patterns.

Refinements of the model alleviate the problems associated with the aggregate

employment multiplier either by substituting income for employment in the mul-

tiplier analysis or by estimating separate multipliers for each of the area's

important basic sectors. These refinements, however, come at the cost of

greater data requirements. The export base model, then, provides highly ag-

gregated estimates of economic impacts. Analysts who desire more detailed
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impact projections, including estimates of effects on individual sectors of

the local economy, have often turned to input-output models.

Regional Input-Output Models

Regional input-output models have been utilized extensively in regional

impact studies.[141 These models are based on the interdependence of a

region's industries and households as suppliers of inputs and purchasers of

products. In developing an input-output model for a given region, the

regional economy is divided into sectors (groups of similar economic units),

and the transactions among the various sectors are estimated. The quantita-

tive estimates of the interdependencies among the various sectors then provide

the basis for tracing the multiplier effects of an exogenous shock to the

economy in a more detailed manner than do export base models. In general, a

regional input-output model can be viewed as a disaggregation of the export

base model which allows for consideration of a large number of local indus-

tries with varying proportions of basic activity and for consideration of

several sources of exogenous demand for the region's products (Richardson,

1971; Romanoff, 1974).

Input-Output Structure and Assumptions.

The basic equation of the input-output model is:

n

Z x.. + Y
Xi j=l i i (2.14)

Where: i and j = 1,2...n

xij = the amount of industry i's output required for the

production of industry j's output

Yi = sales to final demand by industry i

Xi = total output of industry i.

Equation 2.14 describes a system of linear equations, one for each industry

(or producing sector) of the regional economy. The output of each industry is

divided between intermediate products (or interindustry transactions,
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scribed by Exij) and final products (Yi). Final products or sales to

Inal demand are generally assumed to consist of sales for consumption, in-

estment, government, and exports.

In order to facilitate empirical implementation of the model, the follow-

g assumptions are made:

1. Each industry produces a single, unique product.

2. There are no economies or diseconomies of scale.

3. Each industry has a single production process and no substitution

among inputs is possible.

Assumptions 2 and 3 imply a constant relationship between each sector's output

level and its input requirements:

xij = aijXj (2.15)

Where: aij is the production coefficient specifying the amount of

output from industry i needed to produce one unit of the

output of industry J, and Xj is the output level of in-

dustry j.

By substituting Equation 2.15 into Equation 2.14 we obtain:

n

Xi= z aijXj + Yi (2.16)
j =1

Equation 2.16 is a system of n linear equations which may be solved for Xi

if the values of the aij and Yi are known. In matrix notation, EquationI~~~~~~~~~~~~
2.16 may be written as:

X = AX + Y (2.17)

Equation 2.17 can then be solved for the vector X as follows:

X = (I - A) 1 y (2.18)
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Where: X is a vector of output for each industry, Xi (i =I....n)

A is a matrix of production coefficients (also called direct

requirements coefficients or technical coefficients)

I is an identity matrix

Y is a vector of sales to final demand for each industry

(I - A)-l is a matrix of interdependence coefficients which show

the direct and indirect requirements for output from

each sector to support one unit of sales to final

demand.(15]

Implementation of the input-output model, Equation 2.16 or 2.18, requires

independent estimates of the technical coefficients (aij) and the sales to

final demand (Yi). Given these estimates, the input-output model can be

used for both impact analysis and regional forecasting (Richardson, 1972).

Input-Output Multipliers. Impact analysis involves estimating the effect

on the regional economy of a specified change in the output of one or more

economic sectors. Input-output (I-0) provides a mechanism for estimating the

effect of a new project on output, income, and employment for the regional

economy as a whole. It can also provide estimates of changes in output and

employment for each sector. Final demand, output, income, and employment mul-

tipliers derived from the input-output equation system provide useful summary

measures of the relationship between expansion or contraction of a given sec-

tor and the total change in economic activity created throughout the economy.

The final demand multiplier for a sector measures the change in total

output from all sectors resulting from a one dollar change in sales to final

demand of products of that sector. The output multiplier for a sector mea-

sures the change in total output from all sectors resulting from a one dollar

change in the output of that sector (Clark et al, 1974; Roesler et al, 1968).

Both final demand and output multipliers can be computed directly from the

matrix of interdependence coefficients, and the choice between these two mul-

tiplier forms in impact analysis depends primarily on the relative availabil-

ity of information on sales to final demand versus output for the sector to be

analyzed. It is critical, however, that analysts not confuse the two multi-

plier forms. The income multiplier measures the total change in income (of

households) throughout the economy resulting from a one dollar change in

income in a given sector.
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The employment multiplier, as computed from the I-0 model, is defined as

% total change in employment due to a one unit change in employment in a

iven sector. The basic assumption in computing employment multipliers is

!it there is a linear relationship between employment and output of a sector.

omputation of employment multipliers requires an estimate of the direct em-

ployment requirement (that is, the man-years of employment per unit of output)

P or each sector. Given this information, the 1-0 interdependence coefficients

imatrix can be used to compute the direct and indirect employment requirements

J and the employment multiplier for each sector.[16J

A number of factors affect the magnitude of the multipliers estimated

from the input-output framework. First, multiplier values may differ substan-

tially from sector to sector because of differences in the linkages of the

individual sectors with other sectors of the regional economy. A sector which

depends heavily on other local sectors for its inputs will typically have

higher multiplier values than one which imports most of its input require-

ments. Secondly, multiplier values tend to vary directly with the size of the

region being studied, for the same reasons discussed earlier in connection

with export base models. Finally, input-output multiplier values are affected

by the structure of the model itself. In particular, some regional 1-0 models

include households as a producing sector; these models are said to be closed

with respect to households. Such models reflect the induced effects of the

expansion of a given industry (that is, the additional household consumption

which results from the additional income associated with industrial expansion)

as well as the indirect effects (arising from additional requirements for pro-

duction inputs) and the direct effects (that is, the initial direct increase

in the industry's output).

Input-output models used in impact assessments for major projects typ-

ically are closed with respect to households, although this is not always the

case. Multipliers derived from I-0 models of this type are termed Type II

multipliers to distinguish them from the Type I multipliers which reflect only

direct and indirect effects. The income and employment multipliers derived

from the closed I-0 model are closely analogous to those from export base

models. In fact, it has been demonstrated that the export base income multi-

plier and the consolidated closed 1-0 multiplier are mathematically identical

(Billings, 1969; Garnick, 1970). Both reflect direct, indirect, and induced

effects of exogenous changes in demand for a region's output, and Both are

average rather than marginal multipliers. Further, empirical comparisons of
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the two multipliers, using similar definitions of basic activity, indicate

that their values tend to be similar (Isard and Czamanski, 1965; Garnick,

1970).

Given the conceptual and empirical similarity of the export base and

input-output multipliers, the major bases for selecting between the two models

i are the required level of detail for the analysis, the availability of neces-

sary data, and the time and resources available to the analyst. I-0 models

clearly provide more detailed impact projections (that is, they show effects

on output and employment by sector), and they are more sensitive to differ-

ences in input purchasing patterns and salary levels among sectors. These

models are capable of extension to allow projection of employment by occupa-

tion (Drake et al, 1973; Sherafat et al, 1978), and they can also be employed

to project changes in income distribution (Sherafat et al, 1978). Another

possible extension of the I-0 model is to incorporate coefficients reflecting

the resource use and environmental emission per unit of output for each sec-

tor. The model can then be utilized to estimate changes in resource utiliza-

tion and environmental quality associated with the various economic projec-

tions and to analyze economic-environmental trade-offs (Isard et al, 1972).

However, input-output models also impose substantial data requirements. The

data requirements of the input-output model are discussed in the next section.

Data Requirements. The most difficult and time-consuming task in imple-

menting a regional input-output model is developing estimates of the direct

requirements coefficients (technical coefficients). These coefficients are

frequently estimated using primary data collected through an extensive survey

of firms and households in the study area.[17] These data provide a detailed

description of the interdependencies among the sectors of the local economy.

The time and expense required to prepare input-output tables based entirely on

primary data are considerable, however, and may exceed resources available for

many impact studies.

- In an attempt to reduce costs associated with regional input-output ana-

lysis, a number of techniques for developing input-output coefficients totally

_ or partially from secondary sources have been developed. All of these tech-

niques are based on adjusting coefficients already available for some larger

area (such as the nation or the state) to approximate the interindustry
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lationships of the study area. While the regional I-0 coefficients thus

eveloped are at best approximations of the true relationships, these ad-

justment techniques appear to offer the potential for developing coeffi-

tents with satisfactory levels of accuracy in a very cost-effective manner

Boster and Martin, 1972).

A substantial number of I-O coefficient adjustment techniques have been

developed.[181 Only one of these, the location quotient technique, will be

9 discussed in detail here, however. The rationale for choosing this technique

,is that it has been widely used and is supported by well-documented and gen-

erally available software packages (Mustafa and Jones, 1971).

The location quotient approach is a procedure for comparing the relative

importance of an industry's output in a region to that in a larger region

(such as the state or the nation). The location quotient (LQi) is defined

as:

Zi/Z
LQi = Xi/X (2.19)

WIhere: Zi = the regional output of industry i for the base year

Xi = state (or national) output of industry i for the base

year

Z = total regional output for the base year

X = total state (or national) output for the base year.

Thus, LQi compares the percentage share of the ith sector output of a re-

gion with the percentage share of that sector's output of the state or nation.

If the region's share is equal to the nation's or state's share, then LQi is

1, and the sector in the region is assumed to be just self-sufficient. If the

sector of the region produces more than its proportionate share, LQi is

greater than 1. The sector of the region in this case is assumed to export

the surplus production. Similarly, if a sector of the region produces less

than its proportionate share, LQi is less than 1, and the region is assumed

to import the deficit production (Schaffer and Chu, 1968; Jones and Mustafa,

1973).

If LQi is 1 or more, all state or national technical coefficients for

that sector's row may be used directly to represent the regional technical
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coefficients. If the LQi is less than 1, however, the state or national

technical coefficients of the sector's row are reduced proportionately to

account for the region's deficit production.

The location quotient technique is subject to criticism because of its

assumption' of regional self-sufficiency; that is, regional production is used

to meet regional needs and only the residual is available for export. The

technique assumes that cross-hauling among the regions does not occur and,

hence, tends to underestimate regional exports (and imports) and to introduce

an upward bias into the regional technical coefficients and output multipliers

(Richardson, 1972; Jones et al, 1973). Nevertheless, it represents a very

cost-effective approach for developing regional input-output tables when time

and budget constraints preclude developing a regional model entirely from

primary data.[19]

If input-output models are to be used for baseline and impact projec-

tions, another essential data requirement is projections of sales to final de-

mand. There are really two problems: (1) projecting sales to final demand

under baseline conditions and (2) projecting changes in sales to final demand

associated with a new development project. Developing projections of sales to

final demand is a challenging task. Because the issues involved in projecting

sales to final demand are similar to those associated with projecting basic

employment, however, this subject will be examined in the subsequent section

on economic impact assessment techniques.

If projections are being made over a substantial time period, it is also

necessary to consider forecasting changes in the 1-0 technical coefficients.

There are at least five reasons why regional input-output coefficients may

vary over time: (1) changes in relative prices of inputs, (2) changes in pro-

duct mix, (3) technological change, (4) economies of scale, and (5) changes in

regional trade patterns (Richardson, 1972). There is some evidence, however,

that these coefficients may be relatively stable over time, both at the na-

tional level (Carter, 1970) and at the regional level (Miernyk, 1968). The

major exception may be in rapidly growing regions where import substitution

effects may be substantial.

There are several alternative methods of forecasting changes in I-o coef-

ficients at the regional level. Most of these are imperfect, however, and

rely heavily on the analyst's judgment (Richardson, 1972). Some of these

approaches are: (1) obtain national projections of changes in coefficients
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.apply them proportionately to the regional coefficients[201; (2) if two

tables are available for the region, compare the coefficients and use this

the basis for forecasting a third table of direct requirements coeffi-

ents; and (3) using data from a regional I-0 survey, apply the "best prac-

Ice" technique developed by Miernyk (1968). The use of these techniques may

ot be feasible in many impact studies, but if long-range forecasts are re-

uired, the analyst should at least consider the possibility of changes in the

-0 coefficients (Harmstrom and Lund, 1967).

Strengths and Limitations of I-0 Models. Like export base models, input-

.,output models have been used extensively in assessing economic impacts at the

local, state, and national levels. Criticisms of the I-O model focus mainly

on its assumption of constant coefficients (Glickman, 1977; Denver Research

Institute, 1979). This criticism is valid, but it should be recognized that

the principal alternative model, the export base model, shares this shortcom-

ing. The problems posed by constant coefficients can be overcome, as dis-

cussed earlier, but only through substantial effort and at the cost of in-

t creased data requirements. Another similarity between the input-output and

export base models is that both are equilibrium models, which indicate the es-

timated secondary economic effects once the local economy has fully adjusted

to a change in basic economic activity. Neither model provides an estimate of

the time path of adjustment, and this characteristic can pose problems when

they are used to assess the impacts of large projects.

In summary, the input-output model provides more detailed impact esti-

mates than the export base model and shares many of that model's basic assump-

Fr- tions. The data collection and analysis requirements associated with I-0 mod-

els have been the major impediment to their more widespread utilization.

Other Economic Impact Models

A number of other models have occasionally been utilized in economic

impact assessment or have potential for such application. This section

briefly reviews a number of these models, including the intersectoral flows or

from-to model, regional simulation models, regional econometric models, and

interregional models.
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The Intersectoral Flows or From-To Model. The intersectoral flows mod j?

combines elements of the input-output and export base models. The concept w

introduced by Levan (1961); examples of empirical applications include studies

by Hansen et al (1961) and Kalter (1969). The key element of the model is a

table showing the distribution of the sales of each local sector to other

local sectors, exports, and other forms of final demand. From this table, e._

timates of (1) direct input requirements and (2) direct and indirect require..

ments similar to those developed in input-output models can be derived. The

direct and indirect requirements coefficients can then be used to derive em-

ployment or output multipliers for each local sector (Doeksen and Schreiner,

1974).

The from-to model is clearly a compromise between the export base and

input-output models. Unlike the input-output model, the from-to model ignores

data on imports. This leads to at least one major advantage and one disadvan-

tage. The advantage is that data requirements of the from-to model are

greatly reduced, compared to input-output. The disadvantage is that there is

no cross-checking mechanism such as that contained in 1-0 models (where the

rows and columns must balance). The from-to model, then, offers a potential

alternative to analysts who desire more detail than is provided by export base

models but want to avoid the expense of developing an input-output model.

Simulation Models. Simulation has been defined as the use of a model to

represent, over time, the essential characteristics of a system or process

under study (Meier et al, 1969). This definition is sufficiently broad to iw

clude a wide variety of economic impact models, and in fact all of the compu-

terized socioeconomic impact assessment models referenced in the "Introduc-

tion" of this work can be called simulation models. Regional socioeconomic

simulation models typically include an economic component or module, utilizi..g

either economic base or input-output techniques, linked with one or more other

modules which depict demographic, public services, fiscal, or environmental

relationships. The process through which the different components are linke-,

often with a series of feedback loops, may explicitly incorporate assumptions

regarding the time required for economic, demographic, and other adjustments

to occur. The early development of regional simulation models was influenced

substantially by the pioneering work of Forrester (1961) in systems dynamics

and by applications of dynamic simulation concepts in regional analysis by
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ilton et al (1969).[21] The principal strength of regional simulation

Is is in linking economic impact techniques with models describing other

pects of regional activity (e.g., demographic, fiscal). They should thus be

garded primarily as a mechanism for the integration of economic and other

pact assessment techniques and not as an alternative to the economic impact

dels discussed previously.

Econometric Models. A relatively recent development in regional economic

alysis has been a growing interest in regional econometric models. These

dels are generally based on time series data (that is, observations on the

ame economic variable on a regular temporal basis). Regression analysis is

the principal statistical tool used to estimate the relationships between eco-

nomic variables. The interest in developing econometric models at the re-

gional level has been fostered in large measure by the development of econo-

metric models for forecasting wages, prices, income, and output at the na-

tional level.[22] Regional analysts rapidly perceived the potential for

developing regional models which could be linked to these national models and

which would use as exogenous variables the forecasts of the latter (Klein,

int7 1969). A number of econometric models have been developed for multistate

regions (Crow, 1973; Richter, 1970); for states (Adams et al, 1975); and for

substate areas (Fishkind et al, 1978; Glickman, 1977; Hall and Licari, 1974).

The development of regional econometric models has been hampered by sub-

stantial data constraints.[23] Whereas national models are typically based on

F -- quarterly data, regional models must rely on annual data, and the published

data series are often based on short time periods. Scarcity of data has led

to model structures which are usually quite simple, relatively static, and

lacking in spatial disaggregation (Glickman, 1977). Very few models have been

estimated for substate areas, and these have generally been for SMSAs.

While national and regional econometric models are a promising tool for

those engaged in regional analysis, it does not appear likely that they will

soon replace the more traditional economic impact assessment techniques. Data

availability likely will continue to severely limit their application in non-

metropolitan substate areas. State and national econometric models may prove

useful, however, in developing regional projections of sales to final demand

- or basic employment.
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Multiregional Models. Regional analysts have long been intrigued by the'

concept of multiregional or interregional economic models which could explic-.

itly quantify the linkages among the various regions of a nation. Such mod-

els would circumvent one of the major problems of single region economic base <

or input-output models--that being the need for exogenous projections of ex-

ports. In a multiregional model, the exports of a given region are determined

by the import demands of all other regions. Two forms of multiregional models

are of particular interest in the present context. These are multiregional or

interregional[24] input-output models and the Harris Multiregional, Multiin-

dustry Forecasting Model.[25]

The theoretical structure of interregional input-output models was first

discussed nearly three decades ago by Isard (1951), but little progress was

made in applying such models until recent years because of data limitations

and computer capacity constraints. Work by Polenske (1969) and Almon (1974)

has recently stimulated renewed interest in interregional models, and some

progress has been made in adapting the multiregional framework to substate

areas. For example, a twelve-region model for the Southwestern United States

has recently been implemented, based in large measure on the work of Almon.

The model's twelve regions include the seven-state planning districts of New

Mexico; the states of Arizona, Colorado, Utah, and Texas; and the rest of the

United States (Brown and Zink, 1977). Multiregional I-0 models, then, show

potential as a tool for regional analysts, but the data requirements of these

models and the resources required to implement them are substantially greater

than those associated with single region models.

The Harris Multiregion, Multiindustry Forecasting Model is of in-

terest because it has been used extensively in impact analysis by the U.S.

Bureau of Land Management (Betters, 1979) and by Resources For the Future

(Krutilla et al, 1978). This recursive econometric model is capable of devel-

oping annual forecasts at the county level (for all of the 3,111 counties in

the United States) for 99 industry sectors, 4 government sectors, and 28 types

of construction activity. The model is based on location theory coupled with

input-output analysis. The location of the various industries is allowed to

shift over time in response to changes in the demand for their products and

the price and availability of inputs. The model is described in considerable

detail in Harris (1973) .and its usefulness in the impact assessment and plan-

ning process is evaluated by Betters (1979).
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*json of Alternative Economic
: Assessment Methods

The purpose of this section is to provide a brief summary and comparison

She strengths and weaknesses of the alternative economic impact assessment

khniques discussed above. The comparison of the major alternatives is sum-

,ized in Table 2.1. In examining Table 2.1, it should be noted that all of

ese models can be criticized on several grounds. All are essentially

ttatic" models which assume fixed relationships between local sectors. This

sracteristic potentially can be altered in most of the models, but only at

-the cost of greater data requirements and with willingness to assume that past

.,rends of change in intersectoral relationships will continue. Incorporation

.of dynamic properties generally is simplest in the export base models. None

of the models directly account for the import substitution effects which may

accompany regional growth. Likewise, all of these models assume no underem-

ployment of resources (i.e., no excess capacity) in the local economy.

Other limitations shared by all the models compared in Table 2.1 include

their lack of mechanisms for estimating the timing and geographic distribution

of economic impacts. Problems in estimating the timing of secondary economic

effects are endemic to export base and input-output models because these are

equilibrium models which estimate the secondary economic effects once the lo-

cal economy has fully adjusted to a change in basic economic activity. One

recent study included an attempt to estimate the time path of adjustment in

secondary employment within the export base (disaggregated employment multi-

plier) framework, but the results were inconclusive (Conopask, 1978). This

area is one in which additional analysis is clearly needed.

Export base and input-output models also typically do not provide esti-

mates of the geographic distribution of secondary effects. These models are

typically estimated at the county or multicounty study area level and provide

estimates of the total secondary effects within the area. One recent study

(Chalmers et al, 1977), however, illustrates a method of modifying the export

base (income multiplier) model to provide estimates of the distribution of

secondary effects among counties in an impact area.

In summary, there is probably no single ideal model for local area eco-

nomic impact analysis. The choice among models must be determined through a

.
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Table. 2.1. Comparison of Strengths and Weaknesses of Alternative Economic
Impact Assessment Techniques

Alternative Models

1. Export Base-
Aggregate Employment
Multiplier

Major Data are readily
Strengths: available.

Resource requirements
are modest--less than
any other alternative.

Can be modified to
incorporate timing
and geographic dis-
tributions of sec-
ondary effects.

Can provide a labor
income multiplier in-
directly (through the
application of esti-
mated wage rates to
the number of jobs in
each sector.

2. Export Base-
Disaggregated
Employment
Multiplier

Provides for dif-
ferentiation of
multiplier estimates
among basic
industries.

Can provide a labor
income multiplier
indirectly (through
the application of
assumed wage rates
to number of jobs
in each sector).

Data is readily
available.

Can incorporate
timing and geo-
graphic distribu-
tion of secondary
effects.

3. Export Base-
Income Multiplier

Provides differen-
tiated multiplier
estimates.

Can provide an employ-
ment multiplier in-
directly (through the
application of assumed
wage rates to nonbasic
income).

Data is readily
available.

Can incorporate geo-
graphic distribution
and potential timing
of secondary effects.

Modest resource
requirements.

4. I-0 Location
Quotient

Provides differentiated
multiplier estimates
and also accounts for
input purchase linkages.

Provides estimates of
employment, income, and
output effects.

Identifies incidence of
economic impact by
sector.

Amenable to expansion
to examine changes in
employment by occupa-
tion, resource use, etc.

Estimates of activity by
sector can be advanta-
geous for subsequent tax
calculations.

5. I-0 Primary
Data

Provides differentiated
multiplier estimates and
also accounts for input
purchase linkages.

Provides estimates of em-
ployment, income, and
output effects.

Identified incidence of
economic impact by sector.

Amenable to expansion to
examine changes in employ-
ment by occupation,
resource use, etc.

Estimates of activity by
sector can be advantageous
for subsequent tax cal-
culations.

Primary data allows pos-
sibility of adjusting
coefficients over time via
"best practice technique".

Modes resource
requirements.

Major
Weakensses:

-

Does not provide for
differentiation of
multiplier estimates
among basic
industries.

Employment may be a
less sensitive indi-
cator of economic
activity than income.

Provides only aggre-
gate measures of
secondary effects--
no distribution by
sector.

Income data poses some
analytical problems--
particularly the divi-
sion of nonwage Income
into basic and nonbasic
categories.

Provides only aggregate
measures of secondary
effects.

Resource requirements are
moderate, but data prob-
lems may increase costs
in rural areas (because of
nondisclosure in secondary
sources).

Coefficients are acknowl-
edged to be somewhat
biased.

High data collection and
processing costs.

Does not directly estimate
timing or geographic dis-
tribution of effects (these
can be incorporated through
side-calculations).

Employment may be a
less sensitive indi-
cator of economic
activity than income.

Provides only aggre-
gate measures of
secondary effects--
no distribution by
sector.

Does not directly estimate
timing or geographic dis-
tribution of effects (these
can be incorporated through
side-calculations).

"NOW111 � I , Hill� _-_-,��T
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ancing of model capabilities and resource requirements. In making this

ice, however, it is important that both the nature of the impact process

I the information needs of decision makers with respect to impact assessment

mitigation be considered. These topics are discussed in the next section.

ATORS AFFECTING ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

In the actual projection of economic impacts, the key factors affecting

>he results include the nature of the project (including direct employment

effects, local input purchase patterns and effects on other basic sectors),

haracteristics of the site area (including its economic structure and out-

look, trade patterns, the skills of its labor force, and the extent of unem-

ployment and/or underemployment) and the interactive effects of project and

area characteristics. These causal forces interact through the complex pro-

cess of regional economic adjustment to determine the nature, magnitude, and

distribution of impacts. Developing reliable estimates of these impacts is

the goal of economic impact assessment. The purpose of this section is to de-

scribe those characteristics of resource development projects which are likely

to affect the nature of the impacts experienced and also to discuss the infor-

mation needs of decision makers relative to economic impacts.

Project Characteristics

The characteristics of the development project are central in determining

the nature and extent of all forms of economic impacts. Project characteris-

tics of particular interest include work force (number, skill levels, and

timing), investment, input purchase patterns (by sector and by location of

suppliers), specific forward linkages to other sectors, and natural resource

requirements. Work force characteristics are of obvious importance. Develop-

ment projects differ in their total work force, in the relationship between

construction and permanent work forces, and in the mix of skill levels re-

quired for each phase. Skill requirements in turn influence the projects'

ability tp utilize local labor and also are instrumental in determining the

wage and salary levels of project workers (which may in turn affect wage

levels in other industries).
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A project's resource requirements and linkages with other economic a's

tors are key determinants of secondary economic effects. Resource and i

trial development projects differ substantially in their economic linkage .

both forward to processors of their products and by-products and backward

suppliers of inputs. The resource requirements of a given project, such as 4

use of water and land, are primary determinants of effects on other basic ,S
sectors, for example, agriculture (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). The level:

investment in project facilities may be a major factor in determining the lIS

cal public sector revenues generated by the project. The adequacy of local

revenues can be expected to influence public sector decisions regarding in- a

vestment in infrastructure which may in turn affect local business investmeat-

decisions (Gilmore, 1976).

Site Area Characteristics

Characteristics of the site area likewise have an influence that is per-

vasive across virtually all economic impact dimensions. An area's natural

resource base, labor force, and level of economic development can have considn

erable influence on the economic impacts resulting from a given project. An

area's natural resource base is a major determinant of the feasibility of

locating various types of facilities there, and resource ownership patterns

may play a key role in determining the distribution of royalty payments to

area residents (Leistritz and Voelker, 1975).

Site area characteristics may greatly affect the composition of a proj-

ect's work force. The size of the local population, residents' skill levels,

and the extent of underemployment and unemployment could determine the propor-

tion of employment needs that could be met by local recruitment. Preliminary

estimates of the relationship between local population and local recruitment

have been developed by Chalmers (1977) and by Wieland et al (1979). However,

more research is needed to quantify the effects of skill levels unemployment

and underemployment. Site area characteristics, including amenities and

climate, also may influence worker productivity.

Site area characteristics also may greatly influence the secondary eco-

nomic effects of a given project. The area's economic structure will affect

the development firm's ability to purchase supplies and materials locally and

also may affect the propensity of project workers to purchase goods and ser-

vices locally. Areas with more diversified economies and better developed
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e and service sectors thus typically experience greater secondary economic

ects (Harvey, 1973; Chalmers et al, 1977).

eractive Effects of Project
d Ara Carateristics

The economic effects of large-scale developments also result in large

rt from interactions between the timing of project events, the ability to

e local resources, and the characteristics of the local areas. The direct

ployment effects of a large development project typically occur in two

hses: the construction of the facility and its subsequent operation. Con-

truction work-force requirements typically are much greater than operational

requirements. Construction of a large electric generating plant, for example,

frequently requires a peak construction work force of 1,500 to 3,000, with

construction being completed in about five years (Murdock and Leistritz,

1979). Following construction, the facility's permanent operation and main-

tenance work force will be only a small fraction of the construction work

force, perhaps 200 to 300 workers. As a result, the socioeconomic impacts of

such facilities are cyclical, being greatest during the construction phase,

reducing markedly from construction to operation periods and declining even

more dramatically once the operational life of the project has ended.

The extent to which the project's employment requirements are met by lo-

cal workers plays a key role in determining the magnitude of other economic

effects and also other impact dimensions. When most of the workers can be

recruited locally, in-migration and local population growth are minimized as

are impacts on public services. Other local employers may experience diffi-

culty in retaining skilled employees, however, and local wage rates may in-

crease substantially. The extent to which project construction jobs are

filled by immigrating workers is likely to affect the percentage of project

payroll which is spent locally and hence the magnitude of secondary employment

and income effects (Mountain West Research, Inc., 1979). The settlement-

commuting patterns of the project work force will also influence the geo-

graphic distribution of secondary economic effects. Evidence from energy im-

pacted areas in the Western United States indicates that local hiring rates

and worker settlement patterns are quite variable among projects (Wieland et

al, 1979; Murdock et al, 1978; Chalmers, 1977). This variability poses an
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analytical challenge for researchers and creates additional uncertainties f

decision makers.

Because of the rapid fluctuations in direct employment requirements

between project construction and operation phases, the assumptions regarding

the timing of increases in indirect employment are of obvious importance to

the accuracy of not only the total employment projections but also subsequent

projections of population changes and public service requirements. At least >i

three hypotheses have been advanced to explain the response of secondary em-

ployment. The first is that lags in employment response are typical and occurt

because time is required for the the local multiplier process to work itself

out and for a new equilibrium to be achieved.[26] The second hypothesis is

that, during construction of a large project, secondary employment growth will

be further retarded because the economic stimulus is perceived as temporary

and because rapidly growing boomtowns are not viewed as attractive sites for

new business investments (Gilmore, 1976). Finally, some analysts (Auger et

al, 1976; Denver Research Institute, 1979) have hypothesized a "construction

accelerator effect" on secondary employment associated with major projects.

The rationale for this effect is that a major development will lead to sub-

stantial construction of new housing, public facilities, and business struc-

tures. Thus, sizeable work forces may be required to build the new facili-

ties and, in addition, these secondary construction activities will have their

own multiplier effects on the local trade and service sectors. The result

could be major increases in secondary employment during the early years of the

project, followed by some reduction in secondary employment levels as the

local economy achieves a new equilibrium condition. Efforts to measure the

timing of secondary employment growth in impacted rural areas have produced

somewhat contradictory results (Conopask, 1978; Thompson et al, 1978; Gilmore

and Duff, 1975). More research is clearly needed on this topic, and in the

meantime some analysts have resorted to various ad hoc adjustments to stimu-

late lag effects.

Because a large project may lead to very substantial growth in the af-

fected area (for example, nearby communities could double or triple in popula-

tion), the potential exists for import substitution and for significant

changes in regional trade patterns; and the existing hierarchy of trade cen-

ters may be altered. Impact analysts must take these effects intQ considera-

tion in developing their projections.
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Impact assessments must also take account of the possible effects on

ther basic sectors resulting from development of the proposed project. Such

, ffects may be the result of direct competition for resources such as land,

wter, and labor or could possibly result from the effects of air pollution or

aesthetic aspects of the project (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). The aes-

thetic aspects of a project, together with its.impacts on the physical environ-

ment could, for example, have negative effects on an area's present recreation

and tourism industry.

While most impact assessment efforts have been directed toward evaluating

potential effects in terms of estimating overall changes in employment, in-

come, and other indicators for a given area, the distribution of these effects

also must be considered. While it appears that local workers who obtain em-

ployment will experience substantial income gains and that the effects of most

projects will be to increase average per capita income levels (Leistritz et

al, 1980a), little is known concerning the effects of large projects on income

distribution. Some segments of the local population, such as the elderly, may

experience little change in their incomes as a result of development but may

experience substantial increases in living costs (Thompson et al, 1978).

These persons could be made worse off as a result of development. Analyses to

date, however, present only fragmentary, and sometimes conflicting, evidence

concerning distributional effects (Reinschmiedt and Jones, 1977; Clemente and

* Summers, 1973; Summers and Clemente, 1976). More detailed evaluations of the

distribution of development-related benefits and costs may be required before

the desirability of these developments can be assessed adequately.

Information Needs of Decision Makers

- The decision-making environment which exists in a rapidly growing rural

community has several specific implications with respect to the information

needs of planners and policy makers. First, because many of the necessary

decisions must finally be resolved at the local level, projections of changes

in population, service needs, and public sector revenues must be provided for

individual jurisdictions. This need, in turn, requires that economic impacts

also must be projected for individual jurisdictions. Secondly, because the

- timing of socioeconomic changes is critical in local planning and decision

making, annual projections are necessary. The need for annual projections, in
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turn, requires impact analysts to address questions concerning the time path

of economic adjustment. Thirdly, because many local decisions require evalu-

ation of the project's effects in the context of the entire regional economy

and its dynamic functioning, impact projections must indicate not only the

likely consequences if the project is developed but also the expected future

without development. In some cases the principal effect of a new project may

be to offset declining employment in other basic economic sectors and to re-

duce existing excess capacity in the area's public facilities and services,

while in others the effect may be to accentuate trends of local growth which

are already straining existing facilities.

The nature of the decisions confronting impacted communities appears to

indicate a greater need for specificity of impact projections by time period

and geographic unit than by economic sector or occupation group. Thus, em-

ployment projections clearly must be provided annually and at county or sub-

county levels, but projections of employment by industry and occupation often

appear less essential. Such disaggregated projections may be important, how-

ever, in order to link the economic projections to subsequent projections in

the demographic, public service and fiscal areas. Projections of employment

by occupational category for example, might be extremely useful in estimating

the extent to which employment requirements can be satisfied by the existing

population (see Chapter 4) as well as in guiding regional manpower planning

and vocational training programs. Likewise, projections of income distribu-

tion are very helpful in estimating the types of housing which may be required

(Denver Research Institute, 1979), and projections of output or gross business

volume by sector are desirable as input to the fiscal impact analysis (see

Chapter 6). Finally, disaggregated projections can be very useful in identi-

fying the incidence of project-related benefits and costs among groups in the

local population.

A final consideration which affects the information needs of decision

makers is the substantial degree of uncertainty often associated with resource

development projects. During the planning stages of such projects, uncer-

tainty as to whether the facility will actually materialize, when construction

will begin, and whether the project may be developed only to later be aban-

doned as infeasible increases the complexity of impact management planning

(Leistritz et al, 1980b). Uncertainty regarding the potential distribution of

impacts at the community level makes the decision-making process evtn more
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S ifficult. Even after project development is under way, changes in construc-

ion schedules can lead to substantial increases or decreases in work-force

" evels and hence in community population school enrollment, and other critical

! ariables. These uncertainties imply that impact assessment cannot be a one-

time effort and that impact models should be capable of projecting the impli-

'cations of a number of development scenarios. These models must also be cap-

able of readily incorporating new information (such as revised work-force

schedule) and producing revised projections in a timely manner.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

The actual preparation of an economic impact assessment involves a number

of specific steps. These include: (a) description of the project's charac-

teristics, (b) delineation of the study area, (c) developing baseline projec-

tions, and (d) projecting the impacts of development. These steps will be

discussed in the sections which follow.

K Description of the Project

Before the effects of a new development project can be evaluated, of

course, the characteristics of the project which are important in determining

its economic impacts must be quantified. These characteristics include work-

force requirements, level of capital investment, amount and composition of

local input purchases, level and types of output, and natural resource re-

quirements.

The nature of a project's work force is one of the most critical factors

* determining its socioeconomic impacts. Many assessments conducted in the mid-

1970's considered only the size of the peak-year construction work force and

permanent work-force requirements (Berkey et al, 1977). Many analysts, how-

ever, now attempt to obtain estimates of the size of the work force by year

during the construction phase, and some assessments have utilized quarterly

work-force projections during the construction period (National Biocentric,

Inc., 1977; Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1975). The work-force requirements

during the construction period are sometimes estimated by craft or occupa-

tional category in order tQ facilitate subsequent estimation of local hiring

rates (Woodward-Clyde Consultants, 1975; National Biocentric, Inc., 1977;
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Chalmers and Anderson, 1977), although the more typical practice is to utilize

only total work force (Berkey et al, 1977). Work-force requirements are

occasionally disaggregated to occupational categories during the operational

phase as well (Division of Business and Economic Research, 1975). The average

earnings of the workers during construction and operational phases is

frequently estimated, and the income distribution of project workers at each

phase is occasionally estimated (Denver Research Institute, 1979; Division of

Business and Economic Research, 1975). These estimates of income distribution

are often used in subsequent analysis of housing demand.

The capital investment for the new facility as well as its expected out-

put generally must be estimated to enable subsequent calculation of tax rev-

enues (see Chapter 6). In addition, the analyst should attempt to estimate

the extent of purchases of supplies and materials which will be made in the

impact area. Some analyses have included detailed estimates of local pur-

chases (Auger et al, 1976; Dalsted et al, 1976), but many have simply incor-

porated the assumption that these purchases will be minimal and, hence, that

the only indirect impacts of the project will arise from local expenditures of

project payrolls (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). An exception to this

treatment frequently occurs, however, when purchases of a particular type of

input are expected to be quite large (for example, purchases of electricity by

a synthetic fuel plant). In these cases, the input supply facility may be

treated as a linked industry,[27] in which case its expected employment would

be added to the basic employment created by the project (Denver Research

Institute, 1979). The prospect of linked industry development must be

considered on the output side as well. For example, synthetic fuel plants

might give rise to fertilizer manufacturing facilities utilizing by-product

ammonia. Specific feasibility studies may be required to determine the

likelihood that such forward-linked industry will develop in the impact area.

The description of project characteristics also should include a compila-

tion of major resource requirements (such as land required for the plant site

or for mining and water required for cooling and other plant operations).

This information can be utilized to estimate impacts on other basic industries

such as agriculture (Dalsted et al, 1976; Whittlesey, 1978).

Information concerning project characteristics can be derived from sev-

eral sources. Interviews with officials of the company or agency developing

the project are the most frequent source of such information, particularly for
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ect-specific assessments. Analyses which involve a wider region and/or a

; er time frame may require that information from developers be supplemented

ith data from secondary sources. Government and industry publications which

provide compilations of development plans may be consulted (U.S. Department of

the Interior, 1978; U.S. Department of Energy, 1978; Nielson, 1978), but in-

onmation from these sources should be cross-checked with that available from

Local planning officials and industry representatives. Federal and state

-agencies which have responsibility for permitting or licensing new projects

ran be a valuable source of information concerning those projects which are

scheduled for development in the near future. When specific information re-

garding the work force requirements and other characteristics of a new proj-

ect is not available from the developer, secondary sources may be consulted.

For example, estimates of manpower requirements for several types of energy

facilities are found in Stenehjem and Metzger (1976), while manpower and mate-

rial requirements for similar types of facilities have been estimated by Stan-

ford Research Institute (1975). Data from such sources also can be used as a

check on information obtained from developers.

Delineation of the Study Area

An important decision in any impact assessment is the identification of

the study area. Two general considerations affect this choice. First, the

study area should approximate an economically self-contained region, as de-

fined by established trade patterns (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). Second,

the definition of the study area should allow detailed analyses of the juris-

dictions which will be most seriously impacted by the project (Denver Research

Institute, 1979). In order to achieve both of these objectives, some analysts

define two impact areas: (1) a regional impact area which approximates a

functional economic area or the trade area of a regional wholesale-retail cen-

ter (Berry, 1973) and (2) a local impact area which includes those jurisdic-

tions where most of the direct employment and population effects of the proj-

ect will be experienced (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).[281 When the study

area is thus defined at two levels, the usual approach is to provide a summary

of economic effects for the regional impact area and more detailed analyses

for individual jurisdictions within the local impact area.
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The regional impact area is typically defined on the basis of informati

from secondary sources which identifies regional economic relationships and

the trade areas of various centers. BEA Economic Areas (U.S. Department of "

Commerce, 1977) are sometimes used as the regional impact area. State plan- *--i!

ning districts or Council of Governments areas provide an alternative basis

for defining the regional impact area (Murdock et al, 1979; Hertsgaard et al,

1978; Leholm et al, 1976b).

The local impact area is generally defined in terms of the anticipated

residential patterns of in-migrating workers. While the analysis of these -

settlement patterns is typically qualitative (Berkey et al, 1977), many ana-

lysts define the local impact area to include all counties containing communi-

ties from which a significant number of construction or permanent workers

would commute daily (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). Data availability usually

requires that the local impact area be defined along county lines although it

is possible to use census county division or enumeration district boundaries.

In sparsely populated regions where the market area of the wholesale-

retail trade centers are quite extensive, the regional impact area will typ-

ically be much larger than the local impact area. In more densely settled

regions of the country, less difference will exist in the geographic bound-

aries of the two areas, and in some cases the two areas may coincide.

Baseline Projections

Baseline projections are estimates of the socioeconomic conditions likely

to prevail in the impact area if the proposed project is not developed. The

first step in developing baseline economic projections for an area is to pro-

ject the levels of activity for each basic industry over the course of the

projection period. These activity levels may be measured in terms of employ-

ment, income, output, or sales to final demand with the choice depending on

the economic impact assessment technique which is employed. The length of the

projection period is frequently determined by the specific planning or assess-

ment guidelines under which the study is being conducted or by specific char-

acteristics of the proposed project (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).

The economic impact technique which is employed most frequently is the

export base employment multiplier (Berkey et al, 1977) technique. When this

technique is used, economic trends in the basic sectors are measured by em-

ployment. The basis for projecting basic employment is to assess the
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profitability and growth potential of each industry. Location theory concepts

discussed earlier provide a framework to guide this evaluation. Key sources

of information include industry experts (for example, persons within the local

-industry and research economists employed by public and private organiza-

tions), state and local planning organizations, and federal agencies. Projec-

tions of employment by industry at the national level can be valuable in

evaluating those industries whose market is national and can provide insights

regarding market forces and productivity trends.[29] Recent employment trends

of the various industries in the area also provide some guidance but the ana-

lyst should not rely on simple extrapolation of past trends to the exclusion

of other procedures and information sources. After projections of basic em-

ployment for the area have been developed, the economic base multiplier is ap-

plied to the projected basic employment to estimate total employment.

The estimates of employment under baseline conditions are frequently used

as the basis for projecting changes in area income and population. Income

projections are usually developed by first estimating the average annual wage

and salary levels for basic and nonbasic workers. This wage and salary figure

may then be adjusted through time using productivity factors.[301 Total wage

- and salary payments are projected by applying these adjusted wage and salary

levels to the projections of basic and nonbasic employment. Other components

of personal income (for example, proprietors' income and transfer payments)

are then estimated as a function, usually a constant percentage, of wage and

salary income. Population effects are typically estimated through the use of

assumptions regarding local labor force participation rates and worker demo-

graphic characteristics. When local employment requirements exceed the lo-

cally available labor force, in-migration is assumed to occur. This topic is

discussed in considerable detail in Chapters 3 and 7.

When the export base income multiplier technique is utilized, the projec-

tions of basic sector activity are developed in terms of income. The key con-

siderations in projecting basic income are similar to those discussed with re-

spect to basic employment. An additional problem in developing income projec-

tions is that it is frequently difficult to obtain reliable data on nonwage

income and even more difficult to allocate this type of income into basic and

nonbasic components. Once baseline projections of basic income have been de-

veloped, the income multiplier is applied to estimate nonbasic income. These

income projections may then be used as the basis for employment estimates (by
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first applying a nonwage income adjustment and then using projected salary

levels for basic and nonbasic workers to convert income to employment).

When input-output techniques are utilized, baseline projections of sales

to final demand by the various sectors are required. Developing baseline pro-

jections of sales to final demand is a challenging task. Many of the consid-

erations outlined earlier with respect to projecting basic employment apply,

however. The number of final demand components for which projections are re-

quired will differ depending on the specific model structure. National fore-

casts of rates of growth in output or final demand of various industries can

be useful inputs into the regional forecasting process as can the historic

performance of the region's major industries. Detailed analyses of the export

prospects of the region's individual industries can be valuable if available

to the analyst.[311

Once the final demand projections have been completed, the input-output

interdependence coefficients are applied to estimate output by sector for the

target years. Projected ratios of output per worker are then frequently ap-

plied to develop estimates of future employment for each sector (industry). A

further refinement which is sometimes employed is to multiply the vector of

employment by industry by a matrix containing the projected occupational dis-

tribution in each industry to obtain estimates of employment by occupation for

future years.[32]

One of the conclusions that may be reached in the course of projecting

the future of the basic sectors is that there are many factors which contri-

bute to uncertainty. A variety of alternative assumptions about the future of

certain sectors may appear plausible. Thus, it is often necessary to recog-

nize that there are several possible futures for the area and that more than

one baseline projection may be appropriate. In such cases, as many sets of

basic sector projections as appear desirable can be constructed, and baseline

economic assessments can be carried out for each. It will still be necessary,

however, to ultimately choose one of these alternative baselines as the most

likely future to which the impacts of the project will be compared.[33]

While some impact assessment efforts have included development of de-

tailed baseline projections for both regional and local impact areas, many

assessment reports have drawn their baseline projections exclusively from

existing studies (Berkey et al, 1977). This practice may be appropriate if

state or regional planning agencies or other groups have recently completed

41.
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such forecasts and at times may seem necessary in order to conserve project

resources. Projections from secondary sources should be carefully evaluated,

however, to ensure that their assumptions are appropriate in light of current

conditions.

Impact Projections

The purpose of economic impact projections is to estimate the effects of

a project on selected economic variables in the affected area. While a number

of economic indicators may be considered, those which are most frequently used

are employment, income, and output. As noted earlier, it is important that

these economic variables be projected in temporal and geographic dimensions

which are meaningful to decision makers and that the economic projections be

developed in sufficient detail. to support subsequent demographic and fiscal

analyses.

Secondary economic effects are most frequently estimated using the em-

ployment multiplier technique (Berkey, et al, 1977).434] A variety of ap-

proaches are used in estimating employment multipliers, with the most frequent

being the assumption method and the location quotient technique (Denver Re-

search Institute, 1979). Income multipliers have been used in a number of

studies (Polzin, 1974; TERA Corporation, 1976; Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).

Input-output analysis has been employed in a few project-specific assessments

(Adcock et al, 1975; Collin et al, 1973; Leholm et al, 1976a,b; Toman et al,

1976) but has been more frequently utilized in regional assessment studies

(Roesler et al, 1968; Isard et al, 1976; U.S. Department of the Interior and

State of North Dakota, 1978; Auger et al, 1976; Sherafat et al, 1978; Gray et

al, 1977) and as a tool for state policy development (Maki et al, 1977).

The types of information reported differ considerably between studies.

Estimates of total secondary employment are reported most frequently, often on

- an annual basis. Changes in income are reported less frequently while only a

few studies, usually those utilizing input-output techniques, have reported

employment by industry or occupation.

An important issue in evaluating impacts of large projects is how to ac-

count for the differences which may exist in multiplier effects between con-

struction and operational periods and, more generally, for the time which may

be required for complete economic adjustment to occur. According to.,Berkey
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and associates (1977), very few of the environmental assessment reports com-

pleted during the mid-1970's for energy development projects considered these

timing questions. More recently, however, their importance has been generally

recognized (Denver Research Institute, 1979; Mountain West Research, Inc.,

1977; Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

The basic considerations in estimating the timing of secondary economic

effects include the following: (1) temporary construction workers may have a

lower propensity to consume locally than long-term residents, (2) local busi-

nessmen may be unable to immediately expand to meet growing demand and may

consider expansion beyond a capacity appropriate to satisfy the level of de-

mand expected during the operational period to be unwise, (3) rapid population

growth associated with the project may lead to substantial construction of new

housing and public and private facilities which may result in a rapid but

short-term growth in secondary employment (sometimes called the accelerator

effect), and (4) because the multiplier process involves spending and respend-

ing of income, some time is inherently required for full adjustment to

occur.[351

A number of different techniques have been employed to deal with timing

effects in impact assessments. Some analysts have examined the proportion of

the project work force that is estimated to be in-migrants and assumed that a

smaller percentage of these workers' income is spent locally (Mountain West

Research, Inc., 1979), thus reducing the magnitude of secondary effects during

construction periods. A second approach which is sometimes used in conjunc-

tion with the first involves the concept of a ceiling to nonbasic employment

growth (Mountain West Research, Inc., 1979). The basis of this concept is

that the local trade and service sector will not expand during the construc-

tion phase beyond that level of employment which can be sustained during the

postconstruction period.[36] A third approach uses a smaller employment

multiplier during the construction phase but does not compare the secondary

employment levels of the two phases (Briscoe, Maphis, Murray, Lamont, Inc.,

1978; Murphy Williams Consultants, Inc., 1978). A fourth approach involves

applying a lag factor to all changes in nonbasic employment. Alternative

formulations of the lag factor include the following: (1) a three-year lag

with one-third of the total estimated employment change occurring each year

(Denver Research Institpte, 1979); (2) a four-year lag with 71 perc~ent of

estimated employment occurring in the first year, 17 percent in the second,

1-
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4ercent in the third, and 4 percent in the fourth (Stenehjem and Metzger,

76); and (3) a quarterly income lag model with respending in each quarter

unting to 59 percent of that in the preceding quarter (TERA Corporation,

76). The accelerator effect has been incorporated into at least two impact

Fling systems (Auger et al, 1976; Denver Research Institute, 1979). The

efficients utilized are acknowledged to be somewhat judgmental, however.

The geographic distribution of secondary economic effects has received

ss attention than their timing. Within local impact areas, secondary ef-

cts are generally assumed to occur in the same community where the direct

oject workers reside. While differences in the magnitude of multipliers

etween local and regional impact areas indicate that some secondary effects

occur outside the local impact area, few analysts have attempted to estimate

the distribution of these effects among jurisdictions. At least three dif-

ferent techniques have been employed to estimate the geographic distribution

Hi of secondary effects. Chalmers and his associates (1977) integrated central

place concepts into an income multiplier framework to estimate the distribu-

tion of secondary income effects among counties in a regional impact area.

The RED1 and RED2 models employ the gravity model technique to distribute sec-

ondary effects among communities in local and regional impact areas (Leistritz

et al, 1979). The third approach, developed by Stenehjem and Metzger (1976),

involves use of a linear programming model to allocate workers to places of

residence on the basis of commuting distance, housing availability and budget

constraints. As is the case for the timing of secondary effects, however,

scarcity of data indicating the actual geographic and temporal distribution of

secondary effects in rapid growth areas has severely limited attempts to test

|^ and refine such models.

The effects of a new project on other basic sectors have been examined in

only a few studies (Whittlesey, 1978; Dalsted et al, 1976). The REDI and RED2

models provide an example of an attempt to explicitly account for such ef-

fects. In these models the land used for plant sites, land mined, and land

used for residential, transportation, and related purposes is assumed to be

removed from agricultural production (Leistritz et al, 1979). The reduction

in acreage is translated into a reduction in sales to final demand by the ag-

ricultural sectors (assuming that the land taken has an agricultural produc-

h'' tivity equal to the average for the regional impact area). The estimated

changes in employment, income, and other economic variables are thus net
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changes (that is, increases resulting from industrial expansion less decreases

resulting from reduced agricultural production).

In summary, economic impact analysts have employed a variety of tech-

niques in conducting their studies. A chronological comparison of impact

assessments suggests that techniques are becoming more sophisticated and that

analysts are giving more attention to simulating the timing of economic ef-

fects. Impact assessments have been limited, however, in two major respects.

First, many studies have not utilized the more advanced techniques that are

available. In fact, some studies have not even considered secondary effects, -

and many have been limited in their economic evaluation to the estimation of

aggregate secondary employment effects. Second, the effort to develop more

adequate impact assessment models has been constrained by a scarcity of data

reflecting the actual effects of rapid growth in rural areas. Impact studies

to date, then, have been more productive in generating hypotheses than in

developing verified estimates of key relationships. Future analyses should

focus both on synthesizing more comprehensive impact assessment systems and on

empirical testing of existing models and relationships.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

In evaluating the efficacy of alternative techniques for assessing the

economic impacts of repository development, the considerations discussed in

earlier sections appear to be applicable to repositories as well as to other

types of major projects. An additional consideration in the case of reposi-

tories, however, is the need for an assessment methodology which not only has

the capability of providing detailed impact estimates and displaying sensitiv-

ity to differences in project and site area characteristics but also is read-

ily transferable to numerous candidate sites which may be located in several

different states. The economic ramifications of the special effects of a nu-

clear repository are difficult to evaluate in a quantitative manner because

they will depend at least as much on residents' perceptions of the hazards

associated with the facility as on the objective features of facility design.

In the remainder of this section, we will first examine the nature of the

special economic effects which may be associated with repository development-

Then the implications of economic impact assessment methodology which arise

from requirements for transferability will be briefly examined.
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ecial Economic Effects

The special effects associated with nuclear repository development arise

large measure from the hazardous and long-lived nature of the waste materi-

and from the fact that the characteristics of these materials, and of the

clear fuel cycle generally, are relatively unfamiliar to the general public

Willrich and Lester, 1977). The repository and supporting transportation and

materials handling facilities are to be designed to minimize the potential for

release of hazardous materials (U.S. Department of Energy, 1980). Estimates

of the risks associated with these facilities have indicated that these risks

are quite low compared to many which are commonly experienced. The public,

however, appears to perceive the outcomes which would be associated with a ma-

jor nuclear waste mishap (potentially severe) to be more important than the

estimated probability (very small) of such an event (Hebert et al, 1978).

Thus, it appears that the nature and extent of special economic effects of a

$ nuclear repository will be determined at least as much by the perceptions of

local residents and the public in general concerning the facility and its

associated hazards as by the details of the facility's design and associated

objective measures of risk.

After being fully informed about the nature of the facility and the safe-

guards which have been established to minimize its dangers, they may conclude

that the relevant hazards are no more serious than those associated with many

industrial or resource development projects. In that case, the special eco-

nomic effects of the project would likely be minimal. On the other hand, if

the facility is perceived to pose a substantial and continuing threat, a num-

ber of economic effects may be experienced.

A major potential economic effect is the influence of the project on

other basic sectors of the local economy. Land acquisition for the project

will lead to restriction of all other activities in an area of about 2,000

acres and to restriction of mining and drilling in a buffer zone of about

8,000 acres (Cluett et al, 1979). Depending on current land use, this could

result in displacement of some basic activities such as agriculture or

forestry. The likely effects, however, would be relatively minor and would

also be readily measurable. Moreover, these effects would not be dissimilar

a
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in either nature or magnitude from those associated with large energy resour<

development projects (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

Potentially more serious, however, are the less direct effects of the

project on the area's basic economic sectors such as recreation and touris3s Nis

If the facility is perceived as a threat, many visitors may cease to patronite

local recreational facilities and tourist-oriented establishments. The area:

could, for example, become much less attractive as a site for residential or -

second home development with a corresponding decrease in land values.

Development of a repository in a given area also could have the effect ok

forestalling other types of resource or industrial development. Restrictions

on mining or drilling in the immediate site area would, of course, preclude

certain types of development activity, but this effect should be negligible as

one of the site selection criteria is to avoid areas known to contain valuable

minerals (U.S. Department of Energy, 1980). Of greater concern from the

standpoint of long-term community development is the possibility that location

of a repository in an area will act to discourage new plants or other facili-

ties from locating there, perhaps because of potential difficulty in recruit-

ing workers. Likewise, investment in the local trade and service sectors may

be discouraged if the repository is perceived as a negative influence on the

area's long-term growth prospects.

Any discussion of the special economic effects of a repository facility

is necessarily very speculative. While a variety of possible effects can be

identified, the extent to which they will be realized depends both on the phy-

sical and environmental characteristics of the site area and on the future

course of public perception and attitudes. The extent to which the project

will impinge on other basic activities will depend on the present status and

potential of the area with respect to those activities. Furthermore, once the

repository development is underway, area residents may come to accept it as an

established local feature with hazards no greater than those associated with

many other developments. Such apparently has been the case for most nuclear

power plants and federal experimental facilities, at least until recently.

For example, Gamble and associates (1979) report that development of nuclear

power plants has had a positive influence on local property values in the

Northeastern United States. While recent public opinion surveys suggest that

nuclear repositories are regarded as a significant environmental enmity (May-

nard et al, 1976), it is possible that they will in time become accepted as a

normal feature of our society and of the areas where they are located.

A
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odological Considerations

*When choosing among alternative techniques for economic impact assess-

, it is important to consider both the nature and detail of information

tided by alternative approaches and the data collection and analysis costs

ociated with implementing each. In the context of nuclear repository sit-

it appears that the magnitude of impacts may differ considerably among

tential sites and also may be quite substantial at some sites (U.S. Depart-

et of Energy, 1980). Thus, the technique chosen should be one which is sen-

itive to differences in site area characteristics and which provides detailed

I reliable impact estimates. At the same time, because the methodology may

be applied at several sites in different parts of the country, its require-

inents for local data, and particularly primary data, must not be so extensive

that the costs of implementation are unreasonable.

As discussed earlier, economic impact assessment techniques differ sub-

stantially in both output characteristics and data requirements. In selecting

an approach to be used in the repository siting program, it appears that the

primary data input-output approach must be avoided because of its very exten-

E' sive data requirements and associated costs. At the same time, the aggregate

'E export base employment multiplier approach appears likely to be unacceptable

because it does not provide sufficiently detailed impact information. In de-

veloping a socioeconomic impact assessment methodology for repository siting,

therefore, attention should be focused on three "compromise techniques" which

can provide relatively detailed impact information but which can be imple-

mented in a given area within a reasonable time frame and cost. Three ap-

proaches appear to meet these criteria:

1. Secondary data 1-0 models

2. Intersectoral flows models

3. Export base income multipliers.

These techniques again represent a range of capabilities and costs. The

secondary data I-0 approach provides all the capabilities assocaited with pri-

mary data 1-0, provided that reliable interdependence coefficients can be

estimated from secondary sources. The intersectoral flows model provides less

complete impact information (that is, detailed employment projections are pro-

vided but output and income effects must be approximated indirectly), and its

requirements for local data, while less than those for primary I-0, are still
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extensive. The income multiplier approach provides no disaggregation of ec<

nomic effects among sectors, but it can be implemented in a relatively shorfa

period using secondary data almost exclusively. In developing the reposito

siting methodology, it presently appears that the secondary data I-0 appro <

will be the best choice as the principal economic impact assessment techniq 4

The income multiplier approach, however, also will be examined and may be us.a

ful as an alternative approach in situations where time and resource limit m

tions preclude the use of an 1-0 model.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 1

The purpose of this chapter was to review the conceptual bases and meth-

odological alternatives for economic impact assessment, to describe the fea-

tures of the impact process which influence the information needs of decision

makers, and to examine the techniques which are typically applied in impact

assessments for large projects and to examine the implications of these meth-

odologies for repository sites. The export base (or economic base) theory is

the basis for all economic impact assessments. Location theory and central

place concepts also are important in some aspects of impact analysis. The

principal methodological alternatives for economic impact assessment include

various forms of export base employment or income multiplier models and input-

output models. Multiregional models also may be applicable in some

situations.

When large projects are located in rural areas, growth may be quite

rapid. Because labor requirements may fluctuate both within and between de-

velopment phases, impacts are likely to be cyclical with employment and in-

comes increasing rapidly during the project construction period and decreasing

somewhat once construction is completed. A substantial decrease in the area's

economic activity may later occur when the operational life of the project has

ended. The rapid rate at which economic and associated demographic and fiscal

changes may occur and the possibility of substantial differences in these ef-

fects among individual jurisdictions indicates a need for economic impact

assessments to include substantial emphasis on the timing and distribution of

impacts. Impact projections also should be presented in a form which allows

comparison of future Conditions if the project is developed with those likely
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to prevail if the project were not developed. Finally, impact assessment

techniques should allow decision makers to cope effectively with the uncer-

tainties frequently associated with major projects.

The techniques which have been employed in most impact assessments appear

rather simplistic. In some cases secondary employment and other indirect eco-

nomic effects have not even been addressed. In others, impact projections de-

W'veloped using one set of techniques have been compared with baseline projec-

tions developed using considerably different approaches and incorporating

assumptions which may be invalidated by recent events. Impact assessment

practices have emphasized use of the simplest assessment techniques, particu-

larly aggregate employment multipliers, despite their acknowledged limita-

tions. Given the needs of decision makers in impacted areas, it appears that

greater attention should be given to assessing the distribution of impacts

over time, among jurisdictions and among population groups. Models which take

account of interproject differences in salary levels and input purchasing pat-

terns and which provide disaggregated impact projections probably should be

utilized more extensively. While data requirements have limited the use of

some of these techniques, particularly input-output models, other modeling

forms (such as disaggregated employment multipliers and intersectoral flows

models) appear to offer substantially greater analytical power with only mod-

erate increases in data requirements.

Economic impact assessment has been limited in another important respect,

however. The information base concerning the effects of rapid economic and

population growth in rural areas is simply insufficient to allow adequate as-

sessment of many impact dimensions. More extensive longitudinal and compara-

tive analyses of areas-experiencing such growth are essential if the quality

of impact assessments is to be improved. In summary, then, improving the

quality of impact assessments appears to require both more extensive utiliza-

tion of the more sophisticated analytical systems and greater efforts to de-

termine the nature of actual development effects in order to more accurately

calibrate these models. With such improvements, the assessment of the eco-

nomic impacts of repositories and other large-scale developments will improve

substantially.
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NOTES

1. It should be noted that, while the techniques of economic impact

analysis are most frequently applied in cases where a new project is

contemplated, these techniques are also adaptable to the case of

reduction or elimination of an enterprise.

2. The volume of literature in this area is large. A comprehensive bib-

liography, current to 1960, is contained in Isard (1960).

3. In particular, see Richardson (1978), Levan (1956), Tiebout (1962),

Garnick (1970), Isard (1960), and Tweeten and Brinkman (1976).

4. Import substitution is the process by which an area develops the cap-

ability of producing internally goods and services which formerly

were imported.

5. It should also be noted, however, that diseconomies may be associated

with high levels of urban concentration. Congestion, air quality

degradation, and higher costs for providing certain public services

may result from increasing levels of urban concentration and may be

reflected in increased tax rates and labor costs for firms in these

locations (Tweeten and Brinkman, 1976).

6. An example of the application of location theory principles to the

evaluation of linked industry prospects is provided by Gilmore et al

(1976). The industrial complex analysis approach developed by Isard

(1960) provides an example of the integration of location theory and

interindustry economics.

7. The original development of central place theory came primarily from

the work of Christaller (1933) and Losch (1940). Subsequent contri-

butions have come from Berry and Garrison (1958), Dacey (1966), Berry

(1967), Beckman and McPherson (1970), and Parr et al (1975).

8. For examples of empirical efforts to classify trade and service cen-

ters, see Borchert and Adams (1963), Berry (1967), and Voelker et al

(1978).

9. For examples of attempts to empirically implement such models, see

Chalmers et al (1977) and Bender and Coltrane (1975).

10. A third estimation approach may be feasible if data are available for

several time periods. This approach utilizes regression analysis to

estimate the coefficients of the equation:

Et a + bEb + u
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Where: b is the multiplier estimate

a is a constant

u is a stochastic disturbance term

Et and Eb are as previously defined.

This estimation technique is generally considered to be more reliable

than the other two but also imposes greater data requirements (Weiss

and Gooding, 1968; Pfister, 1976).

11. The proportion of an industry's employment to be assigned to the

basic sector is calculated as follows:

Eirb ~ Eir (LQj - i)/(LQi)

Where: Eirb = basic employment in industry i

Eir and LQi are as previously defined.

Thus, for example, if Eir = 100 and LQi = 1.6, 37.5 percent of

the employees in sector i would be assigned to the basic sector:

Eirb = 100 (1-6 - 1)/(1.6) = 100 (.6)/(1.6) = 37.5.

12. This tendency for planners to focus on employment effects and multi-

pliers may not be entirely desirable. For example, some sectors may

have substantial income effects but only modest employment effects

(Scott and Braschler, 1975). Both effects should be considered in

development planning.

13. Examples of the use of income multipliers include studies by Polzin

(1974), Scott and Braschler (1975), and Chalmers and Anderson (1977).

14. This section draws heavily on the work of Richardson (1972), Miernyk

(1965), aTnd Esard (1960). Pioneering works in input-output analysis

include Leontief (1936), Leontief (1941), Evans and Hoffenburg

(1952), Chenery (1953), Isard and Kuenne (1953), and Dorfman (1954).

Good summaries can be found in Miernyk (1973) and Glickman (1977),
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15. For a detailed discussion of the technical and interdependence coef-

ficients and their interpretation, see Miernyk (1965), Doeksen and

Schriner (1974), or McKusick et al (1978).

16. For further discussion of input-output multipliers and the details of

their calculation, see Miernyk (1965) and Doeksen and Schreiner

(1974).

17. For a detailed discussion of the procedures involved in developing

input-output coefficients from primary data, see Richardson (1972).

18. For a discussion of the variety of techniques available, see Richard-

son (1972, Chapter 6). Examples of more recent efforts in this area

include Boisvert and Bills (1976) and Mulkey and Hite (1979).

19. For an example of the use of location quotients to develop I-O coef-

ficients for sub-State areas, see Andrews et al (1979).

20. One source of projections of changes in national I-O coefficients is

the INFORUM Model. For a detailed discussion of the structure of

this model and the procedures used in projecting changes in technical

coefficients, see Almon et al (1974).

21. The approaches developed by Hamilton et al (1969) have been incor-

porated into a number of regional models. For example, see Minshall

et al (1974), Carlson and Doll (1976), Battelle (1977), San Diego

Comprehensive Planning Organization (1977), and Monts and Bareiss

(1979)..

22. For example, see Evans and Klein (1968) and McCarthy (1972).

23. For a thorough discussion of this topic, see Glickman (1977,

Chapter 2).

24. The terms "interregional model" and "multiregional model" are often

used interchangeably. On the other hand, a distinction is sometimes

made. In such cases the term "interregional model" refers to the

situation where the regions in the model exhaust the system (for ex-

ample, the components of the national economy), and "multiregional"

to a model incorporating any group of interdependent regions, often

forming part of the national economy (Richardson, 1972).

25. Another multiregional modeling system which may be of interest to

some analysts is MULTIREGION. This model, developed at Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, provides employment and population at five-year

intervals for 173 BEA economic areas (Olsen et al, 1977). .Because

the projections are available only at five-year intervals and only
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for multicounty areas, however, this model is not described in de-

tail here.

26. Another factor which could contribute to the apparent lag in secon-

dary employment response in some areas is the existence of excess

capacity in the local trade and service sectors. That is, existing

firms may be able to accommodate substantial increasing business

volume before additional hiring or facility expansion is required.

27. Linked industry can be defined as those economic activities which in

some cases may be, but in all cases theoretically could be, verti-

cally integrated into the primary resource development project (Den-

ver Research Institute, 1979).

28. Examples of this approach are provided by Booz, Allen, Hamilton, Inc.

(1974), Dalsted et al (1076), and U.S. Department of the Interior and

State of North Dakota (1978).

29. As discussed previously, a number of national and nationally linked

state econometric models have been developed in recent years. Pro-

jections developed from these models can be a useful source of in-

sights concerning national trends and their regional implications.

30. For an example of this procedure, see Denver Research Institute

(1979).

31. For a detailed discussion of procedures for developing regional fore-

casts of sales to final demand, see Richardson (1972, Chapter 9).

32. For an example of this approach, see Drake et al (1973).

33. Development of realistic baseline economic projections also requires

that changes in the structure of the local economy be taken into ac-

count. As service employment apparently is becoming a larger part of

the employment mix in many rural areas (Bender, 1980), this factor

should he given careful consideration in developing baseline (and im-

pact) projections.

34. It is interesting to note, however, that a survey of Environmental

Assessment Reports for energy facility construction projects indi-

cated that the majority did not address secondary employment effects

(Berkey et al, 1977).

35. Also, as mentioned previously, excess capacity may exist in the lo-

cal trade and service sectors, and this could substantially affect

the magnitude and timing of secondary employment effects. Comparison
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of local output/employment ratios with those for a larger area fuc

as the state or nation provides one method of detecting the existe

of excess capacity.

36. This approach also is incorporated in the REDI Model (Hertsgaard e

al, 1978) and the TAMS Model (Murdock et al, 1979).

r
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CHAPTER 3

DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Assessment of the demographic impacts of resource developments repre-

ients one of the most important steps in the socioeconomic assessment process.

termining the number and the characteristics of people moving to each geo-

raphical entity in the impact area is essential for assessing other popula-

ion-related impacts such as public service demands, fiscal impacts, and

ocial impacts. In fact, to many planners and decision makers the magnitude

of population impacts is synonymous with the magnitude of all impacts.

Assessing the size, distribution, and composition of project-related popula-

tions is thus of utmost importance and is the major topic of concern in the

present chapter. As in the preceding chapter, the discussion first examines

conceptual and methodological alternatives in demographic impact assessment,

then examines policy and impact process-related factors affecting the choice

of alternative methodologies. It then examines the methodologies presently

employed in impact assessments and examines the implications of such tech-

niques for repository siting.

CONCEPTUAL BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
IN DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The conceptual and methodological alternatives for projecting population

change are widely known and numerous excellent works describing specific

projection alternatives are available (Shryock and Siegel, 1973; Bogue, 1974;

Pittenger, 1976; Morrison, 1971; Irwin, 1977). As a result, our discussion of

these techniques will be more limited than discussions in other chapters.

Definition, Distinctions, and Principles

Foremost among the distinctions usually made by demographers in determin-

ing population change are those made between population estimates, population

projections, and population forecasts. Population estimates refer to popula-

tion data obtained for periods which fall between dates for which actual pop-

ulation counts are available, such as estimates for 1975 obtained by using
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1970 and 1980 census data, or determinations of population for dates that are

only a few years past the last population count and for which data on actual Ak
counts could hypothetically have been obtained. In other words, estimates

refer to data obtained on population levels for past or present periods for

which population census data are not available. Estimation procedures do not

provide data on future population levels and are thus not applicable to impae

assessments that must determine future levels of population. Estimation

techniques are thus not examined here. (For an examination of these ';' i ^

techniques, see Morrison, 1971.)

Projections, on the other hand, refer to determinations of future popula-

tion levels. They consist of projections of the future levels of population

that will exist in an area if certain sets of assumptions prove to be valid.

Thus, projections of the 1990 population for the Western United States, assum-

ing 1970-1980 fertility, mortality, and migration levels continue from 1980 to

1990, would be an example of a population projection. Such projections will

be correct if the assumptions on which they are based are correct, and thus

they consist of little more than the tracing of the logical consequences of a

set of assumptions.

A population forecast also refers to a determination of future population

levels. Unlike a projection, however, the term "forecast" has a connotation

of certainty, of correctness, of judgment that most demographers wish to

avoid. As many scholars point out, this distinction is often recognized only

by demographers (Keyfitz, 1972), and the terms forecast and projection are

used interchangeably in discussions of demographic assessments.

Whatever the term used, however, it is clear that any projection, esti-

mate, or forecast is likely to vary in accuracy in accordance with the char-

acteristics of the projection area and the projection technique. Shryock and

Siegel (1973: 728-729) note several general principles which bear on the

accuracy of projections. Perhaps the most important of these is that any

projection is only as accurate as the assumptions on which it is based and

will only be correct if its assumptions are correct. The assumptions

underlying the projections must be critically examined. In addition, they

note that population projections are generally more accurate if performed:

(1) For an entire nation or large geographic region than for a small

component ared or subregion

I
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(2) For total populations than for subpopulations or population

subgroups

(3) With data directly related to population change (births, deaths and

migration data) rather than using data that provide indirect or

symptomatic indicators of population change (automobile

registration, housing counts and so on)

(4) For shorter rather than longer periods of time

(5) For areas in which past trends are more likely to continue than new

patterns to emerge

(6) For areas undergoing slow rather than rapid change.

As will soon become evident, in areas such as those undergoing rapid

change due to resource developments, few of the above factors operate to in-

crease projection accuracy. It is essential, however, to keep each of these

distinctions in mind in the evaluation of alternative procedures.

Alternative Techniques

There are numerous alternatives for classifying population projection

techniques (Shryock and Siegel, 1975; Morrison, 1971; Pittenger, 1976; Irwin,

1977; Barclay, 1958), but one of the most useful classification schemes is

that presented by Irwin (1977). He suggests that projection techniques can be

divided into the following types:

(1) Extrapolative, Curve Fitting, and Regression-Based Techniques

(2) Ratio-Based Techniques

(3) Land Use Techniques

(4) Economic-Based Techniques

(5) Cohort Component Techniques.

Although the computational procedures utilized for each of these methods dif-

fer, as described below, the rationale and conceptual bases for choosing one

or the other of these techniques appear to lie in the factors of data avail-

ability, the desire for detail in demographic outputs, and the desire to simu-

late demographic processes.

Of the five techniques noted previously, the cohort component requires

the largest input of data. Data are required on fertility rates, mortality

_ rates, and migration rates, both for present and future periods. The other

techniques tend to concentrate on the projection of total populations, thus,
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- detailed data on demographic processes are not required. The data require-

ments of these techniques then are often less demanding than those for

component techniques.

As with other projection processes, however, a lack of detail in inputs

also leads to the inability to obtain detailed outputs. Because the cohort

component technique usually involves the use of data for specific age-sex

groupings (cohorts), its outputs contain a greater degree of detail on demo-

graphic structure than is true for other procedures. When detailed data on

demographic structure, such as age and sex, are deemed necessary and the

necessary input data are available, cohort component techniques are usually

selected for use.

Conceptually also, the major distinctions are between cohort component

techniques and other projection procedures. Noncomponent techniques tend to

use either direct projections of total population or symptomatic indicators of

population, such as employment levels, to project population. To many demo-

graphic analysts, noncomponent approaches are seen as less acceptable than

component techniques because they ignore the basic demographic processes that

are known to determine population size--fertility, mortality, and migration.

Simulating these processes as a way of determining population should provide

more accurate assessments and ones in which the roles of the various processes

- are more clearly understood. Although there is little indication that cohort

component processes are more accurate than noncomponent techniques in actual

projections (Ascher, 1978; Bjornstad et al, 1975; Isserman, 1977; Morrison,

1977), their ability to provide detailed age structure data and potential for

simulating demographic processes, and hence potential to provide more accurate

projections once the effects of the components are correctly understood, has

led to their predominant use in demographic projections and in many impact

assessments.

In fact, however, the selection of techniques for use in assessments has

- been too restrictive, and each of the five sets of techniques cited above are

appropriate for some aspects of impact assessments and should be given more

careful consideration by impact researchers. Each is discussed briefly below.

Extrapolation Techniques

Extrapolation techniques include a wide range of procedures which attempt

to predict the path of future population growth on the basis of past trends in
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total population growth. Included among such techniques are: (l) arithmetic

and exponential growth rate techniques, (2) curve fitting techniques including

those utilizing polynomial, Gompertz, and logistic curves, and (3) regression-

based techniques (linear as well as nonlinear). Basic to all such techniques

is the tendency to project only total population size with the use of assumed

levels, rates, or trends in growth over time.

The simplest techniques are clearly the arithmetic techniques. These

consist of simply taking a level of numerical growth, usually based on past

patterns and assuming that it will continue for some period of time. Computa-

tionally, this can be expressed as:

(P2 P1 + (P P1) (3.1)

Where: P2 = population for projected period

Pi = population for baseline period

Po - P1 = numerical change for known period from

PO to P1.

For projections for very short periods of time, this technique may be quite

useful. For longer periods, particularly for areas that may show dramatic

population changes, such as resource development areas, this technique is

- likely to be less acceptable.

Slightly more complicated are those procedures involved in exponential

projection techniques. These involve using rates of annual or continuous

growth. The most basic of these derivations is similar to the compound

interest formula used in basic accounting. The formulas for annual and con-

tinuous compounding are:

Annual = P2 P1 (1 + r)t (3.2)

Con tinuous P= P ert (3.3)

Where: P2 and PI are as in Equation 3.1

r = rate of growth per unit of time (t)

t = time period

e = natural log value.
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The effect of using this procedure is that population from each previous

period of growth (defined by t) is added to the base population before the

next period of growth (annually or continuously) is computed. The basic rate

used in this procedure is nearly as easy to obtain as the values for arithme-

tic estimates of change. Given population growth for two known consecutive

time periods, the rate of growth can be determined by the following formula in

which natural logarithms are used to reduce the tedious nature of the

necessary calculations.

P1

Log
Po

r = (3.4)
t Log e

Where: r = rate of growth for the time period from Po to P1

P1 = population of the areas at the last formal population

count

Po = population of area at point preceding P1

t = number of units of time (usually single years)

e = natural log value.

Determination of the value of t is often done with the value of P2 set at

twice the value of P1. This provides an assessment of the time necessary to

double (the doubling time of) an area's population.

In general, exponential techniques are superior to arithmetic procedures

but are still heavily dependent on assumptions about past rates of growth con-

tinuing in the future. For projections for short time frames and for areas

with relative socioeconomic stability, exponential techniques deserve careful

consideration.

Polynomial growth techniques might also be used. They form the basis for

many of the curve fitting techniques and, thus, require brief discussion.

They involve patterns or trends which, unlike arithmetic techniques, form

curves that when graphed are nonlinear in form. Thus, whereas a linear model

would be of the form

y = A + Bx (3.5)

a polynomial would include one or more additional terms, such as:

y = A.+ Bx + Cx2 . . . Zx2 (3.6)

and would form a curve rather than a straight line.
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Although one might find a given polynomial formula that accurately de-

scribed the growth of a particular area's population over a given period, such

a curve would be unlikely to describe future patterns. Such techniques are

seldom used to project population. However, their conceptual and computa-

E .tional procedures form the general basis on which the more generalized curve
fitting techniques described below are based.

Among the more generalized curve fitting techniques are the Gompertz and

logistic curves which became popular in the work of Pearl and others in the

1920's and 1930's. Each of these two techniques produces a curve that is

asymptotic. Thus, both produce an s-shaped curve over time. However, whereas

the Gompertz curve is somewhat skewed, the logistic curve provides a smoother

curve more closely resembling a normal curve. The formulas for these curves

are:

t
Gompertz Curve = P KP r (3.7)

Logistic Curve = P2 = K
1 + eP + rt (3.8)

Where: P2 = population for projected period

P1 = population for baseline period

K = upper asymptote

r = growth rate per unit of time

t = time period over which growth occur.

Although these curves have provided relatively accurate predictions of popula-

tion for several periods (Ascher, 1978), they are not widely used in present-

day projection procedures.

More commonly used are regression-based techniques in which the relation-

ship of various factors to population growth are known and used to predict fu-

ture population levels. These techniques require establishing a set of fac-

tors or independent variables that accurately predict population levels for

some past period and assuming that the past relationships between these pre-

dictor or independent variables and population levels will persist in the fu-

ture. Given projections of the future values of the predictor variables, one

can then predict future population levels. The nature of the independent-

dependent variable relationships are generally assumed to be linear in form,
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meaning that a straight line jointly determined by the values of the inde-

pendent variables will predict the rate of change in the dependent variable,

population, with a minimum of error. This straight line relationship is re-

ferred to as a linear relationship and can be determined computationally in

simple and multiple regression forms by the following formulas:

Simple regression: Y A + BIXI (3.9)

Multiple regression: Y A + B X1 + B2 X2 + . ..B X (3.10)

Where: Y = dependent variable

A = origin value

B = slope or amount of change in per unit of change in a given X

(X1, X2 ... etc.)

X =independent variables.

Projections of population using these formulas may employ such independent

variables as size of labor force, income, wage levels, vital rates (births,

deaths, and migration), population density, or similar factors as predictor

variables. Values for such variables for the future or past periods may be

used. If, for example, one had established that in 1980 the relationships

between past population levels (1970), per capita income and labor force size

were as follows:

Y = A + 1.2X1 + 0.15X2 + 2.0X3 (3.11)

Where: A = 400

XI = 1970 population = 1000

X2 =1980 per capita income $8,000

X3 = 1980 labor force size = 600

Y = 1980 population = 4000

one could project 1990 population in the area given 1980 population, projec-

tions of 1990 per capita income and 1990 labor force size. If the 1990 pro-

jection of per capita income was $12,000 and the 1990 projection of labor

force size was 1200, the Y in 1990 (projected population in 1990) would be:

Y199O = 400*+ 1.2 (4000) + 0.15 (12,000) + 2.0 (1200) *

Y1990 = 400 + 4800 + 1800 5 2400

Y19OO 9400.
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Regression-based techniques have been widely used for population est-

imates for periods after the last population count by the Bureau of the Census

in methodologies termed ratio correlation techniques (discussed below). Their

use is less desirable for projections, however, because they require data on

the predictor variables and projections of each predictor variable for the

future projection period. In addition, they require assuming that the histor-

ical relationships between the independent variables and population (the

F' B1 - Bn values) will persist throughout the projection period. The assump-

tion of the relationship between predictor variables and the dependent vari-

able being linear may also be problematic. Nonlinear techniques (Isard, 1960)

can also be used, but the difficulty in identifying the correct nonlinear re-

lationship to use over future time periods remains a major hindrance to the

application of nonlinear techniques.

Whatever the specific form of the extrapolation techniques used, their

advantages lie in the fact that they use historical data that are relatively

easy to obtain to make projections and consist of generally easy-to-complete

computational forms. On the other hand, the dependence on past patterns can

also be a major source of error in rapidly changing (impacted) areas. In ad-

dition, in some techniques such as the regression-based techniques, data

needs, particularly the projections of predictor variables needed to determine

-^ future populations, may place considerable data collection demands on the re-

search analyst. Finally, these techniques seldom provide sufficient detail on

the demographic characteristics that may be essential for public service and

other planning needs. For such methods, then, the data needs can vary from

little more than total population figures for two past censuses (arithmetic or

exponential techniques) to data on multiple variables for past and future time

periods (multiple regression-based methods). These methods may provide ade-

quate short-term projections for past periods and for populations whose compo-

sitions are unlikely to alter rapidly over time. These methods, however,

should be used carefully and with full knowledge of their limitations.

Ratio-Based Techniques

Ratio techniques consist of procedures in which the population of a sub-

area is projected on the basis of its proportion of a larger area's projected

population. In general, the ratio techniques are subarea techniques'that are
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used in conjunction with other projection procedures. They are frequently

used in allocating regional or county populations to municipalities (Murdock

et al, 1979; U.S. Census, 1953).

Although the proportion or ratio of the subarea's population to the

larger area's population may be assumed to remain constant over time, it is

more common to trend the ratio over time (Pickard, 1967).[1] The trends in

shares are usually determined by either an extrapolation of baseline patterns

or by a regression or similar procedure. When regression techniques are used

with the subarea's share serving as the independent variables, the technique

is often termed the ratio correlation technique.

Ratio techniques are most widely used in projecting population for sub-

areas of cities and municipal populations from county or regional totals.

Their utility as a major projection technique is clearly limited, but their

use in subarea analysis is likely to remain extensive.

The advantages of such techniques lie in their relatively limited data

requirements and simple computational procedures. Potential disadvantages

stem from the need to assume a given ratio or trend in ratios of subarea to

area populations over time and from the lack of demographic detail provided by

the outputs of such procedures.

Land-Use Techniques

Irwin (1977) delineates two separate types of land-use approaches; these

include what he terms: (1) the "saturation" approach in which population pro-

jections for an area are limited by the number of housing units that can be

built in an area and (2) density methods in which limits are placed on the

population in an area on the basis of predetermined levels of population per

unit of area. Both techniques are most often used in projections of subarea

populations in urban areas (Portland State University, 1975; Genesee-Finger

Lakes, 1971; Newling, 1968; Greenberg et al, 1978) and, in such projections,

as part of a more comprehensive projection system. As such, these techniques

are similar to the ratio techniques in that they are seldom used except as

part of more comprehensive procedures.

The "saturation" method is normally used by assuming a standard number of

housing units per unit of area and then computing population on the basis of

an average number of persons per unit. Among the problems with this method
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are the determination of the upper limit for housing units per unit of area

|-and the need to obtain recent average household size estimates. For many lo-

cal areas, for example, the failure to take into account the relatively rapid

decline in average persons per household has resulted in inflated population

estimates.

The density method may be particularly useful for projecting subarea pop-

t ulations within urban areas undergoing rapid growth. In such areas, extrapo-

lation of past trends may quickly lead to unreasonable population levels.

Controls on subarea population levels are essential.

Land-use models are often problematic for use in rural areas because land

use is seldom a major limitation on population growth, but land-use considera-

F tions should be considered within any impact projection. The advantages of

these methods are clearly their utility in limiting the rate of growth in com-

- ponent areas to feasible levels while their disadvantages lie in the diffi-

culty encountered in determining the density limits for housing units for an

area and in the lack of demographic detail produced by such procedures. Par-

ticularly for rural areas that are not geographically confined, growth limits

may be extremely difficult to determine. On the other hand, in some rural

areas, topographic features or land ownership by the federal or state govern-

ment may limit the potential geographical expansion of a jurisdiction (city).

In such cases, land-use models may be applicable. In sum, although past use

of land-use models has been generally restricted to large urban areas, their

possible use in impact assessments for rural areas should be given serious

consideration as a potential addition to more widely used techniques.

Economic-Based Techniques

Economic-based techniques, as the name implies, project population on the

basis of assumed relationships between economic patterns and population

change. As the name also suggests, they tend to be the techniques for popula-

tion projection most widely used by economists. They have been widely used In

the OBERS (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 1974) and National Planning Associa-

tion (Lee and Hong, 1972) national economic models and are particularly at-

tractive when population growth in an area is expected to result largely from

economic development. In addition, as will soon become apparent, they have

received widespread use in impact assessments.
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The basic methodology of such projections involves using an economic *

model to determine employment changes and then using either a direct or an

indirect method to determine either total population change or the level of

change within a key demographic component (usually migration) resulting from

the project employment. In the simplest procedure, projections of population

are determined by applying a population to employment ratio to the projection

of employment. This technique, however, relies on some very simple

assumptions. In particular, the assumption of a constant number of persons

per employee is often questionable because of the wide variation in dependency

rates for rural areas. This technique is, thus, receiving less and less use

as a means of population projection.

A more widely used procedure is to match the economic projections of

labor demand with projections of labor supply to determine migration levels.

In this mode of use, an economic-based technique is usually used in conjunc-

tion with a cohort technique (cohort survival technique) that is used to

project all but the migration component of the population dimension. Labor

supply is usually determined by applying total, age or age-sex specific labor

force participation rates to population projections (total, age, or age-sex

specific). Labor demand is then matched with labor supply to determine

migrating workers. If the labor supply exceeds demand, then workers out-

migrate, while if the supply is insufficient to meet demand, then workers are

assumed to in-migrate. In-migrating or out-migrating workers are then con- B

verted to population estimates by the application of various assumed demo-

graphic profiles for migrating workers. In specific application, however,

each of the major steps of:

(1) Projecting labor demands over time,

(2) Projecting labor supplies over time,

(3) Matching labor supplies and labor demands,

(4) Determining levels of migration, and

(5) Projecting total population changes accompanying the migration

requires a detailed set of procedures and extensive sets of

assumptions.

Each of these steps for standard models is briefly reviewed below.

The projection of labor demands is described in detail in the preceding

chapter but, in general, an input/output model, an export base model, or some

form of shift share analysis is used to project labor demands resulting from
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economic activity. These techniques are all derived from the basic/nonbasic

distinction of theoretical economics and are subject to numerous assumptions

about the expected level of given activities required in an area. In general,

a national or regional level of activity is taken as a standard, and the

growth of the local economy and labor force is assumed to follow the national

or regional area's patterns. Given these assumptions, projections of change

in employment or productivity over time made via regression or other tech-

niques are used as the basis for projecting economic trends and resulting

employment.

The projection of labor supplies usually involves the projection of at

least two major dimensions: (1) a baseline or closed population to serve as

the base to which employment levels must be applied and (2) the expected lev-

els of labor force participation of persons in the closed population over

time. The baseline population is often simply the last population count of

persons adjusted for mortality and fertility changes since that count. The

levels of labor force participation assumed for the projection period are the

key part of this technique, and, if they are in error, the level of migration

predicted will be in error. In general, the rates assumed to prevail over

time are allowed to vary over time. For local areas, these trends over time

are often tied to national projections of labor force participation rates

published by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

This patterning of local to national rates may be done by calculating a ratio

of local to national rates at a known (census) period and then assuming this

ratio will be maintained over time or by altering the ratio in a prescribed

manner over time. The fixed or projected ratios for each period are then

applied to the projections of national participation rates to obtain local

rates for use in projecting employed population. This technique can be used

with total population labor force participation rates or can be made charac-

teristic specific (that is, age specific or age-sex specific labor force

participation rates). Whatever technique is used, however, the participation

rate when applied to the baseline or closed population value becomes the major

determinant of labor supply. This supply is usually further adjusted by the

local level of unemployment or underemployment before being matched with labor

demands.

The matching of labor demands and labor supply may involve relatively

simple or highly complex procedures. That is, both labor demands and supplies
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may involve one type of demand and supply or several. In a procedure devel-

oped by Hertsgaard et al (1978) and Murdock et al (1979), for example, at

least five separate types of demand and supply are used, and supplies are

examined with age and sex detail. Whatever the level of complexity, however,

the key assumption is that demands that cannot be met by the local population

will be met by in-migration while excess supplies will lead to out-migration.

A large body of research in economics points to a general relationship between

employment and migration (Sjaastad, 1962; Lowry, 1966), but there is some evi-

dence that this relationship is weaker and less pervasive now than at previous

periods, and that employment changes are more directly related to in-migration

than to out-migration (Greenwood, 1975; Shaw, 1975; Ritchey, 1976).

In recognition of the fact that not all migration behavior is econom-

ically motivated, the determination of the level of migration resulting from

the matching of labor supplies and demands is often altered by incorporating

noneconomic procedures or by adjusting the basic matching or interfacing

procedure. For example the OBERS projections maintain three separate popula-

tion groups: those under 15 years of age, those 15 to 64 years of age, and

those 65 years of age and over. Only the under-15 and 15-to-64 age groups'

levels of migration are determined by the employment-matching procedure. The

age group 65 years of age and older is projected largely on the basis of past

trends with little regard for employment patterns. In other procedures, some

populations, such as those at military installations, colleges, and universi-

ties are treated in "special population" procedures and are exempted from

employment matching routines. Finally, some techniques have been developed

which allow the labor supply area to exceed labor demands or demands to exceed

supplies by predetermined rates, before out-migration or in-migration occurs

(Hertsgaard et al, 1978). In sum, then, the step of determining the level of

migration resulting from labor market changes has come to use techniques that

are increasingly complex and increasingly sensitive to differences in demo-

graphic composition.

Given that the matching procedure has been completed and the number of

migrating (in- or out-migrating) workers determined, the last step is to con-

vert projections of migrating workers into projections of population. This

usually involves simply applying a set of assumed worker-related population

characteristics to the projections of the number of in-migrating workers.

Though simple computatibnally, the characteristics assumed for worlkers (such
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as family size, dependent characteristics, etc.) will markedly affect the

levels of population projected. As with the use of data on average size of

households or other similar characteristics in projections, determination of

characteristics to be assumed for in-migrating workers must be a careful

process.

Economic-based techniques are becoming increasingly popular and are

evolving rapidly (American Statistical Association, 1977). Their advantages

lie in the fact that, unlike many purely demographic techniques, economic-

based techniques allow the economic changes expected to take place in a devel-

oping area to be taken into account. Thus, they represent important attempts

to integrate factors that are clearly interrelated.

Their weaknesses must also be recognized, however. The number of assump-

tions on which such projections are based is large. In general, the popula-

tion projections resulting from these techniques are based on assumptions

about economic trends and about the relationships between such trends and

population trends. Accurate projections of both economic and demographic

factors and their interrelationships are required by such techniques. Since

the errors made in assumptions for basic factors at the beginning of such com-

putational procedures may be magnified as the computations proceed (Alonso,

1968), such a large number of sequentially linked assumptions may be proble-

matic. In addition, the data requirements of such models are often extensive.

Data on economic and demographic trends such as labor force participation

rates, family size, and many other dimensions must be obtained for the pro-

jection period. Finally, because they have been developed recently, these

techniques have received even less validation than other procedures (see

Chapter 8), and it is unclear whether such techniques provide more or less

accurate population projections than demographic techniques alone (Kendall,

1977). Economic-based techniques represent an important set of techniques

that are worthy of concerted attention but which also require additional

analytical verification.

Cohort Component Techniques

Cohort component projection techniques are perhaps the most widely used

techniques for determining future population levels. They are often seen as

the most complex and sophisticated of the purely demographic techniques and
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are usually preferred by professional demographers because they involve the

direct simulation of the demographic processes of fertility, mortality, and

migration that produce changes in population size.

As the name implies, the basic characteristics of these techniques are X

the use of separate cohorts, persons with one or more common characteristics

(usually similar ages, that is, persons born during the same period), and the .. A

separate projection of each of the major components of population change--

fertility, mortality, and migration--for each of these cohorts. These project

tions of components for each cohort are then combined in the familiar "demo-

graphic bookkeeping equation" (Barclay, 1958; Bogue, 1974) as follows:

Px + t x x + t x + t x + t (3.12)

Where: Px+t is the population projected at some future date t

years hence

Px is the population at the base year from which the

projection starts

Bx+t is the number of births that occur during the

interval t

Dx+t is the number of deaths that occur during the

interval t

Mx+t is the amount of net migration that takes place

during the interval t.

When several cohorts are used, Px+t may be seen as:

Px
p n i (3.13)
x +t E ci,x +t

i~l

Where: Px+t is as in Equation 3.12

Pci, x+t = population of a given cohort at time x + t and

ci,x+t ci,x ci,x+t ci,x+t ci,x+t
(3.14)
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Where: all terms are as in Equation 3.12 but are specific to

given cohorts ci.

In general, single-year or five-year age-sex cohorts are used in conjunc-

tion with age and sex specific survival rates, fertility rates, and migration

rates. The technique is seldom used for geographic areas smaller than coun-

ties because of the difficulty of obtaining birth, death, and migration data

for areas smaller than counties and because of the widely known problems of

applying rates (or percentages) to small population bases (Irwin, 1977).

Whatever the geographical level of analysis, however, there are four key steps

in the procedure. These are:

(1) The selection of a baseline set of cohorts for the area of

study;

(2) The determination of appropriate baseline migration, mortality,

and fertility measures for each cohort for the projection

period;

(3) The determination of the method for projecting trends in

fertility, mortality, and migration rates over the projection

period; and_
(4) The selection of a computational procedure for applying the

rate [from (3)] to the cohorts over the projection period.

Each of these four steps involves consideration of numerous alternatives that

are discussed briefly below.

Selection of Baseline Cohorts

The selection of baseline cohorts is usually done by selecting data from

the last population census. The data so selected are age and sex cohorts in

single or five-year age groups. Of all the data requirements, the baseline

cohort data required for the procedure is the most readily available. In ad-

dition, the major adjustments to such baseline data that may be necessary (in

addition to those noted later) are relatively simple, such as the adjustment

of cohort counts for census undercounts.[2]
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Determination of Appropriate
_ Baseline Measures

The selection of the appropriate migration, fertility and mortality rates

to be used in the projection is the key step in the projection process. The

accuracy of the assumptions about these rates and their trends over time (de-

scribed below) will determine the accuracy of the projections. The selection

of these rates involves numerous considerations.

Determination of Mortality Rates

Mortality levels are generally the least problematic to discern because

of the ready availability of data on mortality and the relatively slow rate of

change in mortality levels over time (at least in developed areas of the

world). Life tables for states and other areas are published periodically

(for example, see National Center for Health Statistics, 1975), and generally

state-level rates can be assumed to be applicable to local areas without bias-

ing the results of the analysis. Given a life table, the mortality measure

most often used in the age-sex specific survival rate is one which indicates

the probability of persons of a given age living from period (x) to the next

(x + t). So considered, the survival rates for any age group can be computed

from the number of survivors column of the life table with the following

formula:

5 xx t Lx + t (3.15)
_ S~~~~~x'x + t = 3.5

Where: Sx, x + t = probability of a member of a cohort surviving from

the time period x to x + t

Lx + t = number of persons in the cohort alive at the end of

the period, x + t

Lx = number of persons in the cohort alive at the

beginning of the period, x.

These rates are computed for each cohort including the beginning cohort con-

sisting of persons born during the projection period from x to x + t and for

persons at the end of their life cycles (for a description of the special

procedures necessary to compute survival rates for beginning and end bf life
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cohorts, see Irwin, 1977). The rates so obtained are applied to age and sex

cohorts in order to age or survive them to the next projection period. As

with the choice of cohorts, either single- or five-year survival rates can be

computed.

An alternative to life table-derived survival rates are national census

A survival rates. As the name indicates, these rates are computed from census

_ data at the national level. National level data are used in order to control

for the confounding of mortality and migration factors. Thus, when national

data are used, the effect of migration on age groups can be assumed to be

negligible because in-migration is a very small percentage of total national

population change. To compute these rates, age groups at two consecutive

censuses are examined in the following computational form:

Sx x+t Px + t (3.16)

W: ~~~~~~~~x

Where: Sx x + t is as in Equation 3.15

Px + t = Population in a given cohort at the second census

period

Px = Population in a given cohort at the first census.

The problem with this method is that the national rates computed are less

likely than rates derived from state life tables to reflect local conditions

and hence these rates are generally used only when life tables are not avail-

able that are applicable for an area.

Determination of Fertility Rates

- The methods for determining fertility levels fall into three general

categories. These are (1) period-fertility measures, (2) cohort-fertility

measures, and (3) marriage-parity-interval progression measures (Shryock and

Siegel, 1973).

Period-fertility measures are among the most often used measures of fer-

tility in projections. They involve the use of rates showing the number of

births likely to occur to a group of women during the projection period. The

rates used most often indicate the number of births per female in the repro-

ductive age groups of the population (usually defined as those women 15 to 44
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years of age) and are termed General Fertility Rates (GFR's) and computed as

follows:

GFR (3.17)
FPt 15-44

Where: GFP = general fertility rate

Bt = births during projection period t

FPt 15-44 = fertility population age 15 to 44 years of age

during projection period t.

They may also he made specific to given cohorts (single or five-year cohorts).

In such cases they are termed Age-Specific Fertility Rates (ASFR's) and

computed as follows:

iBt
ASFR1 = _____(3.18)

iFPt

Where: ASFRi = age specific fertility rates for females in age group

(cohort) i

iBt = births to women in age group i during projection

period t

iFPt = female population of age group i during projection

period t.

To compute these measures, data are obtained on births (for GFR's) or

births by age of mother (for ASFR's) from state health and vital statistics

departments or the National Center for Health Statistics and on populations

from recent population census. Normally the average number of births for

three years centering on a year for which there either was a population count

or for which acceptable population figures are available are used. For exam-

ple, to compute the ASFR for women 15 to 19 in 1980, the following formula

would be applied:

ASFR 1 5 =9 (15-19 1979 + 15-19 1980 + 15-19 1981)/3 (3.19)
15-19 1980

Where: all values are as in Equation 3.18 but are for women 15

to 19 years of age.
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Equation 3.19 thus involves taking the average of the number of births to

women 15 to 19 years of age occurring over a three-year period and dividing

that average by the number of women 15 to 19 years of age. The use of an

average of three years of births is employed in order to reduce the chance of

obtaining a numerator that is nonrepresentative of the actual number of births

to such age groups. This is essential because of the relatively wide fluctua-

tions in the number of births that occur from year to year in some popula-

tions. Such rates are computed for each age group (15 to 44 years of age)

given data on births by residence and age of mother and data on the number of

females in each age group.

The distinctive characteristics of these rates are that they are rates

computed at a given point in time (as for 1980 as shown in Equation 3.19).

They do not take into account the fact that the time period covered by a set

of projections will involve the fertility experiences of women as they age

over the projection period. Rather, these period measures are based on the

experience of women at different ages at one point in time.

Cohort-fertility measures attempt to overcome the limitation noted above

for period measures by attempting to simulate a set of rates that will charac-

terize the actual experiences of a cohort of women as they age through the

life cycle. The most used form for simulating these experiences is to choose

a set of Age-Specific Fertility Rates (ASFRS) that would result in the average

female giving birth to a given number of children by the completion of her

reproductive years. Among the "targeted" values often chosen is the level of

2.1 births per female. This number of births is termed the "replacement level

of fertility" and is that number of births necessary for the women in a popu-

lation to replace themselves and their mates taking into account (the .1) that

some women will die or not produce children during their reproductive life-

times. These targeted levels of cohort fertility are the sum of a set of

ASFR's for women in each of the reproductive cohorts. This sum (such as the

2.1 noted above) is termed the Total Fertility Rate (TFR) and is denoted by:

n
TFR = E (ASFRi) (3.20)

1=1

Where: TFR = total fertility rate

ASFRi = age specific fertility rate for each cohort i.
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The advantage of using such sets of rates is that they allow one to think in

terms of family size and other similar concepts that are familiar to a wide.4.

range of persons who may use the projections. Although they are often based'X

on the experiences of actual cohorts of women that have completed their chi±1

bearing years, the obvious disadvantage of using these rates is the difficul -

encountered in choosing the set of rates that will correctly characterize the.¢

experiences of future cohorts of women.

Marriage-parity-interval progression measures refer to the use of sets of

sequential probability measures that take into account the probability that

women with different marital statuses and completed family sizes will give

birth to another child during the projection period. Although this and sim-

ilar techniques may be more widely used in the future (Pittenger, 1976) and

the technique is presently used in some of the U.S. Bureau of the Census Pro-

jections (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1979), it is a relatively complex pro-

cedure with extensive data requirements (on women by marital status, age and

parity, births by parity, and so on). Marriage-parity-interval-progression

procedures have received relatively little use in local area projections and

will not be discussed in further detail here. They are, however, worthy of

further examination (see Shryock and Siegel, 1973: 789-790) and their use may

become more prevalent as the availability of detailed local area data

increases.

However fertility rates are determined, the goal at the end of this step

of the cohort-component procedure is to have determined a set of fertility

rates for each female cohort that can be used to determine the number of

births occurring in the population during the projection period. These pro-

cedures, then, are ones aimed at providing the Bx + t function in the book-

keeping equation.

Determination of Migration Rates

For local area projections, migration levels are clearly the most diffi-

cult demographic processes to predict and the most difficult to obtain current

data for when cohort specific values are required. The difficulty is further

increased by the fact that migration may involve two different forms with the

opposite effects on population change. These are in-migration and Vut-

migration. Any time an area changes from a predominance of one of these
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patterns to the other (thus changing the M,+t part of Equation 3.12 from a

positive to a negative or from a negative to a positive value), 
the increased

potential for error in the projections is evident. Projections of migration

are usually the major area of contention in population projections.

Methods for projecting this dimension generally fall into two broad 
cate-

gories: (1) net migration projection procedures and (2) gross migration 
pro-

cedures. Whereas net migration procedures attempt only to discern the 
net

difference between the levels of in- and out-migration in an area, gross mi-

gration procedures project in- and out-migration separately.

Net migration procedures usually involve prolecting migration 
using what

are termed residual methods. The formula for the residual method of migration

is in fact the bookkeeping equation solved for Mx+t component or:

M =P -P -B +D (3.21)
x + t x + t x x + t x + t

Where: values are as in Equation 3.12.

When these rates are computed for each cohort the equation becomes:

N P - P- B 4- D
ci x + t ci x + t ci x ci x + t ci x + t (3.22)

Where: values are as in Equation 3.14.

In this Equation 3.22 a comparison is made between the number 
of persons who

have survived to the end of the period, x + t, and those who at the end of the

period are t years older than at time x. Thus, if ten-year rates were being

computed for 1980 for the age group 25 to 29, one would adjust the age group

15 to 19 in 1970 for deaths between 1970 and 1980. These rates can be com-

puted given data on populations by age at two census counts, deaths by age and

births (for beginning cohorts) between the two census counts. In addition,

useful compilations of such data for past periods have been made available by

five-year age and sex cohorts for all counties in the United States by Bowles

et a] (1965, 19)75).

The logic of the residual method does in fact underlie one complete form

of population projection developed by Hamilton and Perry (1962). They propose

that one simple way to project total populations or cohort populations from

one census to another is to compute fertility levels and then to use a resid-

ual method to jointly compute the effects of migration and mortality. Their

formulation for projecting a cohort from 1980 to 1990 for example would

involve the formula:
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P9 0 _ P8 0

x x (3.23)

p80 p70

x-10 x-10

Where: P9O = population in age group x in 1990 -

x

p80 = population in age group x-10 in 1980 - -;

x-10

P80 = population in age group x in 1980
x

p70 population in age group x-10 in 1970.
x-10

To project P90 the formula then becomes:
x

p80 * p80

x-10 X (3.24)

x p70

x-10

The ratio shown in Equation 3.23 is thus being assumed (Equation 3.24) to

continue for the next projection period. Although this ratio confounds

changes resulting from migration with those resulting from mortality, it does

provide an appropriate technique for use when the data necessary to separate

migration and mortality are not available. It thus provides an alternative

method that may be useful in some circumstances.

Gross migration measures are less often used in projections but are some-

what more attractive conceptually because they simulate the behavior of actual

individuals. Whereas in-migration and out-migration represent actions of ac-

tual individuals, net migration does not, in fact, occur but is rather a sta-

tistical creation resulting from a comparison of in- and out-migration. The

difficulty with the use of gross migration measures is that the necessary data

to determine them are often not available for local areas or when made avail-

able are likely to be extremely dated (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977). When

appropriate data are available, the major mode of projection involves project-

ing out-migration for each area, usually on the basis of past patterns, and

then projecting the pool-of out-migrants as in-migrants to each areaon the

basis of past trends in the ratio of in-migrants in the local area to total

in-migrants (Shryock and Siegal, 1973; Irwin, 1977). These methods are not
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often used below the multiregion level, but clearly require careful

consideration.

Although additional procedures for projecting local area migration levels

have been suggested (Pittenger, 1974), those discussed here are the main pro-

cedures presently in use. Each method places a heavy reliance on the use of

assumptions based on past patterns, and unlike mortality or fertility patterns

where some theoretical limits can be set, for migration the range of possible

values and the reasons for change in direction from in to out or out to in-

migration are not well understood.

Methods for Projecting Rates Over Time

Given that a baseline set of mortality, fertility and migration rates has

been established, the third major step involves developing procedures for pro-

jecting the trends in these rates over time. There are three widely used pro-

cedures: (1) continuation of baseline rates, (2) use of targeted rates, and

* ; (3) trending of local area rates to the patterns of regional, national, or

other "standard" area rates.

Continuation of rates determined for the baseline period may be prefer-

able in many instances, particularly if the area is large, is not changing

rapidly, and the projection is for only a short period in the future. For

long-term projections, however, and particularly for areas undergoing rapid

development, such assumptions are seldom warranted. Increasingly, then, pro-

jections using continuations of past trends, particularly when used for rela-

tively small rural areas, are being questioned and used only when projections

based on alternative assumptions are also used.

The use of targeted rates for specific periods of targeted levels of

change in rates over specific periods are more frequently employed. In using

these procedures baseline rates are assumed to reach predetermined rates by

certain points in the projection period. Thus, the U.S. Bureau of the Census

has historically used rates of fertility that are trended over time to reach a

given level (2.1, 2.5, etc. levels of TRF's) by a specific year (U.S. Bureau

of the Census, 1979) and have also often used targeted rates for migration,

such as assuming in-migration will be negligible by a certain point in time

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1977).
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The choice of rates using this procedure is usually tied to a conceptual

perspective on population, such as stable population theory (a stable popula-

tion being one with a fixed level of births and deaths per year), or to as-

sumptions that local area rates will converge toward those of a larger area,

such as the state or the nation. The rates chosen, then, are the targeted

levels that will result in a given stable population or that characterize a

large area to which local area rates will converge.

As should be evident, this procedure is also dependent on a number of

assumptions and requires the analyst to make projections of long-term trends

in each of the vital rates and about the time period necessary for an area to

reach a given level of fertility, migration, and mortality. The task involved

is clearly a difficult one.

The third approach is really a form of the other two in that it involves

choosing a standard area after which local rates can be patterned. However,

its widespread use requires that it be given special emphasis in this

discussion.

In this third approach, the trending of local rates on the basis of

larger area rates, the analyst (1) selects a standard population to which to

relate the local area, (2) determines the ratio or relationship of the local

area race to the standard population rate, and (3) assumes that the local rate

will either maintain a constant ratio or relationship to the standard popula-

tion rate or changed in a fixed manner over the projection period. Using this

procedure, the analyst can make widespread use of projections made by various

agencies and groups. Thus, the work of the U.S. Census Bureau on projecting

long-term national trends in fertility, mortality, and migration have been

used as the "standard" in many local area projections (Tarver and Black, 1966;

Murdock and Ostenson, 1976; Hertsgaard et al, 1978). As with the first two

procedures discussed, the utility of this technique is dependent on the cor-

rectness of the analyst's assumptions about long-term trends in vital rates

and about the comparability of local rates to those for other areas. It

shares the disadvantages and limitations of the other techniques but provides

the researcher with the possibility of using the work of analysts from agen-

cies whose long-term projections and data bases may be superior to his own.

Each of these three techniques for projecting trends in rates over time

requires the use of assumptions that are often quite "heroic" in nature, given

demographers' present ability to predict mortality, fertility, and migration
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phenomena. However these trends are projected over time, the population

expert should be the first to view his assumptions with skepticism.

Selection of Computational Procedures

Although all cohort component procedures compute their final population

values on the basis of the general summation procedure shown in Equation 3.12,

several aspects of these procedures require brief consideration. It should be

made evident, for example, that few analysts using the cohort component tech-

nique feel confident enough of their assumptions about vital rates to suggest

that a single set of assumptions will be correct for all areas and periods.

As a result, cohort component projections will generally involve making

several sets of alternative computations with different assumed rates result-

ing in several alternative projection series.

In addition, a number of other considerations must be addressed. These

considerations relate to adjustments required during the computations and may

be most efficiently examined by presenting a standard set of steps used for

deriving the values denoted in Equation 3.12. Although a number of analysts

provide step-by-step instructions for doing cohort-component procedures

(Irwin, 1977; Morrison, 1971; Pittenger, 1976; Barclay, 1958; Tarver and

Black, 1966; Shryock and Siegel, 1973; Bogue, 1974), the steps delineated

below appear to be the most useful for purposes of our discussion. These

steps are:

(1) Adjust the baseline population cohorts for the correct time

periods and spatial referents.

(2) Adjust rates of migration, fertility, and mortality making sure

that all rates are:

(a) based on consistent population bases,

(b) adjusted to consistent time, place, and cohort factors and

(c) specific to the characteristic details desired in the

projections.

(3) Survive baseline population to the end of the population

period.

(4) Add or subtract migrants from the baseline population.

(5) Add births to initial cohorts of the baseline population in ac-

cordance with sex ratios at birth.

(6) Sum cohorts as desired to obtain total population.
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(7) Adjust sum of populations for subareas to population totals for

the larger area.

Each of these steps entails adjustments that must be briefly mentioned.

In step one, it is essential to ensure that all data are made consistent 4

in terms of time and place referents. That is, all population values should

be adjusted for similar time frames. Population censuses, for example, are

for populations as of April 1 of the census years. These figures should

either be adjusted to be consistent with the periods for which other data are

available, such as calendar years, or other data should be adjusted to be ap-

plicable to April 1 of the year. Whatever geographical unit has been chosen

for analysis all data must be adjusted to that unit whether by appropriate

allocations or other procedures. It is particularly important to make sure

that constant boundaries are assumed across time and have been taken into ac-

count in any historic data used. Special attention should be given to such

factors in urban areas where boundary changes are frequent.

It is essential also in this initial step to consider what provisions, if

any, should be made for "special populations". These are populations that are

unlikely to be exposed to the same set of demographic processes as the remain-

der of the population and include such groups as college and university popu-

lations, military base populations, Native American populations, and institu-

tional populations. In general, such populations are treated in one of two

ways.

One commonly used procedure is simply to separate them from the cohort

component procedure and project their total levels for each projection period.

For special populations in which the population totals vary little from period

to period, in which the age distributions are concentrated, and for which

integration with the rest of the population is limited (such as military bases

and college populations), this may be an adequate way to project the influence

of such groups. For other groups, their distinct demographic rates may be

such and their distributions across age groups extensive enough to merit a

second procedure -- the development of separate fertility, mortality, and

migration rates and the use of separate cohort procedures. For example,

Native American populations often have higher mortality and fertility rates

than other populations and may merit such attention. In any case, it is in

this initial step of determining baseline cohorts that special populations

must be designated.
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Step two notes that the rates for each component must also be adjusted.

These adjustments include not only the same time and place adjustments as for

total population bases but also those for cohorts. Whatever the level of de-

tail for which projections are desired--age, sex, ethnicity, and so on--

appropriate rates must be developed for each detailed characteristic. In ad-

dition, rates must be made consistent with the period of the projection and

the size of cohorts. That is, if the projection period is one year and

single-year cohorts are to be used, rates must be single year, not five- or

ten-year rates, and must be for single-years of age. Pittenger (1976) among

l r others provides readily useable formulas for preparing adjustments of rates to

- appropriate periods, and Irwin (1977) provides excellent examples of adjusting

cohorts to be temporally and areally specific.

Two similar concerns also relate to steps three, four, and five. One of

these is the need to adjust the baseline populations to which projected rates

are to be applied. For example, if a five-year projection cycle is being

used, with five-year age and sex cohorts, parts of at least two different co-

horts will be involved in each projection cycle. For example, if the age

group of males 15 to 19 in 1980 is to be projected to 1985, the five-year

rates should be applied to an average number of persons that are 15-19 during

the 1980-1985 period. This will in fact include different parts of different

cohorts being exposed to rates for 15 to 19-year olds for different lengths of

time. Fifteen-year olds in 1980 will be exposed to the rates for all five

years (1980-1984), but 16-year olds will experience such rates for only four

years, 17-year olds for only three years, and so on. On the other hand, those

14 years old in 1980 will experience the 15-19-year old rates for four years,

those 13 will experience these rates for three years, etc. To adjust these

cohorts, an "adjacent cohort" technique (Irwin, 1977) is thus necessary in

which an average of the two cohorts is used as the base for projections.

These adjustments should occur to all cohorts before component rates are ap-

plied. Secondly, it should also be noted in step five that the births pro-

duced by adjusted sets of female cohorts must be allocated to each initial sex

distribution. This is usually done by taking data on sex ratios at birth,

available from most state vital statistics departments, and applying them to

the total number of births.

Finally, step seven points out the need to ensure that if relatively

large areas with multiple subareas are to be projected, some attempft to con-

trol the sum of local area totals-to the total of the larger area must be
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made. If this is not done, the summation of subarea migrants or births may

exceed those that are reasonable for the larger area (see Irwin, 1977 and

Pittenger, 1976 for further discussion of this problem).

Although the adjustments noted in the seven computational steps are all

relatively minor, their omission can lead to serious errors in computations.

The computations as well as the assumptions underlying the cohort component

procedure may thus be quite complex. Fortunately, however, a number of read-

ily available computer programs for performing such projections are available

(Bogue, 1974; U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976).

Cohort-component procedures are among the most developed techniques

available for population projections. Their advantages lie in their ability

to simulate demographic processes and in the age, sex, and other detail they

provide in outputs. Their disadvantages are equally evident. They have ex-

tensive data requirements and rely on a relatively large number of assump-

tions about each of the major components. Their utility for making projec-

tions is thus dependent on their judicious use and the long-term development

of an understanding of basic demographic processes.

Conclusions Concerning Projection Alternatives

Each of the major methods discussed, from the extrapolative to the cohort

component techniques, provides procedures that are useful under particular

sets of circumstances. As such, each represents a set of procedures that may

be applicable for making projections of the demographic impacts resulting from

resource developments, particularly for making projections of baseline condi-

tions. The choice of the best method under any given set of circumstances

will depend on a number of factors that are relatively unique to a given time

and place. Data availability, the length of the projection period, and the

form of outputs desired are among the key factors. As shall soon be made evi-

dent, however, many factors related to impact events and policy considerations

must also be considered. Overall, a wide range of potential tools for pro-

jecting population are available, but the ones that can be employed under any

given set of circumstances are often much more severely restricted.

FACTORS AFFECTING DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

The choice of which of the methodologies described above should be used

in performing a given impact assessment is affected by a number of factors
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i related to the nature of impact events and the needs of policy makers in im-

pact situations. The purpose of this section is to describe some of those

factors that must be considered in the choice of a projection methodology that

affect the use of impact projections, and that must be taken into account in

the simulation of impact events.

Among those factors that affect demographic impacts and the choice of im-

pact assessment methodologies are several of those noted earlier--the charac-

teristics of the project, the characteristics of the project site area, and

the characteristics of in-migrating workers (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

Thus, such project characteristics as: (1) plant location, (2) direct project

employment, (3) indirect/direct worker ratios, (4) length of project phases

(construction and operation), (5) levels of local hiring, and (6) the devel-

oper's employment policies will all affect the magnitude and distribution of

project impacts.

Projects located close to relatively populous areas with large employment

bases are likely to draw more of their workers from the local area and are

less likely to require the in-migration of new workers. The direct employment

requirements of the project obviously play a major role in determining popula-

tion impacts with projects with larger employment demands leading to higher

levels of in-migration and population growth. In addition, projects that lead

to higher levels of associated or service employment (indirect or induced em-

ployment) will have greater impacts on population growth. At the same time

the timing of project phases, specifically the length of the construction and

operational phases, will affect the patterns of population change. Thus, in

most cases population trends in resource developments follow the trends in

employment patterns with project-related population peaking during construc-

tion periods and then declining and eventually reaching a relatively stable

level during the operational period. Finally, the extent to which local

existing residents are hired for project-related employment and the devel-

oper's policies toward such hiring will affect population growth. That is, if

more local residents are hired, fewer in-migrants will be required to fill

project-related employment. Company policies toward training locals may thus

have marked effects on the number of locals employed by a facility.

The characteristics of the project site may also affect population growth

and its distribution within impacted areas. Among these characteristics

(Murdock et al, 1980) are: (1) local labor force skills and availability, (2)

the number and characteristics of possible settlement sites and (3) local
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communities' growth preferences. Clearly the level of local hiring referred

to above will, in large part, be a function of the availability of locals for

project employment and the skill levels of the population of the local area.

The more persons available for project employment and the more compatible

their skill levels with those skills required--directly or indirectly--as a

result of the project, the fewer in-migrants will be required. At the same

time, the number of alternative settlement sites and the characteristics of

these sites, particularly their ability to absorb population growth, will

affect both relative population impacts for given sites and the distribution

of new population between sites. Impact regions with a relatively large

number of communities with well-developed service bases will experience less

dramatic concentrations of population growth and impacts than those regions

with relatively few impact sites and with sites poorly equipped to absorb new

growth. Finally, population growth in impact areas may be affected by more

subtle factors such as community growth preferences. Although growth in large

urban centers is less likely to be affected by such factors, in rural

communities the residents' desires for growth are often directly communicated

to potential migrants and are thus more effective in inhibiting or promoting

growth.

The characteristics of in-migrating workers represent another dimension

that must be considered in impact assessments (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).

Since resource development-related population growth is clearly economically

created growth, the characteristics of in-migrating workers and their families

are key determinants of population growth. Such characteristics as the mari-

tal status, average family size, age and sex distribution of workers, spouses,

and dependents, and their community service and settlement preferences will

affect the total level of population growth in an impacted area, the charac-

teristics of that new population, and its distribution.

Finally, in addition to these dimensions, the legislative mandates of im-

pact assessments and the pragmatic considerations of decision makers also af-

fect the demographic assessment process and the choice of an assessment

methodology. Increasingly the guidelines that govern the application of the

National Environmental Policy Act (Council on Environmental Quality, 1973;

1978) have established the need to provide assessments that are readily under-

standable to, and that directly service the informational needs of, decision

makers. These guidelines mandate that two separate projection procedures be

completed: one for the impact area under baseline conditions, without the
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project, and one for the impact area with the project in place. Projections

that take into account the standard considerations noted in the previous sec-

tion of this chapter and ones taking the impacts of resource developments into

account must be made. In addition, attempts to plan for, manage, and mitigate

the impacts of the population growth resulting from a resource development

require decision makers such as mayors, city managers, police and fire chiefs,

and school superintendents to develop policies applicable to their jurisdic-

tions on the basis of the differences between baseline and impact conditions.

In practice, these conditions have meant that increasing emphasis has

been placed on making projections locality- and characteristic-specific under

both baseline and impact-related conditions. Projections at the individual

community level and for such standard demographic characteristics as age, sex,

and race have received increasing emphasis.

When taken as a whole, the factors described above clearly make the task

of completing a demographic impact assessment a formidable one. The popula-

tion analyst must:

(1) Project both baseline and impact population levels in which stan-

dard projection assumptions are required.

(2) Project not only the total magnitude and characteristics of that

growth but also its distribution and characteristics at the commun-

ity level.

(3) Make projections that take into account:

(a) the characteristics of project labor demands and local areas'

settlement configurations;

(b) the workforce as well as the demographic characteristics of

the indigenous area's population (that is, availability, skill

levels, and so forth);

(c) the fluctuations likely to appear in various phases of the de-

velopment project;

(d) the potential effect of nondemographic factors, such as de-

velopment policies, community growth perceptions, and service

infrastructures; and

(e) the extent of congruence between local skill levels and the

skills required for the development.

(4) Not only assess the demographic characteristics of residents in the

area, but also the likely characteristics and settlement preferences

of workers and the dependents of workers who will migrate into the

area.
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In sum, the population analyst doing impact projections must combine the stan-

dard and often unsubstantiated assumptions about demographic processes that

must be made in standard population projections with the additional assump-

tions required concerning each of the impact dimensions noted above and the

legitimate demands of decision makers for increasing specificity in data

outputs.

Clearly, then, an accurate assessment of demographic impacts can only be

approximated by existing techniques and knowledge bases. It is a process

that, because of its complex nature, requires numerous compromises and simpli-

fying assumptions. It is one, however, that is being completed with increas-

ing frequency, and a description of the state of the art as it is being

practiced is essential.

DEMOGRAPHIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

The purpose of this section is to describe the state of the art of demo-

graphic impact assessment. That is, given the techniques described in the

first section of the chapter and the considerations noted in the last section,

we need at this point to examine how these dimensions have been combined in

actual assessments.

In general, the projection of baseline and impact-related populations has

involved a number of key steps. A description of these steps will delineate

the nature of the demographic impact assessment process and point out differ-

- ences in alternative assessment techniques. These steps include:

(1) Delineation of the impact area.

(2) Projection of baseline population for the impacted region and

subregional areas.

(3) Determination of project-related direct and indirect in-migrating

workers including consideration of:

(a) characteristics of required employment;

(b) characteristics of available employment (unemployment,

underemployment, skill levels, and commuting patterns);

(c) indirect/direct worker ratios

(4) Projections of the geographical distribution (settlement patterns)

of in-migrating workers.

(5) Determination of the demographic characteristics of in-migrating

workers and their dependents to establish population impacts by

site.
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Impact Area Delineation

Although the first step, the determination of the impact area, involves

J11 considerations in addition to the demographic, it is discussed here because

demographic considerations often play a key role in the delineation of the

impact area (Finsterbusch and Wolf, 1977). The impact area for socioeconomic

purposes is often considered to be that area In which new project-related

r populations will locate, and the communities placed within the socioeconomic

impact area are usually areas within commuting distance of the project site

and, hence, likely settlement locations for new workers. The demographic

dimension, then, plays a key role in focusing the entire socioeconomic impact

assessment effort.

Baseline Projections

The projection of baseline populations in impact assessments normally in-

volves two procedures, a projection of total population at the regional or

county level and an allocation or distribution of that population to subareas

in the region or county. Surveys of prevailing methodologies (Chalmers and

Anderson, 1977; Denver Research Institute, 1979) indicate that several tech-

niques are commonly used to perform these procedures.

Projections of populations at the regional level have tended to use

either a single or several separate (one for each of several types of employ-

ment) population to employment ratios, a cohort-survival or a cohort-component

method. Although use of population-to-employment ratios is decreasing as the

need for the detail provided by cohort procedures increases, the use of pop-

ulation to employment ratios is still far more prevalent in baseline demo-

graphic assessments than in standard population projections. In part, this

prevalence reflects two factors: the tendency for demographic projections in

impact assessments to be made as part of the economic portion of such an ef-

fort, and secondly the need to use procedures similar to those used in the im-

pact projection procedures which depend on economic assumptions. Unfortu-

nately, however, since population-to-employment ratios do not sufficiently

account for differences in population structures (particularly those in age)

or changes in those strlctures, they are likely to lead to substantial errors

over long projection periods. Thus, the prevalence of such procedures in

impact assessments may not enhance the accuracy of impact projections, and as

a result cohort procedures as described above are becoming dominant.
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The second major procedure in the projection of baseline population in-

volves the allocation or distribution of populations to subarea units. This

is necessary because population projections, whether done by economic-based

population/employment ratios or by cohort procedures are seldom performed at

the community level. If population projections are made at the regional level

(as is usually done when population-to-employment ratios are used), this pro-

cedure involves allocations to counties and subsequent allocations to communi-

ties within counties or a direct allocation of persons to communities and non-

municipal areas with a subsequent summing of populations to get county totals.

If projections are developed at the county level (as in most component pro-

cedures), then county populations are allocated to project community popula-

tions and aggregated to get regional totals. These allocations are usually

done on the basis of ratioing techniques. That is, ratios or historical

trends in ratios of subarea populations to area populations (county/region,

city/region, or city/county) are used for these allocations.

Baseline population projections in impact assessments, then, utilize stan-

dard techniques, particularly economic-based, ratioing, and cohort techniques.

As in the use of these techniques in standard projections, the limitations and _

assumptions on which they are based must be recognized and taken into account -

in impact projections.

Impact Projections

Steps three through five are related to the projection of impact popula-

tions. Although impact populations might be determined by projecting a total

population figure that includes baseline and impact populations and then sub-

tracting baseline projections from the total population figures, the general

pattern is to project impact-related populations separately and to obtain

total (project + baseline) population by adding baseline and impact

projections.

In addition, the impact assessment process as usually practiced makes the

assumption that the demographic impacts of a resource development are a func-

tion of the number of new persons brought to the area. Assessments of the ex-

tent to which such developments lead to the retention of existing persons are

- seldom made and the effects of such retention are seldom entered into other

steps of the assessment process. That is, projections do not contain data on

- the number of locals retained in the area that would leave if the development
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did not take place, and the service and other needs of retained persons are

usually assumed to be absorbed by existing service bases. Though the failure

to develop techniques for projecting levels of population retention largely

reflects the difficulty of discerning "those that would leave the area if the

project did not take place", such procedures should receive concerted atten-

tion by impact methodologies.

Projection of In-Migrating Workers

The most difficult part of the impact projection process is step three.

It involves the completion of several procedures and the use of numerous

assumptions. This step, the projection of in-migrating workers, is almost the

universally accepted starting point for projecting project-related popula-

tions. The reasons for the widespread acceptance of this starting point

rather than a more purely demographic one are several. First, data on the di-

rect labor requirements of projects are perhaps the most readily accessible of

all socioeconomic data on resource developments. Secondly, although migration

patterns as a whole are increasingly motivated by noneconomic factors (Long

and Hansen, 1979), the migration related to resource developments is largely

employment related. Both of these factors suggest the use of employment-

related migration as the key to projecting impact-related population.

Finally, there simply are few alternatives to the use of employment. No clear

linkages between project characteristics, other than employment, such as type

of project, project production capacity, or other characteristics have been

established. However desirable the development of alternative means for pro-

jecting impact populations might appear to be, few viable alternatives have

been developed.

The projection of in-migrating workers may involve a relatively simple

procedure or a highly complex one, and may involve procedures that are based

on economic factors or ones that combine basic economic and demographic pro-

cedures. In the simplest and most straightforward procedure, the steps in-

volved as as follows (Murphy and Williams, 1978):

(1) Estimates of direct employment obtained from the developer are

multiplied by an employment multiplier (number of indirect workers

per direct worker) to obtain estimates of indirect employment.
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(2) Given estimates of direct and indirect project employment require- ..

ments, estimates of the proportions of these requirements that can

be met by the local existing population are made.

(3) Local employment (Step 2) at the project is subtracted from total

employment requirements with the resulting difference indicating the

number of workers that must migrate into the area as a result of the

project.

In this procedure, the key values are the employment multipliers and the local X

worker ratios. The first of these values can be readily obtained from state

or other local economic data (such as an input/output table), and the second

has been the focus of a number of studies (Mountain West Research, Inc., 1975,

1977; Leholm et al, 1976; Wieland et al, 1977, 1979) and is readily summarized

in several publications (Murphy and Williams, 1978; Bender, 1975; Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979).

The advantages of this technique are that it is computationally simple and

its data needs are limited to those that are widely available. Its major dis-

advantage is its neglect of the implications of the site-areas' demographic

structure. It entails implicit assumptions that the site-area population is

one with an average age structure, skill levels and average levels of labor

participation (that is, a population that can obtain a given proportion of the

project jobs) which may not be true in many rural areas with a relatively old

age structure. It tends to ignore, or at least to confound, multiple factors

affecting the nature of employment requirements and the nature of available

local employment in determining migrating workers. Even when the procedure is I
refined by using separate employment multipliers for different industries and

separate local employment levels for various kinds of employment (that is,

direct, indirect, etc.) for each major project phase (construction and opera-

tion) (Murdock et al, 1980b; Murphy and Williams, 1978), such problems still

persist. Its use under some circumstances may still be justified, however, if

sufficient resources or data are not available to complete projections using

more complex procedures.

A somewhat more complex procedure which utilizes more demographic input

is also often used (Stenehjem, 1978; Mountain West Research, Inc., 1978). In

this procedure, direct employment and indirect employment estimates are de-

rived as noted above, bu; population projections are used as the basis for de-

termining local labor availability. As noted in the section on economic-

based models, the determination of labor force availability is usually
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computed for such models by applying a set of labor force participation rates

to baseline populations that have been projected using cohort component pro-

cedures. The advantage of this technique over the one described above, par-

ticularly if age-sex specific labor force participation rates are used, is

that the population structure of the local area does have an effect, through

participation rates, on determining local labor availability. Thus, if a

disproportionate part of the population is in age groups with low labor force

participation rates (such as very young or very old age groups), a smaller

number of available workers will be estimated. The disadvantage of this tech-

nique is that appropriate baseline and projected participation rates must be

obtained. Although baseline rates are easily obtained from census and other

secondary data sources, determining those rates that will prevail during a

resource development is more difficult. Even if some general area's (state or

regional average) rates are used as targeted values (see Hertsgaard et al,

1978), the assumptions made concerning labor force participation may still be

problematic and require careful preliminary analysis. In general, however,

this procedure is considered to be a more demographically desirable technique

than the one outlined earlier.

Even more elaborate techniques have been applied on some, though infre-

quent, occasions. Among the more elaborate of these are those of Hertsgaard

et al (1978) and Cluett et al (1977). These procedures use different tech-

niques to project different types of employment and to project labor avail-

ability and a separate procedure to match employment demands to employment

availability. Hertsgaard et al (1978), for example, use an input/output model

in conjunction with project employment data to project four types of employ-

ment -- baseline, project operational, project construction, and indirect.

They also use four sets of age-sex specific employment availability rates (one

for each type of employment), that are similar to labor force participation

rates but indicate potential rather than actual employment, to project the

number of persons that could take each of the four types of required employ-

ment. The application of these rates to age-sex cohort data, derived from

cohort-component projections, provides four separate labor pools composed of

the number of workers by age and sex in the local population available to take

each of the four types of project employment.

Given employment needs by type and available labor by type, Hertsgaard et

al (1978) then apply a priority schedule which is a set of algorithms for
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filling each type of required project employment from the four labor pools

given certain assumptions about the order with which types of required employA

ment will be filled by available employment. The result of this procedure is

the projection of migrating workers with an excess of available employees, 4
after all required employment has been filled, indicating the need for worker

out-migration and a deficit indicating the need for in-migration. The final

step in this process is the adjustment of the available worker excess on deft-

cit by what is termed an "unallocated" labor pool rate. This rate is a proxy

for unemployment and underemployment. The procedures utilized by Cluett et al l

(1977) are similar but in addition use an algorithm that estimates labor turn-

over effects on migration levels.

The advantages of these complex procedures are that they simulate most of

the major factors known to affect employment-related migration. The Herts-

gaard et al (1978) procedure differentiates: (1) types of employment demands

that are likely to affect levels of local employment and in-migration; (2)

types of labor availability -- the different levels of potential (skills) in

the local population for taking different types of employment; (3) the effects

of age-sex population characteristics on that availability; and (4) the ef-

fects of under- and unemployment. Thus, the procedures are conceptually

attractive. Their major disadvantages are that such procedures have extensive

data requirements, and many of these data requirements cannot be met by avail-

able data. Only extensive primary data collection efforts can address many of

these issues (see Wieland et al, 1977), and such effects may be too expensive

for use in many assessments.

In sum, then, in the third major step the choice of techniques can range

from the relatively simple to the highly complex. The exact choice of tech-

nique must depend on the delicate balancing of data availability, and the time

and costs involved in altering that availability, with the need to more effec-

tively simulate the conditions actually affecting employment-related migration

and the need to consider the effects of population structure on local labor

availability. Hopefully, levels of data availability will increase over time

and serve to lessen the need for such compromises.

Projections of Settlement Patterns

S S

The fourth step is the projection of the geographical settlement patterns

of in-migrating workers. This step may, in fact, be performed with workers or
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be delayed until after step five and be performed with total population. It

is a procedure that parallels the allocation of populations to communities in

baseline projections. Unlike that process, however, the focus in impact pro-

jections is the distributions of workers in relation to the project site

rather than within a geographically delineated county or region. This distri-

bution involves allocating workers to places that may be located in several

separate geographical jurisdictions.

It is a vitally important step particularly in its implications for local

community planning, for it is in this step that workers are allocated to local

areas. Variations in the techniques and assumptions used in this step will

largely determine the impacts that are projected for local areas. These dis-

tributions can be affected by numerous factors. Workers' housing preferences,

service preferences, willingness to commute, and other factors may affect set-

tlement patterns. At best, prevailing methodologies utilize only very broad

indicators of these numerous factors in their allocation procedures. Although

several techniques are delineated below, the geographical allocation of em-

ployment or population is an area in impact assessment requiring concerted em-

pirical attention.

At least three approaches are used with some frequency in the projections

of worker distributions in impact assessments. These are (Denver Research

Institute, 1979; Chalmers and Anderson, 1977):

(1) Judgmental weighting models

(2) Delphi derived models

(3) Gravity models.

Judgmental weighting models are those models that rely on researchers' or

* local knowledgeables' qualitative assessments of such factors as available

housing and service structures in various communities to differentially weight

communities as potential settlement sites (Stenehjem, 1978). Weights are

assigned to all communities that are expected to receive workers, and then the

weight of each community in relation to the sum of the weights for all com-

munities is used to proportion workers to each community. These techniques

have the advantage of providing input of local knowledge into the allocation

process but the disadvantages of requiring the collection of such data and of

having their accuracy determined by the accuracy of local perceptions.

Delphi techniques refer simply to more concerted and definitive efforts

using Judgmental techniques. In the delphi technique the sample of persons
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number of in-migrating workers. More complex techniques use multiple worker-

related characteristics including the: (1) percent of workers by age, sex,

and marital status; (2) percent of workers with dependents in the area; (3)

number of dependents by age and sex; (4) employment status of dependents; and

(5) occupational and industrial state of dependents.

The most frequently used computational procedures are as follows:

(1) The age, sex and other characteristics of all migrating workers (di-

rect and indirect) are determined by the application of rates de-

rived from appropriate profiles.

(2) The number of single married workers is determined by the applica-

tion of percentages in various marital statuses. Single workers are

then entered as a part of the population total.

(3) The number of married workers are multiplied by the percent with

families in the impact area. Those without families in the area are

then entered as part of the population total. Those with families

in the area are entered as part of the total population and carried

forward for all calculations involving dependents.

(4) The number of spouses accompanying workers is determined by simply

adding one spouse per in-migrating worker with a spouse in the re-

gion. Spouses are then added to population totals.

(5) The number of children is determined by multiplying the average num-

ber of children per married worker with family in the area by the

number of these workers. Children are then added into the total

population.

(6) Age and sex distributions for spouses and children are obtained by

multiplying their numbers by an appropriate age and sex distribution

(usually percentages of each sex are determined and then the

percentages in each group are applied to the persons of each sex).

(7) The number of employed dependents is obtained by multiplying an

average number of additional workers per worker by the number of

workers with dependents in the area.

(8) Other characteristics are determined by applications of appropriate

rates to the distributions derived from 1-6.

(9) The total number of in- or out-migrating persons by age and sex is

obtained by summing: the number of single workers, married workers

I

W!7
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without families in the area, married workers with families in the

area, spouses, and children across age groups.

- These calculations may become quite tedious when age, sex and other de-

tailed characteristics are involved but are not difficult to complete. Al-

though the degree of detail noted above may appear to be more extensive than

necessary, because the use of only total family size per worker would provide

basic data on total population, the detail provided by the more complex

procedures is important for a number of purposes.

Data showing age and sex detail for workers and dependents is important

for health and educational planning for development-related concerns such as

contractors and real estate firms, and for determining the likely client or

customer populations for businesses. Data on marital status and percent of

workers bringing dependents to the area can have marked effects on public ser-

vice estimates and service planning. Thus, in many early impact assessments,

inflated projections of in-migrating populations resulted in large part from

assuming that the percent of married workers would be equal to the baseline

population in the area and that all married workers would bring their families

to the area. As the surveys noted above (Mountain West Research, Inc., 1975,

1977; Wieland et al, 1977) indicate, however, workers inmigrating as a result

of resource developments are younger and hence less likely to be married than

the baseline population in the area, and a substantial proportion of workers

will not bring their families to the impact area, particularly during the con-

struction of the project.. Accurate assessments of such characteristics are

essential.

Projections of the workforce characteristics of dependents are equally

important. Since secondary or additional employees in the worker household

will be available to take indirect and other employment generated by the proj-

ect, the number of new secondary workers and households will be reduced by the

number of secondary workers in the primary workers' households. The accurate

estimation of such secondary workers is essential to avoid inaccurately pro-

jecting the number of in-migrating secondary workers.

In sum, then, these and other characteristics of the migrating worker

population must be projected both to provide necessary planning information

and to increase the overall accuracy of projections.
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Conclusions Concerning the State of the Art

The steps delineated above (with some variation) are the major steps gen-

erally completed when projecting demographic impacts. It is obvious that

these steps involve numerous assumptions about such factors as impact events,

baseline conditions, baseline populations, workforce characteristics, and in-

migrating population's settlement patterns, preferences, and characteristics.

As such, it is obvious that the end product of this assessment is likely to be

projections that are approximations of the impacts that will actually occur.

It is essential then that two final admonitions be made in relation to

demographic projections. The first of these is that a series of projections

should be made in nearly all cases rather than a single set of projections.

These series should bracket the likely range of impacts and include a middle

series that is the "best guess" projection, a high series that projects the

highest likely population, and a low series that presents the lowest likely

population projection. It makes little sense, to produce such a large number

of series that the range of values from the highest to the lowest projection

is so inclusive as to bracket all statistical possibilities. Series produced

should all be projections that are feasible under alternative sets of possible

circumstances.

Secondly, it may be beneficial to use demographic projections largely as

sensitizing mechanisms to assist one in understanding the implications of al-

ternative development scenarios. As such, these projections can be useful for

both the planner and the decision maker in demonstrating the implications of

alternative policies and in examining potential mitigation measures and the

effects of such measures. This use of projections may reflect a more prag-

matic evaluation of their potential accuracy and be of as much utility as

their use for more exact service planning.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

As with other socioeconomic dimensions, demographic factors may be af-

fected by both the special and the standard effects of repositories. Although

the emphasis in this effort is on the standard effects of repositories, the

implications of both special and standard effects for demographic factors and
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the methodological alternatives most likely to adequately address such effects

are described briefly below.

Special Effects

The special effects of repository siting could potentially lead to a de-

cline in population or to a failure for secondary population growth to in-

crease as project-related population increased. That is, if the perceptions

of the effects of a repository are such that substantial proportions of the

population of an area are motivated to leave the area, then the overall ef-

fects on population growth would be negative, leading to overall population

decline. This decline could result either from extensive direct out-migration

motivated by fear or by the movement of persons as a result of the migration

of employment from the area. Although there is little evidence (Herbert et

al, 1978; Maynard et al, 1976) to suggest the likelihood of such effects, the

possibility of such impacts must be considered within alternative assessment

scenarios.

A second possible special effect is related to possible delays or perhaps

a complete failure for population growth resulting from service industry

growth to occur. If the growth in nonbasic industries that normally accom-

panies basic industry growth remains outside the area, then secondary popula-

tion growth will also not occur in the impact area. Since secondary industry

growth often results in higher levels of population growth than basic industry

growth such an effect would drastically change the population impacts in a

siting area. These are only some of the special demographic effects that must

be considered in assessing the demographic impacts of repository siting.

Standard Effects

In the absence of effects due to the special characteristics of reposi-

tories, the standard demographic effects of repositories are likely to be

similar to those for other large-scale developments. Except for a limited

number of highly skilled technicians, the labor demands for the construction

and operation of such projects are not significantly different than those for

other large-scale projects (U.S. Department of Energy, 1980). As a result,

the population effects of such projects, in the absence of special effects,

should not be significantly different from those for other large projects.
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The assessment of standard demographic effects should thus be possible with

existing methodologies.

Methodological Considerations

Given the potential special and standard effects of repository siting

noted above, the most important methodological considerations appear to in-

volve the use of methodologies that allow for the projection of population

decline as well as growth and that allow for potential ehanges in population

through changes in employment-related migration, direct migration, or

mortality.

Although any of the five major methodologies described above might be

used, these methodological considerations would suggest that a cohort-

component method such as those described above (Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Cluett

et al, 1979) should be employed. This is clearly suggested by the fact that

only such methods allow for direct changes in each of the major demographic

processes, including both mortality and migration, and allow for direct and

employment-related changes in migration patterns. Clearly, the use of cohort

component models seems appropriate for projecting the socioeconomic impacts of

repositories as well as other large-scale developments.

Finally, it is essential to use a methodology that allows for easy use in

the development of multiple scenarios. This consideration also suggests that

methods that have been extensively computerized, such as cohort-component

methods (Bogue, 1974), should be employed in assessments of the impacts of re-

pository siting.

In sum, then, the demographic effects of repository siting will include

both special and standard effects. Although some possible special effects

might lead to population decline or at least retard population growth, these

effects as well as standard demographic effects may be assessed with existing

methodological alternatives. The alternative most widely used in standard im-

pact assessments of demographic effects, the cohort-component method, appears

to be the most useful for assessing the socioeconomic impacts of repository

siting as well.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

The projection of the demographic impacts of a resource development marks

an essential step in the assessment process. It provides data that are essen-

tial for public service, economic and other planning needs, and in many ways,

its magnitude delineates the magnitude of all socioeconomic impacts. Five

basic methods are available for general projections of population. These in-

clude: (1) extrapolative, (2) ratio-based, (3) land use, (4) economic-based,

and (5) cohort component-based techniques. The major differences in these

techniques lie in their data requirements, detail of outputs, and their abil-

ity to simulate demographic processes. Whereas extrapolative, ratio-based,

and land use techniques have relatively limited data requirements, they also

provide less detailed outputs than the more data intensive economic and cohort

component techniques. Due to its ability to simulate the actual demographic

processes that determine population change, cohort-component techniques tend

to be the most widely used in general projections and the most preferred by

demographers, but economic-based techniques are becoming increasingly popular

and are the most widely used in demographic impact assessment.

In selecting a technique for impact assessments, consideration must be

given to numerous factors about the project, the project area, and the poten-

tial characteristics of in-migrating workers that will affect the magnitude

and distribution of demographic impacts. In particular, the labor force re-

quirements of the project and the labor force characteristics of the local

population are critical determinants with a greater compatibility between

local labor availability and project labor requirements leading to fewer non-

local employees and fewer in-migrating workers. The characteristics of theseI workers and their dependents are, in turn, critical in determining the total

population-related impacts of the development.

In the present state of the art in demographic impact assessment, almost

all analyses utilize either an economic or a cohort procedure for performing

baseline projections. Impact projections are made by taking project-relatedL employment demands and either directly projecting population via the use of

population-to-employmente ratios or by matching such demands with estimates of

available employment obtained by applying labor force participation rates to

i the results of cohort procedures. Workers are then distributed to settlement
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sites on the basis of judgmental or gravity model techniques and turned into

projections of population by applying demographic profiles to estimates of

migrating workers. In all cases, these techniques require the use of a wide

number of assumptions, and, hence, several series of projections rather than a

single series of projections should be used. This use should consist largely

of attempts to sensitize the public to the likely range and implications of

population impacts.

Conclusions

The assessment of the demographic impacts of resource developments is a

highly complex task requiring knowledge of demographic projection techniques,

impact assessment processes, impact events and dimensions; data on the charac-

teristics of the resource development project, the characteristics of the im-

pact area population base, the characteristics of migrating workers and their

dependents and assumptions; and knowledge about the future trends in each of

these factors and in the baseline population of the area. It is unlikely that

the trends in all of these factors will be predicted correctly in any given

assessment, and thus it is unlikely that any projection will be exactly cor-

rect. Unfortunately, the present state of the art does not provide adequate

information to indicate the relative effects of errors made in the assumptions

for these various factors. The potential errors of demographic impact assess-

ments must be readily acknowledged, and the implications of such errors fur-

ther evaluated.

At the same time, it is evident that demographic impact projections are

essential if the planning needs of impacted areas are to be met. Knowledge-

able use of existing techniques and attempts to develop increasingly better

simulation techniques and data bases must be the goal of those professional

demographers involved in demographic impact projections. The need for the

rapid development of better methodologies and data is critical.

For the decision maker using such assessments, the best course appears to

be one of caution and skepticism. In evaluating demographic assessments, the

decision maker should be careful to discern whether each of the dimensions

discussed in this chapter is clearly acknowledged and the assumptions for each

clearly stated in the assessment. Although assessments providing s~uch infor-

mation are not inherently superior in their ability to predict actual impact

events than those with less clearly stated assumptions, they are capable of
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being evaluated--a key factor for the user of an assessment. Assessments that

fail to acknowledge or clearly state their assumptions should be given a par-

ticularly careful examination. Finally, it is essential, that the user of

such assessments remain cognizant not only of the limitations, but also of the

utility of such assessments. If cautiously and knowledgeably used, demo-

graphic assessments are, with all their potential sources of error, among the

best data sources available for use in judging the potential magnitude of the

impacts of resource developments and, thus, among the best sources for guiding

decision makers in planning for and in evaluating the meaning of resource de-

velopments for rural communities.
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NOTES

1. When such trending is based on extrapolation of past changes in sub-

areas' shares, it is essential that the totals be controlled to the

larger area total. If this is not done, the total sum of shares will

exceed 100 percent, and the shares for even single rapidly growing

areas may come to exceed 100 percent. To control this phenomenon, an

adjustment factor can be determined to apply to each share. This

factor can be determined by the formula:

AF =
nr

Si
i=-

Where: AF = Adjustment Factor
n = number of subareas
Si - share of total area population in subarea i

and then multiplied by each share (si) to determine the subarea's

adjusted share.

2. However, experts disagree as to whether such adjustments are worth-

while, with some favoring such adjustments (Pittenger, 1976) and

others questioning their utility (Irwin, 1977).
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CHAPTER 4

PUBLIC SERVICE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The projection of the public service impacts of resource developments is

a major area' of concern in socioeconomic impact assessments (Denver Research

Institute, 1979; Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978; Chalmers and Anderson,

1977). Changes in the availability and quality of public services are among

the most visible and widely noted impacts during any major rural development

(Summers et al, 1976; Lonsdale and Seyler, 1979) and have been a topic of much

discussion in the impact literature (Gilmore and Duff, 1974; Gilmore et al,

1976; Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). The accurate projection of the magnitude

and distribution of public service impacts is of vital concern to governmental

decision makers and perhaps no other single set of projections, with the pos-

sible exception of fiscal projections, is in greater demand among public deci-

sion makers. Accurate projections of service demands during a development are

essential because of the lead time necessary to develop and finance public

service facilities and in order to prevent the development of excess service

capacity. The projection of public service demands is thus a priority area

for socioeconomic impact researchers and their clientele.

The projection of such services, however, though clearly essential and

often not computationally difficult, requires careful consideration of numer-

- ous conceptual and analytical dimensions. A discussion of these factors pro-

vides the focus for the remainder of this chapter.

THE CONCEPTUAL BASES AND DIMENSIONS OF

PUBLIC SERVICE IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

As with other areas in impact assessment the projection of public ser-

vices utilizes conceptual bases that are relatively poorly developed and is 
an

area for which prevailing practices rather than alternative theoretical per-

spectives have determined accepted techniques. In addition, it is an area in

which the dimensions analyzed are both extensive and complex.

Conceptual Approaches

- Although the techniques employed vary substantially from one assessment

to another, most reflect one of several basic approaches. These approaches
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are similar to those described by Burchell and Listokin (1978) for fiscal

analysis, and their basic delineation is one that can be usefully employed in

the discussion in this chapter. These approaches, as outlined by Burchell and

Listokin (1978), include: (1) approaches that project service demands for new

population only, utilizing averages per unit of new population and either

national, statewide, or local service standards and (2) approaches that

attempt to take existing services into account and project new service

requirements on the basis of marginal demands (that is, demands above those

that can be met by existing service bases).

Average Unit Approaches

Perhaps the most widely used approach is that which projects service

needs on the basis of new population only. The assumptions underlying this

approach are that existing service bases should reflect existing demands and

that no excess capacity is present in existing service bases. These premises

significantly simplify the projection process. They reduce the information

required on existing services, which may be particularly difficult to collect

in rural areas, and require only a simple application of a set of standard

rates to projections of new population to project service demands.

The utility of this approach is limited by the fact that public services

seldom reflect a true market system (Day, 1968; Jones and Murdock, 1978).

That is, supply and demand considerations seldom operate in the absence of

social and political considerations. In addition, in rural areas certain ser-

vices are required (medical care units) because of the severity of a problem

for those experiencing it rather than because of the magnitude of the demand.

As a result some services in rural areas may have significant excess capacity.

The utility of this approach thus varies with the extent to which market fac-

tors operate within a service area. For services such as housing and private

recreational facilities, the use of this approach is less problematic than

areas, such as medical and educational services, where the significance of the

need may be such as to make market processes less applicable.

The approach is one that is relatively easy to apply but which is

difficult to use in many instances where service bases are not determined by

market activities. The use of the approach, however, is likely to remain

dominant until the necessary data to assess the levels of services in rural

areas improve substantially.
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Marginal Approaches

The second major approach is one which attempts to take baseline condi-

tions into account by projecting service requirements beyond those that can be

provided by existing service structures. The marginal new services required

are thus projected taking full account of existing service bases.

The potential sources of error underlying the premises in this approach

stem from the fact that the adequacy of existing services may be nearly impos-

sible to measure. Secondary data on rural services are often extremely lim-

ited and the costs involved in the collection of primary data are often pro-

hibitive. Thus the adequacy of many services may be largely a function of

citizen perception and extremely difficult to quantify, service demands may

partially reflect the degree of formalization of existing structures, and the

acquisition of primary data may require interviews with service personnel in

each community. In sum, whereas the average unit approach is often proble-

matic because it fails to take existing service bases into account, the mar-

ginal approach often fails because of insufficient data on service adequacy

and availability in rural areas.

Standard Selection

Whichever of the two approaches described above is chosen, however,

another conceptual dilemma must be addressed before service projections can be

completed. This is the need to select a set of standards for projecting the

service demands that will accompany new population. Again, two major concep-

tual approaches appear to underlie existing practices. These are: (1) the

use of local or comparative area service levels or (2) the use of generalized

standards.

Local Standards

The use of local or comparable area's service standards, as the name im-

plies, assumes that new persons moving to an area will use and demand services

at the same level as existing residents. The validity of this premise deter-

mines the validity of using local standards and is highly variable, depending

on existing service bases in an area and the type of service under considera-

tion. If existing service bases are deficient, new residents are unlikely to
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be satisfied with existing services. The extent to which such dissatisfaction

is expressed will vary by type of service, however. Water, sewer, and similar

services may be technically inadequate but these deficiencies are often not

directly evident, and requirements for new services beyond existing service

levels may not be recognized. On the other hand, for services such as educa-

tion and law enforcement, existing deficiencies are more likely to be directly

experienced, dissatisfaction openly expressed, and new standards demanded.

The use of local standards requires careful preliminary analysis, including a

comparison of such standards to the minimum standards required.

General Standards

The use of general standards, such as those for the nation, a region, or

a state, is based on the premise that new residents are likely to bring de-

mands typical of populations in other areas rather than of the population of

the local area. New populations may have few of the same characteristics as

local populations, may have shared few experiences similar to those of local

residents and thus may be unlikely to perceive or demand similar levels of

service. Whereas general medical care may seem adequate to existing resi-

dents, new residents may demand more specialized services. In large part,

then, the utility of employing general standards versus local standards

depends on the disparity between local residents' and new residents' service

demands and on the likely influence of new residents in changing local service

demands. When substantial disparities exist and new residents exert a suffi-

cient level of influence, the premises underlying the use of general standards

are clearly supported. However, at the present state of knowledge, the valid-

ity of the premises underlying the use of alternative standards has not been

adequately examined. As a result, the use of both local and general standards

seems likely to continue.

Dimensions of Public Service Projections

The range of dimensions included within public service projections is

often broad, including projections of service demands related to:

1. Housing

2. Education

3. Medical and mental health
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4. Law enforcement

5. Fire protection

6. Water supplies

7. Water treatment

8. Solid waste disposal

9. Transportation

10. Social welfare

11. Libraries

12. Recreation.

Although the methods for projecting these services will be discussed in

detail in the following sections, it is essential to briefly delineate the

dimensions usually considered under each of these service areas. For all ser-

vices it is essential to note that significant impact dimensions, such as dif-

ferences in construction and operational phases of projects, site area, proj-

ect, and other characteristics, must be carefully considered in projections of

service impacts.

The projection of housing services normally includes an examination of

both the number and type of units required. Because different types of hous-

ing have different effects on local revenues and on long-term community

growth, projections of housing without consideration of housing types are sel-

- dom merited. Thus, most projections of housing demands include projections of

single family, multifamily, and mobile home units (Hertsgaard et al, 1978) and

some include projections of temporary forms of housing as well (Ford, 1976).

Projections of educational services usually include projections of the

number of students and their resultant demands on educational personnel and

facilities (Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978; Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).

Such projections will usually include estimates of the number of primary and

secondary students, the number of teachers, the number of support and adminis-

trative personnel, and the amount of classroom space (square feet) required.

- The projection of medical and other health services is especially diffi-

cult because medical services are often centralized in regional clinics and

_ hospitals. In general, in the projection of medical services more attention

is given to the location of such services than in other service areas. Pro-

jections in this area may include a wide range of factors including patient

days and occupancy rates (Murdock et al, 1979) but tend to concentrate on such

personnel and facility items as the number of doctors, nurses, psychiatrists,

and hospital beds required to serve the in-migrating population.
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Law enforcement and fire protection service projections also concentrate

on personnel, equipment, and facility requirements, although attempts to pro-

ject the number of offenses and similar occurrences to which such services

must respond are sometimes made (Murdock et al, 1979). In most cases, how-

ever, these projections predict the number of law enforcement or firemen re-

quired, equipment requirements (numbers of police cars and so on), and facil-

ity requirements (square feet of floor space per officer, number of jail

cells, and so on).

Water supply and treatment service projections usually concentrate on re-

quired capacity measured in gallons per capita or per population unit (such as

1000 persons). Such projections seldom consider the size of the functional

units necessary for the efficient operation of such facilities. That is, in-

crements in such services are usually made by adding functional units (for ex-

ample, a new water treatment facility with a specified gallon per day capac-

ity) rather than as per capita increments. In nearly all cases, however, such

projections consider only incremental service demands.

Solid waste disposal is usually considered in terms of landfill area re-

quired and the unit of projection is usually acres. Again, such projections

seldom consider the actual functional units required for the effective manage-

ment of landfill operations. In addition, these projections usually include

projections of service personnel and equipment (for example, garbage trucks

and bulldozers) required.

Projections of transportation needs are often absent from projections for

rural areas because such services are often not being used at capacity levels

and because the actual level of new demand resulting from new populations is

difficult to predict. When such projections are made, miles of new highway

construction are usually the unit of output.

Projections of social services include a wider range of phenomena than

any other service area, and there is little agreement on those social services

that should be projected in impact assessments. Levels of delinquency, social

worker case loads, number of families receiving aid to dependent children, and

the number of social workers may be included in such projections. Unlike

other projection areas, the focus tends to be on service needs rather than on

the personnel and facilities required to meet such needs. Thus, projections

of rates of occurrence are performed more often than projections of personnel

or facilities. These projections seldom deal with a sufficient number of
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social service dimensions and are generally less complete and less adequately

performed than projections in other public service dimensions.

Library services are projected less often than other services and are of-

ten perceived as less critical than many of the other services noted above.

When such projections are completed, the factors normally projected are the

number of volumes and floor space required per unit of population.

Projections of recreational services tend to concentrate on outdoor rec-

reation because of the tendency for indoor recreation to be provided under

private auspices. In addition, although extensive analyses have been done to

determine outdoor recreational demands for various population units, the lev-

els of services for indoor recreation are less well known. When projections

of recreational services are made, the items most often projected are acres of

open, park, playground, and campground space required per unit of population.

The alternative approaches and dimensions of service projections noted

above reveal the extensive range of expertise and data required to properly

describe and project public service demands resulting from a resource develop-

ment. Whether local services are taken into account and local service stan-

dards applied or projections based only on new populations and general stan-

dards are employed, the projection of service demands requires the impact re-

searcher to carefully examine the premises underlying the approach used and

the level of detail and range of services to be projected. Conceptually and

pragmatically, then, public service projections, though often seen as rela-

tively straightforward (because of the ready availability of population-based

standards), clearly require careful analyses of and extensive information on

present and new populations' service requirements, if they are to be done

adequately and accurately.

FACTORS AFFECTING PUBLIC SERVICE PROJECTIONS

The projection of public services requires a careful consideration not

only of total service demands but also of other dimensions of service delivery

and service usage in impacted rural areas. Foremost among the factors affect-

ing the utility and accuracy of public service projections are an area's:

1. Predevelopment service levels

2. Distribution of services

3. Quality of services

4. Service delivery system
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- 5. Perceptions of and satisfaction with local services bases

6. Service variability.

Each of these factors is described briefly below.

Level of Services

One of the most obvious factors affecting the level of new services re-

quired to meet the demands of new populations is the predevelopment service

level in the site area. Although an exhaustive listing of local services in

- rural areas in the nation is not readily available (Murdock and Leistritz,

1979), it is evident that many services in rural areas are inadequate. Rural

_ populations have lower levels of nearly all forms of health services (U.S. De-

partment of Health, Education and Welfare, 1979), and rural educational ser-

vices are clearly less comprehensive than those in urban areas (U.S. Bureau of

the Census, 1979). In fact, in terms of nearly all nonenvironmental dimen-

sions, the quality of life in rural areas lags behind that for more urban

areas (Ross et al, 1979).

The level of local services must thus be carefully considered in pub-

lic service projections in rural areas. Although some services may have ex-

cess capacity (such as medical or educational facilities), most will not, and

- assessments must carefully determine the adequacy of existing services prior

to either using local standards as a means for projecting new service needs or

accepting the sufficiency of existing services. It is essential that service

projections be able to project existing service inadequacy or excess capacity

and that the potential significance of new demands for existing service bases

be adequately examined.

Service Distribution

It is also essential to recognize that public services are often not

appropriately located geographically to meet the increased demands resulting

from a resource development, even when total service levels in the site are

sufficient to meet the increased demands. Thus, impact assessments must de-

scribe the location of service bases in relation to the location of the ex-

pected growth. In many aural areas, for example, social service, mental

health, and similar services are provided only in regional trade centers and

l - may be inaccessible to rural populations that are several hours' driving
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distance from such centers. In addition, because service areas are often for-

mally defined, persons whose normal trade patterns involve one trade center

may find that their area of residence falls in the service area of another

trade (council of government, health system agency) center. Inaccessibility

may effectively negate the availability of services. Before an assessment can

be interpreted as indicating service adequacy or inadequacy, the question of

accessibility must be addressed.

Quality of Services

Equally significant is the question of service quality. The existence of

the appropriate number of service units does not ensure that the quality of

services is adequate to meet either existent or projected demands. Although

assessing service quality is extremely difficult, service quality requires

careful consideration because of the potential problems that may be encoun-

tered if only quantitative assessments are made. Assessments of the age,

education, training of service personnel, and the conditions of plant and

equipment should be completed. If medical personnel are nearing retirement,

police officers lack training in firearm usage, or firemen have little formal

training, then the use of numbers of existing personnel as indicators of ser-

vice adequacy may lead to underestimates of service needs, while the existence

of extensive expertise may partially offset numerically lower service levels.

The Service Delivery System

Another factor affecting service projections is the need to take the

characteristics of the existing service delivery system into account. The

form and management of service delivery in rural areas differs substantially

from that in urban areas. Delivery systems are often less formalized and

fixed management structures and routines (such as daily routes for garbage

collection) may not be included in existing systems. In rapidly growing

areas, such as areas being impacted by resource development, more formaliza-

tion may be necessary to meet increased demands. Although it is extremely

difficult to assess such dimensions, it is essential to assess not only

whether the level of existing services is sufficient but also to determine

whether the delivery system and the management structure for that system are

properly organized to deliver the services necessary to meet increased demand.
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Service Perceptions and Satisfaction

The adequacy of a given level of services is seldom simply a function of

the level of services. It is, in large part, a function of residents' percep-

tions. Levels of services may be differently perceived such that a relatively

large number of persons in one area will perceive such service levels as suf-

ficient to meet their needs while in another area, or for other groups in the

same area, the same level of services is deemed to be inadequate (Christenson,

1976; Gessaman et al, 1978; Murdock and Schriner, 1978). Perceived levels of

dissatisfaction often increase with increased levels of growth (Summers et al,

1976) and expectations rise dramatically. Thus, although the prediction of

trends in service perceptions is extremely difficult, such changes should be

considered.

Service Variability

Finally, it should be recognized that the projection of service demands,

though usually reported in a single part on an impact assessment and performed

by only a few members of an assessment team is, in fact, a multifaceted area

of analysis. It is an area in which a broad range of dimensions unique to

each service area should be examined and in which specialized knowledge of

each type of service should be obtained. Service projections involve not one

but several substantive areas and should involve specialists from numerous

substantive fields. Thus, the delivery of medical services is clearly differ-

ent than the delivery of water and sewer services, and law enforcement, fire

protection, and other public services differ from housing and recreational ser-

vices which are largely privately financed and managed. It is unlikely that

any assessment effort can obtain the resources necessary to involve special-

ists from each service area; recognition of the limited knowledge base upon

which most service projections are made and of the relatively simplistic

nature of this base in relation to the complexity of each service area is

essential.

The need to consider the factors noted above, coupled with the breadth of

service dimensions and complexity of premises underlying service projections

clearly point to the need.for care in performing service projections. If ser-

vice projections are to be useful for infrastructure planning and development,

I
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they must be completed with full recognition of the complexity of the task

being attempted and of the limitations inherent in the use of prevailing

methods and conceptual bases.

METHODS FOR PUBLIC SERVICE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The actual processes used in assessing public service impacts, like those

used in other assessment procedures described in earlier chapters, fail to

attain many of the characteristics desired for such projections. Few ade-

quately assess service distributions, service delivery systems or provide

other detail required to fully characterize the complexity of each service

area. Despite such weaknesses, the techniques used have received relatively

widespread acceptance. The techniques actually employed are described briefly

below.

The techniques employed in making public service projections involve the

completion of three major assessment processes. The description of these pro-

cesses--(l) the description of baseline services, (2) the selection of a

standard for use in projecting service demands, and (3) the projection of ser-

vice demands--provides an organizing mechanism around which alternative meth-

ods can be described. Thus, the steps in each process, data sources used in

each process, alternative methods that can be employed, and the relative ad-

vantages and disadvantages of each method are described below for each of the

three assessment processes.

Description of Baseline Services

As with all assessment processes, the first major step involves a de-

scription of baseline service levels. To complete such descriptions, secon-

dary, primary, or a combination of secondary and primary data collection

methods can be employed.

Secondary data methods are nearly always employed, even when primary data

collection methods are also used. The utility of this approach varies by ser-

vice area. Data on housing are readily available from the census of housing

for each decade. For years between census periods, data from periodic

national surveys (such as the Annual Housing Survey) can be obtained and local

surveys have often been performed by local planning agencies and similar

groups.
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For educational services, data can be obtained on average daily atten-

dance, and number of personnel from state departments of education and nation-

wide educational data are available from the U.S. Department of Education.

Data on law enforcement and fire services are more difficult to obtain

but some data are usually available from the state fire marshal and state

police or other state law enforcement agencies. In most cases, however, de-

finitive local data on police and fire services in rural areas are only avail-

able by collecting primary data in local areas.

Data on medical services, though available at the national, regional, or

state level (Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1979), are seldom

available on a regular basis for communities in rural areas and must be ob-

tained from primary data collection efforts. Data on water supplies, water

treatment, and solid waste disposal are often available from the state health

department but these services may require extensive primary data collection

and updating of secondary data.

Data on transportation services are usually available from the state

highway department, data on social service agencies from social service agen-

cies, and data on library services from the state library or library associa-

tion. Finally, data on outdoor recreation are usually available from state

recreational associations, but data on indoor recreation facilities are seldom

available except through primary data collection.

Overall, secondary data can be most readily used for baseline descrip-

tions of housing, education, and social services, with less certainty for law

enforcement, fire, water and waste, transportation, and library services, but

they are seldom sufficient for characterizing medical and indoor recreational

services. In addition, secondary data seldom allow one to adequately assess

service needs. Data on service personnel and facilities and on service usage

and occurrences (for example, crime data) may be available, but data seldom

indicate areal levels of need for medical, educational, social, or other ser-

vices. Needs assessment data thus form a logical, but seldom available, coun-

terpart to secondary data in assessment efforts.

The advantages of secondary data are evident. They are relatively easy

to obtain, though often difficult to physically locate. They are less costly

to collect and more likely to have been collected for multiple areas using a

common set of procedures and guidelines than is possible with primary data.
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The disadvantages are in the variable quality of such data from one service

area to another, and the tendency for secondary data to be somewhat dated and

to have low levels of reliability for small areas.

Primary data collection methods are usually used to expand, update, and

validate secondary data. When primary data collection methods are used they

require contact with officials in each service area. Although mail, tele-

phone, or other forms of noncontact surveys are often used, personal surveys

are the most reliable form for such data collection efforts.

Primary data methods have the clear advantage of providing comprehen-

sive and current data that are generally well validated, though in some rural

areas the part-time nature of service personnel may limit their knowledge

bases concerning many services. These methods are also quite costly to

complete and require extensive time and personnel resources. Because of such

- cost considerations, primary data cannot be used in many assessment efforts.

Finally, it should be noted that the optimum and most widely used method

for collecting data on baseline service conditions involves collecting as much

data as possible through secondary means and then updating, validating, and ex-

panding these data through primary methods. Such combined methods are usually

the most desirable and efficient method for obtaining the data necessary to

describe baseline services.

Whatever method is used to describe baseline conditions, the accurate de-

scription of such conditions is essential to the assessment process. If such

descriptions are incomplete or inaccurate, projected service impacts will be

inadequate for effective facility and service planning.

Selecting a Standard

Although the selection of a standard to be used for projecting service

demands is largely a decision-making step rather than a procedure step, it is

perhaps the most vital step in projecting service demands. It involves the

selection of rates of service usage per unit of population and thus, as with

other projection methods, the accuracy of these rates (and the assumptions

underlying them) will determine the accuracy of the projections. In general,

the rates used are derived from one of several alternatives. These alterna-

tives involve the use oft:

1. Predevelopment local service levels,
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2. Comparable area service levels, and

3. General usage and engineering standards and estimates.

Each of these alternatives is briefly described below.

The use of local service levels is widely accepted in service projec-

tions. The use of these standards represents the most conservative projection -

approach. Such standards are clearly applicable to the impact area, and their

use has the advantage of ready availability and relatively high credibility 4
with decision makers. The disadvantages of the use of local standards are

that, for a variety of reasons described above, they may reflect already in-

sufficient service bases and may not accurately reflect the impacts of new

service demands.

Another method for selecting service standards is to analyze the service

demands that have occurred in similar areas during developments. Such case

study or comparable area methods (see Burchell and Listokin, 1978) have

several advantages. They avoid both the assumption that predevelopment ser-

vice levels will prevail during resource developments and the use of general

rates that may be derived from areas that 'are significantly different than the

impact area. The difficulties entailed in the selection of such standards are

twofold. First, finding an area with predevelopment service levels similar to

the impact area may be difficult. Secondly, because of the lack of adequate

data on actual service changes that have resulted from development events, es-

tablishing standards that accurately reflect actual service changes may be

nearly impossible. The method is used relatively sparingly, but its use is

likely to increase as data on larger numbers of impacted areas accumulate.

The third type of standards is those that are most often selected. Sev-

eral sets of such standards have received widespread use. Table 4.1 presents

data on three widely used sets of rates. The data in the table indicate the

nature of such standards and their variability. Thus, it is evident that such

population-based ratios are likely to vary widely from one source to another

and should be used with caution. The advantages of such standards lie in

their widespread usage and acceptance, their ease of application, and their

grounding in analytical analyses. The disadvantages of such standards are

equally evident. They are unlikely to be applicable to many areas, particu-

larly rural areas that are dissimilar to the areas for which they were de-

veloped; they do not reflect existing service bases in the impact area, and
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Table 4.1. Public Facility Standards from Selected Sources, by Service Area

Source
Powder River Basin

Capital Facilities StudyServices THK Associates Real Estate Research Corporation(a)

Education:
Personnel

Plant Elementary--74 square feet/student
Junior High--90 square feet/student
Senior High--108 square feet/student

1 elementary school--800 students
1 Junior High school--1,200 students
1 High school--1,800 students

18.2 students/l teacher

Number of acres/1,000 population:
Elementary--3.25 (urban), 2.20 (rural)
Junior High--2.08 (urban), 1.40 (rural)
Senior High--3.28 (urban), 2.20 (rural)

Number of schools/l,000 population
Elementary--.2558
Junior High--.0825
Senior High--.0810

Elementary--30-32/class
Secondary-- 30-35/class
Elementary--90 square feet/student
High School--150 square feet/student

.48 elementary students/household

.22 high school students/household

Recreation:

Playground

Neighborhood

parks
Play field

Community park

District park

Baseball field

Swimming pool
Tennis court

Golf course

Ice skating rink

Community

building

Regional park

Basketball court

Sports field

picnic areas

Softball field
Wading pool

25-yard outside

pool

50-yard outside

pool

Indoor pool

Football field
a Community

open space

Library:

Plant

Equipment

1.5 AC*/l,000 population

2.0 AC/l,000 population
1.5 AC/l,000 population
3.5 AC/l,000 population
2.0 AC/l,000 population
1/1,800 population
1/25,000 population
1/2,000 population
1/50,000 population
1/25,000 population

1/30,000 population

1.5 AC/l,000 population

8.5 AC/l,000 population
1.5 AC/l,000 population

2.0 AC/l,000 population
1/6,000 population

1/2,000 population
1/25,000 population

1/25,000 population
15.0 AC/l,000 population
2 AC/1,000 population

1.5 AC/1,000 population
1/3,000 population
1/5,000 population

1/10,000 population

1/20,000 population
1/25,000 population
1/25,000 population

3.9 AC/l,000 dwellings

3.3 AC/l,000 dwellings

.7 square feet/capita
2.5 volumes/capita

Minimum: 2,000 square feet
10,000 volumes

1.0 square feet/capita
Minimum 15,000-20,000 volumes

' 5
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Table 4.1. (Continued)

THK Associates

Source
Powder River Basin

Capital Facilities Study Real Estate Research Corporation(a)Services

Medical:
Personnel
Plant 4 beds/l,000 population

.75-1.25 doctors/l,000 population

4.0-4.5 beds/l,000 population
75-80 percent occupancy

Social welfare
services: .5 social workers/1,000 population

Fire:
Plant
Personnel

Equipment

Police:
Plant
Personnel
Equipment

1 station/10,000 population

1 truck/10,000 population
1 pumper/10,000 population

1 station/12,500 population

1 vehicle/2,500 population

Pumping capacity of 2,000-2,500
gallons/minute

1 fire truck

100 square feet per officer
2 officers/1,000 population
1/2-2/3 car/1,000 population

5,120 square feet
2/1,000 dwelling unit or equivalent
volunteers

2 pumpers
1 staff car
1 ambulance
1,000 gallons/minute for 4 hours
duration/l,000 population

22.5 square feet/officer
1.5 officers/l,000 population
1 vehicle/l,000 dwelling units

Water:
Supply
Treatment

180 gpd(b)
168 gpd(b)2.5 average gallons/day

150 gpd(b)
150 gpd(b)/persons to operate sewer
plant

*AC signifies acre.

(a) Standards shown are those for dependent outlying communities with less than 10,000 rural population.

(b) Gallons per day per capita.

Sources: THK Associates--John S. Gilmore, Robert E. Giltner, Dean C. Coddington, and Mary K. Duff, Factors Influencing an Area's Ability to
Absorb a Large-Scale Commercial Coal-Processing Complex (Washington, D.C.: Energy Research and Development Administration, 1975);
Powder River Basin--Intermountain Planners and Wirth-Berger Associates, Powder River Basin Capital Facilities Study (Cheyenne;
Wyoming Department of Economic Planning and Development, 1974); and Real Estate Research--Erik J. Stenchjom and James E. Metzger,
A Framework for Projecting Employment and Population Changes Accompanying Energy Development (Argonne, Ill.: Argonne National
Laboratory, 1976).
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they only occasionally (Real Estate Research, 1976) reflect the functional

unit thresholds for various services.

In assessing the relative advantages and disadvantages of each type of

standard, it is essential to note that there has been relatively little sys-

tematic assessment of the relative reliability and validity of any set of

standards used in impact assessments. Thus, which sets of standards (local,

general, and so on) provide the most accurate assessments under any given set

of circumstances is not clear. Such assessments are critical, and until they

have been completed the selection of standards will remain less exact than

desired. The selection of standards for use in the projection process must be

done with full realization of the limitations entailed in the selection

process.

Projections of Service Impacts

Given an adequate description of baseline conditions and a set of stan-

dards for projecting service demands, the projection of service impacts is a

relatively simple process. It consists of procedures for applying the

selected standards to projections of new project-related population. The

population-based standards employed in such projections may be either per cap-

ita or per population unit rates (i.e., rates per 1000 population). The stan-

dards shown in Table 4.1 are typical of these rates.

Given these rates, the projection of service needs consists of the

straightforward process of applying the selected rates to projections of new

population. For example, given a projected new population of 10,000 persons

and using the THK Associates estimates in Table 4.1, the projections of new

service needs would include projected requirements for 15 acres of playgrounds

(1.5 acres per 1,000 population multiplied by 10,000 new population), 7,000

square feet of library space (0.7 sq. feet per capita multiplied by 10,000

persons), 40 new hospital beds (4 beds per 1,000 population multiplied by

10,000 persons), I new fire station (1 station per 10,000 population), and 4

new police vehicles (1 vehicle per 2,500 population multiplied by 10,000

persons).

The only variation in the application of these rates results from the use

of average versus marginal approaches. When an average-usage approach is

employed, the projected values are reported in an unadjusted form (that is, as
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noted above). If a marginal approach is used, the values projected are ad-

justed (upward or downward) to reflect existing service deficiencies or excess

capacity. Occasional variations may be made in these procedures to adjust for

unique areal characteristics or to more adequately reflect service thresholds,

that is, to reflect the minimum facilities required to provide a given level

- of services. In nearly all cases, however, the general procedure outlined

above is that employed for service projections.

The procedures utilized are easy to compute and are easy to use in a

variety of geographic settings. Their disadvantages lie in the fact that they

are based on standards that have not been adequately verified, they fail to

provide adequate assessments of needs other than personnel and facility re-

quirements, and they seldom adequately account for distributional and quality

differentials. These projection techniques thus clearly require additional

refinement and further analysis of their validity and reliability.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

Public service provisions and assessments may potentially be affected by

the special and standard effects of repository siting. In this section, as in

similar sections of preceding chapters, some of these effects and their impli-

cations for the public service assessment process are discussed.

Special Effects

Among the special efforts of repositories on public services are the ad-

j - ditional demands likely to be placed on transportation, health and safety

maintenance and monitoring, and for emergency preparedness services as a

result of the potential danger resulting from the radioactivity of the sub-

stances to be stored at repository sites. Although the cost dimensions re-

lated to such factors are discussed in Chapter 5, the personnel and facility

dimensions are of concern here.

It is apparent that few rural areas have personnel adequately trained in

the procedures necessary for transporting or securing nuclear waste and nu-

clear waste sites. In addition, most rural areas do not have widely known

emergency evacuation plans and few personnel have been trained in such pro-

cedures. Finally, few health agencies in such areas are capable of providing
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the specialized types of services that might be necessary to diagnose and

properly treat cases of radiation exposure. Clearly, services in these areas

will have to be expanded, personnel given additional training, and additional

personnel employed to address such specialized needs.

Standard Effects

The standard impacts of such facilities on public services should be sim-

ilar to those for other large-scale developments. That is, since service

needs are population dependent, the demand for such service needs should be

determined by the level of population at the project. Although the population

effects may vary with the special effects of such projects (see Chapter 3),

the level of project-related population will still be the major determinant of

service requirements.

Methodological Considerations

The assessment of the public service impacts of nuclear repository siting

will require expansion of the normal range of public service projections and

an expansion of the considerations normally given to other public service

areas. Thus, projections in the areas of emergency preparedness, nuclear

medicine, nuclear waste transportation, and community-related facility site

security should be added to the standard range of services projected. At the

same time, projections of general medical, transportation, and public services

should be expanded to include the special effects of repositories on standard

service dimensions. The major methodological considerations thus appear to

result from the need to expand the range and dimensions of services that are

to be projected.

Available methodologies, however, with the types of additions noted

above, seem capable of providing the necessary projections for public services

for repository sites. The recommended methodologies should entail the use of

marginal approaches with extensive assessments of baseline service dimensions.

The use of such approaches with the types of additions noted above should

allow for adequate assessments of the public service impacts resulting from

nuclear repository siting.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The projection of public services requires consideration of alternative

conceptual approaches and numerous service dimensions. These projections may

include or exclude consideration of predevelopment service bases and may

include a wide range of widely diverse services. Service projections require

adequate assessment not only of quantitative service dimensions, but also

consideration of the distribution of services, the quality of services, the

nature of the delivery system, service perceptions and satisfaction, and the

variability that exists between various types of services. Finally, the

process of projecting public services requires the completion of an adequate

description of baseline service levels, the selection of a set of standards

for use in the projection process and the application of these standards to

projections of new populations. Secondary or primary data approaches are

usually used to describe baseline conditions, standards are derived from

local, comparative, or general sources, and the projection process is usually

straightforward, involving the application of selected standards to projec-

tions of new population. Whatever the form of projection technique employed,

it is evident that the projection of public services, when properly performed,

is a highly complex process requiring broad-based expertise and extensive

analyses of numerous areally specific socioeconomic and service delivery

dimensions.

The assessment of the public service requirements resulting from resource

developments requires extensive additional analysis of key premises and

methodologies. Until these premises and methodologies have been adequately

analyzed, the validity and reliability of service projections cannot be es-

tablished. Research needs related to several dimensions of public services

are thus evident.

One such area is the need for a comparable data base on service levels

for all rural areas in the nation. Although quantitative needs can be

assessed on a local area basis, there is no single national source of compar-

able data on service availability, quality, and distribution in rural areas.

A data source showing quantitative service levels for small areas is essential

if truly comparative analysis of the service changes resulting from develop-

ments. are to be completed.

Equally important is the requirement for additional needs assessments in

impact areas. These assessments are commonly completed for service planning,
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but seldom appear as part of impact assessments. They usually include assess-

* ments of both quantitative and qualitative service dimensions, and thus pro-

> vide a more holistic basis for public service analyses than is usually pro-

vided by impact assessments. The inclusion of needs assessments in the impact

process should receive careful consideration as a means of increasing the

utility of the public service assessment process.

Related to the needs noted above is the development of methodologies that

ensure the systematic inclusion of service distribution, service quality, and

service delivery system dimensions in the assessment process. At present

t - these factors enter largely as qualifiers in the descriptive phase of public

service projections but are seldom used to adjust or otherwise modify the

-_ projection process. Both qualitative and quantitative methods for including

such dimensions in the assessment process should be pursued.

There is also a clear need for critical analyses of the utility of vari-

ous service standards. The simple availability of existing standards has, in

fact, been the major reason for their use. Most standards in use have not

been thoroughly analyzed in terms of either their validity or reliability. A

critical examination of the sources for these standards reveals that they are

derived from relatively few areas of the nation, and these areas are unlike

many of the areas to which they have been applied. Analyses of service

changes in impacted areas must be made to determine what levels of demand have

actually been experienced as a result of resource developments. Only when

such analyses have been completed can one assess when the use of local, gen-

eral, or some other service standard is appropriate.

It is also necessary to more fully integrate service management and engi-

neering considerations and research issues into the service assessment pro-

cess. Most present projection techniques assume a linear relationship between

population increase and service requirements. As with public costs, however,

the validity of such assumptions requires extensive analysis (Lansford, 1980).

In addition, it is essential that thresholds related to the management effi-

ciency and engineering feasibility of alternative service units and thresholds

be more fully included in service assessments. Increases in management per-

sonnel requirements and the minimum levels of demand necessary to merit the

construction of certain facilities must be integrated into the formal projec-

tion process. Such considerations have been integrated into fiscal assessment

processes, but they must be more effectively integrated into the service pro-

jection process.
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Although the time and cost considerations involved in the impact assess-

ment process will clearly lead to the continued use of averaging approaches,

it appears necessary to argue for the use of marginal rather than averaging

approaches. Existing service levels in impact areas simply cannot be ignored

if an assessment is to be complete and useful to planners and decision makers.

Research to develop techniques that more adequately use marginal approaches is

thus essential.

Finally, the most evident need related to the assessment of public ser-

vices, as well as for other impact dimensions, is simply the need for more

comprehensive data on the actual public service impacts that have occurred in

rural areas as a result of resource developments. Such data must be collected

and subjected to careful comparative and longitudinal analyses to discern the

actual changes in service demands that occur as an area develops. Until such

data and the results of its analysis are available, there will be little

agreement on which alternative techniques should be used in assessment ef-

forts. As with the assessment process as a whole, then, the assessment of

service impacts requires increased long-term research and analysis efforts.

The assessment of service impacts is often seen as one of the least

complicated steps in the socioeconomic assessment process, but this assumption

is true only in relation to the numerical computation of service demands. To

effectively understand and project the service demands of a major resource

development requires an extensive base of research and analytical information.

As with other parts of the assessment process, the assessment of public

services must be refined so that its accuracy, reliability, and validity can

be assured, and its use for critical planning and decision-making processes

fully justified.
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CHAPTER 5

FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS

The purpose of fiscal impact analysis is to project the changes in costs

* and revenues of governmental units which are likely to occur in response to a

development project. The governmental units of primary interest are those

local jurisdictions which may experience substantial changes in population

and/or service demands as a result of the project (Muller, 1975). In some

cases, the effect of major projects on state tax revenues and expenditures al-

so may be evaluated (Krutilla et al, 1978; Leholm et al, 1976a; Stinson and

Voelker, 1978; Toman et al, 1977), but such analyses are often for the purpose

of identifying resources which could be used for local impact assistance pro-

grams (Leistritz et al, 1979b). Some early analyses considered only the di-

rect effects of the project (that is, the additional tax revenue produced by

the plant and the added public service costs directly attributable to the

plant and its workers).[1I This approach ignores tax revenues from workers'

residences and other property and also neglects both the revenues and costs

5 - which may result from the secondary (indirect and induced) effects of the

project. Because the secondary effects of a project can be quite important in

determining its total fiscal implications (Hirsch, 1964), most recent analyses

attempt to account for both direct and secondary effects.[21 In summary,

then, the primary objective of fiscal impact studies is to determine whether

new development projects will directly and indirectly generate enough new

local revenues to pay for the added public services they will require (Muller,

1975).

Fiscal impact analysis is sometimes confused with other evaluative tech-

- niques, particularly cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis. The basic

difference in these approaches is the scope of the analysis. Fiscal impact

- analysis, also often called cost-revenue analysis (Burchell and Listokin,

1978), focuses exclusively on the public sector costs and revenues associated

with a particular development project or form of growth. The results of such

an analysis is typically a statement of net surplus or deficit (usually mea-

sured in dollars but sometimes in service units or manpower). The key feature

of fiscal impact analysis, then, is that it focuses exclusively on the reve-

nues received and costs incurred by governmental units. Cost-effectfveness
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analysis focuses on the cost of providing selected services, or more broadly,

of achieving selected objectives. This technique emphasizes determining the

least cost approach to achieving a given objective and typically considers a

range of alternative actions within the constraint of a fixed level of re-

sources (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). Cost-benefit analysis is the broadest

of the three techniques and involves comparison of both tangible and intan-

gible costs and benefits of a project. The cost and benefits considered in-

clude not only the expenditures and revenues of public sector entities but

also benefits and cost experienced by private businesses and individuals, in-

cluding both tangible benefits and costs.

The distinguishing features of the three techniques can be illustrated by

a hypothetical example of their application to a large-scale synthetic fuel

facility. A fiscal impact analysis would evaluate the likely effect of the

project on the tax revenues and costs of nearby school districts, municipali-

ties, counties, and perhaps the state government. A cost-effectiveness anal-

ysis might be employed to determine the least costly means of providing public

service, such as emergency medical care, at desired levels. A cost-benefit

analysis would include evaluation of not only the public sector costs and rev-

enues considered in the fiscal impact analysis but also private sector costs

and benefits. These private sector costs and benefits would include the di-

rect and secondary effects of the project on incomes of area residents and

also environmental and quality of life effects such as increased air pollu-

tion, congestion, and visual impacts.[31

The purpose of this chapter is fourfold. First, the conceptual bases and

methodological alternatives for fiscal impact assessment are reviewed. Sec-

ond, the characteristics of the impact process which are especially important

in determining the fiscal effects of major projects are examined, and the in-

formation needs of decision makers with respect to fiscal impacts are de-

scribed. Third, we examine the techniques which are typically employed in

fiscal impact assessments. Finally, the implications for nuclear repository

siting are discussed.

CONCEPTUAL BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL
ALTERNATIVES IN FISCAL IMPACT ASSESSMIENT

Fiscal impact analysis had its origins in the 1950's as a number of

studies were undertaken to statistically predict municipal expenditures.[4]
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S - The cost functions or multipliers thus derived were employed in studies to

determine whether certain types of housing development pay their own way" in

I W terms of costs and revenues to local governments.[5] While early fiscal

* impact studies tended to focus on the implications of alternative types of

housing development or alternative residential growth patterns, a few studies

examined the impacts of industrial development on local government finances

(Hirsch, 1961; Loewenstein, 1963; Kee, 1968; Garrison, 1970). During theK ~ 1970's there has been a substantial increase in fiscal impact analyses in both

urban and rural settings. In the urban context, the growing interest in fis-

cal impact analyses arose in large part from concern that some types of land

uses may have adverse fiscal effects (Muller, 1975). In rural areas, fiscal

impact studies have become more frequent as a result of industrial decentral-

ization (Youde and Huettig, 1971; Shaffer and Tweeten, 1974; Morse and Hushak,

1979). Many communities have offered tax concessions or other inducements to

encourage industries to locate in their area, but there is growing awareness

that careful analysis of the fiscal implications of rural industrialization is

needed if these programs are to bring the desired results (Tweeten and

Brinkman, 1976; Wilson, et al, 1979; Morse and Gerard, 1980).

Analysis of the fiscal impacts of large-scale development projects has

received increasing attention since the enactment of the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). During the first few years following the

enactment of NEPA, environmental impact statements often gave only limited

attention to economic and social impacts. Court decisions coupled with pres-

sure from local and state officials, however, have led to more thorough treat-

ment of economic and social impact considerations (Watson, 1977). The fiscal

impacts of new developments have received special attention because these ef-

fects are readily perceived by local officials and are believed to be amenable

to mitigation efforts. Recent decisions by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

and the Federal Power Commission have established the precedent that firms de-

veloping new power plants may be required to compensate local governments for

additional expenditures resulting from the project (Watson, 1977). A number

of states have enacted legislation governing the siting of major industrial

facilities (Rapp, 1976; Auger et al, 1978; Auger and Zeller, 1979). The state

siting authorities thus created often have been authorized to include require-

ments for fiscal impact mitigation as conditions in the siting permits they

grant.[6) Finally, local officials may use their zoning power as the basis

for negotiation with development firms.[71
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The growing interest in fiscal impact assessment in both rural and urban

contexts has led to an increasing number of such studies.[81 These efforts

have resulted in a more intensive examination of the conceptual basis for

fiscal studies and also in the development of a number of specific methods of

fiscal impact analysis. In this section, we describe first the theoretical

foundations and then the methodological alternatives for fiscal impact

assessment. `

Conceptual Bases for Fiscal Impact Assessment

Key concepts in the estimation of public sector costs and revenues in-

clude the basic economic principles of demand and supply. These concepts were

developed primarily with reference to private sector goods and services, how-

ever, and their application to public sector services is limited by a number

of conceptual and practical obstacles.

Demand for a particular good or service is traditionally defined as a

schedule describing the quantities of the product which will be purchased by

consumers at various alternative prices. With very few exceptions, larger

quantities will be purchased at lower prices. Consumers will differ in their

demand schedules for a given product because of difference in their incomes

and in their tastes and preferences. A consumer's demand schedule may change

over time, then, with changes in income, in prices of other goods, and in

preferences for particular products. The horizontal summation of the individ-

ual demand curves of all consumers in a given market gives the market demand

schedule.

The supply of a given product is similarly defined as the schedule of

quantities of the goods that producers will place on the market at various

alternative prices. The typical relationship is that greater quantities will

be supplied at higher prices. The nature of the supply function is in turn

determined by the nature of the production function for the product. In the

private sector, the prices and quantity exchanged for a given product are de-

termined by the intersection of the supply and demand schedules (that is, the

price level at which the quantity consumers wish to purchase is equal to the

quantity producers will supply).[91 However, when this conceptual framework

is applied to public sector services, a number of conceptual and practical

difficulties arise.
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Services provided by local governments have a number of unique character-

istics which pose difficulties in applying the traditional supply and demand

concepts in a straightforward manner. These characteristics relate to both

the nature of the services produced by local governments and the environment

in which governmental decisions are made. Public services are typically char-

acterized by one or a combination of the following characteristics: public or

collective good, natural monopolies, externalities, and merit goods. It is

the presence of these features which has led certain services to be provided

by the public sector rather than by the private sector. Public or collective

goods refer to products characterized by joint consumption (that is, consump-

tion by one individual does not reduce consumption by anyone else). National

defense and local fire and police protection are examples of this phenomenon.

These services are not well-suited to provision by the private sector as many

persons who benefit from the service likely would not be willing to share in

its cost.[(O]

Natural monopolies exist when the conditions for supplying a given ser-

vice are such that a given market can be supplied most efficiently by a single

producing entity. Local sewer and water services are examples of this situa-

tion as are electric and gas utilities.[llj When natural monopolies are pres-

ent, the service is sometimes provided directly by a governmental entity; but

often a private firm is authorized to supply the market, subject to govern-

mental regulation of its rates and the nature of its services.

Some services are characterized by external benefits (that is, benefits

which accrue to others besides those who directly consume the service). Edu-

cation is an example of this type of service. These services are typically

provided by governmental entities because private enterprise would tend to

produce a smaller than optimum quantity of the service (because private pro-

ducers could not capture the full social benefits of their product).

Merit goods are those which society deems essential for the well-being of

persons who will not or cannot purchase them in the market. For example, in-

noculation for disease and milk for school lunches are sometimes provided by

the public sector at no charge to consumers.

In summary, services provided by the public sector typically differ in

certain key characteristics from those provided by private sector entities.

These characteristics in turn complicate the task of projecting the service

requirements and costs associated with growth. The environment in which
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public service decisions are made also differs from that found in markets for

private sector goods. Government agencies establish levels of services to be

provided and taxes to be levied subject to both external and local con-

straints. For some services, such as education and welfare, minimum standards

are established by outside authority and the community supposedly meets these

standards, generally with outside financial support (Tweeten and Brinkman,

1976). Similarly, state statutory or constitutional provisions typically

establish minimum and maximum levels for tax rates and assessment ratios and

limit debt issues to a specified fraction of the local tax base. Within the

framework established by these external restrictions, local officials are

further constrained in their decisions by voters' perceptions of "acceptable"

levels of taxation and "desirable" levels of services.[121

Individuals in a community can be expected to differ in the level of

services they desire and in the level of costs they are willing to incur.

Further, the distribution of benefits and costs associated with a particular

service is generally not uniform over all members of the community. A com-

bination of the desire of individuals to maximize benefits from public ser-

vices relative to costs and their inability singularly to have a significant

effect on the outcome of collective decisions provides an incentive for the

formation of groups with mutual interest. The central goal of such special

interest groups is to influence officials to provide a set of services from

which the members of the group receive benefits in excess of their costs

(Jones and Murdock, 1979). Local officials, then, can be viewed as balancing

the desires of their constituents for adequate services against their need to

limit expenditures to a level deemed acceptable by those constituents.[13]

Demand For Public Services

Demand analysis requires a thorough understanding of the characteristics

of the various public services. If demand schedules are to be estimated for

specific public services, meaningful output measures are essential (Hirsch,

1973). Output should be measured in terms of the number of basic output units

of specified quality characteristics provided per unit of time. Very few of

the public services provided by local governments, however, has basic output

units with well-defined physical characteristics (water delivery and solid

waste disposal are obvious exceptions). Measuring the output of many public

services is quite difficult, and defining and measuring the quality of that
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output is even more difficult (Hirsch, 1973). In the abstract, one can view a

basic service unit for many public services as having numerous quality

dimensions which should be incorporated into a demand analysis. Because of

the great difficulty in developing empirical measures of public service output

quantity and quality, however, demand functions for many public services are

difficult to estimate.[l41

In the context of assessing the impacts of a large-scale project, the

lack of empirical estimates of the factors affecting the demand for public

services poses a serious problem. There is reason to believe that the eco-

nomic and demographic changes which accompany a large-scale development will

lead to substantial shifts in the demand for various services (Auger et al,

1978; Gilmore and Duff, 1975). There is little basis, however, for estimating

the extent of these changes in service demands in a given impact situation.

Another factor which complicates the analysis of public service provision

is the public budgeting process. As discussed earlier, local officials at-

tempt to balance the revenues and expenditures of their jurisdictions within a

set of external and local constraints. Changes in local residents' prefer-

ences with regard to services are reflected in this process only indirectly.

- Changes in factors affecting local residents' demand for services (for exam-

ple, per capita incomes, demographic characteristics of in-migrants) may have

less direct influence in public budgeting decision than changes in factors

influencing public fiscal capacity (for example, property tax base, intergov-

ernmental transfers). Thus, analysts typically find that measures of local

fiscal capacity are more effective in explaining intercommunity differences in

levels of public expenditures than are variables which should affect the de-

mand for services (Pidot, 1969).

Supply and Cost of Services

The nature of the supply schedule for a public service depends on the

characteristics of the production function for the service and on the prices

(or supply schedules) of the major inputs (that is, labor, capital, and

management). The production function describes the relationship between

various combinations of physical inputs and levels of output. From this

production function, costs functions can be derived which describe the

relationship between output level and cost per unit of output.[15] Such cost

functions provide the basis for the supply function for the service.
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The costs associated wtih providing public services can be categorized

into operating and capital costs. Capital costs refer to those costs asso-

ciated with resources which have a useful life of several years (for example,

a building), while operating costs refer to payments for resources which are

completely used within the current year (for example, labor and fuel). In

order to provide a realistic estimate of the cost of providing a service,

capital costs should be prorated over the useful life of the capital good.[16J

Public service costs can also be expressed in terms of average costs and

marginal costs. The average cost of providing a given service for a given

time period is computed by simply dividing the total cost (operating costs

plus the prorated share of capital costs per year) of providing the service by

the number of units of output. The marginal cost of providing a service is

the cost of providing one additional unit of the service. Marginal costs may

differ greatly from average costs for certain services and under some condi-

tions. Some factors which can lead to divergence of marginal and average

costs are the presence of excess capacity in existing capital facilities, the

existence of threshold effects for certain services, and the presence of econo-

mies or diseconomies of scale.

If excess capacity is present in a community's capital facilities, the

marginal cost of providing additional services may be substantially less than

the average cost. This effect is particularly important for those services

for which capital costs make up a substantial percentage of total costs (for

example, water and wastewater services).

Threshold effects refer to the fact that basic changes in the type of

service facilities required tend to occur when certain population levels are

reached. For example, a growing community may need to begin mechanical treat-

ment of sewage and/or may find a change from volunteer to full-time firemen to

be desirable. When such threshold levels of population or service load are

reached, the marginal costs of providing additional services may be

substantial.

Economies of scale are said to exist when larger quantities of a service

can be provided at a lower cost per unit. Recent analyses suggest that econ-

omies of scale are present for most services in small communities (with popu-

lations less than, say, 20,000). The most substantial economies are typically

associated with services which are capital intensive (for example, water and

sewer). Conversely, diseconomies of scale are frequently observed in very -

large cities.[171
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Given the conceptual model discussed above, it would appear that the most

appropriate approach to fiscal impact analysis would include developing

empirical estimates of the demand and supply functions for each type of

service. These functions would then provide a basis for estimating changes in

service output and cost associated with a new development. Unfortunately, the

problems inherent in measuring public service outputs have caused most

analysts to seek a simpler approach which avoids output measures and deals

directly with the cost of services (Denver Research Institute, 1979; Burchell

and Listokin, 1978). This approach does, however, require some simplification

of behavioral assumptions and tends to eliminate the distinction between

forces affecting supply and those affecting demand (Margolis, 1968).

;-_ Fiscal impact analysts also typically utilize simplifying assumptions in

dealing with the public budgeting process. In general, it is recognized that

tax rates and governmental expenditures are jointly determined by a number of

factors including community preferences and local tax base. Further, in the

short run, fiscal capacity rather than need is the most significant determi-

nant of expenditure levels.[181 Analysts then must choose between approaches

which include predicted revenues as a major determinant of costs or those

which base cost estimates on a constant level of services (Denver Research

Institute, 1979). The former approach leads to projections of changes in the

level of services which can be supported while the latter provides estimates

of fiscal deficits or surpluses resulting from a project. Since fiscal

surpluses and deficits provide a more concise measure and one which is more

amenable to discounting, most analysts assume a constant level of services,

often in conjunction with an assumption of constant tax rates.[19]

Methodological Alternatives in
Fiscal Impact Assessment

In this section, the major methodological alternatives for revenue and

cost estimation are examined. Methods for revenue estimation are discussed

first, followed by alternative approaches to cost estimation.

Revenue Estimation Methods

Revenue sources of local governments can be broadly classified a's

own-source revenues (that is, those taxes and charges assessed and collected
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directly by the local jurisdictions) and intergovernmental transfers (that is,

funds received from state and federal levels). Own-source revenues can be

further classified according to their primary determinants into those based on

property valuation (for example, ad valorem property taxes), those based on

income or sales (for example local or sales taxes), those based on the level

of production of some industry (for example, severance or gross production

taxes), and those based largely on changes in population. The techniques

which are most appropriate for estimating revenues for these sources will

differ depending on the revenue source (Burchell and Listokin, 1978; Denver

Research Institute, 1979).

Several general factors must be kept in mind when estimating changes in

local revenues. An adequate estimation technique must include a mechanism for

estimating the change in tax base, a method for estimating (or assumptions

concerning) the effective tax rate, and a means of estimating the timing of

revenue collections. Estimates of changes in the relevant tax bases (for

example, property value and income) are frequently derived from the economic

and demographic impact assessment models discussed in previous chapters. Tax

rates are frequently assumed to remain at their current levels.[201 Estimat-

ing the assessment ratios which will apply to new industrial and residential

property is frequently a complex task; this topic is discussed later in con-

nection with specific property tax estimation techniques. Finally, estimating

the timing of revenue changes requires careful attention to the prevailing

taxation and revenue distribution practices. Frequently substantial time lags

exist between an initial increase in tax base or population and receipt of

additional revenues resulting from this change.

Property Tax Estimation

The property tax is by far the most common form of local taxation,

accounting for more than half of the own-source revenues of municipal govern-

ments and more than 85 percent of own-source revenues of school districts in

1972 (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). The property tax base in a particular

state may consist of both real property (land and structures) and personal

property. Real property, however, typically represents the bulk of the tax

base.
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Estimating changes in property taxes involves first estimating changes in

the tax base. Major components of the change in local tax base resulting from

a new project include the taxable value of the project facilities, of addi-

tional business and commercial property resulting from the project, and of new

or improved residential property. Determining the taxable value of project

facilities requires careful analysis of relevant state statutes and adminis-

trative guidelines together with detailed information concerning the invest-

ment in project facilities. Statutes and administrative practices may differ

not only from state to state but from industry to industry and from county to

county in cases where local assessors are responsible for valuing the new

facilities (Denver Research Institute, 1979).

Changes in the value of business and commercial property may be estimated

as a function of estimated changes in local income or sales (Toman et al,

1977). Changes in the value of residential property may be estimated as a

function of the changes in population or local income (Morse and Gerard, 1980;

Krutilla et al, 1978), but some analysts believe that more precise estimates

can be developed through estimating the composition of new residential devel-

opment. This approach involves estimating the number of new housing units by

type during the various phases of the project's life (particularly distin-

guishing construction and operation phases) and then estimating the typical

- values of each type of unit. Types of housing typically include single family

housing, multifamily permanent units, and mobile homes (Denver Research

Institute, 1979; Toman et al, 1977). An important consideration which is

sometimes overlooked, however, is that population growth is likely to lead to

substantial increases in the value and assessed valuation of existing residen-

tial and nonresidential property (Weber and Goldman, 1979). The relative

elasticities of the assessed valuations of residential and nonresidential

property with respect to population growth will affect the distribution of tax

burdens among classes of property owners (Buchanan and Weber, 1979). Further,

the extent to which these changes in assessed valuation of existing property

are taken into account may have a substantial effect on revenue projections.

The possibility that a new project may lead to losses of tax revenue from

certain sources must also be considered. This issue is particularly relevant

if the new project is to be publicly owned and hence exempt from local

taxes.[21] Likewise, a new mining project may reduce the long-term productive

capacity of the mined land for agricultural purposes and hence reduce its
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anticipated taxable value. These effects should be included in the analysis

in order to obtain a complete assessment of the fiscal implications of such

projects (Toman et al, 1977).

Estimating the assessment ratio which will apply to new property is often

a complex task. Some studies have assumed that statutory ratios of assessment

to market value will be implemented. The statutory ratio, however, is almost

always higher than the effective assessment ratio (that is, the actual rela-

tionship between assessed and market values), and so this approach will gen-

erally lead to overestimation of actual tax revenues. In order to estimate

the effective assessment ratio, some have utilized the results of published

analyses of sales to valuation ratios. Others have collected primary data on

sales and assessed values for each jurisdiction being analyzed and/or have

interviewed local assessors (Denver Research Institute, 1979). These

approaches may, however, lead to underestimation of the effective valuation

ratio for new property. The effective ratio is typically lower for older

units than for new property. A sample drawn on a strictly random basis is

likely to include a high proportion of older units and thus to provide an

estimated assessment ratio lower than that likely to apply to new units. A

selective sample including only relatively new units may be the best approach

to approximating the effective assessment ratio for impact analysis.

Income and Sales Tax Estimation

In many states there is a recent trend toward diversification of local

governments' revenue sources with reduced dependence on property taxes

(Burchell and Listokin, 1978). This trend is particularly evident for munici-

palities, and sales and income taxes are two revenue sources which are being

utilized increasingly.

Estimation of income and sales tax revenues involves application of the

prevailing tax rates to the estimated change in taxable income or sales. In-

come and sales estimates can typically be derived from the economic impact

analysis models described earlier (in Chapter 2). Income estimates, for

example, can be obtained directly from input-output models or from export base

models utilizing income multipliers. Alternatively, given estimates of

project-related direct and indirect employment, income estimates can be de-

rived through application of average wage and salary levels to the number of
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workers by type. Estimates of local sales can be estimated as a function of

the change in local income.

Production and Severance Taxes

Taxes based on the production of specific types of facilities are being

utilized increasingly as a source of state and local revenue, particularly in

connection with mining projects. In 1978, twenty-nine states had some form of

special tax on minerals extraction (Stinson, 1978). These taxes are usually

either gross production taxes (levied as a percentage of the value of the

product) or severance taxes (levied as a fixed sum per physical unit of

output). In some cases severance or gross production taxes are levied in lieu

of ad valorem property taxes, but often they are applied in addition to these

local property taxes (Stinson, 1978). The division of the revenues from these

special minerals' taxes between state and local levels of government also dif-

fers substantially among states. In some states, all revenues from special

minerals' taxes accrue to the state treasury, but several states use severance

tax receipts as the basis for substantial programs to assist local governments

in rapid growth areas.[22]

Estimation of local government revenues from special minerals' taxes re-

quires a detailed understanding of the state's taxation and distribution formu-

las together with estimates of the facility's production (and in some cases

the price of the product) over time. Production estimates generally are eas-

ily obtained from the firm developing the facility, but the price estimates

may be more difficult. Generalized projections of product prices are usually

available at the industry level, however, if project-specific estimates are

unobtainable.

Population-Related Taxes and Charges

A number of local taxes and charges are perhaps most easily estimated as

a function of population. These include per capita taxes, fees and permits

(such as for building or occupancy), and user charges for water, sewer, and

sanitation services (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). While it may be possible

to develop more accuratm and detailed formulas for projecting some of these

revenues, simple per capita rates are frequently applied. Alternatively, user

charges may be estimated as a function of the number of new households in the
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jurisdiction, but the number of households is, in turn, usually estimated as a

function of population. Particularly if these items account for a relatively

minor share of total revenues, simple per capita approaches are often

employed.[23]

Intergovernmental Transfers

__ Intergovernmental revenues are often more difficult to project than

own-source funds. These difficulties arise because the allocation formulas

are frequently complicated, eligibility for certain forms of assistance

changes as local wealth or other indicators change, and frequently overall

community effects must be considered (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). For

instance, state school aid is usually inversely related to local wealth, and

so a new project that significantly affects the local tax base would affect

the level of state assistance not only for the new students associated with

the specific project, but also for all other students in the locality. In

such situations, the analyst must take account of this overall net change if

he is to obtain a realistic estimate of the effect of the project on the

community (Burchell and Listokin, 1978).

Intergovernmental transfer programs which provide substantial revenues to

local jurisdictions include state educational transfers, redistribution of

state-collected sales and income taxes, redistribution of state-levied motor

fuel, alcohol, and tobacco taxes, and the federal revenue-sharing program.

Educational transfers and federal revenue sharing typically have some of the

most complex distribution formulas, and a detailed simulation subroutine may

be required to accurately reflect changes in these revenue sources (Stinson

and Voelker, 1978). Because educational transfers often account for a sub-

stantial proportion of school district revenues, considerable attention should

be devoted to accurately projecting this revenue source (Denver Research

Institute, 1979).

To summarize, revenue estimation methods tend to be very similar in their

general approach. They differ primarily in the degree of detail employed in

estimating the various revenue components. The greatest variability is usu-

ally found in the methods used to estimate property tax revenues and intergov-

ernmental transfers. Because the relationships and formulas involved are

frequently complex, but generally capable of determination, revenue forecast-

ing is an area where greater analytical effort can be expected to provide more
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,f reliable results. In addition, greater attention probably should be given to

utility user charges and hook-up fees as these are potentially important pol-

icy tools for local officials.

Cost Estimation Methods

A number of approaches can be employed in estimating the community ser-

vice costs associated with growth. These methods can be categorized by the

nature of the cost estimates they provide into average cost and marginal cost

approaches. The average cost approaches include the per capita expenditures

method, the use of community service standards, and the use of cost functions

derived from cross-sectional regression analysis. Marginal cost approaches

include the case study method, comparable city analysis, and economic-

engineering methods. These alternative approaches are discussed in the

following sections.

Per Capita Expenditures Method

The per capita expenditure method is the most widely used of the average

cost techniques and is based on the assumption that the average costs of pro-

viding services to current users are a reasonable approximation of the costs

to provide services to future users (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). Using this

approach, the additional expenditures of a local jurisdiction are computed as

the product of the present per capita expenditure and the number of new resi-

dents. The major strength of this approach is that it can be applied quickly

and relatively inexpensively as it involves very simple calculations and uti-

lizes readily available, historical, local data. The principal weakness of

the technique is that it assumes no excess capacity exists in local services,

no economies of scale prevail, and no significant threshold effects are to be

considered. It also does not allow for the possibility of changes in expendi-

tures per capita as a result of changes in income or other socioeconomic

characteristics.

The per capita expenditure method has a number of variations which in-

volve different methods for calculating or adjusting the per capita expendi-

ture multiplier. Some analysts adjust the historic per capita expenditure

figures judgmentally to account for the effects of changes in income, econo-

mies of scale, and other factors in order to arrive at an impact multiplier
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(Denver Research Institute, 1979). The major problem with this approach is

its reliance on the judgment of the analyst. If in-depth interviews with

local officials are used as the basis for the adjustments, this approach

becomes very similar to the case study approach discussed in a subsequent

section.

Another approach to estimating the per capita multiplier is to utilize

data from a number of jurisdictions. The multiplier may then be derived as a

- simple or weighted average of the per capita expenditures of the various jur-

isdictions or through a regression of expenditures on population and perhaps

other variables. As more variables are added to the regression, this approach

becomes a cross-sectional regression analysis, discussed in a subsequent

section.

Service-Standard Method

The service-standard method, another average-costing technique, involves

developing estimates by service category of the manpower, equipment, and

capital facility requirements associated with a particular level of population

growth. Given the estimates of manpower and facilities required, cost esti-

mates can be developed. The standards (for example, police officers per 1000

population) can be developed from several sources including the community's

current public service personnel and facilities, standards recommended by

state agencies or interest groups, or average relationships derived from data

from state agencies, the U.S. Census of Governments, or other secondary

sources.

- The service standards approach has many of the same strengths and limi-

tations that were discussed with respect to the per capita expenditure ap-

proach. If current local practices are used as the basis for developing

standards, the approach should produce the same results as the per capita

expenditure approach. Perhaps the principal strength of the service standards

approach is the fact that its outputs (for example, personnel requirements by

service area) are provided in a form which is quite useful to local planners

and decision makers. Further, the two-step nature of the cost-estimation

process (that is, estimate resource requirements, then estimate costs) pro-

vides an opportunity for the analyst to take explicit account of changing

labor market conditions and inflation in developing the cost estimates.
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Finally, the service-standards method can serve as a useful adjunct to the

l case study approach, discussed subsequently.

Cross-Sectional Regression Methods

In cross-sectional analysis, expenditures for each service are compared

for different communities with data for the same year. Regression analysis

allows an examination of the relationship between expenditures per capita and

community population, the rate of population growth, income levels, age

distribution, educational levels, and other socioeconomic characteristics.

The development of a predictive formula by use of regression analysis allows

the projection of expenditures given local data on each of the independent

variables. While such expenditure functions are frequently criticized as

lacking an explicit supply and demand framework or behavioral model, a similar

criticism could also be made for the estimation methods discussed previously.

Because the objective of fiscal impact analysis is to estimate changes in

expenditures and revenue resulting from growth and not to estimate cost

functions per se, however, the identification problem is not a major concern.

Essentially, this approach allows a systematic exploration of the correlation

of expenditure growth with a large number of variables (Morse and Gerard,

1980).

A major strength of the cross-sectional regression approach is its abil-

ity to include a large number of variables which may influence local expendi-

tures. The expenditure function which is estimated, however, is a generalized

function based on average relationships across a large number of jurisdic-

tions. For this reason some analysts feel that these functions are better

suited to regional analysis and to exploration of general trends than to pro-

jecting expenditures for a particular jurisdiction (Denver Research Institute,

1979).[24]

Case Study Method

The case study method is a marginal cost approach which may be particu-

larly well-suited to cases in which existing services and facilities may be

significantly under- or overutilized (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). Under

these conditions, the average cost of providing services to present users may

not accurately measure the costs of providing services to new residents. This
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method relies primarily on in-depth interviews with officials of local service

departments to determine what additional personnel and equipment each depart-

ment will require to meet the needs created by the proposed development.

A major advantage of this approach is that it encourages participation by

service department personnel in the estimation of growth impacts. It allows

consideration of such local factors as existing excess capacity (or con-

versely, current overutilization of facilities), threshold effects, economies

of scale, and any other unique circumstances which may be present. The major

problem with this method is judging the accuracy of local officials' re-

sponses. In some cases, officials' responses may be influenced by political

and budgeting considerations, and this may lead to either over- or underesti-

mates of actual expenditure requirements. Further, local officials may not

always be well-equipped to evaluate potential needs and associated expenditure

requirements. For example, if a small rural community is located near the

site of a large industrial project, its population could double or triple in

just a few years (Gilmore et al, 1976; Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

Under these conditions, local officials may have difficulty in estimating

additional service requirements as the magnitude of anticipated population

growth and the resulting changes in service needs are outside the range of

their experience.

Community service standards developed from secondary sources may be quite

useful as a supplement to the case study approach. Thus, Burchell and

Listokin (1978) suggest estimating the number of additional personnel required

based on service standards and comparing these estimates with those obtained

from local officials. If the two sets of estimates diverge substantially, the

officials may be reinterviewed to determine the reasons for the differences.

The case study approach has been used extensively in recent years (Morse,

1978; Muller, 1976; Denver Research Institute, 1979) and may be particularly

applicable to impact analysis for large projects in rural areas. It does,

however, require considerably more time and effort than some of the average

cost techniques described earlier.

Comparable City Method

The comparable city method, another marginal cost procedure, is employeCs

in situations similar to those in which the case study method is used. This

method involves use of expenditure ratios calculated by population size and
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growth rate and is sensitive to economies and diseconomies of scale as well as

to expenditure variations which are a function of both the direction and pace

of growth (Burchell and Listokin, 1978). It is among the most recent of the

fiscal impact analysis methods and has received widespread application only

since the mid-1970's.

The cornerstone of this procedure is a set of expenditure multipliers for

communities of different sizes and growth rates. These multipliers are typ-

ically calculated using data from the U.S. Census of Governments.[25] To ap-

ply the comparable city method, the analyst first determines (using the re-

sults of the demographic impact assessment) the future population of the com-

munity and its estimated growth rate during the impact period. The commun-

ity's growth rate since the latest census is also computed. Then two sets of

multipliers are employed to estimate the additional expenditures associated

with growth. The current multipliers are those applicable to the community

without the growth stimulus while the future multipliers are those applicable

to the community after growth. The difference in cost estimates from the two

sets of multipliers provides an estimate of the costs of growth.[26]

Economic-Engineering Method

The economic-engineering method may be quite useful in fiscal impact

projections. The essence of this approach is to develop a production function

for the service in question by specifying the physical inputs required and

attaching a cost to each input (Isard and Coughlin, 1958; Mackey, 1977). The

economic-engineering approach can be applied either to develop generalized

estimates of service production functions (for example, by size of city) or to

develop community-specific estimates based on the design and capacity of pres-

ent facilities and the amount of anticipated growth. The community-specific

approach can be very useful as it can provide not only very realistic esti-

mates of additional costs but also can suggest the likely timing of those

costs (Denver Research Institute, 1979). Recent examples of application of

the economic-engineering approach include studies by Mackey (1977) and Schmidt

et al (1978).

To summarize, a number of distinct techniques can be employed in esti-

mating the local expenditure effects of a new project. Each of these tech-

niques has both advantages and disadvantages. The strengths and weaknesses of

- the different expenditure estimation techniques are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Comparison of Strengths and Weaknesses of Alternative Expenditure Estimation Techniques

Alternative Models
. c te _ _ _ _ _ L 1 

_ t mu

1. Per Capita
Expenditure Method

Major Strengths: Can be applied quickly

and inexpensively.

Uses readily available

data.

Use of local data may

enhance credibility

of results to local

officials.

2. Service Standard
Met hod

3. Cross-Sectional
Regression Method

4. Case Study

Method
5. Comparable
City Method

6. Economic-
Engineering Method

Application is rel-
atively quick and
inexpensive.

Form of output
(requirements for
personnel, equip-
ment and capital
facilities) may be
particularly use-
ful to local
officials.

Assumptions about
changes in costs
of resources (e.g.,
labor) can be read-
ily incorporated.

Allows a systematic

analysis of the re-

lationship between

expenditures and a

number of socio-

economic variables

(e.g., income pop-

ulation, population

gorwth rate, popu-

lation age distri-

bution).

Encourages parrici-

pation of local offi-
cials in estimation

of growth impacts.

Allows consideration

of local factors

such as excess ca-

pacity, throsholdr

effects, and econo-
mies of scale.

Provides expendi-
ture estimates
which are sensi-
tive to economies
and diseconomies
of scale and to
the direction and
rate of population
growth.

Provides expendi-

ture estimates
which take account
of economies of
scale, present
capacity of local
facilities, thresh-
old effects, and
local resource
costs.

Timing of capital
expenditures can
be estimated using
this method.

Provides marginal
cost estimates.

Can be a useful
supplement to other
approaches such as
the case study
approach.

N)
00

Major Weaknesses: Ignores under- or
over-utilization
of present service
facilities.

Economies or dis-

economies of scale

are not considered.

Threshold effects
are not considered.

Changes in demand

for services stem-

ming from changes in
income or other so-

cioeconomic charac-

teristics are not

considered.

Has many of the
same weaknesses of
other average cost-
ing methods (for
example, the per
capita expenditure
method).

If local service
ratios are used as
standards, the re-
sults will be the
same as those from
the per capita ex-
penditure approach.

If national or
regional standards
are used, the re-
sults may appear
unrealistic to
local officials.

Because cost func-
tions are estimated
from data for a
large number of
jurisdictions, they
may not reflect
unique local condi-
tions.

It may be difficult
to judge the accu-
racy of local offi-
cials' estimates.

Time and effort re-
quired is consider-
ably greater than
for some other tech-
niques (particularly
I and 2)

Like the regres-
sion approach, the
expenditure esti-
mates developed
via this approach
may not reflect
unique local
conditions.

Time and effort
required is con-
siderably greater
than for most other
techniques.
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Two contrasts can be observed in examining Table 5.1. The first is between

the average costing techniques (methods 1, 2, and 3) and the marginal costing

techniques (methods 4, 5, and 6). The second major difference among the tech-

niques is the extent to which they rely on localized data. Those techniques

which rely heavily on localized data (particularly methods I and 4) may be the

most accurate in projecting expenditures over long time periods or when very

substantial community growth occurs.

FACTORS AFFECTING FISCAL IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

The fiscal implications of a new project are determined by the inter-

action of a number of factors including project characteristics (for example,

the magnitude of investment and the size and scheduling of the work force) and

site area characteristics (for example, state and local tax structures and the

capacity of existing service delivery systems) and by the nature of the eco-

nomic and demographic effects resulting from the project. Further, because

the fiscal impacts of a project are of considerable interest both to local of-

ficials and their constituents and to developers, decision makers will seek to

use the results of the assessment both to form judgments concerning the desir-

ability of the proposed development and to design growth-management programs.

The fiscal impact assessment should, therefore, be designed to produce projec-

tions in the form which will be most useful to these policy makers. The pur-

pose of this section is to summarize the major determinants of the effects of

a new project on the revenues and costs of local governments and to describe

the information needs of decision makers relative to fiscal impacts.

Factors Affecting Changes in Revenues

The effect of a new project on local government revenues is determined in

large measure by the characteristics of the project and its work force, by the

extent of secondary economic activity resulting from the project, and by in-

stitutional factors, particularly the state and local tax structure. Project

characteristics which have a very substantial influence on local revenues in-

clude the taxable value of the facilities and the earnings of the work force.

Projects which include a substantial amount of taxable property can add quite

significantly to the tax base of the host jurisdictions (Kee, 1968;'Purdey et
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al, 1977). Likewise, workers whose earnings are relatively high can afford

residences with higher taxable values. The extent of secondary economic ac-

tivity which accompanies the project will also affect the revenues of local

governments. If the secondary effects of the project lead to substantial in-

creases in the sales of local firms, local jurisdictions may experinece in-

creased revenues either directly through local sales and income taxes or in-

directly through increases in business property values.

The state and local tax structure can be expected to have a substantial

effect on the revenues that local jurisdictions receive from a project. Some

states allow municipalities to levy sales or income taxes which are generally

more responsive to growth than are property taxes. Property tax assessment

and collection practices differ among states with some states taxing major in-

dustrial facilities at the state level. The time required for new property to

appear on the tax rolls also differs among states. Finally, some states pro-

vide special forms of financial assistance to rapidly growing communities.[27]

Factors Affecting Changes in Costs

The effect of a development on local government costs is determined by

the interplay of a number of factors, the most important of which are the

extent of local population growth associated with the project and the extent

of excess capacity in local public service infrastructure. The greater the

population growth associated with a project, other things equal, the greater

will be the associated increase in local government costs. Measures which

minimize project-related in-migration, such as recruitment and training of

local workers, will also tend to lessen the costs borne by local governments.

The extent of excess capacity in local public facilities is also a major

consideration. Recent estimates of the capital investment in local facilities

required in energy-impacted communities of the Rocky Mountain and Great Plains

states have ranged from $3,000 to $6,000 per capita in 1975 dollars (Gilmore

et al, 1976; Murphy, 1975; Toman et al, 1978). Schools, water and sewer fa-

cilities, and streets and roads were estimated to account for the bulk of the

capital costs. It is apparent, then, that a community with some excess ca-

pacity in its local facilities will experience much lower costs than one whose

facilities are being utilized at capacity.

The preferences of local residents can be an important determinant of

local public service costs. For example, Gilmore and his associates (1976)
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identified substantial differences in service quality and per capita service

expenditures among communities with similar populations. These differences

were attributed primarily to differing preferences and a resulting willingness

in some communities to pay higher costs for better quality services. Differ-

ences in preferences regarding public services between project-related in-

|. - migrants and long-term community residents can be a source of conflict in

rapid growth areas (Auger et al, 1978; Gilmore et al, 1976). Threshold

effects can cause substantial increases in the costs of certain services.

Likewise, local topographic and geologic conditions can have a substantial

influence on the cost of expanding water and sewer systems.

While factors which determine the magnitude of the changes in costs and

revenues which ultimately result from development of a new project are impor-

tant, the timing of these changes and their distribution among affected juris-

dictions are perhaps even more significant. A review of selected case studies

provides insight into the local fiscal implications of large-scale proj-

ects.[281 The general conclusion from these analyses was that the total rev-

enues accruing to local governments over a life of a project generally equal

or exceed the total project-related governmental costs.[291 However, virtu-

ally all case studies revealed financial problems for at least some jurisdic-

tions because of the temporal and jurisdictional distribution of costs and

revenues. Two major dimensions, then, emerge as the source of local fiscal

problems. These are the timing of additional project-related revenues in

relation to additional costs and the distribution of costs and revenues among

the local jurisdictions.

Factors Affecting Temporal and
Jurisdictional Distribution of Impacts

The problem of cost and revenue timing, frequently referred to as the

"front end financing problem", arises because, although new demands for public

service and facilities begin early in the project construction period, many of

the revenues associated with the project are not available until the construc-

tion phase is completed and production begins. Project facilities often do

not appear on local tax rolls until construction is completed, and construc-

tion populations typically live in temporary housing with low taxable values.
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new population will be faced with especially severe fiscal problems. Even

when the facility and its support population are located within the same

county and school district, affected municipalities may experience diffi-

culties as the project facilities are almost invariably located outside city

corporate limits and hence do not contribute to the minicipal tax base.

The jurisdictional distribution of project-related revenues and costs

will be affected in large measure by the settlement patterns of the in-

migrating project-related population and by the state tax structure. Methods

for estimating settlement patterns were discussed in Chapter 3. Aspects of

state tax structure which may have a substantial influence on the jurisdic-

tional distribution of project revenues include local sales and income taxes,

state redistribution of severance or gross production taxes, and the ability

to create special tax districts which allow municipalities or school districts

to tax the project facilities.

- When the project-related revenues accruing to a jurisdiction are less

than project-related costs, local officials have three basic alternatives.

First, if the cash flow problem is expected to be only temporary, the juris-

diction may be able to obtain the funds needed to offset the revenue shortfall

through bonding or loans. A number of institutional factors may limit the

ability of local governments in impacted areas to obtain funds from these

sources, however. These factors include constitutional and statutory debt

limits, amortization schedules, and limitations on interest rate ceilings.

Further, uncertainty regarding the nature and extent of impacts which may

actually be experienced frequently leads to reluctance on the part of local

residents to incur long-term obligations and to an unwillingness on the part

of lenders to make funds available.[32J

If sufficient funds cannot be obtained through various forms of borrow-

ing, the local officials' options are reduced to two: (1) to increase rates

of local taxes and user charges or (2) to reduce the level of services pro-

vided. Under either of these alternatives, equity issues are apparent as

long-term residents of the area may be forced to bear part of the costs

associated with the new project, either through higher taxes or reduced

services.[33]

In summary, the intertemporal and interjurisdictional distribution of

project-related costs and revenues are extremely important aspects of the fis-

cal impacts of large-scale projects. Accurate assessment of these dimensions

requires reliable estimates of the timing and distribution of the economic and
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demographic impacts of these projects. Above all, however, a thorough under-

standing of state and local tax structures and policies is essential to ac-

curate estimation of the timing and jurisdictional distribution of project-

related costs and revenues.

Information Needs of Decision Makers

The decision-making environment associated with the fiscal impacts of

large projects has a number of implications with respect to the information

needs of decision makers. First, because many of the important decisions must

be made by local officials or sometimes by state agencies acting on their be-

half, projections of changes in costs and revenues must be provided for indi-

vidual jurisdictions. Second, because the timing of changes in costs and rev-

enues may be as important as their ultimate magnitude, revenue and expenditure

projections should be presented annually at least through the period of proj-

ect construction and into the operational phase until costs and revenues be-

L - come relatively stable. Third, because future levels of revenues and expendi-

tures without development may be quite different from current levels, the

impact assessment should include specific consideration of the future without

development (Weber and Goldman, 1979).

The nature of the decisions confronting local officials indicates a need

for fiscal impact assessments to provide estimates of effects on individual

revenue and expenditure components (Markusen, 19 7 8a). More importantly, im-

pact assessment models should be capable of simulating the likely effects of

specific local decisions (for example, changes in user charge rates or alter-

- native schedules for construction of capital intensive facilities). As in

other aspects of impact assessment, it is important to give attention to those

factors which can be affected by local decision makers and not merely to the

dimensions which can be most easily measured (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

Finally, because the implications of development for local residents are

always a central question in fiscal impact assessment, careful consideration

should be given to the format for presenting the results. Projected revenue

and expenditure changes clearly should be reported for individual jurisdic-

tions on an annual basis. In addition, however, summary measures may prove

useful to indicate the overall effects of a project (over its expected life)

on a given jurisdiction and to demonstrate the implications of the project in

terms of changes in the fiscal burden on a typical local household.
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FISCAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

In the actual preparation of fiscal impact assessments, there is consid-

erable variation not only in the techniques which are employed but also in the

types of costs and revenues which are considered, in the treatment of costs

and revenue timing, and in the formats in which the results are presented. In

this section the techniques commonly employed in revenue estimation, in cost

estimation, and in evaluating the timing of revenues and expenditures are de-

scribed. Before examining these specific aspects, however, it should be noted

that fiscal impact analysis is typically one of the weakest sections in en-

vironmental statements (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). Many statements do not

even address fiscal effects and others treat this topic only with very brief

qualitative statements (Berkey et al, 1977).

When fiscal effects are addressed, the analysis often covers only a few

of the relevant categories of revenues and costs. For example, the revenue

analysis may include only property taxes, and perhaps only those increased

property tax revenues which can be attributed directly to project facilities.

Local government costs are treated in quantitative terms even less frequently

than are revenues (Berkey et al, 1977), and, as with revenues, the analysis

frequently is limited to only a few services. Public service costs are most

frequently projected from present per capita expenditure levels, and capital

and operating costs often are not separated (Weber and Goldman, 1979).

The treatment of the distribution of impacts over time and among juris-

dictions also is quite variable. Some analyses present only an estimate of

the average annual governmental costs and revenues resulting from a project

(Shaffer and Tweeten, 1974; Wilson et al, 1979). These analyses provide use-

ful information, but by failing to trace the time path of changes in costs and

revenues, they also may omit important information. Other studies have pre-

sented annual estimates of the aggregate changes in costs and revenues for all

affected local units of government (Leholm et al, 1976a). These studies pro-

vide a useful overview of the distribution of project-related costs and reven-

ues over time but do not indicate their distribution among jurisdictions. Only

a few analyses have provided annual estimates of costs and revenues for indi-

vidual local jurisdictions (Hayen and Watts, 1975; Gilmore et al, 1976; Toman

et al, 1978).

In overview, then, the treatment of fiscal impacts in environmental

statements and similar studies typically has serious limitations. In the
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following sections we will examine the practices employed in those studies

which have attempted a reasonably comprehensive assessment of fiscal effects.

Revenue Estimation Techniques

The techniques employed in revenue estimation, unlike more general ap-

proaches, exhibit more variability in the types of revenue included and in the

degree of detail incorporated in the estimation process. Property tax is the

revenue source which is most frequently included. Property tax revenues from

project facilities are usually based on the capital investment in the proposed

facility and are often coupled with information concerning the assessment

practices applied to similar projects in the same area (Chalmers and Anderson,

1977).[34J Most studies have used current tax rates.

Property taxes from other sources, such as residential and commercial

property, are frequently assumed to be proportional to population growth

(Division of Business and Economic Research, 1975; Hayen and Watts, 1975).

Other analysts have attempted more detailed evaluations involving estimation

of the increased value of commercial property, based on changes in local in-

come or sales, and estimation of residential property values, based on the es-

timated number and characteristics of in-migrants (Colony Development Opera-

tion, 1974; Leholm et al, 1976c; Denver Research Institute, 1979). Residen-

tial property value estimation frequently involves estimating the composition

of new residential development, often differentiating between construction and

operation phases, and applying estimates of the assessed value of each type of

housing unit. Types of housing typically include at least permanent housing

and mobile homes (Colony Development Operation, 1974), but permanent housing

is sometimes subdivided into single family and multifamily permanent units

(Denver Research Institute, 1979; Toman et al, 1977). Only a few studies have

considered possible losses of tax revenues as a result of displacement of

other activities by the new project (TERA Corporation, 1976; Toman et al,

1977).

Other revenue categories, such as income and sales taxes, user charges,

and various fees are typically estimated using per capita rates (Chalmers and

Anderson, 1977). Some asalysts, however, utilize estimates of local income or

sales in projecting income and sales tax receipts. Few analysts have consid-

ered the possible use of locally established fees and user charges as fiscal
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management tools (Weber and Goldman, 1979), although others have assumed that

user charges will be established at rates sufficient to cover the amortized

costs of specific facilities.[351

Production and severance taxes and royalty payments are frequently es-

timated where applicable. Statutory tax rates and established lease terms

generally are the basis for these estimates (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977).

Intergovernmental transfers are usually estimated on a per capita basis

if they are even considered. As noted earlier, however, distribution formulas

for such transfer programs are frequently complex and simple per capita esti-

mation techniques may be inappropriate in some cases. Nevertheless, analysts

have employed detailed simulation routines to estimate certain transfer pay-

ments, particularly education transfers (Stinson and Voelker, 1978). More

effort in this area appears desirable.

Few analysts have developed explicit projections of revenues and expen-

ditures for the baseline (i.e., without development) situation. Some, how-

ever, have projected the fiscal implications of alternative development sce-

narios (Gilmore et al, 1976; Toman et al, 1978), and several studies indicate

that capacities of existing facilities and current expansion plans were con-

sidered (Hayen and Watts, 1975; National Biocentric Inc., 1977). Other stud-

ies, especially those which included a number of jurisdictions, have fre-

quently incorporated the assumption that no excess capacity exists in

community facilities.[361 Justifications for this assumption have included

the following: (1) existing excess capacity is insignificant when compared to

the needs resulting from the project, (2) excess capacity is sometimes diffi-

cult to determine; local and state officials, for example, may provide sub-

stantially different estimates of the capacity of a given facility (such as, a

school), and (3) the assumption of no excess capacity should lead to estimates

of the maximum costs likely to be incurred by a given jurisdiction.

Cost Estimation Techniques

While a variety of techniques have been employed to estimate local gov-

ernment costs, the per capita expenditure approach is clearly dominant in

impact assessment reports (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). The per capita expen

diture factors are usualJy developed from local data, although regional aver-

ages are occasionally employed (Hayen and Watts, 1975; Stenehjem, 1978). The

degree of aggregation in the cost analysis varies substantially with some
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studies projecting only total costs for a given jurisdiction (Colony Develop-

m ment Operation, 1974; Ford, 1976), while others provide a detailed breakdown

* of costs by service category (Leholm et al, 1976c; Gilmore et al, 1976).

The service-standard method appears to rank second with respect to fre-

,, quency of use. Service standards typically are drawn from state guidelines or

from national studies.[371 Case studies are sometimes utilized as the princi-

] pal cost analysis technique (Morse, 1978), and they are often used as an

adjunct to the per capita or service standards approaches (Denver Research

\ Institute, 1979).

Economic-engineering and cross-sectional studies have been utilized only

rarely in preparing fiscal assessments. Use of the economic-engineering tech-

nique has been limited primarily by its high cost. When this technique has

been employed, it has usually been used to develop generalized estimates of

facility costs by size or jurisdiction rather than to develop community-

specific estimates.[38J Cross-sectional studies have been limited by two

factors. First, local cost data available from secondary sources are fre-

quently unreliable because of inconsistencies in accounting practices.[39]

Second, because cost functions developed through cross-sectional analysis

reflect average relationships across a number of jurisdictions, some analysts

are reluctant to employ them in near-term analyses for specific jurisdictions.

__ Cross-sectional analysis has been employed most frequently in estimating

operating cost functions. These functions may have their greatest applica-

bility in regional analyses.[40]

Estimation of Cost and Revenue Timing

Few studies have provided detailed explanations of the assumptions they

employ with respect to cost and revenue timing. In general, however, it ap-

pears that most analysts who estimate annual changes in costs and revenues

assume that costs will be incurred in the same year that project-related in-

migration occurs. Substantial time lags may be associated with the receipt of

most new revenue sources. The greatest delays are associated with property

taxes and severance or production taxes.[41] Furthermore, the timing of rev-

enues can be expected to vary substantially among states based on variations

in assessment and collection practices. Thus, most analysts who have

attempted to deal realistically with timing factors have tailored their

assumptions to the tax laws of a specific state.[42]
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Because large-scale projects frequently result in substantial differences

in the cost-revenue balance both among jurisdictions and over time, some

thought must be given to selection of the most appropriate format for present-

ing the results of a fiscal impact study. Typically, the projections of costs

by type and revenues by type are presented annually for each of the affected

jurisdictions. The subtraction of total costs from total revenues gives an

estimate of the net fiscal balance for each jurisdiction for each year. These

projections often reveal a pattern of net fiscal deficits for most jurisdic-

tions during the project's construction period. Further, they often reveal

that the long-term fiscal outlook is much brighter for some jurisdictions than

for others. Under these conditions, summary measures may prove useful to

indicate the overall effects of a project (over its expected life) on a given

jurisdiction and to demonstrate the implications of the project from the per-

spective of a typical local resident.

Comparison of a stream of costs and benefits over time is typically ac-

complished through discounting the stream of annual values to a single dis-

counted present value. The formula for deriving discounted present value is:

NR1 NR2 NR

PV - + 2 + +
l+ r (l+ r) (l + r)

Where: PV = discounted present value

NR = net revenue for each year (1, 2,...n)

r = discount rate

n = number of years in planning horizon.

The discount rate employed should be an approximation of the social rate of

time preference.[431 Often the interest rate which public agencies/depart-

ments/organizations must pay for borrowed money is used as the discount rate.

If the present value of the future stream of annual net fiscal balances is

positive, it indicates that the positive fiscal balances occurring during the

project's period of operation are sufficient to offset the negative balances

occurring during the project's construction period. Taking the social rate of

time preference into account, an analyst or local decision maker could infer

the project is a fiscal asset to the jurisdiction in question if the long-term

net fiscal balance for the project's construction and operational periods is

positive. A negative fiscal balance would have opposite implications.
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Discounted present value has been employed in a number of analyses

including those by Gilmore et al (1976) and Leholm et al (1976a). In both of

these studies, the discount rates employed were approximately equal to the

interest rates which the local governments in question were paying for

borrowed funds.[441

As noted earlier, the fiscal outlook is likely to be much more favorable

for some local jurisdictions (e.g., counties) than for others (e.g.,

municipalities).' Because the consequences of either adverse or favorable

fiscal impacts ultimately are experienced by local residents (through changes

in either tax rates and user charges or changes in levels of services) and

because each local resident is typically a taxpayer in several jurisdictions

(i.e., a county, a school district, and often a municipality), a summary

measure which indicates the aggregate change in fiscal burden on a typical

household may be useful. Such an aggregate measure is utilized by Gilmore et

al (1976). Their index of fiscal burdens reflects the overall influence of a

project on a typical household in the impact area, based on the present value

of the stream of tax and user charge payments required from the household by

each relevant local jurisdiction in order to maintain governmental services at

their preproject levels (interpreted as maintenance of preproject levels of

per capita or per pupil expenditure). This present value of future burdens is

then compared to the present value of a constant payment at the preproject

level to form the index. A value for this index which exceeds 1 (or 100 per-

cent) indicates that a typical household will have to pay more taxes in user

charges to maintain existing service levels.[45]

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

As is the case with other impact categories, evaluating the potential

fiscal impacts of the development of a nuclear waste repository will involve

consideration of both standard and special effects. Evaluation of the stan-

dard fiscal effects of repository siting will involve the same general consid-

erations outlined above with respect to evaluating other types of large devel-

opment projects. In addition, certain special fiscal effects of nuclear re-

pository development may result from the unique characteristics of the facil-

ity, which may lead to additional service requirements and costs for local and

state governments. A further consideration in evaluating the fiscal implica-

tions of repositories is that these facilities will be located on federal
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reservations and hence will be exempt from local property taxes. Analysis of

the effects of this tax-exempt status and of the precedents and procedures

governing federal payments to jurisdictions affected by such facilities will

be required.

In evaluating the methodological alternatives for fiscal assessment of

repository development, the special requirements of the waste isolation pro-

gram also must be kept in mind. One important requirement of the waste iso-

lation program is for a fiscal assessment methodology which is readily trans-

ferable between candidate sites located in different states. In addition, the

methodology must be responsive to the needs of its key users, which will in-

clude the federal agency which develops the facility and the local officials

whose jurisdictions are affected by that development.

In the remainder of this section we will examine the special fiscal ef-

fects which may be associated with repository development. Then the implica-

tions for fiscal impact assessment methodology which arise from the require-

ments of the waste isolation program will be briefly examined.

Special Fiscal Effects

The special fiscal effects associated with nuclear repository development

will arise primarily from the hazardous nature of the waste materials and from

public perceptions of the risks involved in their transportation and storage.

The properties of the waste materials have been discussed at length (U.S. De-

partment of Energy, 1980; Willrich and Lester, 1977) as have alternatives for

their transportation, handling, and final isolation (U.S. Department of

Energy, 1980; Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, 1976). The public con-

cerns and policy issues associated with the waste isolation program have been

treated in some detail (Nealy and Radford, 1978; Hebert et al, 1978; Cluett et

al, 1979) and will not be discussed further here.

Special fiscal effects may be experienced if the unique nature of the re-

pository program leads to additional costs for state and local governments,

beyond those normally associated with large-scale development projects. Ex-

amples of the types of activities which might lead to such costs include de-

velopment of evacuation plans for the site area and provision of special

mental health services for-area residents. As with other categories of spe-

cial effects, any discussion at this point is necessarily highly speculative.

During the impact assessments for candidate sites, however, an effort should
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'>- be made to identify potential special fiscal effects and, to the extent pos-

sible, estimate their magnitude. This information will be valuable in de-

veloping mitigation plans.

Fiscal impact assessment for nuclear repositories also must include con-

sideration of the fact that the facilities will be federal property and hence

tax-exempt. Evaluation of the statutes and administrative precedents govern-

ing payments-in-lieu-of-taxes and other forms of federal assistance to commu-

nities affected by such facilities will be important as input to the fiscal

assessment and also may be valuable in formulating impact mitigation/

community development strategies.

Methodological Considerations

When alternative approaches to fiscal impact assessment are evaluated, it

is always important to consider the context within which these tools will be

applied. In the case of nuclear repository analysis, two considerations ap-

pear to be particularly important. First, the methodology may be applied to a

number of candidate sites located in several different states. This will

necessitate creation of an analytical system which is sufficiently flexible to

accommodate key features of the taxation systems of several different states.

Second, the modeling system must address the questions which are important to

key user groups and provide information in a form which is useful to them. In

this case the key users of the system will include both the federal agency

which develops the repository and the local officials who must respond to its

effects.

The requirement for system transferability among sites in several states

constitutes a substantial challenge in model development. Taxation/revenue

distribution systems differ substantially among states, and most fiscal impact

models developed to date have been designed to simulate the fiscal relation-

ships of one particular state. An early task in developing the fiscal assess-

ment methodology will be to assess the feasibility of developing a general-

ized revenue-expenditure simulation model which can be readily tailored to

correspond to the taxation system of any given state. Such generality is

likely to entail some loss of detail, however, and a careful trade-off analy-

sis will be required to discern the most appropriate compromise between these

two objectives.
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The expenditure side of the fiscal analysis also will require compromise

between the desire for community-specific cost estimates and the need for

rapid and low cost transferability. The desire for a system which is easily

transferable suggests that heavy reliance be placed on national and regional

service standards and associated cost coefficients. On the other hand, the

need for cost estimates which are specific to the conditions existing in a

given community suggests that techniques which depend heavily on local data be

employed. Again, a trade-off analysis will be required. One possibility is

to develop a cost-estimation module utilizing only secondary data for initial

analyses, but with the option of refining the cost estimates for a given site

at a later time when local data are available.

Designing the fiscal assessment methodology also will require careful at-

tention to user needs. In particular, the model should be capable of respond-

ing to the decision variables which are relevant to key users. Thus, the de-

veloping agency will likely be interested in evaluating the relative severity

of impacts that may be anticipated at alternative project sites and the ef-

fects of various construction management strategies (for example, scheduling

of construction activities, extent of local hiring) on the magnitude and dis-

tribution of impacts. Local officials naturally will be most interested in

the implications of development for their specific jurisdictions. They also

are likely to be interested in the prospective effects of alternative local

growth management strategies (for example, alternative rates for utility user

fees and hook-up charges, infrastructure investment options and local zoning

alternatives) on the various impact categories. Both groups will be inter-

ested in the likely effects of alternative federal impact assistance programs.

These, then, are among the key considerations in designing the fiscal impact

assessment component of the socioeconomic impact assessment methodology for

the nuclear repository program.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this chapter was to review the conceptual bases and meth-

odological alternatives for fiscal impact assessment, to describe the features

of the impact process which influence the information needs of decision

makers, and to examine the techniques which are typically applied in fiscal

impact assessments for large projects. The basic concepts of demand: supply,

and cost theory provide the basis for fiscal impact analysis. Difficulty in
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measuring the output of public services, however, usually leads to a number of

simplifying assumptions when fiscal impact models are implemented.

The principal methodological alternatives for revenue estimation are to

either assume that revenues will be directly proportional to population or to

employ more detailed models which involve first estimating the change in the

relevant tax base and then applying an appropriate tax rate. Revenue estima-

tion methods tend to differ primarily, then, in the level of detail rather

than in a basic form of analysis. It is generally agreed that more detailed

analyses which reflect the unique characteristics of the state's tax system

will provide more reliable estimates of the magnitude and especially the tim-

ing of revenue changes.

Six general approaches may be employed in cost estimation: (1) per

capita expenditures, (2) service standards, (3) cross-sectional analysis,

(4) case studies, (5) comparable city analysis, and (6) the economic-

engineering approach. The first three methods can be classified as average

cost approaches and the latter three as marginal cost approaches. In general,

marginal cost approaches can be expected to be more reliable if the services

being analyzed are subject to substantial economies of scale or threshold

effects, or if excess capacity is likely to exist. Average cost approaches,

on the other hand, have the advantage of being quicker and less expensive to

employ.

Several features of the impact process are particularly important in de-

termining the information needs of decision makers and hence in influencing

the selection of assessment methods. First, because growth may be both ex-

tensive and rapid, demands for local government services also may increase

rapidly. Further, the project-related needs for expanded facilities and ser-

vices may occur as much as several years in advance of the receipt of signif-

icant amounts of project-related revenues. Local officials are thus con-

fronted with a number of management decisions relating to alternative strat-

egies for service provision and financing. To be most useful to these deci-

sion makers, fiscal impact assessments should, at a minimum, indicate the

likely timing of changes in service demands, costs, and revenues. To be of

maximum utility to local officials and planners, fiscal impact models should

be capable of simulating the effects of different growth management options,

both in terms of changes in the magnitude and timing of different categories

of costs and revenues and in terms of the distribution of costs and benefits

among specific groups in the local population.
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A second important factor affecting information needs is that the fiscal

implications of a given project can differ greatly among local jurisdictions

because of both the settlement patterns of the in-migrating population and the

interjurisdictional distribution of project-related revenues. Fiscal assess-

ment techniques should be sensitive to these factors and must provide juris-

diction-specific projections if they are to be useful to local officials. A

third consideration is that fiscal impacts are extremely sensitive to a vari-

ety of project-specific and site-specific factors. Assessment models must be

designed to reflect the effects of such factors. Finally, because consider- 3,

able uncertainty frequently is associated with the magnitude, timing, and

distribution of the economic and demographic effects of a major project as

well as with key fiscal parameters, fiscal assessment models should be de-

signed to allow decision makers to cope with these uncertainties through

sensitivity analyses and related techniques.

The techniques which have been employed in the fiscal impact segments of

most environmental assessment reports have been quite variable. Many of these

reports have addressed fiscal effects only qualitatively while others have ex-

amined only a few selected revenue and cost categories (Berkey et al, 1977;

Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). There are indications that this situation is

changing, particularly for projects which are likely to result in substantial

changes in local population and service requirements. Assessments for proj-

ects of this type now frequently involve annual projections of costs and rev-

enues by type, sometimes for several jurisdictions (Murray, 1980; Denver Re-

search Institute, 1979). Because fiscal impact assessment methods have been

developed primarily in connection with environmental assessments and other ap-

plied studies, there is little difference between the state of the art in this

area and the techniques employed in the more sophisticated assessments. There

is, however, a high degree of variability in the scope and detail of fiscal

assessments, and many assessments appear to use rather simplistic techniques.

Future assessments should give greater attention to analyzing the effects

of specific local decisions regarding alternative approaches to service pro-

vision and financing. The distribution of impacts among groups of local resi-

dents (such as long-term residents versus newcomers and residential versus

nonresidential property owners) also should receive greater attention. Fi-

nally, as in the case with other impact categories, more extensive studies of

areas experiencing rapid growth are needed before some aspects of the fiscal

effects of such growth can be adequately evaluated.
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NOTES

1. For examples of analyses of this type, see Garrison (1970) and

Loewenstein (1963).

2. For examples of analyses of this type, see Gilmore et al (1976),

Toman et al (1977), Drutilla et al (1978), and Leistritz et al

(1979b). While a recent work (Burchell and Listokin, 1978, p. 2)

recommends projecting direct effects only, these authors refer

primarily to studies of residential development.

3. Attempts to quantify the environmental/quality of life benefits and

costs are one of the major challenges associated with cost-benefit

analysis. For a thorough discussion of cost-benefit analysis, see

Mishan (1971). For a recent example of the application of cost-

benefit techniques to a resource development problem, see Randall et

al (1978).

4. For a summary of this early work, see Mace (1961).

5. For example, see Mace and Wicker (1968).

6. For example, in Wyoming a siting permit granted for construction of

an electric generating plant included conditions which required the

developer to provide housing for the construction workers and to pro-

vide loan guarantees to assist local governments in financing needed

public facilities (Auger et al, 1978).

7. For example, negotiations between Skagit County, Washington, and the

Puget Sound Power and Light Company led to an agreement whereby the

company pays a set amount to the school district per new student

brought in by the construction of the project (Myhra, 1976).

8. For extensive bibliography of fiscal impact studies, primarily in

urban areas, see Burchell and Listokin (1978). For reviews of

studies which focus on rural areas, see Murray (1980) and Aurdock and

Leistritz (1979).
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9. Good basic expositions of demand and supply theory are provided in

most introductory economics texts; see, for example, McConnell

(1969). An extensive discussion of the application of these concepts

to public services is provided by Hirsch (1973).

10. It can be argued, however, that police and fire protection are not

perfect examples of public goods. Consumption of these services in

some sense occurs when decisions are made regarding the location of

police and fire stations and the design of police patrol patterns.

Further, the rapid growth of the security industry suggests that

police protection can be provided by the private sector, at least for

those individuals who desire more of this service than the public is

willing to provide.

11. It is recognized, however, that water and sewer services may be

provided individually, particularly in very small towns and rural

areas.

12. For additional discussion, see Maxwell (1969), Groves and Bish

(1973), and Weber (1979).

13. For further discussion of these factors, see Inman (1979), Deacon

(1978), and Niskanen (1971).

14. It should be recognized, however, that the outputs of many services

are measurable in quantitative terms. Emergency service output can

be measured in response time, parks and recreation facilities in

carrying capacity, and streets and roads in terms of maximum weights

and throughput capacity. The difficulty for the researcher is that

these managerial/engineering measures are not normally collected as

secondary statistics, and such information is thus difficult and

costly to obtain.

15. For detailed discussion of production and cost functions as they re-

late to public services, see Hirsch (1973) and Tweeten and Brinkman

(1976).
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16. Public services also can be usefully classified according to the

relative importance of capital and operating (usually primarily

labor) expenditures in their overall cost structure. Some services

thus can be classified as capital-intensive (e.g., water and sewer)

and others as labor-intensive (e.g., police and social services).

17. For extensive discussions of economies of size in public services,

see Tweeten and Brinkman (1976), Gabler (1974), and Shapiro (1963).

18. See, for example, Pidot (1969), Scott (1972), and Bahl (1968).

19. For recent attempts to deal more explicitly with the local fiscal

decision-making process, see Kirlin and Brown (1979) and Weber and

Goldman (1979).

20. When tax rates are assumed to remain at their current levels, the

result of the fiscal impact analysis is usually a statement of the

net fiscal balance (surplus or deficit) resulting from the project.

A projected fiscal deficit is interpreted as an indication that the

affected jurisdiction will not be able to maintain both its existing

(preproject) service levels and current tax rates, except perhaps

through borrowing. A projected surplus has the opposite interpreta-

tion. Some analysts then utilize the projected net fiscal balance as

the basis for determining the effect of development on tax rates,

particularly for local property taxes. For discussion of this ap-

proach and the effects of alternative assumptions on the conclusions,

see Weber and Goldman (1979).

21. It should be noted, however, that such projects are often accompanied

by some form of transfer payment, often termed "payments in lieu of

taxes or "impact payments', to offset at least in part the addi-

tional costs imposed on local governments (Markusen, 1978b).

22. For a thorough review of state special minerals taxes, see Stinson

(1978).
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23. It should be noted, however, that user charges and hook-up fees are

important variables in local growth management strategies. Because

these fees can be established by the local government and because

their incidence (particularly for hook-up charges) is primarily on

new residents, they can be a useful tool for local officials who wish

to shift the added costs associated with growth to the new residents

(Weber, 1978).

24. Recent applications of the technique include Burchell and Listokin

(1978, Chapter 7) and Toman et al (1977).

25. For examples of such multipliers for both operating and capital ex-

penditures, see Burchell and Listokin (1978, pp. 103-108).

26. For a detailed discussion of the procedures of the comparable city

approach, see Burchell and Listokin (1978, Chapter 5).

27. For analysis of variations in state tax structures and their impli-

cations for local fiscal impact analysis, see Stinson and Voelker

(1978) and Leistritz et al (1979b).

28. Studies reviewed included both case studies of specific projects or

areas (Gray et al, 1977; Krutilla et al, 1978; Leholm et al, 1978c;

Toman et al, 1978; Luken et al, 1977; Purdy et al, 1977; Shurcliff,

1977; Shields et al, 1979) and comparative analyses covering a number

of impacted areas (Gilmore et al, 1976; Stinson and Voelker, 1978;

and Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).

29. This conclusion may not hold, however, for large public projects

whose facilities are exempt from local property taxes unless com-

pensating payments in lieu of taxes are provided.

30. Another factor which can contribute to the lag of local revenues is

the administrative capacity of local jurisdictions to add new taxable

property to their tax base. In rapid growth situations, the avail-

able personnel (often a single and perhaps part-time assessor) may
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not be able to assess new property and reevaluate old property as

rapidly as would be desirable.

31. An excellent theoretical discussion of community investment strat-

egies is provided by Cummings and Schulze (1978). For preliminary

estimates of benefits attributable to infrastructure investments in

boomtowns, see Cummings and Mehr (1977).

32. For a more detailed discussion of these factors, see Gilmore et al

(1976), Auger et al (1978) and Murdock and Leistritz (1979).

33. It should be noted, however, that through judicious use of mechanisms

such as user charges and hook-up fees, local officials may be able to

shift substantial portions of the project-related costs to new

residents. For additional discussion and examples, see Gilmore et al

(1976) and Weber (1979).

34. For examples of these approaches, see Colony Development Operation

(1974), Hayen and Watts (1975), BBC Associates (1975), and Leholm et

al (1976c).

35. For example, see Toman et al (1977) and Leistritz et al (1979a).

36. For example, see Leholm et al (1976c) and Toman et al (1978).

37. A source which has been used extensively is Real Estate Research

Corporation (1976).

38. For example, see Leholm et al (1976c).

39. Major concerns include lack of consistency in separation of

expenditures by function and failure to separate capital and

operating costs. For further discussion, see Denver Research

Institute (1979).

40. For example, see Toman et al (1978).
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41. For a detailed discussion, see Lamont et al (1974).

42. For example, see Hertsgaard et al (1978).

43. For a detailed discussion of the rationale behind the discounting

procedure and alternative measures of the social rate of time

preference, see Mishan (1976) and Sugden and Williams (1979).

44. A discount rate of 7.5 percent was used by Gilmore et al (1976) while

Leholm et al (1976a) used a discount rate of 7 percent.

45. For further discussion of this index and its application, see Gilmore

et al (1976, pp. 49-50).

.A
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CHAPTER 6

SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The assessment of the s 1_impacts of s an often

neglected and ill-defined area of impact assessment. Social assessments are

often not completed at all, and when performed, they tend to be reported in

only a few short paragraphs in an otherwise comprehensive impact statement.

Equally problematic is the fact that social impacts are often defined as "non-

quantitative" or "unmeasurable" types of impacts and as a residual category

including all factors not included in economic, demographic, public service,

and fiscal impact assessments. They are seen as the assessment research per-

formed by sociologists or as consisting only of analyses of public service

needs and demands. The limitation of social assessments to such uses is un-

fortunate because it deflects analyses from many of the critical social issues

that surround resource developments.

In addition, many types of social impacts, such as changes in interaction

patterns, social organization, social structures, social institutions, and

social perceptions, are of vital importance in the project development pro-

cess. Formal and informal group organizations are, for example, the major

focus of social actions both for and against various kinds of developments.

Understanding of the dynamics and the issues around which social groups and

social movements are formed is a major focus of analysis in the sociology of

social movements and the sociology of organizations, and it is clearly of

central importance in the process of project development and completion.

Prevailing social structures and institutions affect the process of proj-

ect development and are affected by developments. Key groups in the social

structure, such as land owners, merchants, and new residents, respond to one

another on the basis of social interaction patterns that may be altered sig-

nificantly as a result of developments. Changes in structural patterns and in

the relative dominance of groups within such patterns alter the way of life in

an area and often create conflicts between various groups as the relative im-

portance of various activities is changed. At the same time, patterns of

disorganization may arise as standard social alignments and controls dissi-

pate. Rates of divorce, delinquency, and drug and alcohol abuse may increase,

and the need for more formal controls over such behavior may increase

-dramatically.
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Thus, it is obvious that many of the most publiciz issues and those of

greatest general interest in the initiation of a re ce development and its

ongoing process toward completion are soci as are many of the ef-

fects of such projects. Acceptance or rejection of project proposals, opposi-

tion to project siting and litigation often have their roots in concerns about

the effects of projects on community life or ways of life, on people's rela-

tions with one another, and on how residents perceive and feel about their corm

munities and the project-related changes and new re idents_,kely to.

from the development. Although economie efcts, suc as increald incomes

and employment opportunities, are the most often noted positive impacts of de-

velopment' social factors, such as increased rates of crime, divorce, and

other forms of conflict are the most often cited negative factors leading to

project opposition (Murdock jnd L V ty, 1979). Both in terms of the public

and legislative obligations assess actstt are of critical importance

to residents of mpacted areas and in terms of instrumental concerns related

to project development, social impacts require careful assessment and

consideration.

CONCEPTUAL BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL
ALTERNATIVES IN SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

i Although the significance of social impacts is often acknowledged, the

utility of attempting to assess them is not (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977). In

part, the difficulty in assessing social impacts has resulted from this having

been poorly defined initially. Thus, before attempting to delineate the major

approaches in social impact assessment, it is necessary to more clearly define

the subject matter of social impact assessments.

The term social generally refers to the processes and products of human

interaction. Social impacts can thus be defined as impacts that affect the

patterns of interaction, the formal and informal relationships resulting from

such interactions, and the perceptions of such relationships among various

groups in a social setting (or system) (Popenoe, 1980; Goodman and Marx,

1978). Although such a definition still includes a broad range of subject

matter, it avoids the tendency to see the analyses of social impacts as a

residual process. Rather, it focuses analyses on four broadly accepted areas

of social phenomena. These are: .
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1. Processes of interaction

2. Social organizations and social structures

3. Social institutions

4. Social perceptions and attitudes.

The first area of analysis examines the forms of interaction between

members of social groups that are attempting to adjust to various environ-

mental, economic, and social conditions. Processes such as conflict, consen-

sus, accommodation, and cooperation are often the focus of discussion. Such

analysis concentrates on the interaction of individuals within groups and with

one another. The emphasis is on the initiation of interaction patterns, on

the first steps in the formation of social groups, and on the norms, values,

and beliefs that underlie such group structures. In social impact assess-

ments, analyses of this kind have examined the formation of interest groups,

particularly those involving new residents and the interactions between new

and longtime residents. The analyses of interactional dimensions is seldom

given anything but passing attention in actual assessment efforts.

The second of these four areas is concerned with patterns of interactions

that have become more formalized in identifiable entities, such as informal

and formal groups and organizations. It is also concerned with such groupings

as social classes, with stratification systems and patterns of social domi-

nance, with patterns of community leadership and with other phenomena related

to the formation or dissolution of relationships within and between groups.

Such analyses in impact assessments and related research areas thus focus on

the origin of various proponent and opposition groups, on the effects of de-

velopment on civic and other community groups, on existing community leader-V ship and power groups (i.e., farmers, businessmen, etc.), and on special

groups such as the elderly, those on fixed income, and minorities. In its

broadest dimensions, this area of analysis may even consider impacts on the

total community structure or on the well-being of the total area.

The third area of analysis is concerned with the effects of project de-

velopment on more focused areas of interactions surrounding given sets of

activities, such as earning a living, governance, family life, religion, and

training and education. These regularized sets of activities are ones of

paramount importance in nearly every social setting and are referred to as

social institutions. IV all assessments, impacts on these institutions must

be carefully considered. For example, the effects of project development on
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educational quality, on family dimensions such as divorce, child rearing, de-

linquency, and similar factors, as well as the effects of the project on chur-

ches and church groups are of concern in assessment efforts (Schriner et al,

1976).

The final area of analysis affects and is affected by each of the others.

This is the general area of social perceptions and attitudes--how members of

groups come to perceive themselves, their groups, characteristics of their

communities, and possible changes in their communities. In impact assess-

ments, this area of analyses includes attempts to measure community and ser-

vice satisfaction, perceptions of the environment, and community growth and

development preferences (Selbyg, 1978; Lopreato and Blisset, 1978; Freuden-

burg, 1979).

In sum, then, it is essential to understand the context and meaning of

the term social impacts. These impacts include effects on: (1) the processes

by which people interact to form groups, (2) the structures or patterns of

interaction resulting from such interactions, both generally (social struc-

tures and organizations), and in the relation to specific functions (social

institutions), and (3) the perceptions of these processes, structures, and

institutions. Social assessment research thus involves analyses of the ef-

fects of these social factors on the development process and the effects of

the development process on these factors.

The wide range of phenomena that are included under the heading of social

impacts reflect equally broad conceptual and methodological bases. The con-

ceptual bases include a broad range of perspectives on social interaction and

social phenomena. Although it is not possible to delineate even the basic

aspects of or sufficient detail on any of these approaches, it is essential to

provide some familiarity with several basic approaches to social phenomena to

provide a more complete context for understanding different types of social

assessments and the various roles sociologists play in the assessment process.

Conceptual Approaches

Theoretical development in the area of social assessment has been ex-

tremely limited (Murdock, 1979), and few impact assessment or research efforts

acknowledge that a particular conceptual approach underlies the effort. Since

certain paradigms and viewpoints inevitably underlie any research effort

(Kuhn, 1962), it is possible from an examination of social assessment efforts

to discern the conceptual bases underlying such efforts. When this is done,
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characteristics reflecting at least four major theoretical bases appear with

some frequency. Because the interpretation of assessment data is often af-

fected by which of these theoretical bases underlie the researcher's perspec-

tive, it is essential to briefly discuss each of these theoretical approaches.

These theoretical perspectives include:

1. The symbolic interactionist perspective

2. The conflict perspective

3. The functionalist perspective

4. The human ecological perspective.

The Symbolic Interactionist Perspective

The symbolic interactionist perspective emphasizes the analysis of the

actual processes of interaction, of how persons come to understand and to per-

ceive themselves and others, and how processes of interaction form different

types of patterns. Taking its emphasis from the work of such sociologists as

Mead (1934), Simmel (1950), Cooley (1909), Blumer (1969; 1980), and others,

the interactionist perspective emphasizes ongoing group actions and inter-

actions and the mutual effects of individuals and groups on each other. One

major emphasis, then, is on the fluid, ever-changing nature of social

phenomena.

A second major emphasis is on the individual, both as the individual af-

fects and is affected by group membership. The individual's perceptions and

actions are seen as having substantial effects on group characteristics and,

in turn, as being affected by group characteristics. The perspective empha-

sizes what is often termed a social-psychological perspective in sociology.

In the analysis of social impacts, such an emphasis is particularly evi-

dent in those works that stress: (1) the relatively unique nature of the im-

pacts of each project (Gold, 1974; Cortese and Jones, 1977), (2) the need to

establish social impacts by directly observing the patterns of interactions

between groups, such as new and longtime resident groups, and (3) the effects

of developments on individual behavior and individual perceptions (i.e., de-

linquency, drunkenness, depression, etc.). It is perhaps the most individ-

ualistic perspective used in assessment activities.
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The Conflict Perspective

The conflict perspective on social life traces its origins to the works

of Marx (Avineri, 1970), Dahrendorf (1959), Coser (1967), and similar

theorists. From the conflict perspective, life involves a struggle for

control of limited resources. Individuals come together to form interest

groups to more effectively compete for resources. The most important social

process is conflict and conflict is assumed to underlie nearly every

phenomenon. The major groups between which conflict occurs include social

classes and economic ownership groups.

In assessment research, this perspective is evident in those efforts

which attempt to identify interest groups who are likely to take different

stands on development issues and in those efforts that concentrate on the

conflicts between new and longtime residents (Massey, 1978). This emphasis is

also evident in efforts that examine impacts from a relative costs and bene-

fits perspective (Fitzsimmons et al, 1975; Finsterbusch, 1977). In most

cases, such analyses emphasize the potential conflict that may occur between

various interest groups during a development.

.,

The Functionalist Perspective

The functionalist perspective is usually associated with the work of

classic social theorists, such as Durkheim (1933), and more recent theorists

such as Parsons (1951) and Merton (1968). Under this perspective, members of '-A

populations are viewed as coming together to form social groups in order to

more effectively and efficiently perform certain essential functions. These

functions include both those necessary for basic survival and those related to

the maintenance of social interaction and group cohesion. In its most elabo-

rated form (Parsons, 1951) society is seen as a system in which such basic ele-

ments as culture, individual personalities, and societal factors interactively

determine the nature of the social system. These factors seek to perform such

functions as adaptation (to the physical and other dimensions of the environ-

ment), goal attainment (the meeting of basic social and individual goals),

integration (the maintenance of patterns of key interdependencies), and latent

pattern maintenance (the maintenance of total societal patterns). Processes

of interaction and social structures and institutions are examined'in terms of

their roles in maintaining such functions. 4
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In impact research, such emphases are evident in those analyses that ex-

amine the effects of project development activities on key functions or insti-

tutions. In fact, a majority of the research on the social effects of the

process of modernization, urbanization, economic development, and industriali-

zation (Appelbaum, 1970; Carnes and Friesma, 1974), which are often used in

assessment efforts as the theoretical bases for predicting the social patterns

that will evolve during a development, utilizes a functionalistic perspective.

Other reflections of such emphases are analyses of the impact-related changes

in social patterns that result from an area's change in economic functions and

efforts that emphasize the importance of changes in groups' positions and pur-

poses within the area's social system.

Human Ecological Perspective

A perspective that is not widely used in the discipline of sociology as a

whole, but which has received increasing use in environmental sociology and

impact assessment is that of human ecology (Catton and Dunlap, 1978; Murdock,

1979; Olsen et al, 1977). Based on the historic work of Malthus (1798), Durk-

heim (1933), and more recently elaborated by Hawley (1950), Duncan and Schnore

(1959), Duncan (1964), Micklin (1953), and others, human ecology takes man's

need to adapt to an ever-changing environment as the central human problem.

This adaptive process is seen as inevitably leading, through the use of vari-

ous types of group interdependencies (such as commensalistic and symbiotic

relationships), to given types of social interaction-based organizational

arrangements. Heuristically, the key components of these processes have been

termed the POET variables of population, organization, environment, and tech-

nology. These four factors encompass nearly all social and demographic phe-

nomena as well as technologies and physical environmental factors that affect

such phenomena. It is thus perhaps the most holistic perspective used in

social analysis and the one that emphasizes a wide range of nonsocial as well

as social determinants of human behavior.

In impact assessment, the ecological perspective has been suggested as a

useful framework from which impact events can be seen as involving cl2anges in

population and social organizational factors resulting from the appl cation of

technology to various environmental resource bases (Murdock, 1979). In addi-

tion, it has been used as a means for conceptually organizing variou's types of
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impacts (Olsen et al, 1977). Substantively, it is reflected in those analyses

that concentrate on large-scale social structural changes related to different

patterns of resource usage and technologies, those efforts that view impacts

as resulting largely from changes in population factors and those which empha-

size the effects of differences in project, areal, and other characteristics

on the magnitude and distribution of impacts (Krannich, 1978).

These four perspectives, then, form bases for many of the assessment ef-

forts that have been completed. It is clear, however, that a more concerted

and definitive use of these and other perspectives is essential if adequate

conceptual bases are to be developed for impact assessments and research

efforts.

Methodological Alternatives

The methodological approaches used in impact assessment reflect those

widely used in the social sciences, generally, as well as approaches that have

received renewed development within the area of assessment research. Of the

most widely used social science methodologies, only the experimental approach

has received little use in assessment research. However, the comparative

techniques and principles so essential in experimental designs have been em-

ployed (Thompson et al, 1978; Murdock and Schriner, 1978). The major ap-

proaches used in assessment efforts include:

1. Secondary data methods

2. Survey methods, including

a. sample surveys

b. expert-opinion surveys (delphi-surveys)

3. Participant observation methods

4. Unobtrusive research methods.

Each of these methods has played an important role in different impact assess-

ment efforts, and their major techniques and the advantages and disadvantages

of each are described briefly below.

Secondary Data Methods

Secondary data methods involve the use of existing data, collected for

other purposes, to anticipate the magnitude and distribution of social
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impacts. The data so used include those from such agencies as the U.S. Bureau

of the Census, the National Center for Health Statistics, the U.S. Department

of Agriculture, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, and from such state and local sources as state health

departments, state social service agencies and similar entities.

Such data are extremely important for the description of baseline condi-

tions in an impact area. As such, they provide information that is absolutely

essential for the projection of impacts. They are particularly useful in

providing a base of historical information on the social, demographic, and

cultural context within which project-related social changes occur.

Secondary data methods, however, do not provide a sufficient set of

data for completing a comprehensive social assessment. Such methods seldom

provide data on social processes, informal organizations, social relation-

ships, social structures and institutions, or residents' attitudes and percep-

tions. In addition, secondary data are often dated by the time of their pub-

lication and unavailable for areas smaller than counties. As a result, secon-

dary data methods must be used in conjunction with other social assessment

methods.

Survey Methods

Survey methodologies consist of the direct solicitation of information

from individuals via personal interview, mail, or telephone administered ques-

tionnaires. A survey methodology is usually selected when data are not avail-

able from secondary sources and when individual or household information is

essential. Surveys are often used when perceptual and attitudinal information

on impacts or patterns of service usage in impact areas are required. Due to

the widespread use of surveys for political and opinion polling, the basic di-

mensions of surveys are well known. Because of the importance of surveys for

the collection of social data, however, it is appropriate to briefly outline

the major steps in a survey. The discussion of these steps will also serve to

indicate those aspects of survey methods that require careful and critical

evaluation.

Although the survey process can be divided into numerous steps, it is

convenient to consider six steps as essential in any survey effort. In

addition to those steps necessary in the use of any research method ssuch as
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the decision concerning which dimensions or research questions should be

addressed and the choice of the form of analysis to be used), surveys require

that special attention be given to the following steps:

1. Selection of the type and form of survey to be used

2. Sample design, including:

a. sampling frame selection

b. sample selection

3. Questionnaire or interview design

4. Questionnaire pretesting

5. Questionnaire administration

6. Response analysis.

The first of these steps occurs after the decision to use a survey has

been made. It requires selection of self-administered versus interviewer-

administered or assisted surveys. The most common type of self-administered

questionnaire is the mail survey. It has clear advantages in terms of costs

and ease of administration, but, in general, response rates are lower than for

interviewer-assisted questionnaires and its use requires extensive efforts to

ensure that an adequate, up-to-date mailing list has been obtained. Mail sur-

vey techniques have become increasingly sophisticated in recent years (Dill-

man, 1978; Dillman et al, 1974); Heberlein and Baumgartner, 1978; Carpenter,

1977), and were used as the major form of data collection even for the rela-

tively complex long form in the 1980 census. Mail surveys remain a useful

option in impact analysis.

Interviewer-administered or assisted surveys include both the increas-

ingly popular telephone surveys and personal interviews. Telephone surveys

have become popular because of their cost advantages over personal interviews

and because of the more extensive level of respondent contact they provide in

comparison to mail surveys. Their major limitations result from the fact that

some households may not have telephones and even those that do may choose to

have unlisted numbers. Recent evidence (Groves and Kahn, 1979), however, sug-

gests that such surveys are generally quite representative, and the use of

computer-generated random-digit dialing codes ensures that even unlisted num-

bers are included in the sampling frame.

Personal interviews are clearly the most desirable in terms of obtaining

complete and in-depth information. Points of uncertainty in questionnaire

items can be clarified and unclear responses probed to ensure clarit'.
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Personal interviews are relatively expensive, however, with costs of several

hundred dollars per interview not being uncommon for a complex survey. These

costs result from the need for extensive interviewer training as well as

interviewer salary, travel, and similar costs.

The type of survey selected will depend on the nature of the information

I required and on time and cost considerations. If in-depth information is re-

quired on a controversial topic, or if one is relatively uncertain of the cri-

<i tical issues related to a particular dimension, personal interviews may be

necessary. On the other hand, if the subject matter is not controversial and

consists largely of responses describing past behavior, then either a mail or

a telephone survey may be sufficient. The selection of the form of survey to

be used must be made after careful consideration of the subject matter requir-

ing assessment and an evaluation of resource availability.

In addition to the choice of the type of survey to be used, consideration

should be given to the selection of the form of survey to be employed. That

is, it must be determined whether it will consist of a fixed set of questions

- structured in a given order (referred to as a structured form), consist only

of a list of the broad dimensions to be queried without any fixed question

format (referred to as an unstructured survey form), or follow a course be-

tween these two extremes, taking a semistructured form. In general, when the

context to be assessed is well-defined, a more structured survey form is de-

sirable because one can be more certain that responses reflect evaluations of

the same dimensions. When the dimensions to be examined are not well-

defined, it may be necessary to allow the interviewer to vary the context suf-

ficiently to probe for key dimensions using a less-structured format. Al-

though structured formats are, of course, required in mail surveys, the choice

of the survey form for other types of surveys must again be determined by the

type of information required (Dillman, 1978).

Whatever type or form of survey is selected, it is essential that any

survey process give special attention to the selection of the sample of re-

spondents to be surveyed. Since the major rationale for the use of a survey

versus other forms of primary data collection is usually based on the need for

data from a representative sample, the careful completion of the sampling pro-

cess is the key to the success of a survey (Babbie, 1973). The sampling pro-

cess is, in turn, dependent for its adequacy on two factors: the acquisition

of an adequate sampling frame and the use of a well-designed technique for

-selecting a sample from the sampling frame (Dillman, 1978).
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The sampling frame is a list of the population of persons from which a

sample is to be selected (i.e., all of the persons in a community). Its

acquisition is often the most difficult part of the survey process. Commonly

used sources for preparing sampling frames include telephone directories,

utility lists, county agent or similar county officials' lists, lists of li-

censed drivers, commercial mailing lists, and similar sources. Any list

chosen should be carefully examined for possible omissions and supplemented

when necessary.

The technique for selecting a sample from a sampling frame may take sev-

eral forms. A simple random sample selected by numbering items in the sam-

pling frame and choosing a selected number at random may be used when specific

characteristics of sample members (age, sex, education, etc.) are not expected

to be of significance or data on such characteristics are not available. A

stratified or cluster sample is more likely to be selected (Babbie, 1973). In

a stratified sample, some characteristic such as the age, residence area, or

similar characteristic of population members is chosen, and the sample is se-

lected to be representative of different strata of the characteristic (i.e.,

rural and urban residence). In a cluster sample, respondents are selected

with special attention to their area of residence. Techniques for drawing

such samples are readily available in computerized form, and thus this part of

the sampling process has become relatively straightforward and much simpler

than the acquisition of a sampling frame (Groves and Kahn, 1979).

The step of survey design cannot be described in general form because

it varies from one survey effort to another. In all efforts, however, the

instrument must be carefully designed with questions that are unbiased, that

allow for direct and unambiguous responses, and that elicit responses related

to specific informational needs. The design of a questionnaire requires

careful item delineation and analysis (Selltiz et al, 1959).

After the initial design of the survey, it is essential that it be

carefully pretested. No matter how careful the construction of the initial

survey, the instrument must be pretested to diagnose unanticipated problems in

question interpretation and administration. Surveys that have not been pre-

tested should seldom be used. Even a limited pretesting will alleviate many

problems.

The administration of the questionnaire or survey form, though seeming to

be a straightforward process, requires careful supervision. In mair surveys,
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this administration should include several waves of questionnaires and post

card reminders (Dillman, 1978). In telephone and personal interview surveys,

efforts must be made to assure that sample members are recontacted, if the

initial contact is not made or the survey is incomplete, and careful supervi-

sion of interviewer performance is essential (Groves and Kahn, 1979).

Finally, prior to data analysis, surveys must be checked for completeness

and the sample screened to check for obvious response biases or for refusal

rates that are sufficiently high to threaten the sample's adequacy. Only if

such items are checked prior to the initiation of the analysis and prior to

the release of those personnel who were responsible for questionnaire adminis-

tration and who can most readily assist in the interpretation and attention of

_ such problems will it be possible to correct potential errors.

These steps, though only some of the key steps in the survey research

process, clearly reveal the need for care in the survey process. Proposed

survey procedures that do not adequately describe these steps should be viewed

with skepticism. The survey process is thus one requiring the use of experi-

enced and well-trained social science personnel.

Sample and Expert-Opinion Surveys

Impact-related surveys use two general forms: the standard sample survey

and the expert-opinion survey. The first of these forms, which involves

obtaining information from a representative sample of community residents, is

the most common form of social survey and has received extensive use in impact

research (Selbyg, 1978; Thompson et al, 1978; Little and Lovejoy, 1977;

Lopreato and Blisset, 1978).

The second form has been used extensively in community leadership anal-

ysis (Hawley and Wirt, 1974), and has received renewed emphasis in the area of

impact assessment. In expert-opinion surveys, the sample consists of com-

munity decision makers and opinion leaders who are assumed to provide views

representative of various interest groups in the community. Such surveys have

been popular in impact assessments because they can be done rapidly and may

provide the type of information required if that information relates to the

actions of various groups. Expert-opinion surveys often use a survey and re-

survey format in which leaders' views are assessed and analyzed, responses are

reported to them, and their views again surveyed. This technique is commonly
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referred to as the delphi-technique (Finsterbusch and Wolf, 1977). It is

widely used in the evaluation as well as the assessment stage of impact ef-

forts. The obvious advantage of expert-opinion surveys is their ease of ap-

plication and their relevance for assessing group issues. The disadvantages

stem from the frequent misuse of such surveys as substitutes in research ef-

forts which, in fact, require random sample surveys.

The use of survey methodologies requires the completion of a comprehen-

sive and relatively complex research process. The advantages of survey

methodologies stem from their ability to obtain data on topics not covered in

secondary sources and data from a selected group of respondents that are

likely to be representative of the total range of views in a community. Their

disadvantages stem from their complexity, their time and financial resource

requirements, and their inability to obtain information that cannot be verbal-

ized or that is not consciously recognized by respondents. The use of sur-

veys in assessments is widespread, however, and as noted below, assessment

efforts seem likely to make increasing use of this method in the future.

Participant Observation Methods

Participant observation methods have a long and distinguished record in

social research (Goffman, 1961; Whyte, 1955; Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Vidich

and Bensman, 1958). They consist of methods in which the researcher obtains

information through direct observation and possible participation in a social

setting (Gold, 1958). Whether or not researchers choose to participate in the

social setting and to let their exact purposes be known to local residents

will depend on the research questions being examined, but direct observation

of the setting (site area) for which assessments will be made is essential.

This is a particularly strong method for studying the ongoing nature of social

acts and activities, for examining the roles individuals take in participating

in activities, for discovering the relationships and alliances that exist in a

local area, and for gaining a feeling for the overall context in which

activities occur (Lofland, 1971).

In general, the participant observation method involves living in an area

for an extended period, taking careful notes on social activities, persons,

and their perspectives, formulating concepts and hypotheses, and testing these

concepts over time. The time frame for completing such methods may inivolve
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several months or even years, and one or several observers may be involved.

Whatever its exact form, however, participant observation analysis requires

the same careful principles of observation, analysis, and reanalysis common to

other research methodologies.

The advantages in the use of the participant observation method stem

from its ability to more adequately capture the meaning behind and the nature

of ongoing activities that may not be fully evident even to the residents of

an area and thus not be recorded by them in surveys or other similar forms of

data collection. In addition, it is often a cost-effective method requiring

t - limited manpower. Its disadvantages stem from the difficulty involved in

assessing the generalizability of the data obtained because of the tendency

for observers to be contacted by persons with given, and biased, points of

view. For impact assessments, the method possesses the additional disadvan-

tage of requiring relatively extended periods for data collection. The use of

the participant observation method is essential for discerning many of the

most significant dimensions of change that occur during large-scale

developments.

Unobtrusive Research Design

Unobtrusive research designs consist of methods that involve the collec-

tion of primary data but do not involve direct contact with area residents.

They include such methods as videotaping and tape recording every-day activi-

ties (McCoy, 1975), and analysis of the content of newspapers and other writ-

ten materials describing the activities of the population of an area (Ludtke,

1978). To the extent that these methods sometimes fail to provide the rigor

evident in other techniques, they are less desirable than other research de-

signs for impact analysis. Social analysis based on casual observations,

unsystematic newspaper analysis, and similar procedures appear much too often

in impact assessment research. If completed with systematic rigor, these

techniques are, however, valuable research methods capable of being applied

with considerable utility in impact assessments. Their careful use in impact

analysis is thus clearly advantageous.

The advantages of these techniques lie in their ease of application and

in their often low resource requirements. Their disadvantages are evident in

the difficulty entailed in determining the representativeness of the informa-

tion obtained from them and the direct relevance of such indirect information
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to specific impact issues. Given these latter uncertainties, it is likely

that unobtrusive methods will be used largely to supplement more traditional

research methods.

Conclusions Concerning Conceptual
and Methodological Alternatives

The conceptual approaches underlying, and the methodological alterna-

tives available for use in, social impact assessments show great diversity,

ranging from those that place strong emphasis on individuals (symbolic inter-

action) to those that emphasize total population changes (human ecology), and

from those that see conflict as the key social process (conflict theory) to

those that emphasize consensus (functional theories). Methods ranging from

those that use interpretations of printed documents as data sources (unobtru-

sive measures) or secondary data to those that utilize highly structured ques-

tionnaires for data collection (surveys) can be applied in the assessment pro-

cess. Such diversity has both positive and negative implications for social

assessment efforts. On the one hand, this diversity provides a flexible knowl-

edge base that is applicable to a wide range of phenomena. On the other hand,

this diversity allows for substantial differences in the interpretations given

to the meaning of any single set of events. Given the diversity of phe-

nomena to which social analysis must be applied, however, the use of a wide

range of approaches and methods appears to be essential if complex social phe-

nomena are to be adequately characterized and predicted.

FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The process of social impact assessment and the social factors that it is

intended to project are, as with demographic impacts, affected by project,

area, and new resident characteristics as reflected in a large number of his-

torical, cultural, economic-ecological, demographic, and social organizational

variables. In addition, the nature of the social assessment process is, in

large part, a product of the nature of the overall assessment effort and of

the role of the social assessment process within the overall assessment ef-

fort. The effects of project, area, and new resident characteristics and of

the overall environmental assessment process on the assessment of social
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impacts are thus the focus of this part of the chapter and are briefly

discussed below.

Project Characteristics

The nature of the project clearly affects the nature of the social

impacts experienced in an area. Developments with high levels of employment

result in larger numbers of new persons and are more likely to induce signifi-

cant social changes than those with smaller levels of employment. Likewise,

projects with relatively expedited construction periods are more likely to

- have significant effects than those with extended construction periods.

Finally, projects relatively close to large metropolitan areas are likely to

have less significant social impacts than those in sparsely settled areas.

Variations in project characteristics may thus markedly affect the magnitude

of social impacts experienced in an area (Freudenburg, 1979).

as - Area Characteristics

- The predevelopment characteristics of an area also affect the nature of

the social impacts in the area. These characteristics involve a large number

of factors, including historical, cultural, economic-ecological, demographic,

and social variables.

Historical Factors

- The history of a rural area may have a significant effect on the social

environment of the area, particularly that history related to other large-

_ scale resource developments. In many rural areas of the western and southern

United States, for example, the area's historical experience with growth, with

large-scale developments, and with various auspices for such developments may

play a major role in determining the social nature of the area (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979).

For many rural areas, their recent history has been one of decline. De-

spite recent patterns of renewed growth in rural areas (Beale, 1976), many of

- the potential sites for projects, such as energy-related facilities (Federal

Energy Administration, 1976) are in areas that have shown little reAewed
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growth and, in fact, have experienced decades of population and economic de-

cline. For such communities, large resource developments will have conse-

quences that they are ill-prepared to manage. Service infrastructures are

likely to be poorly developed and services insufficiently professionalized to

meet new service demands.

For areas that have been experiencing slow or moderate growth, past

expections may have provided local leaders and decision makers with a useful

base of experience that will allow them to more effectively manage patterns of

growth. Finally, for areas with histories of extremely rapid growth, a new

development may simply compound existing problems and further overload exist-

ing facilities.

An area's experience with large-scale developments and developers may

also affect the social nature of the area and its desire to support further

developments. Thus, for many areas in the West, the boom and bust cycles of

the past have made citizens cautious about growth and its expected benefits

(McKee, 1974). In addition, since many rural areas have experienced large-

scale developments that have significantly altered the level of local control

and autonomy (Kraenzel, 1955), many areas may resist developments that are

under the control of entities located outside the local area. The history of

an area, in general, and in relation to developments in particular, is thus an

important determinant of public acceptance and other types of social impacts.

Cultural Factors

The culture, the total way of life of a population in an area, may also

alter the types of social impacts that are experienced. If the culture is

significantly different from that of the mainstream society, the social im-

_ pacts experienced may be particularly acute. The most evident of such cul-

tural effects are those experienced by Native Americans and other minority

groups. Many Native Americans value industrial development less than the

maintenance of cultural cohesion, kinship ties, and tradition (Albrecht, 1980)

and may be less able to take advantage of the new employment and other oppor-

tunities created by developments even when such developments are favored

(Schwartz, 1977). Thus, subcultures that place strong emphases on group

| - interaction and cohesion, whether involving minority or majority groups, may

find developments less desirable and hence show greater resistance to them
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than groups in the mainstream of American culture. When subcultural groups

are located within an impact area, special concern should be given to discern-

ing the likely effects of such cultural practices on social impacts and the

effects of social impacts on cultural traditions.

Economic-Ecological Factors

The economic and ecological context of an area also affects the social

impacts experienced by the population in an area. Areas in which agriculture

predominates have distinctively different ways of life than areas dominated by

mining and manufacturing. Communities in which tourism and services dominate

are distinctively different than those dominated by industries. In addition,

areas dominated by forests may be distinctively different than areas in the

arid Great Plains (Webb, 1931; Kraenzel, 1955; McKee, 1974; Odum, 1936). In

fact, the distinctive effects of such ecological and economic context vari-

ables are some of the best documented in the social science literature (Duncan

- and Reiss, 1956; Hathaway et al, 1968; Duncan et al, 1960; Odum, 1936).

The influences of economic and ecological factors are effected through a

A- - number of social, structural, and procedural factors. An area's economic ac-

tivity, for example, will affect the sequence of social activities and even

institutional and social structures in the area. The economic activities

associated with an agricultural area, for example, will affect the scheduling

of social events (festivals, etc.), the nature of informal organizations (for

example, Grange versus union halls) and the nature of other enterprises (re-

tail trade and financial institutions). In addition, whereas agricultural and

other extractive industries have historically been labor-intensive, making

large families advantageous as sources of additional labor, industrial and oc-

- cupational structures make large families a source of additional expenses. In

like manner, the pronounced seasonal variations in northern climates lead to

somewhat different social interaction patterns than are evident in more tem-

perate climates. Although one must be careful not to adopt a simplistic form

of ecological or economic determinism, ecological and economic differences

between areas are clearly important sources of social variation that require

careful analysis.
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Demographic Factors

The size, distribution, and composition of the population of an area also

clearly have implications for social effects. The size and distribution of a

social group or population affects the frequency and forms of social interac-

tion, the nature of social control, and other cultural factors in an area. In

smaller areas, social controls over inappropriate behavior are more likely to

be exercised by family or kinship groups and to be exerted by peer or group

pressures than in larger areas where more formal controls may be necessary.

Similarly, the characteristics, particularly the diversity of characteristics

in a population, may affect the social context of an area. In areas with a

uniformity of age, education, racial, and other characteristics, new persons

with different characteristics are likely to be more difficult for local resi-

dents to accept than in an area where diversity is common, and persons with

different characteristics may be perceived as less unique and hence more

readily accepted. In sum, then, the size, distribution and composition of a

population are likely to affect the types of social impacts experienced in an

area. They are factors whose effects have long been the subject of socio-

logical investigations (Durkheim, 1933; Wirth, 1938) and the assessment of

such factors must be an important consideration in any social impact analysis.

Social Factors

Finally, it is evident that predevelopment social conditions will affect

the nature of the social impacts experienced in an area. Although these pre-

development social conditions are, in turn, a reflection of many of the fac-

tors discussed above, it is evident that their state at the initiation of a

project is an essential consideration. Thus, such factors as the forms of

predevelopment social structures and social interaction patterns, and the

prevalent perceptions of residents concerning the area may affect the social

impacts experienced. An area with a highly formalized social class structure

and highly formalized social interaction patterns may find the placement of

new impact-related residents within the social class structure to be more

difficult than in areas with less formalized structures. In addition, groups

in leadership positions in such structures may become sources of opposition to

developments because of the obvious shift in the class structure that may

accompany a shift in major economic activities in the area (Murdock, 1979).
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The social perceptsidents may also alter the nature

of social impa as whose residents have high le tisfaction

with existing community conditions may be less receptive to developments than

those that perceive their communities as less desirable. Perceptions of the

need for economic development may be critical in causing communities to search

for economic development and growth (Lonsdale and Seyler, 1979). Strong at-

tachments to given types of land use and environmental preservation may also

alter a population's receptiveness to various types of resource developments

(Lewis and Albrecht, 1977; Lovejoy, 1977). The social conditions of an area

prior to development clearly affect the nature of the impacts likely to be

experienced during development.

The historical, cultural, economic-ecological, demographic, and social

characteristics of the site area are thus of key importance in determining the

nature of the social impacts likely to be experienced in an area. Although

only a limited number of the many factors included in these dimensions can be

adequately assessed in any impact situation, a careful consideration of such

dimensions is essential in the assessment

Characteristics of In-migrating Populations

A final set of factors likely to affect the substantive nature of

social impacts experienced in an area are related to the characteristics of

new persons coming to the site area as a result of the development. The

historical, cultural, demographic, and social characteristics and experiences

of these people will affect the way they react and adapt to the site area, the

ease with which they are accepted by local persons, and their subsequent

impacts on the site area. Although analyses seem to indicate that resource

development-related migrants are similar to migrants in other areas (Murdock

et al, 1980), the general effects of a substantial number of new migrants on

an area and on the assimilation process of migrants and longtime residents are

well-documented factors of significance to the social context of an area

(Price and Sikes, 1975). The potential social effects of the characteristics/

_af new rp Q dent % site ' social patterns must be carefully examined.

T 2-roject, area, a ew resident social characteristics clearly exert

a significant range of ef~fects on the magnitude and the nature of the social

impacts experienced in an impact area. As with demographic dimensions,
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however t is often the interactive produ ts of these three general sets of

factors, ra er than their separate effec t are of greatest signifi-

cance. The complexity as well as th importance of these dimensions is thus

evident and requires concerted attention.

The Effect of the Assessment Context

The context in which the assessment of social factors is completed is not

only affected by substantive factors, however, but also by the context in

which the actual assessment process takes place. This context often includes

extremely limited time frames and financial resources, a misunderstanding of

the breadth of social phenomena, and a total environmental impact assessment

mandate for the agency completing the analysis that may lead to the near ex-

clusion of social dimensions.

The time frames for an assessment effort often are limited to only a few

months of intensive effort, but many forms of social research, particularly

extensive surveys and participant observation studies, may require much longer

time frames if the results of the research effort are to be adequate and accu-

rate. Expedited forms of such efforts may simply be impossible. Short time

frames may thus eliminate such methods from consideration or lead to efforts

that are less comprehensive and less methodologically sophisticated than de-

sired (Freudenburg, 1981). Although different types of social questions re-

quire different social research approaches, the time constraints of assess-

ments often limit analyses to secondary data and other similar research

designs.

Financial resources may also place particularly severe constraints on

social analysis. As noted above, surveys and similar types of social analysis

can simply be too costly for use in such an analysis. Cost constraints are

likely to limit any analyses that are dependent on primary rather than sec-

ondary data. Since social analyses tend to be more dependent on primary data

than many other forms of analyses (such as the demographic), the effects of

cost estimates on social analyses are likely to be particularly evident.

The social assessment is also often affected by a less than distinct def-

inition of social impacts, as noted above, and by a resulting paradoxical

handling of the social assessment process within the general assessment

effort. That is, the social assessment process is deemed, on the one hand, to
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include all factors not included in the economic or demographic analysis.

Thus, the social assessment process is often seen as the logical place for pub-

lic service, minority group, cultural, psychological, as well as standard,

social analysis. Its personnel and financial resource allocations, on the

other hand, may simply be made as if it were a single uniform area of

analysis. As a result, the social assessment analyst is often required to do

an impossible breadth of assessments with a minimal level of resource

commitments. *

Finally, because the assessment process is itself often inclusive of

social, physical and biological-science, political, and other dimensions, and

yet restricted in physical length, the discussion of social dimensions in

assessment efforts is often reduced to such a minimal length that it is

inadequate for the interpretive types of analyses often necessary in social

analyses. In part, then, the format requirements of impact statements (see

page limitations in Council of Environmental Quality, 1978) often are espe-

cially problematic for the social analyst.

The assessment process is, in sum, often ill-matched to the require-

ments of social research. This problem, though unlikely to be solved in the

near future, must be recognized and addressed in assessment evaluations.

Both substantive (project, site, and new resident) characteristics and

assessment process factors are likely to affect the social assessment process

and its subsequent products. The methodological, analytical, and resource

requirements necessary to fully address all of these factors are clearly not

presently available. Those that can be addressed must be examined, however,

and even those that are difficult to address must be recognized and their

effects considered in the social assessment process.

SOCIAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

The process of social impact assessment is a complex and diverse pro-

cess and the social assessment techniques used in assessments have often re-

flected that diversity. The techniques employed in assessment efforts have

included those using secondary and primary data and those using secondary,

survey, participant observation, and unobtrusive methods. In nearly all

cases, however, whatever the method used, the major conceptual and methodolog-

ical choices surround the three major processes of:
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1. Baseline profiling

2. Baseline projections

3. Impact projections.

In this section, the most prevalent techniques used in the completion of these

three steps in actual impact assessments are discussed.

Baseline Profiling

As with many other types of impact assessment, one of the major steps in

the assessment process is that of describing the area prior to development.

In social assessments, this usually involves a description of a large number

of variables derived from secondary data sources. One of the most comprehen-

sive lists of the basic dimensions measured in social assessments and some of

the common indicators of those dimensions is presented by Fitzsimmon et al

(1975). The aspects listed in these authors' social well-being account are

shown in Table 6.1. For each dimension, some of the components and a few of

the many indicators of each component are shown.

An examination of this table reveals the breadth of indicators that may

be included in a social assessment profile, as well as the tendency for social

assessments to include a large public service component, to rely heavily on

secondary data indicators (that is, public service agency and census data),

and to incorporate standard sociological variables within a broad sociocul-

tural perspective. Although the specific variables shown in Table 6.1 are

influenced by the fact that the social well-being account is designed for spe-

cific types of developments, the range of expectations it reflects for the

social assessment is not unusual.

Because of the wide range of dimensions usually assessed, the completion

of the social baseline usually involves the use of secondary data, participant

observation and expert survey methods. That is, secondary census and public

agency data are used to describe many of the service and demographic and con-

text variables. Participant observation analyses, usually severely limited in

scope, are used to describe what Fitzsimmons et al (1975) refer to as aggre-

gate social effects, and a limited number of structured or unstructured sur-

veys are conducted with community leaders and other residents in the community

to determine the nature of existing institutions and other community factors.

Community-wide random sample surveys may occasionally be performed, but the
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Table 6.1. Dimensions, Components and Selected Indicators of Social Well-Being

_Indliviuali Personal IFYtck
Sclccicd

Components Indicator,

Life, Proteton, a . percon, -cred

Safet) by a-encir

b. staff size and
budget of
agencies

c. accessibility
of agencies

2. Health a. morbidity levels

b. mortality lee-
c. numbes of out.

pyaient health
facilities

d. number of
health care
peisonnel

e cost of health
care

f. atofsaction with
health care

3. Family and a numbes of
Individual families

b. cmber ,f
unemployed

c. numbei of
dinotees

d. family-related

4. Attitudes. Expectations of
Beliefs. & impats on:

Values - local
envusonment

- local eoonomy
local
ommunity

populatirts
chara eristics
& composition
local participa-
tion in decision
making

- local nalues
and customs

.
. Envionmenta1 a. visual quality

Conditions b. pollution lenels

c accessibility
d. land use patterns
e. conflict between

those desiring
alternatin uses

( ommunity. Institutional ~ffects
Selected

IDimen~osiot
Aeca So eoe-ocniic lffects

Selr--od
onmp-ynents Indicators

Natimn.l EInqerency Proparedness Effects
Selected

Cinp-nonts Indi c rs

_Anggrate Social Effects
Secleted

nponents Indicators(ooiyo~nenis Indicators Cot

1. Demographic a. size
b. density
c. ethnicity

2. Ld-lion a. school rollnmeni
b. dropout rates
c. number of persnnel

and facilities
d. satisfaction

3. G ernmenr a. number of goneunments
Serces b. gosernment budgcts

c. satisfaction

4. Housing & a- persons in substandard
Neighborhood housing

b. number of units
c. costs of housing

5. Law & Justice a. number of viuLations
b. number of policemen
c. budgets
d. stisfaction

6. Social Sereices a. number on welfare
b. social service personnel

and facilities
c. satisfaction

7. Rehgion a church membership by

denominarion
b. number of clergymen
c church stance on

community issues

I. Lrrs loymcnt and
lnec-oi

2. Welfare A Financial

Compensation

. workers by typc
b. occupati- nod

industry of workers
persons liero.
pooCrty fref

d. satisfaction With

employment

I Water amount and quality
SuPPyies of mater

2. loo" amoun and type
available

3. Power Suppfies effecs on power

availability

4. Water number if miles of
Transportation waterwayb.

number i peophe
receining assistance
persons belriw

povCrty Ievel
satisfaction

I Change in a. self-deeelrytienr

Ouality of b. quality of inter-
Life personal

relationships
c. standard of being
d. satisfaction

2. Changes in equity oS distri-
Relatie bution of benefits
Social and costs
Rosition

3. Changes in a. changes in the
Social Wel- quantity and
Being quality of services

b. ehanges in ncome
c. economic stability

5. Fuels

6. Other Faqtors

change in different
types of fuels

INR
3. Communication a households with

radios and tefovisions
b. newspaper circulation

c. satisfacion

4. Ttansportation a. number sif hicles

b. number and quality
of highways

C. satisfaion

S. Economic Base a. persons employed

by industry
b. number and type of

establishments
c satisfactirin

1'3

6. Planning

7. Construction

neoel of liwal
planning

effects of
construction on
population.
housing, and
other factors

B. Culture

9. Rec-eation

a. ethnic composition
b. language
c. historical sites

a. types of facilities
b. osts
c. satisfaction

10. Informal a. number, size, and

Orpgnizations membership in
and Groups groups

b. coordination
between groups

11. Community &
Institutional
Viability

a. change in size, type,
location, etc., Of
sesvices

b. change in residents'
image of community

Source: Social Asseserent Manual A Guide to she Prcasattin of the Social WeDl-being Account by Stephen Fitzsimmons, Lorie Stuart, and Peter Wolf, Washington, D.C., Bureau of Reclamation, 1975.

INR: Indicators not rekvant to present discussion.
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norm is for some combination of these three methods to be used (Schriner et

al, 1976; Love, 1978). Although some early assessments relied almost totally

on secondary data, baseline descriptions are seldom now performed using only a

single method. This marks a significant increase in the level of re-

alization of the complexity of and resulting detail necessary for the adequate

assessment of social impacts (Freudenburg, 1981).

The limitations of these practices are that the use of secondary, or

quickly conducted participant observation and survey efforts, often lead to

the assessment of those phenomena that can be most easily measured or to the

use of those data that are most readily available rather than to the assess-

ment of the most important social phenomena. As a result, the perceptions and

perspectives of interest groups, both for and against development, are often

included in baseline assessments, but the viewpoint of the general public or

the community as a whole remains unreported. Given the time and resource

realities of the assessment process, however, such limitations seem likely to

remain evident in social impact analysis.

Baseline and Impact Projections

The discussion of baseline and impact projections is presented in one

section because the range of methods used in baseline projections is limited

and because both projection processes share similar strengths and weaknesses.

In fact, of all the aspects of social assessment, it is clearly the projection

process which is the least developed and open to widely justifiable criticism.

In almost all cases, data obtained by one of the standard social research

methods are further expanded by additional iterations of data collection or by

the application of conceptual perspectives to existing data bases to project

social impacts. Although an extremely large number of methods could poten-

tially be used (Miller, 1977), the most frequently used techniques include the

application of:

1. trend extrapolation techniques

2. expert-opinion or delphi surveys

3. value forecasting procedures

4. social change and development theories

5. scenario forecasting techniques.
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Before each of these techniques is discussed, however, it is essential to

point out the major inputs that enter into the social assessment process. The

most important of these are:

1. baseline data on social, historical, and cultural trends

2. projections of project-related demographic change

3. projections of project-related economic change.

For the social analyst, social projections are and must be made with full rec-

ognition of existing social patterns and trends and of the likely magnitude of

project-related demographic and economic changes. The size, distribution, and

composition of the population accompanying a development and the extent to

which the development will alter the basic economic base of the area provide

essential inputs into the social analysis. As noted above, such factors are

among the most important determinants of social impacts. It is essential,

then, to again emphasize that attempts to incorporate measures of the inter-

dependence of the various socioeconomic dimensions, though often not computa-

tionally formalized in relation to social factors, is as essential in social

assessments as in other parts of the socioeconomic assessment process. This

consideration is important in examining each of the techniques that are pre-

sented below.

Trend Extrapolation

Perhaps the most widely used technique, and in fact, nearly the only

technique used in baseline projections, is that of extending or extrapolating

past trends into the future. This method is particularly useful in baseline

projections because past trends are nearly the only guide to what will happen

in the area in the future without development. In using such techniques, re-

searchers generally take baseline profiles and extend these into the future.

Thus, if the area has been dominated by agriculture and shown consistent

population decline, these patterns are assumed to continue or to change in

some specific manner.

The advantages of this approach are that it is relatively easy to apply

and provides projections that are clearly supported by existing data. The

major problems with the application of this technique in social assessments

have been twofold. Social analysts have tended to use a relatively simplistic

model of baseline conditions in rural areas and have failed to recognize that
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all social patterns change over time. Thus, there has been a tendency to

perceive rural areas as at the extreme rural end of the rural-urban continuum

and to idealize their predevelopment states. In addition, there has been a

tendency to see rural areas as unlikely to change for predevelopment states

unless a particular development impacts the area. Although social scientists

acknowledge that American society as a whole is changing and seldom fail to

extrapolate changes as in baseline demographic patterns, the extrapolation of

social patterns often consists of simply assuming that past configurations

will continue unchanged. Clearly, extrapolations of even baseline social pat-

terns must take into account the ongoing societal patterns of change (such as

those related to mechanization, mass communication, etc.) that are affecting

rural areas. Techniques failing to do so are unlikely to provide accurate

projections.

Expert-Opinion or Delphi Surveys

Delphi techniques have had a long history of use in a variety of social

science fields (Freeman et al, 1978; Pill, 1971; Ament, 1970; Bender, 1969;

Hill and Fowles, 1975). These techniques consist of surveying a group of ex-

perts or knowledgeable community representatives and then iteratively return-

ing to them with the results of the earlier surveys to focus reassessments.

By repeating this process, one can obtain increasingly integrated projections

of experts' views of the future with and without development.

The advantages of this approach are several. It provides projections by

community residents that have intimate knowledge of their community and its

residents and projections that have received concerted and repeated examina-

tions by these leaders. Finally, it is clearly a method likely to receive

widespread support among local residents, since it is their and their commun-

ity leaders' projections that are used in the analysis. This technique, then,

insulates social researchers from both the charge that they have failed to in-

clude local perspectives or that the researchers are the source of erroneous

projections.

The disadvantages of such techniques include those common to any survey.

In addition, questions about the ability of local residents to project levels

of change and about the extent to which the experts' (usually community lead-

ers) views represent those of the larger community are areas of concern.
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Although these dimensions are receiving increasing analyses (Freeman et al,

1978; Hill and Fowles, 1975), they are clearly considerations that require

careful attention prior to the use of delphi methods.

Value Forecasting

Value forecasting is a technique that uses assessments of baseline values

and beliefs to project how future developments are likely to be evaluated and

accepted by local residents (Miller, 1977). Thus, if the area is one with

patterns of ethnic homogeneity, relatively fixed social statuses and social

interaction patterns, and slow acceptance of change, these "core" values may

be projected to lead local residents to resist the social changes brought

about by a development. The utility and validity of this method depends on

the researchers' levels of knowledge concerning baseline values and the gen-

eral state of knowledge concerning the ability to predict behavior from

values.

This method is often used when baseline analyses have been conducted us-

ing participant observation methods. When such methods have involved long-

term observations by well-trained social scientists, the assessment of base-

line values is often quite accurate (Lofland, 1971). However, if baseline

analyses were completed with limited periods of observation, this method can

lead to dramatic and often questionable predictions (Kohrs, 1974). The abil-

ity of even the best assessments to predict behavior, however, is one that

remains a central focus and unresolved issue in the social sciences generally

(Schumann and Johnson, 1976; Clayton, 1972; Blalock, 1979).

Application of Social Change and
Development Theories

Another technique widely used in social assessment projections is that of

assuming that the impact area will display patterns similar to developing

areas in other settings (Carnes and Friesma, 1974). Thus, the theoretical

premises underlying theories of social change, and such specialized theories

of social change as those related to economic development, urbanization, and

modernity (Applebaum, 1970) have formed a major basis for predicting future

social patterns. That -s, such concomitants of changes in economic bases as
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decreases in the prevalence of extended families, formalizations of social re-

lationships, increased alienation, and greater openness to change are pre-

dicted to occur in impacted areas as they change from predevelopment economic

bases to those represented by the development.

This technique has the advantage of relying on a wide body of literature

and theory and is, in many cases, the only form of projection that can be

made. The difficulties in the use of such procedures include those inherent

in the theoretical perspectives themselves and those resulting from the diffi-

culties that exist in attempting to place impact areas along the continua that

form the bases for many of the assumptions underlying such theories. Consen-

sus on the types of changes that occur for groups and individuals as a result

of economic and social change does not exist, and the nature of such changes

form the basis of an ongoing debate in the social change literature (Armer and

Schnaiberg, 1972; Cohen and Till, 1977; Inkeles, 1975; Rau, 1980). In addi-

tion, it is unclear where most communities should be placed on the continua of

patterns that underlie such concepts. Even when these general theoretic pat-

terns may provide useful projections, where a given impact area should be

placed on the underlying continua and the level of change necessary for social

patterns in the impact area to become more developed, more modern, or more

urban is unclear. The development of this technique is dependent upon the

accumulation of knowledge from additional basic research on social change as

well as development of the social impact assessment art.

Scenario Forecasting

This form of projection is a specialized form of the methods discussed

above (Vlachos, 1977). It involves systematically formulating a set of logi-

cal assumptions about future patterns in various social dimensions together

and then tracing their likely interactions and trends over time. The assump-

tions used can be derived by any of the methods noted above and from any data

collection form. Its unique features are its clear recognition of the basic

assumptions used in its projections, its recognition of restraints on and dy-

namic interactions between component factors, and its tendency to examine mul-

tiple possible futures. Its logic is similar to that underlying any basic

formalized projection technique.
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The use of this technique, except in the most general sense, has been

limited in social impact assessments. Its attractiveness stems from the

conscious attempt to recognize and include patterns of interaction and dynamic

relationships within a total sociocultural context. Its disadvantages stem

from the fact that its level of utility is dependent on the level of knowledge

concerning the basic patterns of interactions between social phenomena during

a resource development. This method is one, in fact, that may be more ad-

vanced than the data available for social analysis. Its utility is thus

likely to increase as the knowledge base concerning social impacts increases.

Conclusions Concerning Alternative
Assessment Techniques

The five methods noted above constitute some of the most frequently used

methods in social projections. In all cases, these projection techniques are

largely nonquantitative, difficult to independently validate, and subject to

wide variations in interpretations. The projection of social impacts thus

clearly requires extensive development if social impact assessments are to

gain a more equitable status in the socioeconomic assessment process.

The techniques actually used in social impacts assessment, both for base-

line descriptions and baseline and impact projections, reflect a diversity of

conceptual and methodological approaches. They reveal yet again the breadth

and complexity of the phenomena to be assessed and the undeveloped nature of

the social assessment process.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

Perhaps no other socioeconomic dimension is so closely tied to many of

the most widely recognized effects likely to occur as a result of repository

siting as those considered by the social assessment process. Both the special

and standard effects commonly associated with repositories contain major so-

cial dimensions (Bremmer, 1979; Herbert et al, 1979). As in preceding chap-

ters, these dimensions and the methodological considerations they entail are

discussed below.
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Special Effects

Many of the special or unique effects of nuclear repositories involve

major social dimensions. Thus, some of the most often noted of these special

effects include (Hebert et al, 1979).

1. Fear and anxiety related to:

(a) present health and safety

(b) health of future generations

2. Concern over equity dimension of the siting process

3. Institutional concerns related to:

(a) security

(b) short-term and long-term site control

(c) transportation and handling of materials

4. Public participation and monitoring.

These effects clearly are, in large part, social issues. That is, much of the

fear and anxiety related to such projects result from perceptions of radioac-

tivity and governmental management of such products. Equity issues of concern

with who benefits from and who must pay the costs for a development are cen-

tral issues in any social impact analysis, as are analyses of institutional

structures within the prevailing social structure. Finally, although not a 4

direct research dimension in social impact analyses, it is evident that the

equity issue and most analysis of social and other development programs

(Christenson and Robinson, 1980) point to the social bases for continuous cit-

izen involvement in program development. Clearly, then, the special effects

of nuclear repositories and the social effects of large-scale projects

generally are closely related dimensions.

Standard Effects

The standard social impacts resulting from any large-scale development

seem likely also to occur at repository sites. That is, the effects on inter-

action patterns, on social relationships, on social structure, on formal and

informal relationships, and on community satisfaction and community perc4p-

tions are likely to be similar to those at other projects. However, the spe-

cial effects noted above may affect standard social impacts such that the

interaction of special and standard impacts could lead to the accentuation of
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standard effects. Thus, perceptions that the siting process was not completed

with adequate local involvement or that a site was being imposed on an area

with little regard for local safety and health concerns would likely lead to

higher levels of antipathy toward such projects and to greater levels of con-

flict between longtime residents and project-related in-migrants than would be

true for other types of projects. In addition, the demands placed on local

leadership and management structures to respond to the siting process may be

significantly greater than for standard developments and may lead to more

rapid changes in community leadership. These and similar potential changes

again point to the close relationship between the special and social effects

of repository siting.

Methodological Considerations

One must be careful not to equate special and social effects both because

special effects include psychological, political, and other dimensions not ade-

quately measured by social assessment techniques and because the definition of

social impacts would thus be left less clear than is desirable (see the dis-

cussion in preceding sections of this chapter). However, one implication that

emerges from any comparison of special and social effects is that these ef-

fects are often not easily differentiated from one another nor are they cap-

able of being assessed separately from one another. It thus appears desirable

to suggest that the social assessment process should be expanded in repository

analyses to include those special dimensions that are social or social-

psychological in nature. Many of the special effects of repositories, though

clearly not all, should be seen and assessed within the context of other

social impacts. Perhaps the major methodological recommendation related to

special and social effects assessments is that their commonalities should be

systematically integrated.

For other social dimensions it appears that standard social assessment

techniques can and should be employed. Given the breadth of issues underlying

the social dimensions of repository siting, however, it is evident that a

multidimensional approach is essential. That is, a combination of secondary,

participant observation, survey, and other forms of analysis should be em-

ployed simultaneously in order to provide a more comprehensive and adequate

assessment of the critical social dimensions. Finally, because ofthe
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critical and potentially complex nature and implications of social impacts, it

is absolutely essential that the social dimensions of repository siting be

examined with an adequate commitment of time and resources. A failure to

adequately assess social dimensions may prevent completion of the entire

nuclear repository siting process.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have delineated the conceptual, methodological, and

assessment process dimensions in the assessment of social impacts. The con-

ceptual bases as well as the methodological alternatives for such assessments

are diverse and reflect a broad base of subject matter. On the other hand,

the actual assessment technqiues in use tend to be relatively underdeveloped

and require extensive expansion and basic conceptual and methodological devel-

opment and analysis. The discussion suggests that the assessment of social

impacts is perhaps the most complex of all the aspects of socioeconomic impact

assessment, but at the same time, the least developed and the least used and

appreciated. The further development and perhaps even the survival of social

impact assessments will require extensive changes in the substance and context

of social assessments.

One of the first requirements for more effective social assessments is a

clearer delineation of the nature of the term social as used in assessments

and a delimiting of the phenomena that must be included in a social assess-

ment. This will require both ensuring the inclusion of certain key dimensions

and, at the same time, the exclusion of some elements presently considered as

parts of many social assessments. Thus, social assessments should include, at

a minimum, an analysis of: (1) the community and social structure of the im-

pact area, (2) the key social processes and major patterns of interaction in

the impact area, (3) the social institutions in the impact area, and (4) the

attitudes, values, and perceptions of the residents of the impact area. The

assessment of these factors would require analysis of key formal and informal

groups, leadership patterns, patterns of social differentiation, basic values

and norms, basic cultural themes, patterns of influence and social networks,

forms of social organization and disorganization, perceptions of community,

satisfaction with community, and similar standard social dimensions. It

would, however, eliminateseveral dimensions often included in social.assess-

ments, including the examination of psychological states and community service
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demands. At present, the demands placed upon the social assessment process

are often unreasonably inclusive and involve attempts to assess factors that

are neither conceptually or methodologically compatible with social bases of

knowledge. A clearer definition of the domain as well as the limits of social

assessments is essential.

Equally important is the need to more effectively integrate the social

assessment process with other aspects of the socioeconomic assessment process.

As noted above, the social assessment process, though utilizing the results of

other socioeconomic dimensions, is seldom formally integrated with them. This

integration will require both conceptual and methodological developments.

That is, few social theories effectively integrate social dimensions with eco-

nomic, demographic, public service, and fiscal dimensions, and even fewer at-

tempt to integrate social dimensions with environmental or technological di-

mensions which form major areas of impact in resource developments. Although

this need has been expressed and some initial suggestions made for effecting

such integrations (Murdock, 1979), the conceptual basis for integrating social

dimensions with other aspects of the socioeconomic assessment process clearly

requires much more extensive attention. Methodologically, also, such forms of

integration are not present. Thus, there is no social counterpart to the com-

putational linkages that exist between economic investments and employment re-

quirements or to that between employment change and population growth. Such

linkages must be developed and implemented if the social assessment process is

to become an integral part of the socioeconomic assessment process.

Perhaps no other single development is as essential, however, as the de-

velopment of more effective means for projecting social phenomena. Although

one can legitimately argue that many of the projection techniques in other

social science dimensions are superior only in form, but not inaccuracy, to

social projection techniques (Ascher, 1978), the fact that social projections

remain descriptive and that they seldom provide assessments of the magnitude

or the distribution of impacts often makes them of little utility to decision

makers and others involved in local area planning. Although the increase in

the level of understanding provided by such assessment should not be dis-

counted, more definitive projections are essential if the social assessment

process is to Influence decision making or to gain a more substantial role in

the overall assessment process.
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The assessment of social impacts clearly shares the need, expressed in

the discussion of other socioeconomic dimensions, for a much elaborated data

base on the near and long-term impacts of resource developments on social

phenomena. Analysis of the actual social impacts of various types of resource

developments in different settings and the long-term monitoring of impacted

areas and events remain a widely recognized research priority (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979; Freudenburg, 1981). As with other dimensions, then, the

social impacts of resource developments require substantial additional

analysis and substantiation.

Finally, it is evident that the social assessment process must be made a

full-fledged part of the socioeconomic assessment process, not merely an ad-

dendum or appendix to the demographic or public service analyses. Until the

time and resources necessary to complete successful social assessments are

provided, the assessment of social impacts will simply not be adequately com-

pleted. Although the marginal status of social assessments results, in large

part, from the limitations noted above, it should be clear that such limita-

tions cannot possibly be overcome if the social assessment process remains

peripheral to the overall socioeconomic assessment effort. Only the accep-

tance and expansion of the social assessment process can ensure its ultimate

utility for determining the social impacts and social implications of resource

developments.

The conceptual and methodological challenges in the social assessment

process are particularly pronounced and require immediate and concerted atten-

tion. It is also an analytical area in which the need for accurate and com-

prehensive assessments is especially essential, both to ensure the successful

siting of resource developments, and to ensure that the impacts of develop-

ments are fully and equitably assessed and subsequently mitigated.
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CHAPTER 7

INTERFACING SOCIOECONOMIC DIMENSIONS

The assessment of the socioeconomic impacts of natural resource devel-

opments entails the use of procedures and methodologies from diverse fields,

including economics, demography, sociology, public service planning, fiscal

analysis, and several others. However, unlike many other areas of analysis in

which the integration of key dimensions of these fields is largely limited to

verbal discussion, in impact assessment actual computational interfacing of

the various elements is essential and mandated. Thus, as specified in the

National Environmental Policy Act, such assessments must "utilize a system-

atic, interdisciplinary approach which will ensure the integrated use of the

natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts . . ." (NEPA,

PL-190, 1970:857). The conceptual and methodological bases of the various

disciplines must be effectively interfaced in impact assessments.

Unfortunately, attempts to computationally link various socioeconomic

components are relatively recent (see Chapter 8 for a history of such devel-

opments), and the conceptual and methodological basis of interface procedures

are relatively undeveloped. The assessment process has, in fact, played a ma-

jor role in progressing integration procedures from the conceptualization to

the implementation stage. Such integration, however, requires substantial

conceptual and methodological refinement.

Because the art of interfacing is poorly developed, before initiating our

discussion of the conceptual bases underlying interfaces, it is essential to

define what the interfacing or integrating of socioeconomic dimensions en-

tails. Although few formal definitions have been developed, the interfacing

of socioeconomic dimensions in an impact assessment may be defined as consist-

ing of the use of the output from projections in one content area (i.e.,

economics) as input into another area of analysis (i.e., demography). This

output-input procedure may be single- or multiple-based and involve two or

several content areas simultaneously. It may involve a formal quantitative

procedure or the descriptive use of the results from one area in the interpre-

tation of the impacts in another. The delineating features of an interface,

then, are its abilities to link two sets of quantitative or qualitative pro-

jection procedures either formally or descriptively so that thle results of the

projections in one of the two areas acts upon or interacts with the other to
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influence (or mutually influence) the results obtained in the other projection

area. This definition, though admittedly simplistic, makes the interfacing

involved in impact assessment an integral part of the system's framework

widely used in formal modeling and a part of the broad conceptual process

involved in the integration of social science disciplines. As such, the

interfacing of socioeconomic dimensions is of central importance to impact

analysts in particular, and as a form of tracing interactions between social

science dimensions, to social science in general.

CONCEPTUAL BASES AND METHODOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVES
IN INTERFACING SOCIOECONOMIC DIMENSIONS

Although most methodological discussions of impact methods (Chalmers and

Anderson, 1977; Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978; Denver Research Institute,

1979) present procedures for linking components, few provide any discussion of

the conceptual rationales underlying the procedures utilized. In fact, the

number of conceptual discussions of interfaces are extremely limited (Murdock

et al, 1979a) and most consist of little more than discussions of the computa-

tions involved in the techniques. In this brief section we attempt to provide

initial steps toward the establishment of a more effective conceptual base for

the integration of socioeconomic impact dimensions.

In interfacing components from two or more computational sets, principles

that reflect impact projection processes, the characteristics of the compo-

nents to be integrated, the units of the interface, and the interface process

are required. Specifically, we suggest (Murdock et al, 1979) that interfaces

should have the following characteristics:

1. The use of a common interface procedure for baseline and impact

pro jections

2. The use of procedures and data that can be effected at the lowest

appropriate geographical level

3. The retention of the maximum number of significant aspects of each of

the components being interfaced

4. The use of multiple interface points

5. The use of mechanisms for ensuring the feedback of changes from one

component to another.
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A discussion of the general rationales underlying these characteristics as

well as their implications for each of the major substantive areas involved in

interfaces in impact assessments appears below.

Baseline and Impact Projections

One of the factors that has caused inconsistency in some impact analyses

has been the failure to employ consistent interface methodologies in both

baseline and impact projections. The failure to use a common methodology in

both major phases of a projection means that differences in projection results

that are due to project effects cannot be differentiated from those that are

the result of differences in the interface methodology employed. In economic-

demographic interfaces, for example, it has been quite common (Toman et al,

1976) to use simple population-to-employment ratios for baseline projections

but to match detailed economically derived estimates of required labor with

demographically determined estimates of available labor to complete impact

projections. As a result, baseline and impact projections are not directly

comparable, demonstrating that the use of a common methodology for both impact

and baseline projections is essential.

Areal Specificity

Interfaces of key components can be completed at a variety of geographi-

cal levels. The second characteristic suggests that the areal focus for

interfaces should be the lowest possible level of geographical detail. An

important trade-off is often involved in the selection of the focal level for

interfacing, however. That is, the difficulties of data acquisition increase

with the level of geographic detail required. The use of national or regional

data (Stenehjem, 1978) may thus be advantageous if time and other resources

are limited or if local data are not available. On the other hand, the inter-

facing of components at lower levels of geographical detail is suggested by

the need to adequately characterize the differences in characteristics between

impact areas. If these differences are substantial, and likely to alter the

nature of the interface dimensions, relatively small areas are the preferred

level for interfacing.

In interfacing computations this premise points to the desirability of

performing computations at the county level or below rather than at the
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regional or other higher levels of geographical aggregation. When regional

interfaces are involved, allocation functions are generally required to obtain L

values for county or municipal areas. In many cases, these allocation pro-

cedures are simplistic and do not allow the characteristics of smaller areas

to be taken into account. For example, if the interface of demographic and

service dimensions occurs at the regional level, then the important differ-

ences between the service availability in the region and those in smaller

areas (which may be substantial if the region is a functional economic area

and the local area is a small rural community) may not be adequately measured.

In general, to the extent that the characteristics of small areas accurately

reflect those of the larger areal unit the accuracy of projections for small

areas will not be affected by completing interfaces at the larger areal unit

levels. In nearly all other cases some inaccuracies will be introduced. Even

the use of characteristic-specific functions, showing the smaller area's pro-

portion of a larger unit's dimensions (such as the percent of the region's

population 15 to 19 years of age accounted for by a county's population of

that age), may not allow cyclical flows in the patterns (such as age structure

changes) for smaller areas to be accurately predicted.

Finally, the application of rates at the lowest possible level of geo-

graphical aggregation is suggested by the need to ensure the greatest possible

accuracy at those levels for which the data are most likely to be used. In-

creasingly, impact assessments are being employed not for region-wide planning

but for county, community, and school district analysis because these areas

are those that are the most likely to experience negative socioeconomic

impacts (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). To the extent that the use of small

area data improves the accuracy of projections of changes for small areas (a

premise that admittedly requires additional verification), the use of small

area data is desirable. These considerations together with the fact that the

accuracy of projections varies directly with the size of the unit for which

projections are made has led to a compromise which has made the county the

standard unit of analysis. Although the utility of this level of focus has

yet to be fully established, its use appears to be gaining acceptance in

impact assessments (Chalmers and Anderson, 1977; Denver Research Institute,

1979).
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Retention of Component Characteristics

The need to retain the essential aspects of each component is an evi-

dent, but often neglected, factor in interfacing projections from different

substantive areas. In many impact interfaces, simplifications of each compo-

nent often occur prior to the interfacing of the components. Thus, even

though an economic model may be utilized which provides sector detail on gross

outputs and employment for economic projections, many of the most commonly

utilized interface techniques simplify such data prior to their use in the

economic-demographic interface by summing across sector employment types by

sectors to get one estimate of required labor. At the same time the demo-

graphic analyses may produce age and age-sex specific data, but these data are

often simplified to a single estimate of available labor for interfacing with

economic components or aggregated to produce a total population figure for

interfacing with service or other components. When this is done, the advan-

tages gained in the use of detailed data are lost. For each of the major com-

ponents such simplifications can entail a significant loss of information that

should enter the interface. It is essential, then, to delineate the general

features that should be included in all interfaces and to specify the elements

that must be included in each interface component.

Although many of the individual factors that should be retained are spe-

cific to a given component (economic, service, etc.), at least two features

are sufficiently general to suggest the conceptual utility of including them

in all interfaces. These are the need to ensure that interfaces include

(1) measures of the magnitude of the impacts and (2) measures of the distribu-

tion of impacts across key dimensions. For example, total employment demands

as well as employment demands by sector, total available labor as well as

available labor by type, total revenues as well as revenues by type should be

included if at all possible. The distributional component is the most often

neglected of these two factors. For example, an economic and demographic in-

terface function that matches required and available labor to determine migra-

tion may suggest a need for little or no in-migration because total available

and required labor are nearly equivalent. However, because both labor avail-

ability and demand are in actuality differentiated, significant in-migration

may be necessary to fill specialized labor demands. Some of the available

labor will not be at the appropriate skill level to address the demand and
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will not be employed at the development site. Unless interfaces include such

distributional dimensions, substantial projection errors may result.

In addition to these general considerations, it is essential to suggest

at least some of the aspects that should enter the interfaces between each

component and other components. In the economic component, for example, it is

essential that each of the types of employment demands created by the project

enter as separate components of the interface. At a minimum, it is essential

that construction, operational, and indirect types of employment be included

because these types of employment require different types of skills, involve

different population subgroups, and have different public service, fiscal, and

social impacts. Unless employment types are differentiated, subsequent pro-

jections will also not provide an adequate level of differentiation. In addi-

tion, economic interfaces should include data by at least broad industrial

economic sectors. One of the major advantages of sector detail is that it

provides a more flexible base for interfacing with other dimensions. Thus,

because data on the demographic characteristics of persons by occupation are

available, sector-specific detail allows for more detailed projections of the

demographic implications of given levels of employment change. Employment and

sector differentiation are essential.

In the demographic component the key factors appear to be the inclusion

of total population and population by age and sex. Although other demographic

indicators, such as those on household composition, may be desirable, the

close association between age and sex characteristics and nearly all other

socio-demographic variables, such as economic, public service, and fiscal vari-

ables, suggests that age and sex detail provide an adequate level of differen-

tiation. The substantial differences between subgroups within populations are

often masked in total population values (see Chapter 3) and clearly suggest

the need for age and sex detail.

For service interfaces the essential features not only include indicators

of the level and distribution of services, but also indicators of service

quality and of existing service infrastructures in impact areas. As noted in

Chapter 4, this latter dimension is particularly important because it is often

neglected in actual assessments. Although few assessment techniques ignore

the availability of workers from the baseline population in interfacing eco-

nomic and demographic models to determine migration levels, it is not uncom-

mon to assume "no excess capacity" or to project service demands Ocn the basis

of new impact population only. As a result, infrastructure surpluses or
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deficiencies are not taken into account. In projecting different types of ser-

vices, then, it is essential to consider existing service bases. This is not

;- computationally difficult, if necessary baseline service data are available.

Projections of the quality of services are also seldom included in impact

projections (see Chapter 4) or in interface computations. If included at all,

they are often only verbally described in discussions of the assumptions

underlying a set of projections or noted as qualifiers of the validity of such

projections. The operationalization of the concept of service quality, except

as indicated by the magnitude of service personnel per unit of population, is

extremely difficult, but this difficulty does not negate the necessity of

using quality of service indicators in interface procedures. For example,

{ - unless such indicators are provided, one might erroneously assume that an

area's present medical service needs fit within acceptable limits. However,

if the medical personnel involved are serving on a part-time basis or their

specialties do not reflect those required by the project-related population,

the overall estimates may be misleading. When interfacing service demands

with projected population and other factors, it is essential to adjust the

interface results in terms of service quality factors.

In the assessment of fiscal impacts it is important to include sev-

eral basic dimensions. Foremost among these is the need to include separate

indicators of different types of revenues and expenditures (see Chapter 5).

Because the characteristics of different types of new residents and different

types of resource developments have quite different taxation implications, it

is essential to differentiate between types of revenues and expenditures. The

use of single per capita indicators of public revenues or expenditures fails

to take into account that different types of residents will generate different

levels of revenues and expenditures. Those living in mobile homes, for exam-

ple, will generate significantly less revenue than those living in single fam-

ily dwellings. If the populations coming to a development area are expected

to have significant differences in their characteristics, then separate rev-

enue and expenditure estimators should be developed to take such differences

into account. Although the exact number of categories of revenues and expen-

ditures that should be used in any given situation will vary with the tax

structure of the area being considered, some differentiation is essential.

When social components are involved, the interfaces are seldom quantita-

tive in nature. Whatever the manner in which social interfaces art effected,

however, it is evident that, at a minimum, patterns of interacting
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institutional, structural, and perceptual phenomena should be interfaced to

trace their effects on: the patterns of interaction between various types of

residents; the major social institutions--the family, religion, education, the

political, and the social aspects of economic structure; the social structure

of the area (that is, the effects on such factors as roles, statuses, social

class, and the social organization of the community); and on the values, atti-

tudes, and perceptions of people in the area. Although quantitative inter-

faces between such factors and others have yet to develop, these four dimen-

sions should form basic aspects of any such interface. It is essential in all

interface components not only to develop a means of interfacing them but also

a means of ensuring that the interfaces effectively merge the major components

of each dimension. This assertion clearly remains an ideal that is far from

realization.

Multiple Interface Points

A majority of the interfaces between socioeconomic components utilize a

single factor interface. For example, public expenditures are often obtained

by the application of a single per capita rate of expenditure to total popula-

tion values, and the interface points for economic and demographic models and

the interface point for demographic and service modules are often single-

faceted. Few components are simultaneously interfaced either with more than

one other component or with more than one variable within each component.

Fiscal components tend to be the exception in that income (to determine income

tax revenues), housing demands (to determine property tax revenues), and popu-

lation (to determine per capita revenues or expenditures) are all interfaced

with fiscal factors. In an ideal conceptual design all components would be

interfaced with all others at multiple points to take the mutual interdepen-

dence of socioeconomic dimensions into account.

The importance of these multiple linkages is as apparent as the inter-

dependences that are known to underlie such dimensions. The specific dimen-

sions of each component interact in numerous and complex ways. Thus, both

employment and industry characteristics affect population size, distribution,

and composition; population size, distribution and composition affect the mag-

nitude, nature, and qua2ity of services; and service quality affects employ-

ment, population size, and numerous other factors. Few dimensions are inter-

related through only a single factor. If actual conditions are to be
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accurately simulated, the full range of interdependence that exists between

socioeconomic factors must be included in the interfaces. Although it is

clearly impossible to fully simulate all of these interdependencies, existing

interface techniques (as noted below) require extensive supplementation to

include multiple interface points.

Feedback Mechanisms

The need to ensure that changes in the conditions of one factor for one

time period are fed back into (used in) the calculation of related factors for

subsequent time periods is closely related to the design of multiple interface

points, for if the interrelationships between items have not been linked con-

ceptually and computationally, it is impossible to trace feedback relation-

ships between factors. The need to carefully determine those relationships

that should be treated iteratively must be given special emphasis. The very

nature of the interactive relationships that exist between socioeconomic com-

ponents points to the need for such emphasis. Although the presence of such

feedback mechanisms in actual impact events has been thoroughly discussed in

the impact literature (Gilmore et al, 1976; Murdock and Leistritz, 1979;

Albrecht, 1978; Cortese and Jones, 1977) and at least partially included in

the structure of several computerized models (Ford, 1976; Cluett et at, 1977),

insufficient attention has been given to tracing the most influential of such

mechanisms and to including them in impact projection methodologies.

The need for feedback mechanisms, if long-term projections are to be

made, cannot be overemphasized. It is essential to trace the effects of fac-

tors at one point in time on other factors at latter periods. Thus, it is es-

sential to examine such relationships as the effects of employment opportun-

ities on indigent residents' employment and migration patterns in subsequent

periods. It is important to assess the effects of changes in area income lev-

els on service demands and on perceptions of the local community and the qual-

ity of life in the community. It is essential to measure the effects of com-

munity perceptions on migration patterns and the effects of fiscal structures

on the quality of services. It is important to measure the effects of employ-

ment growth on population growth, population and employment growth on service

quality, and the interactive effects of service quality on employment, popula-

tion growth, and retention (the problem triangle). Finally, it is important

to assess the effects of changes in business volume on the subsequent retail
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service mix and of this mix back on business volume. These interactive ef-

fects must be established, quantified, and included in impact projections.

Substantial additional research is essential because most of these relation-

ships have yet to be fully identified and even fewer have been quantified.

The need to establish and methodologically implement feedback mechanisms

should receive priority in the development of impact methodologies. '

Conclusions Regarding Conceptual Bases

The delineation of the five dimensions noted above provides only an ini-

tial step in the formation of a conceptual base for interfacing socioeconomic

impact components. These dimensions are not inclusive of all those that might

be delineated nor are they premises without exceptions. They require supple-

mentation and further specification. It is essential that impact scientists

more carefully consider the goals they wish to achieve in interfacing model

components rather than allowing established methodological techniques to de-

termine their conceptual goals. The development of sound conceptual bases for

the interfacing of impact projection components must be initiated and pursued

with resolve.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE INTEGRATION
OF SOCIOECONOMIC DIMENSIONS

The integration of socioeconomic components is affected by two sets of

often difficult to reconcile factors. Extensive integration is necessitated

by the nature of socioeconomic phenomena, but the methodological implementa-

tion of such interfaces is often limited by the nature of the impact assess-

ment process and by the limits of existing methodological techniques and data.

The factors underlying these dimensions are discussed below.

The need to examine the interrelationships between economic, demographic,

public service, fiscal, and social impact dimensions is evident to anyone

familiar with social science literature or with the impacts of major resource

developments. Because it is neither possible nor appropriate, given the focus

of this report, to chronicle the many individual interactions that occur

between social science dimensions in impact situations, and because elements

of these interactions are described in several other chapters of this
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will not be employed at the development site. Unless interfaces include such

distributional dimensions, substantial projection errors may result.

In addition to these general considerations, it is essential to suggest

at least some of the aspects that should enter the interfaces between each

component and other components. In the economic component, for example, it is

essential that each of the types of employment demands created by the project

enter as separate components of the interface. At a minimum, it is essential

that construction, operational, and indirect types of employment be included

because these types of employment require different types of skills, involve

different population subgroups, and have different public service, fiscal, and

social impacts. Unless employment types are differentiated, subsequent pro-

jections will also not provide an adequate level of differentiation. In addi-

tion, economic interfaces should include data by at least broad industrial

economic sectors. One of the major advantages of sector detail is that it

provides a more flexible base for interfacing with other dimensions. Thus,

because data on the demographic characteristics of persons by occupation are

available, sector-specific detail allows for more detailed projections of the

demographic implications of given levels of employment change. Employment and

sector differentiation are essential.

In the demographic component the key factors appear to be the inclusion

of total population and population by age and sex. Although other demographic

indicators, such as those on household composition, may be desirable, the

close association between age and sex characteristics and nearly all other

socio-demographic variables, such as economic, public service, and fiscal vari-

ables, suggests that age and sex detail provide an adequate level of differen-

tiation. The substantial differences between subgroups within populations are

often masked in total population values (see Chapter 3) and clearly suggest

the need for age and sex detail.

For service interfaces the essential features not only include indicators

of the level and distribution of services, but also indicators of service

quality and of existing service infrastructures in impact areas. As noted in

Chapter 4, this latter dimension is particularly important because it is often

neglected in actual assessments. Although few assessment techniques ignore

the availability of workers from the baseline population in interfacing eco-

nomic and demographic models to determine migration levels, it is not uncom-

mon to assume "no excess capacity" or to project service demands on the basis

of new impact population only. As a result, infrastructure surpluses or
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work (for example, see Chapter 1) and in numerous places in the impact litera-

ture (Gilmore and Duff, 1974; Gilmore et al, 1976; Albrecht, 1978; Cortese and

Jones, 1977; Murdock and Leistritz, 1979), it is not necessary to list all of

the interactions in each individual area. It seems appropriate, however, to

discuss some of the broad impact events that necessitate an integrated social

science approach by examining key interactions between each dimension and all

others. The intent is thus to exemplify rather than to comprehensively

delineate the interactions that underlie the need for component integration.

Although impact events involve a large number of dimensions (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979), they are clearly, in large part, the result of an initial

economic stimulus to the local economy. As such, economic dimensions require

careful integration with all other social science dimensions. The effects of

increased employment, income, and business activity, as well as a likely shift

in the overall economic structure of an entire area as a development proceeds,

will change other socioeconomic dimensions (see Chapter 2 and Leistritz et al,

1980). Thus, population growth not only increases as a result of economic

activity, but the very nature of the local population changes as new employees

with young families move into the area. Employment-related growth means that

the total population of the area will become larger, that more children will

enter the population, and that persons with more diverse needs and desires

will enter the area. Increased business activity also leads to indirect popu-

lation growth as new service industries arrive to provide additional services

to project-related populations. In addition, a larger proportion of young

adults who might otherwise have left the area may remain in the area and

obtain project-related employment. Economic changes lead to significant demo-

graphic changes in population structure and composition and affect present and

future population patterns.

Economic impacts also affect service functions directly, by increasing

the public and private potential for purchasing services, and indirectly,

through population and fiscal effects. Increases in purchasing power lead to

increased demands for more and better quality public services. New persons

brought in by the increased economic activity increase the numerical level of

demands on public services, and may demand service levels comparable in

quality to those in their former areas of residence. The income generated by

new persons and the increased incomes of many longtime residents as a result

of the project will, in turn, increase both public revenues and expenditures

and the availability of funds to support public services. 0
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Economic activity affects fiscal factors by producing local area personal

income growth and growth in business volume. Increases in these factors will

lead to increases in tax revenues (income, sales, and property taxes). Eco-

nomic activities are also likely to lead to increased expenditures, particu-

larly if a significant number of in-migrating employees are needed to meet the

demands of an expanding labor market. Thus, both fiscal revenues and expendi-

tures show numerous areas of interaction with economic activity.

Social dimensions are also closely related to and interrelated with eco-

nomic dimensions. Increases in business activity often lead to increased de-

mands on private and public leadership, to subsequent shifts in leadership

patterns, and to the emergence of new, more growth- (or nongrowth-) oriented

leaders. Increased costs for housing and other services often associated with

increased economic demands may adversely affect those on fixed incomes and

other disadvantaged groups. Changing income situations may alter the social

class structure of the local area, causing increased social mobility for some

residents and decreased mobility for others (Murdock and Schriner, 1978), and

as new employment-related groups move into the area, interactive patterns in

the area may be changed, friendship patterns may be altered, and perceptions

of the community may change rapidly (Albrecht, 1978).

In sum, then, economic impacts have ramifications throughout all other

socioeconomic dimensions. They provide a major impetus to impacts in other

dimensions and must be systematically interrelated with each of the other

dimensions.

Demographic impacts also have close interrelationships and require care-

ful interfacing with each of the other dimensions. In addition to those rela-

tionships with economic dimensions already noted, the demographic structure of

the area may be a major factor in determining even the feasibility of initiat-

ing a resource development. The existing demographic structure will, in large

part, determine the size of the local labor force (Easterlin et al, 1978) and

the characteristics of that population (that is, its levels of education, and

so on) will determine the quality of that labor force. Both of these factors

may affect the developer's decision to initiate a development. After a devel-

opment is initiated, local demographic structures and economic conditions con-

tinue to have reciprocal effects. As young people reach employment age, eco-

nomic opportunities will affect their decision whether to remain in the area
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or migrate from it, and these decisions, in turn, will affect the labor force

available for the development.

The demographic growth resulting from a development interacts in numerous

ways with service and fiscal factors. Its size affects the magnitude of new

service demands, and the characteristics of those involved in that growth will

affect the type of demands. The size of the new population will determine lo-

cal revenues and expenditures, and its characteristics will determine the rel-

ative magnitude of each. If the project-related population growth involves

the in-migration of very young adults, it will lead to greater demand for

apartments and mobile homes but to less demand for single-family dwellings

than if the in-migration involves older groups. Since the per capital reve-

nues generated by apartments and particularly mobile homes are less than for

single-family dwellings, the younger in-migrating population is likely to gen-

erate less new revenue than an older population of migrants. Fiscal patterns

and the services dependent on them are thus closely related to demographic

patterns.

The effects of demographic factors on social phenomena are especially

significant. The size and distribution of the new project-related population

will determine the extent to which a development will affect the local social

structure and whether new persons will come to dominate or be dominated by the

existing structure. In turn, the composition (age, ethnic, and regional back-

ground) of the new population will likely determine the acceptability of the

new population to the indigenous population and the extent to which new resi-

dents seek and obtain leadership and other positions of dominance in the area.

Overall, then, demographic phenomena are interrelated with each of the

other dimensions. As with economic dimensions, demographic factors require

interfaces with all other components.

The interfaces of fiscal and service factors have already been exten-

sively described, but it is essential to emphasize that they are not only af-

fected by other components but, in turn, affect the nature of economic, demo-

graphic, and social factors. Continued economic growth in a region is closely

related to its tax structure and the existence of local services (Lonsdale and

Seyler, 1979). Overtaxed service bases and negative fiscal impacts may lead

to shifts in labor force residence patterns and to mismatches between popula-

tion service availability and tax revenues (Gilmore et al, 1976). Inadequate

services or decreases in services due to insufficient public revenue growth
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are major determinants of community satisfaction (Christenson, 1976). Such

social impacts, such as leadership changes and community conflict, often

result from controversies over local revenues and expenditures and from

inadequate service provision. Fiscal and service dimensions are interrelated

with other factors as both causes and effects.

The social dimension is the most comprehensive and the most poorly under-

stood of the socioeconomic impact dimensions (see Chapter 6). Despite exten-

sive descriptive and empirical analyses (Gold, 1974; Freudenburg, 1978a,

1978b, 1980; Albrecht, 1978; Cortese and Jones, 1977; Murdock and Schriner,

1978) that establish the significance of such factors, few have been systemat-

ically linked with other social science dimensions in impact projections.

Social factors, such as resistance to developments, however, often affect the

very likelihood of a development being accepted in an area. They affect the

local levels of employment availability through their effects on career pref-

erences, and they affect local revenues and expenditures through their effects

on public acceptance of tax increases and revenue distribution formulas.

Social dimensions must be integrated with economic, demographic, public ser-

vice, and fiscal dimensions if effective and comprehensive projections are to

be made.

These are only some of the many interrelations between socioeconomic di-

mensions. It is clearly impossible to adequately simulate the impacts of re-

source developments without taking these interrelationships into account, and

this simulation is impossible without the development of effective procedures

for interfacing the socioeconomic dimensions in impact projections.

The realities of the impact assessment process as well as the stage of

development of existing methodological techniques, however, have resulted in

interfaces that seldom approach the levels of detail necessary to actually

simulate the interactions noted above. Most impact assessments must be per-

formed with severely limited time and financial resources. As a result, the

nature of the impact assessment process often leaves little time and provides

few resources for the conceptualization or implementation of interfaces. Such

limitations have meant that many of the conceptual ideals noted in the last

section, such as the use of local level interface procedures and multiple

interface points, have required data and conceptual approaches that cannot be

obtained given the resources limitations usually inherent in the assessment

process.
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Even more limiting, however, has been the lack of adequate baseline data

and methodological procedures. Although these limitations will be discussed

in greater detail below, it is essential to note that we simply do not have

the necessary data or procedures for interfacing numerous dimensions that we

know are interactively and iteratively related. Thus, the data procedures

have not been developed for interfacing such factors as income change with

out-migration rates, changes in age-sex composition with tax revenues, service

quality with local employment retention, service provision with public reve-

nues, changes in migration rates for indigenous young adults with increased

service demands, and if quantitative procedures are desired, for social dimen-

sions with virtually any of the other dimensions. The conceptual basis for

implementing, the data necessary to implement, and the procedures for imple-

menting socioeconomic interfaces have yet to be adequately developed.

In sum, then, there is little doubt that the realities of impact events

require that interfaces between socioeconomic dimensions be established. Un-

fortunately, it is equally evident that among the most important factors af-

fecting the use of interface procedures in impact assessments is the underde-

veloped conceptual and empirical state of the art of impact assessment. Until

these conceptual and empirical bases are adequately developed, severe limita-

tions will continue to be evident in impact interfaces.

TECHNIQUES FOR INTERFACING
SOCIOECONOMIC ASSESSMENTS

The interface techniques used in actual impact assessment procedures are

presented in this section. Although some variations may appear in individual

impact assessments, as a whole, there are relatively few deviations from the

general procedures noted below. Additional discussion of these procedures can

be obtained from several excellent reference sources (Chalmers and Anderson,

1977; Denver Research Institute, 1979; Murdock et al, 1979; Murphy/Williams,

Consultants, 1978; Texas General Land Office, 1978; Burchell and Listokin,

1978).

The discussion emphasizes quantitative interfaces and the most estab-

lished techniques in each interface area. The interfaces between economic,

demographic, public service, fiscal, and social dimensions will be discussed

in turn beginning with descriptions of economic and demographic itfterfaces

with other dimensions. Because these interfaces involve a limited number of
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combinations, this approach decreases the discussion of interface procedures

from the perspective of the fiscal, service, and social dimensions. It is

essential to recognize, however, that this is only a product of the mode of

discussion and does not reflect the relative importance of these dimensions.

Effective interfaces must involve the merging of equal factors from multiple

dimensions. Finally, it is important to note that because of the extensive

description of some interfaces (such as the economic-demographic) in other

chapters, the discussion of some interfaces is limited in this section.

The economic dimension is generally interfaced with the demographic and

fiscal dimensions and seldom directly interfaced, at least quantitatively,

with either the service or social dimensions. As a result, only its inter-

faces with the demographic and fiscal components are discussed here.

The economic-demographic interface is the most thoroughly developed of

all interface procedures. It has received extensive attention (Denver Re-

search Institute, 1979; Murdock et al, 1979; Cluett et al, 1977), and similar

forms are becoming evident in most impact assessments. The two procedures

most commonly used are population-employment ratios (either a total ratio or

separate ratios for different types of employment) and techniques which match

available and required employment. Since each of these are described in de-

tail in Chaptet 3 (on demographic impacts), we briefly note only the general

form and characteristics of these procedures.

The use of single or employment-specific population-to-employment ratios

was the first technique widely used to interface employment growth with popu-

lation growth in impact analyses. It was nearly the only procedure used in

early impact assessments (Dalstaed et al, 1974; Leistritz et al, 1976), and

may still be the most widely used technique (Denver Research Institute, 1979;

Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978). The technique involves a direct projec-

tion of population assuming that each employed person will have a given number

(such as 1.9 or 2.5) of persons associated with them.

The disadvantages of this technique stem from its almost total depen-

dence on the economic component. The demographic structure of and changes in

the site area affect the result of the interface only as they affect the

population-to-employment ratio. There are no mechanisms for taking other

demographic factors into account and so a constant ratio or a ratio with a

fixed pattern of change must be used. The technique is also usually single-

faceted, noninteractive, and noniterative.
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On the positive side, the technique possesses the clear advantages of

ease of use, ready data availability, and clarity. Its strengths and weak-

nesses are evident, and its procedures are easily varied to examine alterna-

tive formulations. If used with ratios that are specific to the area of

interest, it can, in addition, allow differences in local population struc-

tures to be partially accounted for and described.

The second form of economic-demographic interface involves a matching of

employment demands from the economic model with estimates of employment avail-

ability from the demographic model (see Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Murdock et al,

1979b; Cluett et al, 1977; and Chapter 3). Generally, in this procedure esti-

mates of required labor (labor demand) are derived from direct project employ-

ment estimates and from estimates of indirect employment determined through

economic base or input/output procedures. These techniques project either

total labor demand or demand by type, either by project phase (construction,

operational, etc.) or by sector. Labor demand is projected using relatively

comprehensive economic forecasting procedures.

The unique characteristic of this interface procedure, however, is in the

projection of labor availability (labor supply). The supply factor is esti-

mated by applying (a single or a set of) labor force participation rates to a

projected base of population. If demographic detail is provided in the par-

ticipation rate or rates used (such as age or age and sex detail), then the

characteristics of the demographic structure of the area are taken into ac-

count. The result of the application of the labor force participation rates

to the population base is a set of estimates of available labor based on the

demographic structure of the area.

The key component of this interface is the matching procedure that inte-

grates the projections of labor demand and supply. This matching may involve

several levels of complexity. The sum of labor supplies (across various dem-

ographic characteristics) may simply be subtracted from the sum of demands

(across various employment types) or, as in the most complex of existing pro-

cedures (Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Cluett et al, 1977), the matching may involve

additional sets of rates and assumptions about the extent to which each type

of employment demand can be filled by each type of available labor. Whatever

the level of complexity, however, the matching procedure produces a projection

of the extent to which labor demand either exceeds or is less than the labor

supply.
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The excess or deficit of labor demand in comparison to labor supply is,

in turn, used to project migrating labor. If the supply exceeds the demand,

then out-migration will occur, while a supply deficit will lead to in-

migration. The demographic impacts of in- or out-migrating workers are sub-

sequently determined by applying a set of employment-related demographic

characteristics (that is, family size, age of dependents, and so on) to the

projection of in-or outmigrating workers. The procedures may be applied at

the regional (Monts and Bareiss, 1978) or county level (Hertsgaard et al,

1978) and use one or several employment and population types (Murdock et al,

1979b).

The advantages of the procedure are that it allows both economic and dem-

ographic characteristics to affect the results of the interface. Thus,

through the inclusion of demographic as well as economic characteristics, both

changes in population and employment structure affect the level of expected

new employment and population. In addition, if the technique includes a pro-

cedure for differentially matching different types of employment demands to

different types of available labor, the procedure may more effectively simu-

late the actual effects of increased employment opportunities on shifting

employment patterns in developing areas.

The disadvantages of this technique lie in the relatively large data

bases that are required for its use, and in the relatively large number of

projections and explicit assumptions that underlie the matching procedure.

Whereas the population-to-employment ratio technique requires data on em-

ployment demands and population-to-employment ratios and is dependent for its

accuracy on the accuracy of the assumed population-to-employment ratio, the

matching routines require more data and many more assumptions. Data must be

obtained on labor force participation rates by detailed characteristics, the

extent to which various types of available labor may be able and willing to

fill different kinds of labor demands, on the demographic characteristics of

various types of labor, and numerous other factors. These data items are

often simply not available without extensive primary data collection. Assump-

- tions must be made not only about employment demands, but about future labor

* force participation rates, about future labor supplies and their compatibility

with various types of demands, about the characteristics of workers in the

future, and about the'demographic patterns that underlie the base, to which the

assumed labor force participation rates are applied. The detail used in this

procedure thus requires extensive data bases.
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Whatever procedure is used, the economic-demographic interface is often

the first performed and thus in a sequential assessment procedure, its accu-

racy and its level of detail will affect the accuracy and level of detail of

subsequent procedures. Its design requires careful elaboration and syste-

matic analysis.

The economic-fiscal interface is a multifaceted interface in which rev-

enues are either directly interfaced with economic factors or indirectly

interfaced with economic factors through population, and expenditures are

indirectly interfaced through the demographic component. Although some

authors (Burchell and Listokin, 1978) delineate up to six major interface pro-

cedures, most existing techniques appear to be derived from two basic

procedures.

The simplest of these involves the use of per capita rates and is an

indirect procedure. Given that an economic-demographic interface has been

completed, this procedure takes projection of new population and applies per

capita revenue and expenditure values to them to project total public costs

and revenues. Single per capita revenue and expenditures may be used but in

each case population as determined by economic factors forms the basis of the

interface.

The advantage of this technique lies in the simplicity of its data inputs

and its ease of computation. Its disadvantages are similar to those for

population-employment ratios in that differences in the nature of different

types of fiscal events are not adequately simulated.

The second general procedure is a more direct procedure. It involves

interfacing data on project-related personal income and gross business volume

with appropriate data on tax rates and assessment ratios to determine tax

revenues and the application of costs per capita or per unit of service to

determine expenditures. In this procedure income, sales, and other corporate

tax rates are applied directly to the estimated project-related increases in

personal income and business activity. Other major tax revenues, such as

property taxes, are usually obtained by the application of average tax levels

per capita or per type of unit (apartment, single-family dwelling, and so on).

Expenditures are derived from the application of either per capita costs per

type of expenditure or by costs per unit of service. In the latter procedure,

the units of service required are based on rates per unit of population. The

application of these rates to projected population values determineS total

units required, and an average cost per unit is applied to the number of units
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to determine total expenditures for the service. For example, hospital costs

per hospital bed might be used to determine total hospital costs. The ratio

of hospital beds per unit of population can be applied to projections of new

population to determine the total number of hospital beds required. Given the

average cost for the construction and operation of a hospital facility per

bed, the application of these average costs to the projected number of beds

required will determine total hospital costs.

The second procedure inputs a wider range of economic impacts into the

projection of public revenues. Its advantages lie in the greater level of

differentiation it provides in the specification of the forms of inputs that

enter into the economic part of the interface (i.e., income versus business

activity). As such, it allows differences in these inputs by areas to be

taken into account and avoids the assumption of an average mix of economic

changes in impact areas. This can be particularly important because the pat-

terns of distribution of employment-related impacts may be quite different

than those for the business activity associated with a project. Its disadvan-

tages stem from the greater complexity of procedures it demands in the eco-

nomic forecasting procedures that produce basic inputs into the interface and

in the greater detail it requires in the application of tax rates and cost

schedules.

Overall, then, the economic-fiscal interface procedures demonstrate the

complexity of interactions involved in socioeconomic impact events. Economic

activity, demographic patterns, service demands as well as revenue and expen-

diture patterns operate interdependently, and their interfaces require

multiple-level conceptualization and methodological development.

Although demographic interfaces with economic dimensions have been dis-

cussed, the interface between demographic and fiscal components requires fur-

ther explication, and demographic and service interfaces must be described.

Each of these interfaces is discussed below.

As noted in the discussion of the economic-fiscal interfaces, one of the

most frequent means for projecting the fiscal impacts resulting from a re-

source development is to project fiscal impacts on the basis of per capita

rates applied to new populations or on the basis of per unit revenues and

costs, with the number of units having been determined on the basis of popula-

tion projections. The.procedures underlying these techniques have been de-

scribed above and require little further explication, but both the advantages

and disadvantages of these procedures should be specified.
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The major elements of the procedure delineated above are a set of per

capita revenue and cost rates, a set of rates of units required per unit of

population, estimates of costs per unit of service, and a set of projections

of future population levels. This latter element involves the limitations

inherent in the demographic projection process and these limitations affect

the accuracy of fiscal projections. The use of per capita rates rather than

characteristic-specific rates involves an averaging over various population

types that can mask significant differences in the revenue generating and

expenditure patterns of different population groups. The use of costs per

unit of service has the advantage of providing cost estimates on the basis of

different types of services, but requires the use of difficult-to-confirm

assumptions about service-to-population ratios. In addition, none of the

interfaces provide effective feedback on the economies of scale or other ef-

fects that may arise from the larger service bases accompanying increased

populations (Lansford, 1980). Finally, the assumed linearity of the

relationship between expenditures and revenues and population has not been

adequately evaluated.

The advantages of these techniques lie in their simplicity and data

availability. Per capita costs can easily be discerned from censuses of gov-

ernments and capital and operating costs from a variety of engineering and

other widely available estimates (Intermountain Planners, 1975; Stenehjem and

Metzger, 1976; Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978). These characteristics

seem likely to ensure the continued use of these procedures.

Interfaces between demographic and public service functions show rela-

tively little variation from one assessment to another, as noted in Chapter 4.

Population, either total or characteristic specific (usually age or age-sex

specific population values), is used as a base to which rates of services de-

mands per unit of population, such as hospital beds per 1000 population or

police officers per 1000 population, are applied. The major variation in the

use of such procedures is in the extent to which the interfaces take existing

service levels into account. Because some services in some areas, such as

hospitals and educational facilities, may have significant excess capacity

while others, such as water or sewer services, may require supplementation of

existing bases to meet even minimum standards, the inclusion of a means of

taking existing service bases into account is highly desirable in demographic-

service interfaces. This is generally done by compiling an inventory of

existing services. This inventory is then compared to established standards
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(Intermountain Planners, 1975; Murphy/Williams, Consultants, 1978), and the

net deficit or excess of baseline service by service type determined. The

total service demand as determined by the application of per population unit

rates to projected population are then adjusted in accordance with the excess

z- or deficit in existing services.

The demographic-public service interfaces described above are easy to use

and are based on relatively easy-to-obtain data. Few, however, take the qual-

ity or distributional characteristics of services into account. They provide

quantitative indicators only and require considerable interpretation and de-

scription when employed.

The last of the major quantitative interfaces is that between the fiscal

and the public service dimensions. This interface normally involves, as noted

earlier, the merger of per unit costs with estimates of service demands.

Given the extensive description of this interface earlier in the discussion of

economic and fiscal interfaces, it is necessary here only to note the relative

advantages and disadvantages of this interface procedure.

Foremost among the advantages of this interface procedure are the ready

availability of the data required to effect it and the ease and wide range of

circumstances under which it can be applied. Its disadvantages include its

failure to adequately account for interactive relationships between factors,

its dependence on the underlying assumptions of the techniques used to project

service and fiscal inputs and the fact that the procedure provides a rela-1 tively simplistic perspective on the complex set of interactions that actually
take place between fiscal and service factors.

__ The last set of interfaces to be discussed are those between social and

other dimensions. Such interfaces have received little attention and those

that have been used have been qualitative in nature. The majority of these

interfaces have involved two approaches--qualitative evaluations by research-

ers of the social implications of a given impact in another dimension or so-

licitations of experts' (or random samples of residents') perceptions of the

social meaning of a given type of impact. The latter techniques most closely

approximate interfacing procedures while the former are forms of data

interpretation.

Although discussions of the pros and cons of expert versus random sample

surveys are discussed ip Chapter 6, it is essential to point out that even

these techniques tend to make the social dimension a product of, rqther than

an active aspect in, the interface procedure. For example, when respondents'
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evaluations of the implications of a given level of population growth on com-

munity leadership are analyzed, the interactive or iterative effect of commun-

ity leadership on population growth is seldom taken into account. In the

poorly developed interfaces that have been designed between social and other

dimensions, the social factors tend to be treated as reactive rather than

interactive.

The interfaces between social and other dimensions that have been devel-

oped are largely qualitative. Of these, the two most often discussed are the

demographic-social and the economic-social interfaces. The relationship most

often drawn upon in the discussion of social impacts is that between popula-

tion growth and social change. Whether conceptually or heuristically, the

effects of population growth are used to project social events during impact

situations. Coupled with this technique has been the examination of the ef-

fects of economic growth on social factors. Together, then, the demographic

and economic explanations of social change have become the mainstays for ex-

plaining social impacts. Thus, the social factors associated with population

growth and economically induced processes--such as ecological expansion (Mur-

dock, 1979), urbanization, modernization, and economic development (Carnes and

Friesma, 1974)--form major theoretical bases for explaining social impacts.

In fact, although social conditions are sometimes discussed in relation to

service or fiscal factors (Gilmore and Duff, 1974; Gilmore et al, 1976), it is

only the economic and demographic interfaces with social dimensions that have

received sufficient attention to merit discussion as interfaces.

Because of the lack of development of social interfaces, none is suffi-

ciently developed to merit a discussion of its strengths and weaknesses. It

is, in fact, sufficient to simply point out that social interfaces must be de-

veloped. Until this is done, the role of social analysis within impact

analyses will remain largely a peripheral and ineffectual one.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

Clearly, the limitations in existing interface procedures and the need

for additional expansion of the interfaces between socioeconomic dimensions

noted above are equally applicable to the methodologies to be used in assess-

ing the impacts of repository siting. Their limitations cannot be overcome

easily, and clearly analysis performed for repositories will share many of
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these limitations. Several additional considerations must be discussed, how-

ever, related to interfacing procedures in repository assessments.

Special Effects

Clearly, many of the special effects of nuclear repositories including

such factors as fear and anxiety, concerns over equity, institutional viabil-

ity, and public participation will affect other socioeconomic dimensions.

Such fears as noted in Chapter 2 may prevent investment in local businesses

and in secondary service industries. The special characteristics of such re-

positories may (as indicated in Chapter 3) prevent population growth or even

lead to population decline. Repository siting will also require assessments

of additional public service dimensions and public service costs (see Chapters

4 and 5) and clearly affect levels of social acceptance and social perceptions

in siting areas (Chapter 6). The interfacing of special effects with each of

the other socioeconomic dimensions is thus an important consideration for

assessment methodologies. Given the current state of the art, it must be ac-

knowledged that most of these interfaces cannot be readily quantified and are

likely to remain largely descriptive in the foreseeable future.

Standard Effects

For standard effects, the interface problems for repository analyses

are substantially the same as for other types of developments but may involve

additional elaborations. Several dimensions require emphasis in repository

siting analyses. In particular, it should be emphasized that the use of

interfaces at appropriate geographical levels and the use of mechanisms for

ensuring the feedback of changes from one component to another are essential

for assessing the impacts of repository sites. The use of all procedures at

the regional, county, and community level is also essential, if the impacts of

alternative repository sites are to be adequately assessed and the reactive

nature of many of the effects of repository siting clearly require feedback

mechanisms. In addition, however, for repository siting, effects may occur

and be influenced by events at multiple geographical and methodological lev-

els. For example, failure to address economic or public service concerns may

affect social and political acceptance. The standard demands in interfacing
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socioeconomic dimensions may thus be significantly increased when such inter-

facing involves the siting of nuclear repositories.

Methodological Considerations

Methodologically, the development of interface procedures will involve

additional considerations and complications when used in the nuclear reposi-

tory siting process. The use of such procedures in the siting process entails

the delineation of additional interfaces between special effects (fear, con-

cerns over equity, and so on) and other standard socioeconomic impacts and

between such factors at multiple geographical levels.

The limitations of present methodologies suggest that the development of

such interfaces will require substantial additional conceptual as well as

methodological development, which is likely to be only partially complete by

the time initial assessments are required for many sites. A substantial ef-

fort in the social and special effects area is thus essential in the coming

years, if the interfaces necessary for fully assessing the socioeconomic im-

pacts of nuclear repositories are to be adequately developed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The conceptual and methodological bases for interfacing socioeconomic di-

mensions have received insufficient development. No clear conceptual premises

have been developed to form a basis for interface development and existing

procedures have evolved from only a few basic techniques developed largely on

the basis of convenience. Although the development of conceptual bases for

interfaces requires concerted attention, an initial evaluation suggests that

the use of common procedures for both baseline and impact interfaces, the em-

ployment of such interfaces at the lowest appropriate geographical level, the

retention of the most significant aspects of each component in the interface

procedure, the use of multiple interface points, and the use of interfaces

with feedback or iterative mechanisms are desirable features in the design of

interface procedures. At present, most interfaces are single-point, single-

dimension, and noniterative and thus require extensive development.

Of the interface procedures most widely used, the economic-demographic

interface is the most developed and complex and may be multifaceted, multidi-

mensional, and iterative. Nearly all other interfaces involve the application
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of rates or ratios from one dimension to the outputs of another dimension.

The interfaces so designed include the economic-fiscal, the demographic-

* fiscal, the demographic-service, and the service-fiscal interfaces. The

interfaces of social and other dimensions are the least developed and are

largely qualitative.

The status of socioeconomic interfaces reflects both problems and prom-

ises. The fact that relatively few of the necessary interfaces have been de-

signed and that many of the existing ones lack the breadth and complexity nec-

essary to adequately simulate the interactions that take place between social

science dimensions in impact situations clearly points to the primitive stage

of development of interfaces and indicates the need for concern about the

extent to which socioeconomic assessments do, in fact, provide the integrated

assessment mandated by NEPA and believed essential for interdisciplinary re-

search. There is little to lessen this concern in the existing methodologies

used or in the conceptual basis underlying impact interfaces.

On the other hand, there is also promise in the socioeconomic interfaces

that have been used in impact assessments. These interfaces represent some of

the first attempts to systematically and quantitatively integrate dimensions

from several disciplines and to thus combine the methodological strengths of

the various disciplines. They attempt to combine the economists' methods for

characterizing and differentiating parts of an economy, the demographers'

techniques for demographic projections, the public fiscal analysts' knowledge

of tax structures, the public service analysts' methods for projecting service

demands, and the sociologists' techniques of social assessment. Although

substantial additional development of these techniques is essential, the

progress to date represents a major first step in the formal integration of

social science dimensions.

The future development of interface procedure is likely to be demanding

and exciting. There is substantial work to be completed to bridge the concep-

tual gaps between--and to design the techniques necessary to combine--elements

that span several disciplines. If impact researchers are careful to ensure

that scientists from all the appropriate disciplines play an equitable role in

the evolution of these interfaces, then the tasks to be done may also be among

the most creative and successful of those undertaken by social scientists in

the coming years. The interfacing of socioeconomic dimensions provides a

challenge and an opportunity for social scientists to attain the often enunci-

ated goal of producing a truly integrated approach to social science analyses.
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CHAPTER 8

COMPUTERIZED IMPACT PROJECTION MODELS

As indicated in the preceding chapters, each of the aspects of socio-

economic impact assessment may require a large number of very precise calcula-

tions. Because the sheer volume of these computations may become quite bur-

densome to the analyst, it has become increasingly attractive to systematize

the computational procedures. In addition, the usefulness of techniques for

economic, demographic, public service, and fiscal impact assessment may be

quite limited unless important interactions among these impact categories can

be taken into account (see Chapter 7). In response to the need to more sys-

tematically account for interrelationships among the various impact dimensions

and to provide for integration of impact assessment techniques, many analysts

have attempted to develop comprehensive models which incorporate a number of

impact categories and provide for specific linkages among these impact

dimensions.

Another important factor influencing the development of socioeconomic im-

pact assessment techniques is the needs of decision makers. Local decision

makers in particular not only want specific answers; they want timely ones.

Despite the growing number of impact assessments, such analyses are often dif-

ficult to understand and too outdated to meet local needs. The frequency of

changes in development dimensions, such as changes in facility size, location,

and other factors, often negate the validity of the assumptions on which the

formal impact assessment of a project may have been based. As a result, many

impact statements tend to be outdated before they are published, and the dif-

ferences between the effects they predict and those that may occur as a result

of altered project structures may be impossible for local decision makers to

discern. As a result of such problems, local decision makers and planners

- have increasingly demanded impact assessments and impact assessment methodol-

ogies that provide local area projections for a wide range of socioeconomic

factors under a variety of possible sets of development scenarios, and that do

so with only a limited time delay in the production of such projections.

In response to these demands, a substantial number of computerized socio-

economic impact assessment models have been developed. These models all pro-

vide a relatively wide range of outputs and do so in a timely and flexible
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manner. Further, they provide a valuable mechanism for systematically ac-

counting for interactions among the various impact dimensions. These models,

however, differ widely in input data requirements, computational procedures,

outputs, and in many other respects. The criteria that should be used in

choosing such a model and the relative advantages of the various models under

different circumstances are often difficult to discern. As a result, decision

makers may avoid using such models despite their obvious advantages because

they have no means of evaluating the relative merits of different models.

The purpose of this chapter is fourfold. First, the history of the de-

velopment of computerized socioeconomic impact assessment models is briefly

reviewed. Second, a number of such models which have been employed exten-

sively in impact assessment and policy analysis are briefly described. Third,

criteria for the evaluation of impact assessment models are discussed, and se-

lected models are evaluated in terms of these criteria. Finally, the applica-

tion of such models to respository siting is discussed. The intent is to pre-

sent information which will be useful to environmental decision makers in

evaluating and selecting alternative modeling techniques. The intent is not

to suggest which are the best models for, as will become apparent, the models

have counterbalancing strengths and weaknesses, but rather to provide a basis

for choosing models to meet specific needs.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF COMPUTERIZED MODELS

The basic techniques for economic and demographic impact assessment have

been developed and refined over a considerable period (see Chapters 2 and 3).

Public service and fiscal impact analysis has a shorter but still substantial

history (see Chapters 4 and 5). During the decade of the 1960's, however,

there was growing recognition of the interdependence of various forces and

hence an increasing interest in finding ways of taking such interdependencies

into account. During the same period, the capability for developing more com-

plex models which would integrate multiple dimensions was greatly enhanced by

the increasing power and availability of electronic computers. Early work em-

phasized both developing more complete, detailed models for single dimensions

(e.g., economic, demographic) and attempting to integrate various dimensions

(e.g., economic activity and population, population and land use). Early ac-

tivity in social science modeling was concentrated in the areas of national
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* econometric models[l] and urban land use models.[2] By the end of the decade,

however, some attention had been given to both (1) integration of the economic

* and demographic sectors and (2) application of integrated economic-demographic

models in rural areas.

The development of integrated economic-demographic models also was stimu-

lated by an increased interest in alternative economic development strategies

for lesser developed countries. Because analysis of alternative development

* strategies in such settings appeared to require explicit consideration of in-

teractions among diverse phenomena in the economic and demographic systems,

*F substantial resources were devoted to the development of integrated economic-

demographic models for a number of counties.[31

One regional economic-demographic model which was developed during the

late 1960's had a substantial influence on subsequent socioeconomic modeling

efforts. The Susquehanna River Basin Model differed from most earlier models

in that it provided for a specific linkage of the economic and demographic

sectors and that it included nonmetropolitan areas whereas previous models had

generally focussed only on a single large city (Hamilton et al, 1966; Hamilton

et al, 1969). The model made extensive use of feedback loops to link its var-

ious components, a model structure which was inspired at least in part by the

earlier work of Forrester (1961).

The basic concepts embodied in the Susquehanna Model had considerable in-

fluence on the subsequent development of regional economic-demographic projec-

tion models (see Figure 8.1). The research group at Battelle Laboratories

which developed the Susquehanna Model subsequently constructed similar models

for the City of San Diego (San Diego, Comprehensive Planning Organization,

1972) and for the State of Arizona (Battelle's Columbus Laboratories, 1973).

The Susquehanna Model also influenced the structure of a regional forecasting

model developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority (Bohm and Lord, 1972).

These models in turn influenced subsequent model development efforts. Notable

among these were the series of economic-demographic models developed by the

States of Arizona and Utah (Bigler et al, 1972; Anderson et al, 1974; Reeve et

al, 1976; Beckhelm et al, 1975; Anderson and Hannigan, 1977), the MULTIREGION

Model developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Olsen et al, 1975; Olsen et

al, 1977), the North Platte River Basin Model (Matson and Studer, 1975;

Carlson et al, 1976), and the CPE Model developed at the University of Colo-

rado (Office of State Oil Shale Coordinator, 1974).
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These models all provided for linkages between the economic and demo-

graphic sectors through a submodel which simulated the operation of the labor

market and provided for in- or out-migration from the study area in response

to changes in labor market conditions (that is, if the demand for labor

increased more rapidly than the "natural increase" in labor supply, in-

migration would occur). The models differed somewhat in the degree of

sectoral disaggregation within the economic module. For example, while the

Susquehanna Model utilized only three employment categories, the ATOM 3 Model

included eighty-eight employment sectors. The models also differed in the

degree of spatial detail of their outputs with some providing employment and

population projections at the county level (for example, ATOM, UPED, CPE),

while others provided projections only at the multicounty regional level (for

example, Susquehanna, MULTIREGION). A third characteristic in which these

models differed significantly was in the time increments associated with their

projections. While a few models provided projections annually (for example,

ATOM 3), several produced estimates only at five-year intervals (for example,

UPED, MULTIREGION).

Socioeconomic projection models developed during the late 1960's and

early 1970's were employed primarily as tools for state and regional economic

planning. As interest in evaluating community-specific impacts of major proj-

ects grew, however, these models were found to have substantial limitations as

impact assessment tools. The two principal limitations were failure to

include a number of significant impact dimensions, particularly public service

requirements and fiscal effects, and insufficient spatial and temporal disag-

gregation of outputs. Thus, in the mid-1970's attention turned to developing

models which incorporated additional impact dimensions and provided outputs at

county and subcounty levels. A number of models were developed to meet these

needs, including the REDi and RED2 Models (Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Leistritz

et al, 1979); the BREAM Model (Mountain West Research Inc., 1978); the BOOM

Models (Ford, 1976); the SEAM Model (Stenehjem, 1978); the WEST Model (Denver

Research Institute, 1979); and the SIMPACT Model (Huston, 1979).

These "second-generation" models differ from the earlier economic-

demographic projection models primarily in the number of impact categories

included and in the degree of spatial and temporal disaggregation of their

outputs. Thus, severaJl of these models address public service requirements

and public sector cost and revenue effects as well as economic and demographic
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impacts (for example, RED, WEST, SIMPACT); some provide projections for indi-

vidual cities, school districts, or other subcounty areas as well as for coun-

ties and regions (for example, BREAM, RED, WEST); and most provide yearly pro-

jections of key impact indicators. The specific characteristics of a number

of these models are described and compared in the sections which follow.

MAJOR COMPUTERIZED PROJECTION MODELS

Several factors were considered in selecting the specific models to be

examined. First, attention was focused on models that address multiple di-

mensions of economic and social impacts and that provide projections at the

county or subcounty levels. Second, those models which have been applied ex-

tensively in assessing impacts of resource development projects or which were

designed for such applications have been given greatest attention. Relevant

models were identified through review of numerous environmental impact state-

ments, proceedings of conferences devoted to resource development issues, and

professional journals.[4) After models had been identified, we attempted to

obtain complete documentation materials for each. In some cases, lack of

available documentation materials precluded detailed examination of a model.

The models which were selected for detailed examination include the

following:

1. ATOM 3 (Beckhelm et al, 1975)

2. BOOM 1 (Ford, 1976)

3. BREAM (Mountain West Research, Inc., 1978)

4. CLIPS (Monts and Bareiss, 1979)

5. CPEIO (Monarchi and Taylor, 1977)

6. HARC (Cluett et al, 1977)

7. MULTIREGION (Olsen et al, 1977)

8. NAVAHO (Reeve et al, 1976)

9. NEW MEXICO (Brown and Zink, 1977)

10. RED 2 (Hertsgaard et al, 1978; Leistritz et al, 1979)

11. SEAM (Stenehjem, 1978)

12. SIMPACT (Huston, 1979)

13. WEST (Denver Research Institute, 1979).

Each of these models is briefly described in the following sections.
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ATOM 3 Model

The ATOM (Arizona Trade-Off Model) 3 model was developed by researchers

at Arizona State University with sponsorship from the Arizona Office of Eco-

nomic Planning and Development and the Four Corners Regional Commission

(Beckhelm et al, 1975). It represents a substantial refinement of the earlier

ATOM 1 and ATOM 2 models. The model has been utilized extensively by the

State of Arizona as a state and regional planning tool.15]

ATOM 3 consists of three major submodels: demographic, employment, and

labor market. The demographic submodel incorporates a cohort-survival routine

utilizing 172 single-year age-sex cohorts. Two subgroups of the population

are identified, the Indian community and the military population, and these

subgroups are accorded special treatment in the demographic calculations. The

employment submodel incorporates an 88-sector input-output model for the

state. Employment for most sectors is projected at the state level and then

allocated among the state's fourteen counties. The labor market submodel

links the other two modules by evaluating the consistency of the output from

the demographic submodel with that from the employment submodel. If there is

an excess of jobs relative to the size of the labor force (that is, if the

implied unemployment rate falls below some lower bound), it is assumed that

in-migration will occur to reestablish the balance between the supply of and

demand for labor. Conversely, if there is an excess supply of labor, it is

assumed that out-migration will occur. Thus, the basic interrelationship be-

tween economic and demographic activity in ATOM 3 is the same as that found in

a. number of socioeconomic simulation models that have a common ancestry going

back to the Susquehanna River Basin Model (Beckhelm et al, 1975).

BOOM 1 Model

The BOOM 1 model was developed by personnel at Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory. The model employs simulation techniques to estimate interaction

between construction of a large-scale energy facility and secondary growth,

migration, housing, and public service consequences (Ford, 1976). It empha-

sizes systems dynamics features which allow projection of important variables

by simulating multiple interactions among sectors.[6] Some 48 variables are

incorporated in model relationships with the values of most of the variables
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being drawn from other studies or based on expert opinion and individual in-

tuition" (Ford, 1976). Few site-specific data are employed in the model.

BOOM 1 contains five major subsectors: power plant, housing, retail and

service, migration, and public. The model incorporates numerous interactions

among these subsectors. For example, population may grow at levels higher

than originally anticipated because adverse boomtown conditions induce high

rates of construction worker turnover and reduce productivity, prompting

expansion of the construction work force. The model provides projections for

a single community only, and in the original version of the model the outputs

were quite aggregated (e.g., total population, aggregate public sector reve-

nues, and costs for all jurisdictions). The housing sector has subsequently

been refined by Los Alamos personnel (Rink and Ford, 1978), and the public

sector has been substantially disaggregated by researchers at the University

of Texas (Monts, 1978).

BREAM Model

The Bureau of Reclamation Economic Assessment Model (BREAM) was developed

for the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation by Mountain West Research, Inc. The model

is employed by the Bureau in preparing impact assessments of water development

and other resource development projects in the western states. The model's

structure and data sources are described by Mountain West Research, Inc.

(1978).

The model contains five major submodels. The model evaluates the consis-

tency of the labor supply projections obtained from analysis of the area's

population (demographic submodel) with labor demand implied by analysis of the

area's economy (economic submodel). In the event that the supply and demand

for labor are not in balance, adjustments are assumed to occur (labor market

submodel). The principal adjustment mechanism is migration, although changes

in the local unemployment rate also are assumed to occur. The construction

worker submodel is used whenever a project is expected to require in-migration

of construction workers. This submodel estimates the number of construction

workers who will in-migrate, the demographic characteristics of these workers

and their families, and their settlement patterns. Once employment and income

are established for each county in the local impact area, the model disaggre-

gates the county population projections and allocates them to the communities

within the county (community allocation submodel).
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CLIPS Model

The CLIPS (Community Level Impact Projection System) Model was developed

by the Center for Energy Studies at the University of Texas at Austin under

sponsorship of the Texas Energy Advisory Council (Monts and Bareiss, 1979).

It was developed primarily to evaluate the local socioeconomic impacts of lig-

nite coal development in Texas, but information regarding specific applica-

tions of the model was not available to the authors.

The CLIPS Model provides baseline and impact projections of employment,

population, public service requirements, and associated costs for a designated

impact region and for selected counties and cities within the region. Employ-

ment projection is accomplished using an export base technique whereby changes

in export (basic) employment are determined by exogenously specified growth

rates, changes in business-serving (indirect) employment are determined by

changes in export employment and changes in household-serving (induced) em-

ployment are determined by changes in the region's population. The population

submodel is based on a cohort-survival routine using five-year age-sex co-

horts. Regional baseline population projections are used as control totals

for the community population projections. A gravity model is used to allocate

project-related workers and their families to communities of residence. The

CLIPS Model relies heavily on the per capita cost approach in projecting pub-

lic service costs, and the cost coefficients are drawn primarily from Murphy/

Williams, Consultants (1978).

CPEIO Model

The Colorado Population and Employment (I-0) Model was developed by the

Business Research Division of the University of Colorado with sponsorship from

the Colorado Department of Local Affairs (Monarchi and Taylor, 1977). The

model has been employed as a state and regional planning aid and also has been

utilized in several energy development impact assessments.

The model consists of two linked submodels. The population submodel in-

corporates a cohort-survival routine using single-year cohorts. Four types of

migration are considered in the population submodel: (1) retirement, (2) mil-

itary, (3) college, and (4) employment-related. The population submoJel is

linked with the employment submodel through employment-related migration. The
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employment submodel utilizes an input-output framework in which employment

rather than dollar value of output is the unit of measurement. The model can

accommodate up to 25 employment sectors, and each sector can have basic, busi-

ness-serving, and household-serving employment components. Assumed exogenous

growth rates for basic employment in each relevant sector drive the economic

submodel. The CPEIO Model provides annual projections of employment and popu-

lation for a specified area of interest (i.e., region, county, or city), but

it does not project the distribution of effects within the area (Monarchi and

Taylor, 1977).

I Battelle HARC Model

This model was developed by a team of researchers at the Battelle Human

Affairs Research Centers. The model provides projections of demographic and

T public service indicators under both baseline and impact conditions for a

selected site county. Projections are available at five-year intervals over a

35-year planning horizon (Cluett et al, 1977).

The model utilizes a cohort-survival routine to project baseline popula-

tion in the affected area on the basis of the initial age-sex composition of

the population and recent patterns, of net migration. The population estimates

are transformed into labor force estimates through the use of national labor

force participation rates. The total employment requirements of a new devel-

opment project are estimated by applying employment multipliers to the con-

struction and permanent work force requirements of the facility (supplied ex-

ogenously). The proportion of the direct and indirect work force requirements

which can be met by the indigenous population is then computed, and the re-

mainder of the new jobs are assumed to be filled by in-migrants.

Migrating workers and their dependents are allocated to the site county

* aind to adjacent counties with a gravity model which takes account of distance

to alternative places of residence, housing availability at those locations,

and the area's iniLtial population distribution. Migrants who take up resi-

dence in the site county are then projected, separately from the baseline,

throughout the projection period. Projections for this project-related popu-

lation include consideration of employment turnover and replacement and relo-

cation of workers forperly employed at the project (Cluett et al, 1977). Ad-

ditional requirements for selected public and social services associated with
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the in-migrating workers and their dependents are estimated by applying state

or national standards to the projections of project-related population. Ser-

vices considered include health, education, sanitation, fire and police, rec-

reation, social problems (i.e., crime), and government (administrative staff).

MULTIREGION Model

The MULTIREGION Model was developed by researchers at the Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory with sponsorship from the National Science Foundation and

the U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration (now U.S. Department

of Energy). The model provides projections of employment by 37 industry

groups, population by 32 age and sex cohorts, and labor force by 16 age and

sex cohorts for 173 BEA (Bureau of Economic Analysis) economic areas at five-

year intervals. The model consists of employment and population subsectors

linked through a module which simulates labor market conditions. Each of the

BEA areas is treated as a labor market area. Labor demand in each area is

affected by the area's attractiveness as a location for natural resource-based

industries, manufacturing, and local service industries. Labor supply for a

region is affected by its patterns of labor force participation, fertility,

and mortality, and migration occurs to balance the supply of and demand for

labor. Interregional interdependence is incorporated in the model through the

inclusion of measures of access to markets via truck transportation. The

model is intended for a variety of regional analysis applications (Olsen et

al, 1975; Olsen et al, 1977).

Navaho Model

The Navaho Economic-Demographic Model was developed through a cooperative

effort between the Navaho Nation and the State of Utah, Office of State Plan-

- ning Coordinator. The model was designed for use as a tool for economic plan-

ning and policy making for the Navaho Nation (Reeve et al, 1976). Its basic

structure is quite similar to that of the Utah Process Economic-Demographic

Model (UPED) which had previously been developed by the State of Utah.

The Navaho Economic-Demographic Model has three major components: an

economic module, a demographic module, and an economic-demographic interface

module. The economic module uses the economic base employment multiplier
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technique to project future levels of secondary employment, given initial pro-

jections of basic employment. The demographic module utilizes the cohort-

survival technique to develop estimates of future population and potential

labor force. The interface module consists of a routine for matching jobs and

workers by occupational group and equalizing the. supply of and demand for

labor through migration and commuting of Navaho workers and migration of non-

Navaho workers. Model outputs are provided at five-year intervals and include

Navaho and non-Navaho population by age and sex; population by broad occupa-

tional classes; number of households; school age population; Navaho labor

force by age, sex, and broad occupational group; and basic and residentiary

job opportunities by industry and occupation.

New Mexico Model

The New Mexico Economic and Demographic Model was developed by the Insti-

tute for Applied Research Services of the University of New Mexico with spon-

sorship from the Four Corners Regional Commission. The model provides projec-

tions for each of the state's seven planning districts at five-year intervals

for the following variables: population by five-year age and sex cohorts,

school age population by age and grade level, gross output for 40 industrial

sectors, employment for each sector, labor force by five-year age-sex cohort,

net migration by five-year age-sex cohort, average unemployment rate, and

average per capita income (Brown and Zink, 1977). The model is reported to

have been used by several federal agencies, but no specific information re-

garding the nature of this use was available to the authors.

The economic component of this model utilizes a multiregional input-

output model with 40 sectors and 12 regions. The regions are the seven New

Mexico planning districts, the neighboring states of Arizona, Colorado, Utah,

and Texas, and the rest of the United States. The demographic component is a

cohort-survival model using single-year cohorts. The economic and demographic

components are linked through migration. In this model, economic migration is

determined by changes in a region's employment rate (reflecting changes in the

supply of and demand for labor), and the age-sex distribution of migrants is

industry-specific. Other (i.e., noneconomic) migration may be specified by

the user during scenario development.
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RED Model

The REAP Economic-Demographic Model (RED) was developed by researchers

from North Dakota State University, the University of North Dakota, and Arthur

* D. Little, Inc., under the auspices of the North Dakota Regional Environmental

Assessment Program, a state-funded program created to aid planning efforts and

; to inform policy makers at the local and state levels (Toman et al, 1979;

Hertsgaard et al, 1978). The model consists of six basic components or sub-

models: (1) economic input-output module, (2) cohort-survival demographic

module, (3) economic-demographic interface module, (4) residential allocation

module, (5) service requirements module, and (6) fiscal impact module.

The input-output module is used to estimate gross business volume by eco-

nomic sector for a specified level of final demand. Employment requirements

by sector and development phase are then derived from the estimates of gross

business volume. The demographic module provides projections of population by

age and sex and an estimate of the available labor force. The interface com-

ponent links the projections of required employment from the input-output mod-

ule with the projections of available labor force from the demographic module

to determine the level of employment needs that can be met by the indigenous

population and those that must be met by the in-migration of new workers. The

residential allocation module estimates the settlement patterns of new workers

and their families. The service requirements module develops projections of

needs for selected public and quasi-public services based on changes in popu-

lation and population composition. The fiscal impact module provides projec-

tions of the expected costs and revenues resulting from the associated eco-

nomic and demographic changes. Outputs are available at the regional, county,

and municipal levels and include such variables as employment by type, popu-

lation by age and sex, school enrollment by age, housing requirements by type,

public sector costs and revenues by type, and net fiscal balance.[7]

SEAM Model

Developed at the Argonne National Laboratory, the Social and Economic As-

sessment Model (SEAM) contains data on and has the capability of being used in

any or all counties in the continental United States (Stenehjem, 1978). It
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has been used by the laboratory staff in conducting several regional assess-

ments and national policy analyses.

The SEAM model consists of four major components. A demographic projec-

tion model provides county-level population projections by age, sex, and up to

three population subgroups. An impact projection model forecasts annual

changes in employment and population as a result of any given new energy or

industrial project and superimposes these estimates on the population projec-

tions for the subject county. A spatial allocation model is used in special-

ized applications when detailed information on housing demands and settlement

patterns of in-migrating workers are required at the community level. A

public costs projection model utilizes population projections from the

preceding models to estimate annual costs of constructing and operating public

facilities and services necessary to accommodate the additional populations.

SIMPACT Model

The SIMPACT Model was developed by personnel of Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

in conjunction with an environmental impact assessment for a large steel manu-

facturing facility (Huston, 1979). The model has seven major components: (1)

an economic-demographic block, (2) a private infrastructure block, (3) a so-

cial infrastructure block, (4) a utility infrastructure block, (5) a physical

impact block, (6) a fiscal expenditures and finance block, and (7) a fiscal

revenue block. The model provides annual projections over a 12-year planning

horizon for a region and 11 subareas (e.g., cities or townships).

This model emphasizes detailed disaggregation of projected impacts. In

the economic-demographic block, employment, payroll, gross business volume,

investment, and land area requirements are projected for 18 sectors using mul-

tipliers from regional input-output tables. Population effects are computed

from assumed demographic characteristics of in-migrating workers with demo-

graphic projections disaggregated by twenty occupation groups, seven income

categories, six age groups, and six household size categories. Infrastructure

requirements are projected in the areas of housing (10 categories), health

facilities (3 categories), schools (4 categories), fire protection, law en-

forcement, streets, water, sewer, and solid waste facilities. The physical

block includes projection of air pollutant emissions (5 categories), waste-

water (by economic sector) and run-off water. Public service costs for each

i11
1(
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of the local jurisdictions are estimated in the fiscal expenditures and

finance block while changes in the revenues of these governmental units as

l well as for state government are estimated in the fiscal revenue block.

WEST Model

The WEST Model was developed by researchers at the Denver Research

Institute under contract with the Council on Environmental Quality (Denver

Research Institute, 1979). The model is designed primarily for use by state

and local officials and includes employment, population, income, public

finance, and housing forecasting components. The employment component uses

export base employment multipliers to estimate the levels of secondary (resi-

* dentiary) employment likely to be associated with an initial increase in basic

employment associated with a new development project. The population compo-

nent estimates the magnitude of population growth associated with increased

employment through a multistep process which involves first estimating the

proportion of each type of workers who will be in-migrants to the area and

then assigning household characteristics to each type of in-migrating worker

(e.g., energy facility construction, other energy, secondary). The in-

migrating workers and their families are allocated to places of residence

- using a judgmental approach which emphasizes interviews with community and

company officials and local housing developers.

The public finance component includes routines for estimating both reve-

nues and costs of local jurisdictions. The revenue and cost estimation proce-

dures provide for the use of considerable local data regarding effective as-

sessment ratios, tax rates, and per capita expenditure levels. The housing

component provides a detailed analysis of the housing preferences of various

types of workers, their ability to pay for housing, and the expected costs of

various types of housing units. Model outputs are available annually and in-

clude employment by type at the county level, population at county and city

levels, school enrollment by district, revenues, and expenditures (capital and

operating) for counties, school districts and cities, housing by type, and

income.

In summary, these brief descriptions of different computerized impact

assessment models indicate both the similarity of their basic objectives and

the substantial differences with respect to their input data requirements,
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computational procedures, and outputs. Without criteria for evaluating such

models, the task of choosing an impact model may be quite difficult. In the

next section, criteria that may be used to evaluate the relative strengths of

such models are examined, and the models described above are evaluated in

terms of these criteria.

COMPARISON OF FEATURES, STRENGTHS, AND
WEAKNESSES OF COMPUTERIZED MODELS

Although the needs and thus the criteria for evaluating models are likely

to vary for particular circumstances and decision makers, several general con-

siderations must enter into the process of the model selection in virtually

all circumstances. These criteria should include consideration of at least

the following factors: (1) informational requirements, (2) methodological

forms and validation, and (3) use characteristics. Each of these factors is

discussed briefly in the following sections.

Informational Requirements

Clearly, the starting point in selecting a modeling system is the infor-

mational needs of the user--what information is needed, for where, and for

what periods of time. Environmental impact assessments are requiring an

increasingly large volume of socioeconomic data. These data usually include,

at a minimum, information on the economic, demographic, public service, and

social changes likely to occur under both baseline and impact conditions and

for both construction and operational phases during impact periods (Council on

Environmental Quality, 1978).

The economic data usually include data on changes in income, employment,

business activity, and changes by type of industry. Information on demo-

graphic changes usually includes data on population increases and, increas-

ingly, information for particular age, ethnic, and other groups and for small

geographic units, such as municipalities, as well as for total impact areas.

Public services data tend to concentrate on the number of new service facil-

ities and personnel required to serve new in-migrating populations, on the

costs of such increased services, and on the public revenues likely to be

generated by new populations. Social changes are usually measured *by data on

the population's perceptions of developments, goals for their community,
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community satisfaction, and likely changes in social structures. Because the

costs of acquisition of single data sets (social, economic, etc.) are likely

to require investments that may exceed those for an entire modeling effort,

the inclusiveness of a model may be particularly significant. Those models

that provide larger proportions of the necessary data items are thus clearly

of greater utility.

Equally important is the need to ascertain the levels of geographic out-

put provided by the model and its ability to provide outputs for alternative

time periods. Many of the available models provide output only at the total

impact area level or for counties, but not for individual cities or other

government districts. As a result, such models, though useful for those in-

volved in regional planning and decision making, are likely to be of littleI>- utility to the decision maker charged with allocating resources or assessing

impacts for school districts or other local units of government.

At the same time, it is essential to ensure that models provide results

for the necessary temporal periods. That is, impact periods, particularly

construction periods, often show rapid changes from year to year and these

changes often require careful planning and resource allocation. However, if

such models provide results for only five-year periods rather than for yearly

periods, year-to-year changes will not be detected.

Finally, it is essential that the model provide separate outputs for

baseline and for construction impact and operational impact periods. Because

impact assessment involves comparing impact-induced changes to a projection of

baseline changes over time, data for both baseline and impact conditions are

essential. Also, since construction and operational phases are separate in

impact assessments and have distinct types of impacts, the production of sepa-

rate results for each impact phase is essential. In sum, then, the temporal

as well as geographical specificity of model outputs should be analyzed.

Methodological Considerations

Although the methodologies employed in various models involve numerous

technical distinctions that are not appropriate to our discussion here, sev-

eral aspects of model methodology should enter into evaluations of alternative

models. First, some methodologies are generally more adequate than others.

Although under any set of circumstances several alternative methodologies may
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be of equal utility, general assumptions can be made in regard to such method-

ologies. Thus, even a brief examination of information on demographic projec-

tion techniques will suggest that techniques using age cohorts are generally X

superior to those with less detail (Shryock and Siegel, 1973). A short con-

sultation with experts in the appropriate fields will generally provide simi-

lar information in regard to other model dimensions. Second, it is essential

to evaluate the extent of submodule integration in such models. Most such

models involve a major premise that economic and demographic aspects of devel-

opments require careful integration. Many, however, make no attempt at effec-

tive integration of key components but rather simply apply separate methodol-

ogies to a common situation. Finally, the assumptions underlying the method-

ologies employed in such models must be carefully evaluated in terms of dy-

namic modeling capabilities, including such factors as the methodology's: (1)

ability to project changes in the structure of model relationships over time,

(2) incorporation of the key structural dimensions of the phenomena of inter-

est, and (3) incorporation of feedback loops for updating baseline figures.

In general, models that allow the use of multiple rates for various fac-

tors during different phases of the projection period (such as changes in

labor force participation rates or fertility rates), that utilize factors

which most closely differentiate between key dimensions (such as industries or

age cohorts), and that incorporate procedures that feedback changes, such as

alterations of population age structures or changes in the economic struc-

tures, are superior to those lacking such features.

Finally, it is, of course, evident that an overriding factor in model se-

lection must be an evaluation of a model's accuracy in predicting impact and

baseline conditions. Although most of the models have been developed re-

cently, and relatively little evidence has accumulated for evaluating their

validity, evidence concerning the validity of some models has been accumulated

or can be derived by using available data sources. In addition, given samples

of the outputs of model projections for various areas, several types of evalua-

tions can be made quite easily. For example, estimates of economic factors,

such as income at the county level and population levels for counties and In-

corporated areas are published periodically by the Bureau of Economic Analysis

and the Bureau of the Census in the Department of Commerce. These estimates

can be compared to those from the various models and some idea of their accu-

racy can thus be gained.[8] Such analyses provide a valuable and clearly es-

sential step in model analysis and model selection.
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Use Characteristics

Additional dimensions that must be considered relate to the use charac-

teristics of such models. One of these dimensions is the availability and

costs of obtaining the input data required for a model's implementation. Many

models use input-output economic models that require the use of state or re-

gional input-output interdependence coefficients. These are available in most

areas, but if an appropriate set of coefficients does not exist, then the

implementation of such models is likely to be quite expensive, requiring ex-

tensive data collection. Similar consideration must be given to other data

dimensions.

It is essential to note that models that reduce data collection costs by

utilizing national databases may accentuate problems in projecting local level

conditions that depart markedly from national patterns. The trade-off between

r the need for locally oriented data inputs and the costs of collecting local

data must be carefully evaluated.

The flexibility of use of the model should also be considered. Impact

assessments and impact events involve numerous factors that are difficult to

evaluate and predict. Thus, it becomes essential to examine the range of po-

tential impacts under widely varying assumptions for such factors. Models

that provide easy alterations of these factors and rapid outputs for alterna-

tive development scenarios are desirable. In evaluating models, the options

provided for altering key assumptions, such as the number of projects, the

size of the project, the location of the project, inflation rates, birth

rates, per capita service usage rates, and other factors should be closely

examined.

Yet an additional criterion to be considered is the availability and

adaptability of the computerized form of such models. Some models can be ac-

cessed only through the agency that implemented the model while in other cases

cooperative agreements can be established which provide the model code to a

user agency. In general, efficient use of the model is facilitated by the

ability to acquire the model code. In addition, however, it is essential to

ensure that appropriate computer facilities and computer compilers are avail-

able if the computer code is to be obtained. The incompatability of different

types of hardware and the lack of appropriate language compilers can make

model adaptation very costly.
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Model Comparison

In this section we attempt to compare the models, which were described

earlier, in terms of the criteria noted above. Although numerous other models

are available, these include a majority of those which attempt to project the

impacts of large-scale resource developments, have published descriptions and

have been widely used by national, regional, and local decision makers (Denver

Research Institute, 1979; Markusen, 1978).

The comparison of these models is presented in three tables: Table 8.1

addresses Criterion 1 and describes the informational characteristics of the

models. In this table, the dimensions examined by the model, the project

phases, the geographical units, and the time periods for which projections are

made are discussed. Dimensions considered as possible components of such

models are the economic, demographic, interface, distributional, public ser-

vice, fiscal, and social components.

Table 8.2 compares the methodological characteristics of the models.

This includes the form of methodology used in each of several possible major

components of such models, the form of model integration, the dynamic capabil-

ities of each model component, and the extent of validation of each model. In

this table, characteristics for the economic, demographic, interface, distri-

butional, service, and fiscal components of each model are described.

Table 8.3 addresses Criterion 3 and provides information on the use char-

acteristics of such models. In particular, it compares the data inputs and

the computerization requirements of such models and the extent to which such

models allow user input through parameter alteration and the use of interac-

tive programming.

In comparing the models, we have been limited to the information provided

in available reports for each model. In cases where such reports do not dis-

cuss a particular item, the designation INP, information not provided, is

used. Given these limitations, it is essential to stress the need for users

to conduct careful analyses of models that appear appropriate for their par-

ticular informational needs. Although it is impossible to discuss the data in

Tables 8.1 to 8.3 in detail, even a brief description of the items in these

tables indicates how diverse the models are in overall capabilities and

characteristics.
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Table 8.1. Informational Characteristics of Selected
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Models

Project

Dimensions Phases
Included Analyzed

Geographic

Areas

Included

Time Increments

and Total

Projection Periods

Total Number
of

Areal UnitsModel

ATOM 3

BOOM I

BREAM

I1CLIPS

CPP 10

HARC

E,Deli B,C,O State and
County

E,De,I,S,F
2

B,C,O City only

EDeIDi BCO Region, County,
rOelOi B.,C, O Cities

iDelOiF
3

13,CO Region, County,De , I ,)iF3 Cities

E,De,T,S4 B'' Restricted to one
area, any level

EDel,I,Di,S BCO Countya

E,De,I,D B,C,O BEA

Yearly;

NLS

Yearly;
NLS

Yearly;

NLS

Yearly
20 years

Yearly OAD;

NLS

Five Year;

30 years

Five Year;

NLS

14 counties
in Arizona

Any
given city

2 counties
maximum

MOLT lRE( ION

INP

One areal

unit

INP

All BEA

Regions

9 Reservation

Districts

7 State

Planning Regions

8 Regions, 53

cos., 350 cities

NAVAHO E,De,I,Di

NEW MEXICO E,De,I

RED 2 E,De,I,Di,S,F

B, Reservation
BCO Districts

BCO State
Planning Regions

State, Region,
BCO County, Cities

B,C,O County
Cities

Five Year:
NLS

Five Year;
20 years

Yearly-OAD;

25 years

Yearly;

30 years

Yearly; construction
10 years operation

SEAM E,De,I,Di,S,F
3

INP

SIMPACT E,De,I,Di,S,F BCO Region, County,
BCO Cities

Region and
11 subareas

WEST E,De,Di,S
4
,F BCO Region, County,

BC0 Cities
Yearly:

NLS INP

E

I

D i

Dimensions

Economic

Dvcmagraph i,
Interface

Distribution

S

F

So

= Public

Services

= Fiscal

= Social

Project Phase

B = Baseline

C = Construction

0 = Operational

Time Increments

and Total
Projection Period

NLS = No Limit

Specified

OAD = Or As Desired

Total Number of
Areal Units

INP = Information

Not Provided

1
Demographic Model includes special

2
Costs are aggregated.

3Revenues are not calculated.
40nly two services projected.

population submodules.
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Table 8.2. Methodological Characteristics of Selected
Socioeconomic Impact Assessment Models

~Mto thod o ic. and Inrativt Formsby omponent
Subarea

. = _ = _ = _ _= _= _- _ = _7 =__ _ .:

_Pmitk
1.mi _bjyabilfties yCmonent ____ _

Subarea

ATOM 3

BOOM I

BREAM

CLIPS

CPEIO

lARC

MJULTIRECION

NAVAHO

NEW MEXICO

RED 2

SEAM

SIMPACT

WEST

e-on Dem Interface Distribution

1-0 CC-S F-M-I 7 Share

E-B E-I' 1--P-I NA

F-IB CC-S E-'1-I Z Share and

Gravity

E-B CC-SI E-M-l S Share and

(:ravity

I-O CC-S E-M-I NA

E-B CC-S k-M-I Gravity

E-B CC-S E-M-1 NA

E-B CC-S E-M-M Gravity

1-0 CC-S E-M-M NA

1-0 CC-S E-M-M S Share and

Gravity

E-B CC-S E-M-M lP

1-0( k-P k-P-I % Share

k:-B E-P E-P-1 % Share

Service

NA

P-B

P-B

Fi scal

NA

Per (;lpitia

NA

Leon

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dem

1'', s

Yes

Yes

[InLerltace Dist. Ser

Yes Yes NA

Yes' NA NA

Yes Yes No

Fis Validation

NA Historical

NA Sensitivity

NA INP

NA Per Capi ta Yes Y'es Yes Yes NA Ye; INP

NA NA Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA Some Forms

Unspecified

P-B NA Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA Sensitivity

NA NA Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA Historical

NA NA Yes Yes Yes Yes NA NA INP

NA NA Yes Yes Yes NA NA NA INP

P-B Per Capita Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Sensitivity,

Histori1al

P'-B Per Capito Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Sensitivity,
Facilitiy Historical

P-B Per Capita Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes INP
Faciltiy

P-B Per Capita Yet; Yes No Yes Yes Yes Sensitivity

a

Econ
1-0 = Input-Output
E-B = Export Base

Dem
CC-S = Cohort Component Survival
E-P - Employment-Population Ratio

Interface
E-M-l = Employment-Migrations-One Phase
E-P-l - Employment-Population-One Phase
E-M-M - Employment-Migration-Multiphase Procedure

INP - Information Not Provided
NA Not. A;,,ppii ble

t
Cohort C~'nponent Survival Mrthod used at RegIonal letvl -r.!i.

Subarea Distribution

' Share Distribution to subareas on bases of
Employment or Population ratio

Gravity = Gravity Allocation Model
LP = Linear Programming Model

Service
P-B = Population Based Projections

Fiscal

Per Capita = Per Capita Costs and Revenues
Facility = Projections of facility requirements also completed

ye~ytt;\<;s >1
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Table 8.3. Use Characteristics of Selected Socioeconomic
Impact Assessment Models

Input Data Requirements
Geographical

Source Level Form

Flexibility
Degree of Computerization

User-Alterable User Model
Parameters Interactivity Language TransferabilityModel

ATOM 3 State and State and Primary 1-0 None None FORTRAN Oth
Local County Other Secondary CIO

(BR
BOOM 1 State and County and Secondary, None None GASP IV Y

Local City Judgmental

BREAM State and Region and All Secondary None None FORTP.AN U
Local County

CLIPS State, Local Region, All Secondary SD, PC Interactive FORTRAN U
Western U.S. County, City INP

CPEIO State and The given Primary 1-0 SD, PC Interactive SIMSCRIPT UI
Local levy ! -f Other Secondary AE, UNEMP (Koovled -able

anaiysis Output User)

HARC National, County All Secondary None None IN? U
State and
Western U.S.
Judgmental

MULTIREGION National and National and All Secondary None None FORTRAN U
Regional Regional

NAVAHO National and Reservation All Secondary None None FORTRAN U
Reservation and District

NEW MEXICO State and State, Region, Primary 1-0 None None INP U

Regional County Other Secondary

RED 2 State, State, Region, Primary I-O SD, PC, BR, Interactive APL Y
Region, Local Primary Labor IR, TR, GM
Local Force Output

Other Secondary

SEAM National and National and All Secondary SD, PC Interactive INP U
Regional Regional Impact Area

SIMPACT Region, Region, County, INP INP Interatctive FORTRAN U
State, and and Local
L Local

V WEST State and State and All Secondary None None FORTRAN U
Local Local

SD = Starting Date OUTPUT - Type or form of Output GM = Gravity Model Coefficients
PC = Project Characteristics BR = Birth Rate IMPACT AREA = Selection of Impact Area
AE = Available Employment IR = Inflation Rate INP = Information N it Provided
UNEMP = Unemployment Rate TR - Tax Rate

er Models
sely related
EAM)
es-Texas

ntested

ntested

ontested

ntested

ntested

ntes ted

ntested

es-Texas

ntested

ntested

ntested

I
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As is evident from Table 8.1, only four models (BOOM 1, RED2, SIMPACT,

and SEAM) contain as many as five dimensions. None addresses social factors

and few contain the potential for such an expansion. All cover all three vi-

tal project phases, but areal coverage varies widely. Only six models analyze

both county and city impacts. Most do provide yearly outputs but many are

limited in the total number of units that can be included in the model.

In terms of methodological characteristics, Table 8.2, the differences

are less pronounced. Only five systems utilize an input-output model, and

only three do not use a cohort-component demographic projection technique.

Almost all use an interface procedure that involves the matching of available

and required employment to determine migration levels. Nearly all are dynam-

ically programmed. None has received adequate validation, but some have been

subjected to sensitivity and historical simulation analyses.

The use characteristics (Table 8.3) again show great diversity from one

model to another. The RED 2 model requires the greatest amount of primary

data while the SEAM model requires virtually no local data (except for the in-

terface procedure where local data are necessary for nonwestern areas). All

other models tend to be intermediate between these two in data requirements.

Only five of the models are interactive (allowing users to alter various pa-

rameters) and, of these, the RED 2 model appears to allow the alteration of

more parameters than other models. Nearly all of the models are programmed in

languages likely to be available at major computer installations. The user of

interactive languages (GASP IV, SIMCRIPT, and APL) is likely to decrease the

core storage necessary for the use of such models and thus models using these

languages are likely to be more adaptable to smaller computer systems. On the

other hand, at small and medium size installations, compilers for such lan-

guages may not be readily available. Finally, in almost all cases, the adapt-

ability of such models is untested. Although several models (including BREAM)

incorporate aspects of the ATOM 3 model, and the BOOM 1 and RED 2 models have

been adapted by various groups in Texas, the adaptability and transferability

of such models remain largely untested.

Overall, then, the comparisons in Tables 8.1 to 8.3 suggest that avail-

able socioeconomic assessment models are least different in the methodologies

employed and most different in the extent of information provided and in use

characteristics. Since these latter two factors are ones central to decision
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makers' concerns, it is clear that careful evaluations of individual models

are an essential first step in model selection.

IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

The process for siting nuclear repositories will involve the assessment

of sites representing multiple repository media in diverse areas of the na-

tion (U.S. Department of Energy, 1980). This process will require the nearly

simultaneous assessment of multiple sites with methodologies that are compar-

able from one site to another, that provide timely results, and that allow

user ts concerns about key dimensions to be fully considered in the analysis of

alternative scenarios. Given such considerations, and the discussion in the

preceding part of this chapter, it is evident that computerized models might

be applied with considerable utility in the siting process. Some of the ad-

vantages, limitations, and model characteristics necessary for the use of such

models in the repository siting process are described below.

Advantages and Limitations

The positive attributes of computerized models clearly suggest their

utility for the siting process. The commonality of methodologies imposed by

their structures would ensure directly comparable assessments from one proto-

type site to another. The rapidity of their computations would allow the im-

plications of alternative assumptions to be examined expeditiously and com-

pletely. Their direct user-accessibility would allow site-area decision

makers to rapidly examine the implications of alternative fiscal or other pol-

icy choices. In sum, the use of computerized models in the siting process

would ensure siting officials of comparable and quickly accessible information

on multiple sites, and also allow siting and level area officials to examine

the implications of alternative policy and mitigation strategies in different

siting areas. The use of computerized models in the siting process is thus

clearly merited.

At the same time, however, it is essential to recognize that many of the

limitations of such models cited in this chapter will likely exist in models

developed for the siting process. That is, it is unlikely that any computer-

ized model will be developed that comprehensively integrates social aind spe-

cial effects impact assessments with economic, demographic, public service,
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and fiscal dimensions. Such models are thus presently limited to the assess-

ment of economic, demographic, public service, fiscal, and environmental im-

pacts. Although model structures can be expanded it is essential to recognize

that such a model cannot address all of the important socioeconomic issues re-

lated to the siting process. The use of such models must be undertaken with

full recognition of their limitations as well as their strengths.

It is also essential to caution that such a model, like any other in-

strument for scientific assessment, must receive careful calibration and val-

idation. The development of such a model is thus only the first step in the

completion of a useful computerized assessment methodology. With the in-

creased availability of 1980 Census data, however, the present period appears

to be an ideal one for initiating the necessary validation of any such model.

Methodological Considerations

Overall, it appears appropriate to recommend that the development of a

computerized system for projecting many of the socioeconomic impacts of repos-

itory siting should be carefully pursued with full recognition of the poten-

tial advantages and limitation of such efforts. It is essential to also rec-

ommend, however, that such a model possess certain characteristics. If such

characteristics are not present the maximum utility of such a model for the

siting process cannot be assured. Specifically, a computerized model for use

in repository siting should:

(1) contain integrated economic, demographic, public service, and fiscal

components, with additional components desirable

(2) provide simultaneous projections at multiple geographical levels

including state, region, county, municipal, and school district

levels

(3) provide year-to-year projections of construction and operational

impacts for such factors as:

(a) business volume

(b) employment

(c) income

(d) population (total and by age and sex)

(e) public sfervice demands by type of service

(f) revenues by source
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(g) expenditures by type

(h) net fiscal balances

(4) be user-accessible and fully interactive, allowing for easy

alteration of a relatively large number of key parameters

(5) be easily transferable from one site to another.

Finally, given the number of models previously developed it should be:

(6) developed or adopted from the structures of existing models.

These characteristics are directly derived from comparisons of model's

characteristics and applications as described in this chapter and reflect

clear priorities in the siting process (Department of Energy, 1981). Thus,

the dimensions noted in the first recommendation are clearly essential to the

siting process and the most adequately developed of those in the modeling

field. Although additional dimensions might be desirable, those specified

should provide a useful and well-developed base for further development. The

second set of characteristics are also essential given the wide public base of

concern and interest in the siting process. The third set of characteristics

are those standard to any socioeconomic impact assessment and thus must be in-

cluded in any such effort. The fourth set of characteristics are essential if

the likely concerns of local residents and the rapidly changing issues likely

to surround the siting process are to be addressed. The fifth set of charac-

teristics are necessary to ensure that the product is applicable to a variety

of siting areas and the sixth recommendation is suggested by cost and effi-

ciency considerations. Given the extensive resources already expended on

model development in various settings, the range of available methodologies

and the time dimensions normally associated with an original model develop-

ment, an extensive adaptation effort seems preferable.

Given the above considerations, then, a model structure that combines

attributes of the RED 2, SEAM, BREAM, and similar systems should be adapted.

Such an adaptation effort should be initiated as soon as possible by personnel

with extensive experience in model development and adaptation.

Overall, then, the repository siting assessment process should be able to

make extensive use of the computerized forms of assessment models provided

that such use is made with full recognition of the limitations as well as the

strengths of such systems. A computerized model with characteristics that en-

sure ease of use, ready accessibility, and rapid projection capabilities could

play a critical role in the nuclear repository siting program.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Given the increasing demand for environmental impact assessments, the

development and use of computerized socioeconomic assessment models appear

likely to increase. The results of the discussion here suggest several con-

siderations related to that use.

First, it is clear that such models cannot address many issues relevant

in environmental decision making. Questions related to social and environ-

mental quality questions are not presently included in such models. These

models provide most of the data requirements necessary for a complete socio-

economic impact assessment.

Second, the methodology employed in such models requires extensive and

continued development. The unknown validity of most models requires careful

attention. In large part, given the similarities in the modeling methodol-

ogies employed, it appears that the enthusiasm and the need for such models

has led to the development of similarly configured models before the validity

and utility of such configurations have been adequately assessed. One of the

major tasks of model developers in the early 1980's should be the assessment

of the validity of their models in comparison to the data provided by the

Census of 1980. Until such assessments are made, the unanimity of methodol-

ogies may simply indicate how little is known about socioeconomic impacts. In

addition, more attempts to adapt such models to other settings are essential.

Finally, however, the results suggest that, if properly selected, such

models can meet a wide range of possible decision makers' data needs and that

such selection can, in large part, be done with only limited technical exper-

tise. For example, using data such as those in Tables 8.1 through 8.3, it is

possible to select models that assess a wide number of dimensions or those

that provide only basic economic and demographic outputs. Given that choice,

the user can eliminate those models that do not cover the level of geographi-

cal units or time periods they desire or that do not have the capacity (total

areal unit coverage) they desire. Except for selected models, methodological

consideration can largely be left to a second and more intensive level of se-

lection. The user can then additionally select models on the basis of: their

ease of use, eliminating those with costly primary data collection (if de-

sired) or using such models to provide greater sensitivity to local condi-

tions; their degree of user interactivity; and their likely adaptability to

available computer systems. In sum, the results suggest that a decision maker
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fan select an appropriate socioeconomic assessment model with only limited

Fechnical assistance and that many of the dimensions of such selection are
:learly ones whose significance may be greater for decision makers than for

,the technical modeler. If the selection of such models can be done with care,

then the analysis here suggests that computerized socioeconomic assessment

'models may provide a valuable tool for use in the decision-making process.
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NOTES

1. It should be noted that econometric modeling has a long history, with the

first development of national models occurring in the 1930's. These ac-

tivities were greatly accelerated, however, when computer systems became

readily accessible. For a succinct review of national econometric

modeling, see Greenberger et al (1976, Ch. 6).

2. For a review of these models, see Goldstein and Moses (1973). For a cri-

tique of urban land-use modeling efforts, see Lee (1973).

3. For example, see Obermiller et al (1975), Rodgers et al (1976) and Kelley

et al (1972). A review of such modeling efforts is provided by Sanderson

(1978).

4. A number of bibliographies also were consulted (Chaing and Snead, 1976;

Nakamura, 1978).

5. The state has subsequently developed another model incorporating many of

the features of ATOM 3 but utilizing an export base model in the economic

sector. For a complete description of this model, see Anderson and

Hannigan (1977).

6. The BOOM I model thus has its conceptual roots in the earlier work by

Forrester in the areas of industrial dynamics (Forrester, 1961) and urban

dynamics (Forrester, 1969). The formulations of key interactions in this

model were based in large part on a case study by Gilmore and Duff (1975).

7. The basic model structure incorporated in the REDI and RED2 models was

also used as the basis for the Texas Assessment Modeling System (TAMS).

For a complete description of the TAMS Model, see Murdock et al (1979).

8. This approach, which involves a comparison of data from past periods to

those projected for such periods by a model, is often termed historical

simulation (Pindyck and Rubinfeld, 1976). In addition, it is possible to

use dynamic simulation techniques and sensitivity analysis (Pindyck and

Rubinfeld, 1976) to qnalyze such models. This involves a comparison of

the trends shown in the model output for the projected future periods to

those noted in impacted areas in the past.
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CHAPTER 9

USE OF IMPACT ASSESSMENTS IN THE POLICY PROCESS

As indicated in the preceding chapters, growing awareness of the need for

thorough analysis and comprehensive growth management planning in rural areas

affected by major development projects, coupled with increased legal require-

ments for impact assessment and mitigation, has led to an increased demand for

procedures which provide timely and accurate impact information. As a re-

sult, socioeconomic impact assessment techniques have received increasing

attention. Computerized socioeconomic impact models have become particularly

popular, as noted in Chapter 8, because of their wide range of outputs, flex-

ibility and quick response times.

At the same time, as the number of examinations of the forms and use of

such modeling and assessment systems increases (Murdock and Leistritz, 1980;

Leistritz et al, 1980), it becomes increasingly evident that development of

such systems can be quite expensive and that in most cases these systems have

received insufficient validation. It is also apparent that the adaptability

of such models and other assessment techniques to settings other than the

areas for which they were originally designed has received relatively little

attention.[1] Furthermore, other, more general, examinations of the use of

assessment methodologies and related forecasting techniques in the policy pro-

cess suggest that they often have failed to achieve their intended purposes

and that their utilization by policy makers has been less frequent than anti-

cipated (Hoos, 1972; Fromm et al, 1975; Greenberger et al, 1976; Anscher,

1978).

Given the apparent need for mechanisms which can provide timely and ac-

curate impact information and the necessity of effectively incorporating such

information into the process of planning and policy development for growth

management and impact mitigation (Low, 1980), an examination of the factors

affecting the credibility and usefulness of assessments appears desirable.

The purpose of this chapter is to examine factors influencing the usefulness

of socioeconomic impact assessments in policy development and planning for

areas affected by resource development projects. The examination is from two

vantage points: that of the social science analyst who wishes to make an

effective contribution to the policy process and that of the decision maker

who has questions concerning the usefulness of assessments and the ways in
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I- which they can be utilized effectively in policy making. Specifically, our

purposes are:

1. To describe the philosophy and the major uses of socioeconomic

assessments, planning, and policy development;

2. To evaluate the factors affecting the usefulness of such assessments;

and

3. To delineate those conditions critical to the development, adapta-

tion, and utilization of such assessments.

The first section of the chapter thus reviews the general uses and capabil-

ities of socioeconomic impact assessments. The second section is devoted to

an evaluation of those factors which are critical in determining the useful-

ness and acceptability of such models to decision makers. The final section

contains our conclusions regarding the usefulness and limitations of socioeco-

nomic assessments and the necessary conditions for a successful assessment

effort.

PHILOSOPHY OF SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

The overall process of impact assessment and growth management includes

far more than the identification of possible impacts and the dogmatic fore-

casting of the extent of economic and social changes. Rather, it includes the

forecasting and monitoring of baseline socioeconomic trends, performing impact

projections (often with consideration of alternative future levels and pat-

terns of development), impact evaluations, and long-term planning and policy

formulation with the objectives of minimizing those changes which are viewed

as undesirable and of enhancing those changes which are considered beneficial.

The process of projecting the impacts of a new development, then, should not

be viewed as an end in itself, but rather as a means of providing essential

information to those individuals and groups who are in a planning and

decision-making capacity.

With the development of numerous socioeconomic assessment systems and

models and the increased use of these techniques in impact assessment, ana-

lysts tend to become engrossed in the technical task of developing even more

sophisticated systems and thus to lose sight of the pragmatic considerations

related to their use. Altkough technical efforts are desirable because most

of the techniques currently being used in impact assessments could benefit
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l--substantially from expansion and refinement, impact analysts must bear in mind

that while conceptual and analytical sophistication may be necessary condi-

_ tions for a useful impact assessment system, they are not sufficient condi-

tions. Rather, if an impact assessment methodology is to serve a useful role

in the impact assessment, mitigation, and management process, it must be de-

signed with considerable attention to the form of information needed for this

process. Thus, the needs of persons who will use the information must be

- given substantial weight in establishing methodology and evaluation

criteria.(2]

Uses of Socioeconomic Impact Assessments

Impact assessments fulfill three important functions in the overall im-

pact policy formulation and development process: (1) to project the social

and economic profile of the study area under "baseline" and "impact" condi-

tions, (2) to sensitize decision makers to critical problem areas and key re-

lationships, and (3) to provide directions for future research.

The first function, projections of socioeconomic profiles, produces con-

- ditional forecasts of the levels of various economic, demographic, public ser-

vice, fiscal, and social variables. These projections are critical to deci-

_ sion makers as a basis for evaluating potential problems which may emerge and

for evaluating the efficacy of alternative policy options. Specifically, de-

cision makers frequently utilize impact projections in three distinct types of

applications: (1) facility and program planning, (2) project evaluation, and

(3) policy analysis. In the first application, impact projections are often

used as the "best available forecast" of future conditions, and the projected

levels of critical variables are used as target values for facility and pro-

gram planning. In project evaluation, interested parties frequently utilize

impact projections--particularly the comparison of baseline (that is, without

the project) and impact projections--in determining whether the proposed proj-

ect is acceptable and what types of impact mitigation measures will be re-

quired. Finally, impact projections may be used to evaluate the likely ef-

fects of various growth management policies. As a projection tool, computer-

ized assessment models are often particularly valued because of their capacity

to deal with complex analytic situations and large data sets (that is, involv-

ing large numbers of variables and interrelationships), their ability to
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provide quantitative answers (even though these may be approximations), the

replicability of the results, and the rapidity with which the implications of

alternative policies or assumptions can be assessed (Fromm et al, 1975). It

must be emphasized, however, that impact projections are conditional fore-

casts--they are contingent on the actions which policy makers will take and

also on the validity of the basic assumptions concerning factors such as the

level of development which will occur. While the use of models to produce im-

pact projections which will be utilized directly in impact evaluation and

planning is the predominant reason why public and private sector entities sup-

port the development of these models, the other two roles are also significant

for models and other forms of assessment methodologies.

The role of assessments in altering the perceptions of policy makers is

less apparent than their role in impact projections. Because they provide a

simplified and explicit representation of the real world phenomenon being

studied (often termed the methodology's "reference system"), they offer a

means of portraying essential relationships and isolating critical problems.

Thus, although an assessment is not used directly in the decision-making pro-

cess by the policy maker, it may provide a frame of reference for evaluating

the effects of alternative decisions. Because they provide an explicit repre-

sentation of a real world system, formalized assessment procedures are contro-

versial.[31 Nevertheless, assessments can provide a framework for discussion,

and such discussion may improve the probability that key decisions will re-

ceive concerted attention (Greenberger et al, 1976). While assessments may

serve to increase decision makers' awareness of key relationships and critical

issues, they cannot be expected to resolve policy differences which are basic-

ally philosophical in nature.[41 Likewise, assessments cannot and should not

be expected to replace the decision maker in his role of considering and

weighing all available information and applying judgment in arriving at a

final decision (Low, 1980). Neither should the existence of assessment projec-

tions remove the decision maker's responsibility for those decisions. This

situation arises in part from the nature of assessment methodologies which, as

simplifications of their reference system, cannot include all relevant vari-

ables and also in part from the nature of policy makers who are understandably

loath to jeopardize their power by relying exclusively on mathematical algo-

rithms as the basis for major decisions.
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The third factor, the role of assessments in stimulating and guiding

future research, is widely recognized.[5] The process of developing assess-

ment methods consists essentially of conceptualizing relationships among var-

iables, seeking empirical evidence to quantify and/or refine these relation-

ships, and providing a computational structure which portrays the system under

investigation. The absence of data to quantify certain relationships which

are believed to be important suggests that these relationships constitute a

priority area for further analysis.

A guide for such research design is provided if the methodology is sub-

jected to sensitivity testing. In this process, the methodology is tested

with the key coefficients for each of the relationships under investigation

being specified at alternative values within a subjectively determined "rea-

sonable range". The results of these simulations will reveal those relation-

ships whose precise specification is most important in influencing the values

of the output variables.

Finally, the process of methodology development and utilization may serve

to promote communication between decision makers and technical specialists

(Fromm et al, 1975).

_ Public and private sector officials who sponsor the development of impact

assessment methodologies may recognize the benefits which arise from the role

of such methods as educational tools for decision makers and researchers.

Their decision to support the development of a methodology, however, typically

hinges on whether they believe it will provide information useful in specific

planning and policy contexts. Thus, we turn to a consideration of major fac-

tors which influence the usefulness of assessments to policy makers.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE UTILITY OF ASSESSMENTS

Numerous factors influence the extent to which the assessment methodology

can be or will be utilized by decision makers.[6] It appears, however, that

two considerations are of overriding importance in this regard: (1) the de-

gree of congruence between the model's capabilities and the needs of decision

makers, and (2) the decision makers' confidence in the methodology. In this

section, the key dimensions of these two major considerations are explored.
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- Compatibility With Needs of Decision Makers

It has become axiomatic in treatises on policy-oriented modeling and

methodology development to stress the importance of interaction between the

analysts and the policy makers who are expected to use them (House and McLeod,

1977; Greenberger et al, 1976). In the case of socioeconomic impact methods,

however, it appears particularly important to carefully define the types of

decisions which are to be made and the types of information which are needed.

Such methods may be used for several types of decisions and possibly by sev-

eral distinct groups of decision makers, each having different information

needs and levels of resources.[7] While different needs do exist, however, it

will not likely be possible, given time or resource constraints, to implement

a methodology that is all things to all people. Frustration and superfici-

ality are likely to result from an overly comprehensive approach to method-

ology development. Priority uses and users for the method will exist, and

these priorities must be identified and addressed.

Four groups which may be expected to be frequent users of socioeconomic

impact assessments are local governments, state and federal policy makers,

state and federal action agencies, and private sector managers. Local offi-

cials will naturally be most interested in the implications of development for

their specific jurisdictions. They will likely be concerned with the implica-

tions under alternative conditions, as they will need this information in

their facility planning and capital budgeting decisions and possibly as a

basis for negotiation with the developer. They also are likely to be inter-

ested in the prospective effects of alternative local growth management strat-

egies (i.e., different rates for utility user fees and hookup charges, infra-

structure investment options, and local zoning alternatives) on the various

impact categories.

State and federal policy makers should be very interested in the socio-

economic implications of alternative resource development patterns. They also

may be confronted with decisions concerning financial assistance to impacted

areas, including justification for such assistance, the level of assistance

required, and the most appropriate form of such assistance (e.g., grants

versus loans).

State and federal action agencies are most interested in the implications

of development with respect to their specific programs. These entities
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5 frequently have information needs which closely parallel those of local offi-

cials, but on a regionwide basis, and they may utilize impact projections as

target values in their program planning.[8]

Managers of development firms also have questions regarding socioeconomic

impacts. From their perspective, however, the key questions may relate to the

relative severity of impacts that may be anticipated at alternative project

sites and the effects of various construction management strategies (e.g., ex-

tent of local hiring, use of bachelor quarters or company-subsidized transpor-

tation, and staging of construction activities) on the magnitude and distribu-

tion of impacts.

Because the various potential users of the method may differ in the types

of information they desire and in the exogenous variables they consider impor-

tant, as well as in the level of resources at their command, it thus appears

vital that decision makers be involved early in the development process.

Input from decision makers is needed with regard to a number of major

output features, including the impact categories (e.g., economic, demographic,

public service, fiscal, social) to be addressed, the specific socioeconomic

profile characteristics to be projected, the level of aggregation of outputs

(e.g., total population or population by age category), the geographic units

for which outputs are to be projected, and the temporal periods for which

results are reported. The intended mode of use (for computerized models, for

example, direct access by users versus human interface) may influence the

format in which outputs are reported. Likewise, the users' definition of an

acceptable period of time for completion of the assessment may influence the

choice of methodology.

The specific uses which are contemplated also may influence the analyti-

cal methods to be employed, the data requirements, and the procedures for

interaction between the methodology and its users. If, for example, some

intended uses of the methodology will require projected population to be dis-

aggregated by age and/or sex, then the method's designers likely will employ

the cohort-survival technique in the demographic part of the assessment. This

decision will in turn determine the types of data which will need to be assem-

bled as input. Similarly, if the procedure is to be utilized to assess the

implications of alternative taxation and impact assistance policies, provision

may be made for convenient user alteration of selected tax rates and other

fiscal variables.
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At the stage in methodology development when user needs are specified and

the overall design is established, a number of trade-offs must be carefully

considered. Decisions regarding the scope of impact categories to be ad-

dressed, level of detail of projections, and other related factors may often

have a substantial impact on the resources required to develop and maintain

the methodology, as well as on the time period required for its development.

More detailed projection techniques may impose greater costs for development

and also may lead to greater requirements for computerization and to higher

costs for each use of the method. Similarly, techniques which utilize sub-

stantial amounts of local data may be more reliable in projecting local level

conditions that depart markedly from state or national patterns but may also

imply substantial costs and extensive time periods for data collection. The

design phase, then, requires active participation from both decision makers

and methodologists in assessing the benefits and costs of various design

alternatives.

Interpretation and Use of Results

If models are to play a major role in shaping important decisions, users

must understand their capabilities and inherent limitations and must have con-

fidence in their reliability in simulating the behavior of the reference sys-

tem. In this section we will examine the factors which are important in de-

termining whether decision makers will develop confidence in an assessment

methodology.

Description and Explanation of the Assessment Methodology

The quality of a method's description is likely to be critical in deter-

mining the degree of confidence with which decision makers will view its re-

sults. Without an explanation of the premises and assumptions of the method,

one cannot adequately interpret or act upon the results. Without knowing

something of the purpose, logic, and capabilities of the method, one cannot de--

cide whether it applies to a particular problem.[9] Reviews of socioeconomic

impact assessment methods and models (Murdock and Leistritz, 1980) and of pol-

_ icy analyses in general (Fromm et al, 1975) suggest that the quality and com-

pleteness of assessment methodology descriptions and model documentation
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vary considerably. Further, representatives of sponsoring agencies tend to be

less satisfied with the adequacy of method descriptions than are the directors

of methodology or model development efforts (Fromm et al, 1975). This diver-

gence in views suggests a substantial gap between assessment analysts and

users, a gap which may seriously limit the usefulness of the assessments.

While written methods descriptions are necessary to the understanding and

use of an assessment, it may not be a sufficient means of communicating the

purpose, logic, capabilities, and limitations to decision makers. Rather, it

ywill probably be essential to at least conduct a series of briefings for poli-

cy makers, and, ideally, decision makers and their aides should be involved

throughout the assessment process. Communication between analysts and deci-

sion makers is likely to be more effective if the analysts are recognized by

the decision makers as having both expertise in relevant subject areas and

knowledge of local conditions. If some members of the analytical team have

previous experience in interacting with the relevant decision-making entities,

communication may be established more readily (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979b).

It also is very useful for the sponsoring agency to have staff or trusted as-

sociates who are capable of assessing the validity of the method used. Final-

ly, decision makers may be more receptive to efforts which are perceived as

timely (i.e., the need for the information is recognized and the assessment

effort has the potential to provide needed information within a time frame

consistent with pending decisions).[10]

Methodology Validation

Validation is a test of whether a methodology provides an adequate repre-

sentation of the elements and relationships of the reference system that are

important to the uses which are planned for the method. Validation is not a

general seal of approval; rather, it is an indication of the level of confi-

dence in the methodology's accuracy under limited conditions and for specified

purposes (Shapiro, 1973). Because all methods are designed to be simplifica-

tions of their respective reference systems, they can never be entirely valid

in terms of being fully supported by objective truth. The various techniques

of validation are aimed more at invalidating rather than validating a method,

and they can reveal only the presence (not the total absence) of problems.-ll]
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Thus, it is suggested that "useful" or "convincing" are more appropriate de-

scriptive terms to apply to methods or models than "valid" (Greenberger, et

al, 1976).

Confidence in a given method can be enhanced by (1) critically examining

its theoretical bases, assumptions, data sources, and computational proce-

dures, (2) investigating its response to perturbations, and (3) testing its

ability to reproduce historical data.[12] Most impact methods or models have

undergone at least one of these forms of validation, but no computerized

socioeconomic impact assessment model of which we are aware has been subjected

to extensive validation in all three forms.

The first form of validation (review of theoretical bases and analytical

procedures) consists of a review of the technical description/documentation

materials by persons with expertise in impact assessment. Most methods have

received such reviews, and the presence of descriptions of some of these in

refereed publications suggests that their reviews were favorable. It should

also be noted in this regard that one way for decision makers to complete such

reviews is to utilize recognized socioeconomic impact researchers in the

review effort.

The second form of validation (analysis of response to perturbations)

involves altering selected input variables or parameters in a manner consis-

tent with intended uses and evaluating the resulting outputs in terms of their

consistency with expert understanding of key relationships and with evidence

regarding the actual behavior of the same variables under similar circum-

stances. Most impact methods likely have been subjected to this type of vali-

dation by their developers. The strength of this form of validation is that

the method's behavior is being examined under circumstances similar to those

that may be encountered in actual use. Its limitation is that the evaluation

is necessarily subjective.

The third form of validation (testing the ability to reproduce historical

data) is frequently termed "historical simulation".[13] This form of valida-

tion involves choosing a past period for which the values of the output (en-

dogenous) variables are known. The method is then supplied with the known

starting values of the input (exogenous) variables and simulated over the

period.[14] The values of the output variables estimated by the model are

then compared with the actual values; a variety of statistical tests can be

applied to evaluate the "goodness of fit" between the two series (estimated

.
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and actual) for each variable of interest.[151 In addition to evaluating the

degree of correspondence between estimated and actual values, another impor-

tant criterion is how well the method predicts turning points in the histori-

cal data.

Of the three general forms of validation, the comparison to historical

data appears to be particularly appealing because it provides objective mea-

sures of performance. Further, such measures are easily understood by deci-

sion makers and their constituents. A method which closely reproduces histor-

ical data on the variables of interest gains credibility and wins the accep-

tance and trust of potential users (Greenberger et al, 1976). This approach

to validation may require substantial effort in assembling historical data

series for the key input and output variables, however, particularly for in-

tercensal years and in rural areas. Because such efforts are time-consuming

and expensive, historical simulation has been used less frequently than the

other approaches. The historical simulation technique also has limitations

because, although it offers a test of the ability to reproduce past changes,

shifts in the structure of the reference system or major changes in values of

key system variables could adversely affect the method's future performance.

Ideally, all three forms of validation should be employed. It is unfortunate,

therefore, that most existing methodological descriptions contain little or no

information on the results of attempts to test their validity. Historical

simulation evaluations have been particularly absent in computerized model de-

scriptions (Chapter 8). In defense of the research groups that have developed

computerized impact models, however, it should be noted that most of these

models have been developed quite recently so that the time available for ex-

tensive validation has been limited. Further, because many areas where these

models have been applied have relatively recent histories of rapid growth

(Murdock and Leistritz, 1979a), the data available for testing the validity of

these models under impact conditions have been sparse. Rigorous empirical

evaluations of the validity of assessment methods should be given high prior-

ity over the next few years. Although some efforts have been made to assess

the accuracy of projections, particularly in the areas of economic and demo-

graphic projections (Klindt et al, 1972; MacMillan and Lu, 1972; Hertsgaard et

al, 1977; Glickman, 1977; Ascher, 1978), such assessments have been infrequent

and additional analyses are clearly essential.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR REPOSITORY SITING

The discussion in this chapter points to several dimensions that have im-

plications for the nuclear repository siting process. Thus, it is evident

that the impact assessment process must occur in close association with other

aspects of the siting process. Assessment information can play a key role in

the design and implementation of the mitigation and community development as-

pects of siting and must entail, as noted above, direct participation from

both those who shall interpret such information for policy makers and for pol-

icy makers themselves. It is evident, then, that in the siting of nuclear re-

positories, as in other large-scale developments, assessment, mitigation and

community development and public participation research programs must be

carefully integrated. If assessment information is to be of maximum utility,

the development of impact assessment methodologies, mitigation strategies and

community development a public participation strategies must be closely

coordinated and occur nearly simultaneously. Methodologists and strategists

must work interactively to ensure that the assessment information produced is,

in fact, that of maximum utility to federal, state, and local decision makers.

The discussion in this chapter also again points to the need for the

field testing and the validation of assessment methodologies and mitigation,

community development, and public participation strategies. As noted in this

chapter, methodologies are seldom validated after they are developed. As a

result, the accuracy, reliability, and general utility of such methods and

strategies often remain unknown. Given the range and extent of review and

potential controversy likely to be associated with assessments for repository

sites, it is absolutely essential that such validation be completed for meth-

odologies and strategies to be used in repository siting analyses.

A final implication of the discussion presented above is that whatever

form of assessment method or modeling system is employed in an assessment it

is essential to recognize its limitations as wel] as Its strengths. Any

assessment can address only certain types of empirical, addressable questions.

Thus, no assessments or other presently ovailable socioeconomic research tech-

nique can predict such societal issues as the levels of societal acceptance of

and preferences for disposing of nuclear waste. A socioeconomic assessment

and related mitigation, development, and public participation analyses can pro-

vide information to assist federal, state, and local decision makers in policy

formulation and to increase the knowledge base for addressing local concerns,
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but such analyses cannot be expected to predict national trends in perceptions

nor to predict social reactions to as-of-yet unpredicted siting events. Con-

sequently, as with other types of analyses described in this chapter, it must

be recognized that socioeconomic assessments and assessment methodologies for

repository siting can address some but not all of the issues surrounding the

siting process.

For repository siting analyses the need for close interactions between N
researchers and policy analysts and decision makers, the need to field test

and validate methodological approaches and instruments and the need to recog-

nize the limitations as well as the potential advantages of research tech-

niques are clearly as important as for other large-scale developments.

Efforts to ensure that such factors are evident in the socioeconomic analyses

of repository siting are thus essential and critical for the success of the

siting process.

CRITICAL FACTORS IN METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND UTILIZATION

Rapid growth resulting from large-scale development projects has created

a growing interest in impact assessment. A number of assessment methods have

been developed, and we believe that they have considerable potential for pro-

viding information useful to decision makers. These methods will be most use-

ful, however, if their inherent capabilities and limitations are thoroughly

understood. They are most appropriately regarded as sophisticated mechanisms

that allow us to see the future implications of alternative courses of action.

When properly designed, impact assessment methods provide an efficient mechan-

ism for organizing our assumptions and for projecting the implications of

these assumptions into the future.

There are some things, however, which they cannot be expected to do. No

matter how sophisticated their design, they cannot provide certainty in an un-

certain decision environment (Kornbluh and Little, 1976). Neither can they be

expected to resolve policy differences which are basically philosophical in

nature. Finally, they cannot and should not be expected to replace the deci-

sion maker in his role of considering and weighing all available information

and applying judgment in arriving at a final decision. Neither should the ex-

istence of a projection remove the decision maker's responsibility for those

decisions.
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- Those who may use these assessments will find it necessary to develop

criteria of method acceptability, whether as a basis for choosing among alter-

native methods or as a guide in deciding whether a given method can be used

with confidence. While many factors may enter into such decisions, we suggest

that three considerations should predominate:

1. The method must provide the types of information needed by the user.

Increased communication between analysts and decision makers will be

required to achieve better congruence between assessment capabilities

and user needs. It must be recognized, however, that determination

of information needs is not a trivial task. Decision makers fre-

quently experience difficulty in articulating their needs in terms

that are meaningful to impact analysts. Similarly, analysts often

appear to be insensitive to the imperatives confronting decision

makers. It may be necessary for the decision makers and impact

analysts to jointly simulate a typical decision process before a

final prioritization of needs can be developed.

2. The assessment should use tested, state-of-the-art techniques to pro-

vide the most realistic possible representation of the real world

system being analyzed. To date, lack of empirical validation has

been one of the major shortcomings of socioeconomic impact assess-

ments. Impact analysts should give more attention to empirical vali-

dation of their products with emphasis on the ability to replicate

actual outcomes in rapid growth areas, and potential users should de-

mand objective measures of validity.

3. Because impact assessment methodologies provide at best a simplifica-

tion of the system being studied, decision makers must evaluate them

not in terms of an ideal but unobtainable "perfect method", but

rather in terms of available alternatives (Forrester, 1968). While

the present computerized models are by no means approaching

perfection, they may well be superior to the manual or mental models

which are the alternatives to their use. Further, there appears to

be reason for optimism that they can be further refined and their

performance improved.

For those entities that contemplate sponsoring assessment efforts, a

number of questions frequently arise. While these questions may take dif-

_ ferent forms in different settings (for example, use of in-house staff versus
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outside consultants, development of a new method or model versus transfer of

an existing one), their focus is on defining the conditions necessary for a

successful impact assessment effort. While there is certainly room for

differences of opinion in this area, we would suggest the following as

important conditions:

1. Early involvement of potential users--Participation of potential

users in the methodology design effort not only improves the chances

that the resulting methodology will be compatible with their needs

but also can provide the developers with easier access to local data

bases. User involvement throughout the development period allows for

correction of initial inaccuracies based on information about local

conditions. Further, the meaningful involvement of users in the de-

velopment process increases the likelihood that they will use the

assessment.

2. Appropriate timing with respect to information needs--Awareness of

the need for the information the assessment can provide and timely

provision of information to meet those needs is also essential. If

assessment efforts are pursued before decision makers feel the need

for the information they can provide or if the development process is

so extended that the important issues have been addressed prior to

the assessment's completion, the effort is unlikely to be highly

utilized or well received.

3. Knowledge of study area conditions--Socioeconomic impact analysis by

its very nature requires a detailed understanding of the economic,

demographic, public service, fiscal, and social conditions of the

study area. If the researchers do not possess such knowledge, they

must be willing to commit a significant effort to thoroughly under-

standing local conditions and relationships.

4. Knowledge of impact assessment techniques--Socioeconomic impact an-

alysis generally and impact modeling in particular require a variety

of skills, including thorough knowledge of economic, demographic,

public service, fiscal, and social impact assessment methods and

expertise in clomputer systems/programming. Because it would be
4
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highly unlikely to find this combination of skills in one individual,

a multidisciplinary team must usually be assembled.

5. Continuity of professional and technical support--Once the assessment

methodology has been developed there is a continuing need for compe-

tent analysts both to assist users in various applications of the

methodology and to update various data bases and coefficients. There

is also a continuing need for advice from persons with expertise in

the use and interpretation of impact assessment to determine when use

of the results is appropriate and for interpreting those results. In

addition, as the model is applied to a variety of problems, needs for

refinement are often identified. Determination of the institutional

setting (for example, mission agency, research institute, etc.) which

can best provide a continuity of support will be important to the

long-term usefulness of any methodology.

6. Resources commensurate to the task--Impact methodology development,

like other research and development endeavors, is not inexpensive.

For example, it is estimated that more than $2 million has been

spent in development of the SIMPACT computerized assessment system

(Huston, 1979). Development of some other regional impact modeling

systems has involved costs of several hundred thousand dollars, not

including background data collection and analysis. Transfer of an

existing system may be possible at a cost substantially lower than

that required to develop a new system (Murdock et al, 1980). This

option is attractive, however, only if an existing model appears to

meet information needs and if questions relating to documentation and

computer system compatibility can be satisfactorily resolved. (The

active involvement of the developer may be the best way to assure the

success of a transfer effort.) In any event, the costs of the effort

must be realistically assessed and adequate resources allocated.

In closing, impact assessments appear to have considerable potential for

providing needed information in rapid growth situations. Recent general

studies of the application of assessment methods and models in policy

evaluation, however, reveal.disappointment with respect to the frequency and

extent of actual use (Fromm et al, 1975; Greenberger et al, 1976; House and
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9. "Documentation" of a model can refer either to the specification of its

conceptual design (including premises, assumptions, data sources, etc.)

or to a detailed description of its software (computer program) and the

computational procedures embodied therein. Although the second form of

documentation may be vital to the technical personnel charged with the

model's maintenance and modification, it is the first form which is

critical to decision makers.

10. For a more detailed discussion of these factors in the context of a

specific model development effort, see Murdock and Leistritz (1979b).

11. It is important to distinguish between validation and verification.

Verification of a model is basically ensuring that the model "runs as

intended"--that is, it executes the computations that its designers

specified. Validation, on the other hand, tests the appropriateness of

the design.

12. For more detailed discussion of these validation techniques, see Ascher

(1978), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976), and House and McLeod (1977).

_ 13. Some authors refer to this approach as "backcasting" while others de-

fine backcasting as the situation in which the model is run backward in

time. We follow the terminology of Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976, p. 314)

who distinguish historical simulation (where the model runs forward in

time over a historical period) from backcasting.

14. Two basic variations of the historical simulation approach are pos-

sible. One alternative is to supply the (known) values of the exogenous

variables to the model throughout the period. The other is to supply the

model with exogenous variable values which were "estimated" using the

same techniques employed to estimate these variables in forecasting

applications.

15. Statistical measures which are frequently applied include the Thiel U2

Coefficient, Mean Ab6,olute Error, Mean Error, and R2 coefficients. For

further discussion, see Leuthold (1975), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976),

and Senechal (1971).

I
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McLeod, 1977). Overselling by assessment analysts and modelers and unreal-

istic expectations on the part of users are both cited as reasons for low

levels of actual utilization of assessments in the policy process. While we

are not aware of any study which has examined the use of socioeconomic impact

assessment methods and models specifically, we suspect that these problems

exist for this class of methods also. Greater commitments from both impact

analysts and policy makers will be required if assessments are to achieve

their full potential.
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NOTES

1. An exception is the discussion by Murdock et al (1980) of the adapta-

tion of the Texas Assessment Modeling System (TAMS) from the RED 1 and

RED 2 Models.

2. In a broader evaluation of the uses of federally supported models, Fromm

et al (1975) found that very few of the model limitations cited by agency

project monitors were related to modeling techniques or methodology.

Rather, the major emphasis was on problems in applying models to decision

making with the greatest number of comments relating to factors necessary

in the decision process but left out of the model.

3. Several examples of such controversy are discussed in Greenberger et al

(1976).

4. In general, models are most readily employed in situations where there is

general agreement regarding the ends to be achieved, and a lack of goal

consensus makes the modeler's task more difficult. For further

discussion of this point with respect to forecasting in general, see

Ascher (1978, Chapter 2).

5. For example, Fromm et al (1975) report that, when directors of modeling

projects were queried concerning benefits of their model, the most

frequent response was "educated the model builders".

6. For extensive discussions of these factors, see House and McLeod (1977)

and Greenberger et al (1976). A more general discussion of the influence

of forecasts is provided by Ascher (1978, Chapter 2).

7. For a detailed discussion of the use of a socioeconomic impact assess-

ment model in a variety of policy contexts, see Leistritz et al (1980).

8. Specific examples include the use of impact projections as an aid in

allocating impact assistance grants and as a basis for long-range highway

planning in energy development areas of North Dakota (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1976b).
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9. "Documentation" of a model can refer either to the specification of its

conceptual design (including premises, assumptions, data sources, etc.)

W - or to a detailed description of its software (computer program) and the

computational procedures embodied therein. Although the second form of

if-r documentation may be vital to the technical personnel charged with the

model's maintenance and modification, it is the first form which is

F; critical to decision makers.

10. For a more detailed discussion of these factors in the context of a

specific model development effort, see Murdock and Leistritz (1979b).

- 11. It is important to distinguish between validation and verification.

Verification of a model is basically ensuring that the model "runs as

intended"--that is, it executes the computations that its designers

specified. Validation, on the other hand, tests the appropriateness of

the design.

12. For more detailed discussion of these validation techniques, see Ascher

(1978), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976), and House and McLeod (1977).

13. Some authors refer to this approach as "backcasting" while others de-

fine backcasting as the situation in which the model is run backward in

time. We follow the terminology of Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976, p. 314)

who distinguish historical simulation (where the model runs forward in

time over a historical period) from backcasting.

14. Two basic variations of the historical simulation approach are pos-

sible. One alternative is to supply the (known) values of the exogenous

variables to the model throughout the period. The other is to supply the

model with exogenous variable values which were "estimated" using the

same techniques employed to estimate these variables in forecasting

applications.

15. Statistical measures which are frequently applied include the Thiel U2

Coefficient, Mean Absolute Error, Mean Error, and R2 coefficients. For

further discussion, see Leuthold (1975), Pindyck and Rubinfeld (1976),

and Senechal (1971).
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Our intent in this effort has been to provide an overview of the concep-

tual bases for and alternative techniques available for use in assessing the

economic, demographic, public service, fiscal, and social impacts of resource

development projects. In this chapter, we wish first to briefly summarize our

conclusions with respect to needs for additional development and refinement of

impact assessment methods and supporting data bases.

CONCLUSIONS: STATE OF THE ART IN SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Our intent in this section is to summarize our impressions of the current

state of the art in socioeconomic impact assessments for large-scale projects

and to point out those areas where additional conceptual and/or empirical ef-

fort is needed to allow for more adequate assessments. In so doing, we are

admittedly being evaluative and expressing views whose empirical validity has

yet to be clearly established.

When the techniques which are most commonly employed in socioeconomic im-

pact assessment are evaluated, one immediate conclusion is that current meth-

ods and approaches leave much to be desired. Many assessments appear to be

based on inadequate methods, utilize inappropriate data bases, and frequently

achieve, at best, a partial analysis of the relevant impact dimensions.

Examples of such shortcomings are abundant in recent assessments. In the

area of economic impacts, they include the use of techniques which provide

only very aggregate measures of economic effects and which are insensitive to

key differences in project characteristics. Even more serious, secondary eco-

nomic effects have been ignored altogether in many assessments (Berkey et al,

1977). Demographic impact assessment provides similar examples, including the

use of simple population-to-employment ratios which ignore the structure of

the population and the dynamics of population growth and decline. Demographic

analyses also provide numerous examples of the use of inappropriate data

bases. For example, many analysts have used an area's average family size de-

rived from census data as-an estimate of the demographic characteristics of

in-migrating construction-related populations, even though extensive data

bases concerning these characteristics are available from recent surveys.
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The integration of the various impact dimensions, as noted in Chapter 7,

is an assessment area where conceptual development has been especially defi-

cient. It appears that adequate integration requires use of common procedures

for both baseline and impact interfaces, employment of interface procedures at

the lowest possible geographic level, retention of the most significant as-

pects of each impact dimension in the interface procedure, and use of feedback

or iterative mechanisms. Most integration procedures in current use, however,

are single-point, single-dimension, and noniterative. Further, in many cases

analysts fail to consistently apply common interface procedures in both

baseline and impact assessments.

Evaluation of changes in public service requirements has been similarly

limited. Such assessments often have been based on the application of na-

tional service standards to total population changes. Such approaches not

only ignore unique local conditions, such as service expectations of local

residents and capacities of present facilities, but also ignore the effects on

service requirements that may result from differences in key socioeconomic

characteristics (for example, income and age structure) between in-migrants

and the resident population. Further, many assessments have been very limited

in the types of services examined, with some including only a small subset of

the services provided by local governments and others making no explicit

attempt to examine service requirements (Berkey et al, 1977).

Fiscal impacts of major projects are one of the major concerns of local

decision makers. Fiscal assessments, however, have frequently been subject to

limitations similar to those noted previously with respect to public service

evaluations. In many cases, only a few of the cost and revenue components

have been examined. In others, only public sector costs and revenues associ-

ated directly with the proposed project have been evaluated, the indirect and

induced fiscal effects thus being ignored. Finally, few fiscal analyses have

adequately addressed the temporal and jurisdictional distribution of costs and

revenues, although it has become increasingly apparent that these distribu-

tional aspects are frequently a source of problems for local jurisdictions

(Murdock and Leistritz, 1979; Gilmore et al, 1976).

In the area of social impact analyses the limitations are equally evi-

dent. A failure to properly define the content of social impact analysis and

subsequent unrealistic expectations for them, the use of impressionistic data

based on short-term observations, and the analysis of only public services or

only those dimensions that can be derived from secondary data are some of the
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most common limitations. It is essential for social impact analysts to de-

velop, and be provided with, an adequate set of resources to develop more

comprehensive but definitive assessment techniques.

Overall, it is apparent that past impact assessments have frequently

suffered from inadequate conceptualization and from a failure to utilize the

most appropriate techniques and the most adequate data sets that were avail-

able. It must be recognized, however, that socioeconomic impact assessment is

a relatively new and rapidly developing research area. While regional econo-

mists and demographers have long been interested in developing a better under-

standing of the forces affecting rural economic and population changes, it is

only within the last decade that NEPA requirements have stimulated concerted

efforts to provide integrated assessments of a broad range of economic, demo-

graphic, and social impacts. Further, as has been indicated in previous chap-

ters, significant advances in the sophistication and, hopefully, the realism

of these assessments have occurred in recent years. Thus, we turn our atten-

tion to evaluating the most advanced methods which are being employed in this

area.

The state of the art in impact assessment (that is, the most advanced

models that have been developed and employed) clearly represents a substantial

advance over the techniques typically employed. These models and methods,

however, still appear to have substantial limitations. The more salient de-

ficiencies of impact assessment techniques appear to be in the following

areas: (1) insufficient conceptualization of key dimensions and interactions,

(2) inadequate data bases, (3) inappropriate levels of analysis, (4) insuffi-

cient orientation to the needs and concerns of decision makers, and (5) inade-

quate validation. The nature and significance of each of these shortcomings

will not be examined.

Inadequate conceptualization of key relationships, while apparent to some

degree with respect to all major impact assessment dimensions, is most evident

in the integration of major components. As noted in Chapter 7, no clear

conceptual premises have been established to provide a basis for interfacing

socioeconomic dimensions. The lack of attention to this issue may arise at

least in part from the traditional isolation of disciplinary specialties.

Thus, the development of economic impact concepts and techniques has been the

realm of the regional scientist, population analysis has been the concern of

the demographer, and fiscal impact evaluations have been the concern of an
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equally specialized group of public finance analysts and planners. Only re-

cently has the need for integration of concepts from these and other diverse

disciplines become clearly apparent.

The traditional organization and reward systems of some major research

institutions (for example, universities) may act to discourage the intense and

sustained levels of interdisciplinary interaction required to achieve substan-

tial advances. Segregation of the relevant disciplines into several different

departments, often in different colleges, tends to limit interactions, except

during those periods when the researchers are drawn together to conduct an

"interdisciplinary" project. Because such projects often are of relatively

short duration, truly effective interdisciplinary interaction may be difficult

to establish, as differences in conceptual bases and specialized disciplinary

phraseology often impair communication (Swanson, 1979). Existing reward sys-

tems, which often place heavy emphasis on publication in the leading profes-

sional journals of the researcher's discipline, also may discourage substan-

tial commitments to integrative efforts. If interdisciplinary analyses are

less acceptable to major journals than more discipline-specific efforts, re-

searchers may be understandably reluctant to commit substantial resources to

these activities, especially during their formative years (Swanson, 1979).

Whatever the underlying causes, conceptual bases and specific techniques

for interfacing socioeconomic dimensions have not received sufficient atten-

tion. The economic-demographic interface appears to be the most highly devel-

oped, but even here the specific procedures employed are often ad hoc in na-

ture, and their reliability under a variety of contextual conditions has not

been adequately assessed. Methods for integrating other impact dimensions

have received substantially less attention, and attempts at quantitative in-

terfacing of social and environmental (physical) dimensions with other socio-

economic categories appear almost nonexistent (Murdock, 1969).

Insufficient databases pose limitations to socioeconomic impact analy-

sis which are at least as severe as those resulting from inadequate conceptu-

alization. Whatever the limitations in model conceptualization, it still ap-

pears to be true that our capacity to develop highly sophisticated regional

models exceeds our ability to implement them, given the primitive nature of

available data and data-gathering techniques (Miernyk, 1976). These limita-

tions are applicable to nearly all aspects of socioeconomic impact assessment.

Thus, in each of the socioeconomic areas discussed in the preceding chapters,
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limitations in databases are perceived as a major barrier to the development

of more comprehensive and reliable assessment models.

The paucity of data available for estimating many of the relationships

which are central to impact assessments has had several effects. One is the

tendency of impact analysts to rely heavily on intuition and expert judgment

(Ford, 1976) in quantifying many key relationships. Review of numerous impact

statements and model descriptions leads us to conclude that virtually all

analysts have relied heavily on this approach; levels of candor on the subject

vary greatly, however. A second result of data limitations has been a ten-

dency to utilize certain data sets in settings where their applicability

appears questionable. The widespread use of data on worker characteristics

and settlement facility sites in the Great Plains and Rocky Mountain states

(Mountain West Research, Inc., 1975; Wieland et al, 1977) in projecting such

patterns for a wide variety of facilities in diverse environmental settings is

a case in point.

Many impact assessment efforts appear to involve levels of analysis which

do not allow critical questions to be adequately addressed. Some of the most

important questions to be addressed in impact assessment relate not just to

the aggregate changes in various socioeconomic variables but also to the dis-

tribution of those effects--among groups in the affected population, among

jurisdictions, and over time. For example, assessment approaches which treat

fiscal effects only in terms of the expected changes in total revenues and

total costs of typical local jurisdiction for a typical year after the facil-

ity is in operation simply fail to address some of the most important issues

related to fiscal impacts. Similarly, demographic analyses which fail to give

considerable attention to the likely settlement-commuting patterns of project

workers will be of limited utility to local planners and decision makers.

Overall, it appears that the level of analysis frequently has been based more

on convenience for the analysts than on the needs of those who will utilize

the information as a basis for decisions.

Another limitation which appears to be pervasive among the impact assess-

ments we have examined is an insufficient orientation toward and sensitivity

to the needs of decision makers. In general, impact analysts must give

greater attention to the production of results that have meaning to policy

makers and which can be Fcted upon by them. This requires not only the devel-

opment of more adequate research techniques and conceptual specification but
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also a clear identification of key policy issues and a specification of

critical questions at the beginning of an assessment effort (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979). More specifically, if impact assessments and particularly

computerized assessment models are to achieve their full potential in guiding

impact management and mitigation efforts, they must become increasingly

oriented to the evaluation of the effects of specific impact management

strategies. Thus, impact assessment models should be capable of addressing

the likely implications of alternative approaches by the developer (such as

alternative project construction schedules, expanded local recruitment, and

provision of bachelor quarters or subsidized transportation for workers) and

by public officials (such as alternative approaches to service provision and

financing). Finally, such evaluations must be provided in a timely fashion,

with many potential users requiring preliminary results within a three to

six-month time period and subsequent updates and analyses of alternative

strategies in even shorter time frames (Coddington and Gilmore, 1980).

A final consideration which has been noted with respect to every major

impact dimension is the requirement for much more extensive validation of im-

pact assessment models. As noted previously, published descriptions of the

most widely used models give little indication of the extent to which their

accuracy or reliability has been evaluated or of the results of those evalu-

ations. Even when such evaluations have been reported (Thompson et al, 1978;

Leistritz et al, 1979), they typically have been based on a very small number

of observations, and hence the conclusions which can be drawn are similarly

limited. In general, there is a clear need for the evaluation of the accuracy

of impact assessments to become a systematic area of research (Murdock and

Leistritz, 1979).

IMPLICATIONS: NEEDS FOR FURTHER REFINEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

Our purpose in this section is to point out implications of our findings

in terms of future needs in impact assessment and to discuss those research

a~nd analysis emphases which must be altered in order to improve the quality of

impact assessments. Our remarks are directed specifically to three groups

with vital interests in the impact assessment process: (1) impact research-

ers, (2) sponsors of impact studies, and (3) policy makers who attempt to

utilize the results of these efforts. Overall, we hope to delineate aspects
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of impact assessment which require additional emphasis and to suggest possible

mechanisms to facilitate the strengthening of impact assessments.

Review of current impact assessment practices reveals a need for addi-

tional conceptual and analytical refinement within each major impact assess-

ment category. The need for improved conceptualization and refined analytical

approaches is even more apparent when the integration of various impact dimen-

sions is considered. If such conceptual and analytical refinements are to be

achieved, it is essential to increase the levels of interest among social sci-

entists in pursuing impact research as a legitimate research area with scien-

tific merit. If impact research is viewed as pursuing questions tangential to

the major interests of the various disciplines, social scientists will be

reluctant to make substantial and continuing commitments to this area of

research.

It is our opinion that impact-related studies allow researchers to ad-

dress a broad range of questions which are basic to economics, demography, so-

ciology, and several related disciplines (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). The

manner in which much impact research has been supported, however, has tended

to deter pursuit of these more basic questions. Support for impact-related

research has come primarily from agencies charged with preparing the impact

statements. Short time periods and, to a lesser extent, limited funding for

these efforts frequently have left analysts with no choice but to rely on es-

tablished techniques and existing databases. To encourage significant ad-

vances in the quality of impact assessments, sponsors must give greater atten-

tion to initiating studies which will lead to the refinement of analytical

techniques and development of expanded databases. At the same time, re-

searchers will be required to be innovative in devising approaches by which

contributions to analytical refinement and database expansion can be achieved

within the time and budget constraints commonly associated with impact assess-

ment projects. Provisions for ensuring the continuity of research efforts be-

yond the assessment process, such that techniques and databases can be devel-

oped in incremental fashion over the span of several sponsored projects, is a

particularly crucial consideration (Murdock et al, 1976).

Further development of impact assessment techniques also will require re-

searchers and research administrators to address a number of questions con-

cerning the organization and management of such research efforts. While a

number of researchers and administrators have discussed various possible
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mechanisms for organizing interdisciplinary research projects (Ellis, 1974;

Rossini et al, 1978; Swanson, 1979), it still appears that most projects in-

volving several disciplines have failed to achieve the level of systematic

integration which is desirable in such efforts (Swanson, 1979). Certainly,

most impact assessment efforts to date appear to suffer from a lack of ade-

quate interdisciplinary integration.

It is imperative, then, that greater emphasis be placed on developing

more effective approaches to the organization and management of interdisci-

plinary efforts and on establishing institutional mechanisms that encourage

continuity in such efforts beyond the time span of any single sponsored proj-

-~---ect. For example, research administrators need to examine whether creation of

special institutes or centers with personnel from a variety of disciplinary

backgrounds will be a more effective means of encouraging productive interdis-

ciplinary efforts than other, less formal structures involving committees or

interest groups focusing on specific topics of multidisciplinary interest.

Similarly, the effect of present reward structures in encouraging or deterring

long-term commitments to interdisciplinary efforts must be carefully examined.

Finally, there may be a need to provide new avenues of communication for

researchers and practitioners involved in impact assessment. Impact-related

research, and particularly its interdisciplinary aspects, are often regarded

as being outside the mainstream of the major contributing disciplines (for ex-

ample, economics and sociology). Provision of alternative mechanisms for the

communication of new techniques and findings could enhance the development of

this field.

In terms of providing more adequate databases, it is readily apparent

that more longitudinal and comparative analyses of the impacts of resource de-

velopments are essential. Longitudinal analysis is clearly necessary in order

to address many of the specific impact-related issues identified in previous

chapters. For example, determining how local economic interdependencies or

social structures change over time as a result of development requires longi-

tudinal data from developing areas (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979). The need

for comparative analyses is equally clear. These studies are particularly iuI-

portanti in discussing the effects of various contextual factors. Although

most impact analysts assume that contextual conditions influence the various

socioeconomic consequences of development, there is presently little evidence

as to which of these conditions has the greatest influence or how important

their influence may be (Murdock and Leistritz, 1979).
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The importance of longitudinal and comparative analyses for impact as-

sessment lies not only in their scientific value but also in their clear prag-

matic significance. If such studies reveal contexts in which impacts are par-

ticularly severe and others where they are less problematic, this information

could be very important in future decisions concerning project siting or im-

pact assistance. These studies thus offer important pragmatic, as well as

methodological, advantages.

Future impact assessment efforts must give greater attention to the in-

formation requirements of decision makers. Impact analysts need to give

higher priority to identifying those entities which will be the principal

users of the assessment and discerning the information requirements of these

groups, including impact categories to be addressed, specific variables of in-

terest and the most useful levels of analysis. While it must be recognized

that determining information needs is not a trivial task and that the ex-

pressed needs of decision makers may require substantial interpretation by

analysts, a greater commitment to tailoring impact assessments and assessment

models to the needs of user groups is essential (Edwards, 1980). Further,

there is a need to view impact assessments less as a mechanism for developing

a one-time projection and more as an impact management tool to be utilized

throughout the project planning and development process. Use of assessments

in this mode will require greater commitments by both analysts and decision

makers but should result in the development of methods which are increasingly

relevant to the needs of their users.

It is an often-noted, yet still highly applicable conclusion that greater

attention to the validation of impact assessment models and techniques is es-

sential. Despite the extensive resources devoted to impact assessments and

the development of increasingly sophisticated assessment techniques, the va-

lidity and reliability of different assessment methods has not been adequately

evaluated. A major task for analysts in the early 1980's should be the evalu-

ation of the performance of their methods in comparison to data provided by

the Census of 1980, as well as data from other reliable sources. Until such

assessments are completed, impact analysts will have little guidance concern-

ing the relative reliability of alternative methods or the effect of various

contextual factors on their performance, and decision makers will have little

basis for evaluating the ireliability of the information provided through the

impact assessment process.
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Finally, it is clear that the assessment of the socioeconomic impacts of

nuclear repositories will require an especially careful and concerted use of

existing methodologies and the expansion of methodological techniques in sev-

eral substantive areas, particularly in relation to social assessment tech-

niques. Although the special effects of repository siting cannot be fully ad-

dressed by standard socioeconomic assessment methodologies (and were, thus,

not the major focus of this effort), it appears that many of these concerns,

as they relate to the siting area, can be partially addressed by more adequate

standard socioeconomic impact assessments and subsequent mitigation and commu-

nity development efforts. If expanded assessments are comprehensively coordi-

nated with the best of existing methodologies, many of the concerns related to

nuclear repositories may be diffused. The future challenge for those involved

in development of socioeconomic impact assessment methodologies is thus a vi-

tal one, that of ensuring that the assessments done for repository sites are

accurate, comprehensive, and sensitive to the needs of the residents of poten-

tial siting areas.
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SERVICE

GARY HZKOWITZ
NUCLEAR SAFETY RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

KAZLN1ORI MASLUO
NUCLEAR WASTE WATCHERS

HELEN L ETARTE
NUS CORP

W. G. BELTER
JOSEPH 1. DINUNNO
BARRY N. NAIT
DOL;GCLAS n. ORVIS

OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY
ALLEN G. CROFF
LESLIE R. DOLE
JOHN T. ENSMINGER
CATHY S. FORE
C. JOHNSON
DAVID C. KOCHER
E. B. PEELLE
ELLEN D. SM11H
STEPHEN S STOW
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OFF OF NWTS INTEGRATION
Ri,.ERT E. HIEINEMAN

IHIO DEPT OF ECONOMIC AND
OMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
R( ER B. WILLIAMS

HI )EPT OF ENERGY
M.TETLR KOCHMAN

tHIO DEPT OF HEALTH
RE .RT M. QUILLIN
HI ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL
S1f-iEN H. SEDAM

tHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
M A CORNWELL

KL OMA STATE DEPT OF HEALTH
R. CRAIG

NTfR10 HYDRO
R. AS. BARNES

R.( DBERTH

CR G I. SIMPSON
RE_.oN DEPT OF ENERGY
DONALD W. GODARD
MICHAEL W. GR INEY
RE1 N DEPT OF GEOLOGY AND MINERAL
JDt RIES
RElN STATE UNiVERSITY
BRIAN DODD
U RINGLE
RG ilZATION FOR ECONOMIC
(O-RATION AND DEVELOPMENT
I P OLIS IER
THA INC
)OF H A. LIEBERMAN

kCI ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
BRY-N 4US
CtflC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
RA :OND L SLUtM
AD AN C SMITH, )R

%C]" NORTHWEST LABORATORY
H. C. BURKHOLDER
JOHN B BURNFFAM
JO P. CORLEt
OR IE F. HILL
I. H. 1ARRETT
R. D. NELSON
I.N LusIN
MRS iS, 8RINCKERHOFF, QUADE, &
OUiLAS, INC.
T. R. KUESfL

i-KBR INC
DIL K. PAUL
*MA F STEINER
NNMLVANIA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
ARTHUR A. SOCOLOW
NN VANIA GOVERNORS ENERGY
DOI IL
HiF_ RT ACOBS
.NNSYLVANIA OFFICE OF VOCATIONAE
HARII.ITATION

AN EVA !I(OPAR
NN VANIA STATt UNIVERSITY
V% IL51 0M A E !LKER
:RMIAN BASIN REGIONAL PLANNING
-M SSION

fV RANFORD

*RRt.OUNIY
W. F BON FEN

.RRY COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
PAl D. JOtNSTON,SR

RR1 OLUNTY CITIZENS AGAINST NUCLEAR
ASTtMSPOSAL
WARREN STRICKLAND

PET WALI EY

PERRY COUNTY SCHOOLS
NtANIEL A. COCHRAN

PHYSIKALISCH-TECHNISCHE BUNDESANSTALT
PETER BRENNECKE

PORTLAND GENERAL ELECTRIC
1 I,%. LENTSCH

POTOMAC COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
ELLEN M. LEPPER

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK

MYRON N1. KACZMARSKY

POWER REACTOR AND NUCLEAR FUEL
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
PRESQUE ISLE COURTHOUSE
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

PE TER MONTAGUE

PUBLIC LAW UTILITIES GROUP
DORIS FALKENi-EINER

PUBLIC SERVICE INDIANA
ROCIF RI S r' [GENG

QUADREX CORP
FRANCIS I. KENESHEA

R & M CONSULTANTS INC
ROBERT SYA)NOR

RADIATION PROTECTION COUNCIL
(FlR! L. S iLtRIN1E

RAPPAHANNOCK AREA DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION

¼1 It 11K bAER

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTIltUTE

fFOxx XRl I I W\CD( [hI1r S'
LD\\ fSk;t AOLO
I S"1fS vAC

RESOURCE SYSTEMS INSTITUTE

K!Kh R sMITH
ROCKWELL HANFORD OPERATIONS

IARRY BAlAD

R. A. Dti.

Ef()R(.t C ES ANS [2:

LR. FRl(:H

R JI N1E1RA

Kt NSO()( KIM

KARL N LA Rt F

, WI IRLNMAI Al

ROCKWELL INTERNAFIONAL ENERGY SYSTEMS

GROUP

H4RRY PfARL-N1AN
L AW, RE NCE 1. SMITH

ROGERS & ASSOCIATES ENGINEERING CORP
AR tHUR STL.TFIRiLAND

ROGERS AND GOtLDEN

jAC K A. FLALPERN

RPC INC
BURKE FORT

S.F. LOGAN & ASSOCIATES INC

SIANtFE I lOt *AN

S.M. STOELER ( ORP

ROBLR I I, KL PF

SAN DIEGO GAS S EECTRIC COMPANY
(1' . FEElAN.IF

SAN JOSI STATE UNIVERSITY SCH1OOL 01

FNGINl ERING

R NI \ SION

SAN{ ANA NI(
RAI 'il : (I k!-,

SANLIA NATIONAL LABORAIORIES

G ( ALLEN

5H1551 SItRFR AMN

I(F A IL RN ANI) /
LIFERAR)

K k, I'I NEHl

ANIFEFNEo NIlt IIIR

JAN',[ I NF \S
A V, ANNE)IR

A. I SEEPHi'NSON

SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORY

i.1 IIlENNl.tY

I E\ENDELLLMARINE
> ORE SR SR

SCIENCE APPLICATIONS INC

ILtfRES -ARBIAL

JERRY J COILEN

j\\1L EF f IAIMEE 1MN

DF1 A U R ALEI
ROBERT LARIVIERE

OLIN r. N1OSIER
HiI!.\ ARE) 'RAT!

SCIENTISTS INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC

INFORMATION

TERRY R, LASH

SENECA COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
SHIMIZU CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD

1.SN:ASFi ISHIII
IL Nil TAKAGI

SIERRA CLUB
rEDNA ZFAVIN

SIERRA CLUB - MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER
SIERRA GEOPHYSICS INC

$1iF'LLN L. GILLETT

SIX-COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

ORGANIZATION

t. A LEN F ASA CLTT

SNAKE RIVER ALLIANCE
I Ni . EI L \11

SOUTH CAROLINA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NO(RNL AN t OLSON

SOUTH DAKOFA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

RICHARD RETTZ

SOUTH DAKOTA OFFICE OF ENERGY POLICY
RTL EN MN WFGMAN

SOUTHERN STATES ENERGY BOARD

I I CLAR.4
SOUEHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION
CEN FER

[)EN HANCO(CK

A lSON f' M(NROL

ST BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY
( NRtI J TS' AROG

ST JOSEPH COLLEGE
C L AIRF MARKHAM

ST MARTIN HIGH SCHOOL
RAt iOND J. INESTHNER

STANFORD UNIVERSITY

IRIIN RENiSON

STATE OF TEXAS, RADIATION ADVISORY
BOARD

I At R-A KEL-VER

STEARNS-ROGER SERVICES INC

STONE & FIBSTER ENGINEERING CORP

'All ~lE A ANN OC ) -ON NETtI

15~f151 N NSA~sFIIS

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORP

11 !NAING INFORMATION GROUP
\ iNt : . t INT

STU0BSA OVERHECK & ASSOCIATES INC

I'l) I t 015 Fs()lH

Slt;i)SVIK FNERGITEKNIK AB
AKE ILLIJCREN

ROE D SIC); OM

SUMMIT COUNTY ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

JAMES T. hKN(.
SWISS FEDERAL OFFICE OF ENERGY

I NILIDIRFR 1

( I AKRABORI AI IA 'AB AiAFHI
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_SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORP
RICHARD BALSAM
H. G. DAVIS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROJECT
DONALD PAY

-TECHNICAL RESEARCH CENTRE OF FINLAND
SILJA RUMMUKAINEN
KARI SAARI

TECHNICAL SERVICES AND
_INSTRUMENTATION INC

BURTON ANDREPONT
TEKNEKRON RESEARCH INC

ANTHONY F. MOSCATI
TENNESSEE DEPT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

BILL GRAHAM
TERA CORP

LAWRENCE H. WIGHT
TERRA TEK INC

_ RICHARD LINGLE
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY

ROY W. HANN, JR.
STEVE MURDOCK

TEXAS BUREAU OF RADIATION CONTROL
DONALD G. ANDERSON

TEXAS DEPT OF HEALTH
DAVID K. LACKER

TEXAS DEPT OF WATER RESOURCES
- ALFRED DAREZZO

TEXAS ENERGY & NATURAL RESOURCES
ADVISORY COUNCIL

TERRY BARRON
MIl TON L. HOI ! OVO AY (5;
CAROL KING
ROBERT D SMITH

TEXAS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
PETE LANEY

-THE ANALYTIC SCIENCES CORP
JOHN W. BAR1LEFT

THE BENHAM GROUP
KEN SENOUR

THE CLARION-LEDGER
- MARK SCHLEIFSTEIN

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
BENJAMIN F. HELL

TRW INC
_ PETER ALEXANDER

E. R. CHRISTIE
TUN ISMAIL ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE

PUSPATI LIBRARY
U.K. DEPT. OF THE ENVIRONMENT

RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT
DIVISION

U.S. BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
MARX PLL.MB
_ EDWARD R. SCHERICK
GREGORY F. THAYN

U.S. BUREAU OF MINES
(,FO()RC J NIE" IADOMSKI

U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
REGE LEACH

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - ALBUQUERQUF
OPERATIONS OFFICE

R~ LOWERY
JOSEPH M. MCGOUGH
DORNER T. SCHUELER

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - AMERICAN SOCIETY
FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

R. COOPERSTEIN
-U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY -ASSISTANT GENERAL

COUNSEL FOR ENVIRONMENT
S. H. GREENLFIGH

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - CHICAGO
OPERATIONS OFFICE

VICKI ALSPAUGH
DLANE DAY
PAUL KEARNS
C. MORRISON
PUBL. . READING ROOM
R. SELBY

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - DALLAS SUPPORT
OFFICE

CURTIS E. CARLSON, JR.
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - DIVISION OF WASTE
REPOSITORY DEPLOYMENT

W. WADE BALLARD, JR.
J. W. BENNETT
C. R. COOLEY (2)
WARREN EISTER
CRITZ H. GEORGE
rHOMAS P. LONGO
HARRY kN. SMEDES
JEFF SMILEY

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY -HEADQUARTERS
PLBLIC READING ROOM

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - IDAHO OPERATIONS
OFFICE

CARL R. ROBERTSON
PUBLIC READING ROOM
JOHN B. WHITSETT

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - NEVADA OPERATIONS
OFFICE

M.P. KLNICH
PUBLIC READING ROOM

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - NUCLEAR
ENVIRONMENTAL APPLICATION BRANCH

ROBERT W. BARBER
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - NUCLEAR WASTE

EDWARD F. MASTAL
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - NWTS PROGRAM
OFFICE

T. BAILLIEUL
M. BLANCHARD
L. A. CASEY
R. LAHOTI
L. K. MCCLAIN
J. 0. NEFF
K. K. WU
R. C. WUNDERLICH

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - OAK RIDGE
OPERATIONS OFFICE

PUBLIC READING ROOM
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - OFFICE OF NUCLEAR
WASTE MANAGEMENT

EARL WAHL.QUIjST
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - OFFICE OF PROJECT
AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

D: L. HARTMAN
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - OFFICE OF TERMINAL
WASTE DISPOSAL

FRANKLIN E. COFFMAN
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - OFFICE OF WASTE
ISOLATION

IAN11 SYIJAHIN
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY -REGION VilI

SIGRID HIGDON
U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - RICHLAND
OPERATIONS OFFICE

0. L. OLSON
PUBI IUC RI ADING ROOM
D. I. SQUIRES

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY -SAN FRANCISCO
OPERATIONS OFFICE

ENERGY RESOURCES CENTER
LEN LANNI
PUBLIC READING ROOM

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY - SAVANNAH RIVER
OPERATIONS OFFICE

REGINA T. HARRIS
T. B. HINDMAN

U.S. DEPT OF ENERGY -WIPP PROGRAM
LAWRENCE H. HARMON

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
DIVISION OF CRITERIA & STANDARDS
JAMES NEIHEISEL

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE
WILLIAM DAVID BROOKS

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - COLUMBUS
A. M. LA SALA, JR.

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - DENVER
M. S. BEDINGER

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - JACKSON
GARALD G. PARKER, JR.

U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY - RESTON
JOHN ROBERTSON
PETER R. STEVENS
DAVID B. STEWART

U.S. HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

MORRIS K. UDALL
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I. CALVIN BELOTE
PATRICIA A. COMELLA
ENRICO F. CONTI
MIICHAEL C. CCLLINGFORD
J. J. DAVIS
RICHARD F. FOSTER
PAUL F. GOLDBERG
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE LICENSING BRANCH
HIGH-LEVEL WASTE TECHNICAL
CLYDE JUPITER
PHILIP S. JUSTUS
MICHAEL S. KEARNEY
H. E. LEFEVRE
LIBRARY
JOHN B. MARTIN (3)
JOHN C. MCKINLEY
HUBERT MILLER
THOMAS 1. NICKOLSON

U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES

WILLIS D. SMITH
U.W. - MILWAUKEE SARUP

LYNNE B. IUDD
UNC NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES

ED POWERS
UNION CARBIDE CORP

BLYNN E. PRINCE
UNION COLLEGE

X R SHANEBROOK
UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS

MICHAEL FADEN
UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

7 1. ROSENSTIEL
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON

R. G. CORBETT
UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA AT BIRMINGHAM

I J5 Al TER MASON
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA

F.W. SCHWARTZ
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

JAMFS G. MCCRAY
ROY G. POST

UNIVERSITf OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY
TODD L \PORTE

,.X
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UW ERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT LOS ANGELES
-OKRENT

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT RIVERSIDE
DON STIERMAN

UP ERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA CRUZ
-.L PRIMACK

UNWVERSITY OF DELAWARE
ROBERT R. JORDAN

UN ERSITY OF FLORIDA
VID E. CLARK

i LORES C. JENKINS
M. J. OHANIAN

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA
I VID EPP

UN, ERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA -

CHW4PAIGN
DANIEL F. HANG
P GDI RAGHEB

UN ERSITY OF LOWELL
I.IES R. SHEFF

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
RICHARD C. PORTER

UN ERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
F iERT I .JCSTfR

UNTRERSITY OF MISSOURI AT KANSAS CITY
EDWIN D. GOEBEL

UN' JRSITY OF MISSOURI AT ROLLA
A EN W. HATHEWAY

__K TSOULE AIDIS
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA AT RENO

BECKY \% ElMER
UN RSITY OF NEW MEXICO

; . GLAS G. BROOKINS
ROtDNEY C. EWINE;

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA
C I4EL T. BOATRIGHT

UN RSITY OF OTTAWA
T- CER OREN

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
EDWARD P. LAINE

UN, RSITY OF SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
C %RLES R. BRENT
FRFDDIE G. HOYA ELI
JAMES " . PINSON
C IEL A. SUNlDEN
C !Y L. WILDMAN

UNLRSITY OF TENNESSEE AT KNOXVILLE
).B. FUSSELL

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
P L ANAEJIONU
B EAU OF ECONOMIC GEOIOGY
TFrOMAS C. GUSTAVSON
MARTIN P. A. JACKSON

JOE D. LEDBETTER
DOUGLAS C. RATCLIFF
E. G. WERMUND

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT SAN ANTONIO
DONALD R. LEWIS

UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO
RYOMEI KIYOSE

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
R. M. STESKY

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
GARY M. SANDQL IST
RODGER WEAVER

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH MEDICAL CENTER
JAMES A. SORENSON

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LIBRARY
DUNCAN FOLEY

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
DAVID BODANSKY
KAI N. LEE
\1. A. ROJKIN

UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
WII LIAM S. FYLE

URS/IOHN A. BLUME & ASSOCIATES,
ENGINEERS

ANDREW B. CLNNINGHAM
UTAH BUREAU OF RADIATION CONTROL

DARRELL M. WARREN
UTAH DEPT OF HEALTH

JAMES 0. M ASON. MD . DR. P. H
UTAH DIVISION OF PARKS & RECREATION

GORDON W. TOPHANI
UTAH GEOLOGICAL AND MINERAL SURVEY

GENEVIEVE ATlA 001
MAGE YONET.ANI

UTAH SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

ROBERT L. FLRLOVY,
UTILIFY DATA INSTITUTE

FRED YOST
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

FRANK L. PARKER
VEPCO

D. C. VOL N(
VERMONT AGENCY OF ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSERVATION

CHARLES A. RATTE
VERMONT STATE NUCLEAR ADVISORY PANEL

SIRG(INIA CAl AN
VIRGINIA DEPr of HEALTH

ROBERT G. lAICKLINE
VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND
STATE UNIVERSITY

LA kl JFR HIBBARD)

WASHINGTON DEPT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH
SERVICES

T. STRONG
WASHINGTON HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

RAY ISAACSON
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY

GEORGIA YUAN
WATTLAB

BOB E. WATT
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

JAMES A. WOODYARD
WBAI-FM

WARREN LIEBOLD
WEST DADE REGIONAL LIBRARY

LOURDES BLANCO LOPEZ
WEST VALLEY NUCLEAR SERVICES COMPANY
INC

RICHARD M. WINAR
WEST VIRGINIA GEOLOGICAL AND
ECONOMIC SURVEY

ROBERT B. ERWIN
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP

CAROL A. KIZIS
JAMES HI. SALING

WESTINGHOUSE WIPP PROJECT
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

WISCONSIN DEPT OF LOCAL AFFAIRS AND
DEVELOPMENT

D-AVID 'OODBURY
WISCONSIN DEPT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

DUWAANE F. GEBKEN
WISCONSIN DIVISION OF STATE ENERGY

ROBERT HALSTEAD
WISCONSIN GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL
HISTORY SURVEY

MICHAEL G. MUDREY, JR.
MEREDITH E. OSTROM

WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORP
PAUL WOZNIAK

WOODS ROBERTSON ASSOCIATES
WOODWARD-CLYDE CONSULTANTS

ASHOK PATWARDHAN
WYOMING GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

DANIEL N. MILLER
YALE UNIVERSITY

BRIAN SKINNER


